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The rural folk commynity exists. The Gabarus-Framboise region of
eastern Cape Breton. although not Redfield's ideal~ is,
nonetheless, a contemporary folk community in which virtually every
person knows every other and where aU an connected by a strong sense of
history, tradition, kinship, and place. Unlike members of rr.any urban
communities of jntC[n' residents of Gabarus-Fnmboise interact continually
at work and play. Any individual's social universe extends well beyond the
immediate area but is dominated by relationships with local people. Here, a
sense of regional identity is both shaped and reinforced by storytelling
traditions. In fact, stories provide rools fOf the ~ple of this community.
connecting the tellers and listeners even as they entertain.
This thesis is a repertoire analysis of c:ontrmporary oral narratives in a
rural folk community. A thematic breakdown of stories shows that while
they cover a variety of topics, most focus on the community, its residents, and
their physical and social environment. To situate current storytelling
practices and themes, they are first placed within their historical·cultural
context. The region'S oral narratives are enjoyable and comprehensible, at a
basic level, to outsiders. However, these stories are beUer understood as parts
of an ongoing cQmmynity noyel containing both repeating and overlapping
characters and topics, carrying deeper messages about identity, relationships,
and values to insiders.
The commur.ity's narratives cannot be separated from either tellers or
listeners. Most local residents share the ability to create entertaining
narratives about such subjects as personal experiences, family and
community history, supernatural occurrences, and local characters. Typical
conversational storytelling is analyzed by examining a house visit involving
two couples, in which each person makes an important contribulion to the
evening's entertainment. The thesis includes many stories from both men
and women. However, the role of specialized storyteller is attributed locally
to the elderly, usually men or Gaelic speakers. The repertoires and
storytelling practices of three men who are recognized by their neighbours as
the community's outstanding storytellers are explored. While expressing
their own preferences for particular namtives and narrative genres, local
storytellers, whether conversational or specialized, maintain and reshape
regional identity.
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Introduction
On the southeastern coast of Cape Breton Island, well off the highways
preferred by tourists, truckers, and Cape 8reloners with places to go, are three
small villages with house::. strung along the adjacent roads. The people of
Cabarus, Fourchu, Framboise and the surrounding area virtually all know
one another and share a culture and heritage. Like countless other rural
Canadian communities. the Gaharus-Framboise region has become
insignificant in the view of those who judge a place by the size of its
population or by its contribution to the Gross National ProdUd. In fact. many
Nova Scotians were outraged when their provincial government chose to
spend taxpayers' dollars paving the road through this sparwly-popuJated
regfon for the first time in lhe mid-l990s. However, for the permanent
residents of lhis area and for those natives who return every summer, this is
11lun<.
The yeaNound dwellers are people who have consciously chosen not
to pursue economic opportunities elsewhere and who, in most cases, have
been willing to sacrifice income opportunities as well as some modem
conveniences for the privilege of dweUing here. The residents know the
land, they know the sea, and most importantly, they know the people-not
only their neighbours but those who are buried. in local cemeteries or whose
bones are lost forever on lM ocean floor. As well as having a common
history, these coastal people sh~ rich musical and storytelling traditions.
In this thesis, I will demonstrate that in the Cabarus-Framboise region,.
storytelling keeps the past close to the present The stories told by local people
are aspects of their creativity, ways of entertaining themselves and enriching
their lives. The area's residents do not tell tales in order to escape the
drudgery of daily life; rather, their storytelling enriches whal is to many an
already satisfying existence. Most of the narratives sland on their own as
entertaining stories, yet they are vitally linked with their tellers and with the
community's perception of itself. Stories provide roots for the people of this
rural stretch of eastern Cape Breton, cOMectmg tellers and listeners, even as
they entertain.
1.1 Approach and Methodology
I use reperloire analysis to examine the oral narratives of this rural folk
community (the concepts "narrative," "repertoire: analysis," and "folk
community'"will be explained m Olapter ll). In attempting to understand the
relationships among the community, its storytellers, and their stories, I have
asked the following questions: What is ill "story"' to the people of the Cabarus--
Framboise region? What narratives are lold and how can they be
categorized? How do these stories speak to community members? Who are
the storytellers and what are their social roles? Are narratives connected
more with the community and its traditions or with the individuality of the
tellers? What does the collective repertoire teU us about tradition in this folk
community?
To answer these questions, I analyzl!d data gathered dUring two field
trips to eastern Cape Breton: a two-month trip in 1992 and a two-week one in
1995. The main purposes of the first trip were to gather narratives and to
observe and participate in the We of the community. The goals of the second
trip were to gather slories from storytellers whom I had not been able to
interview preViously, to re-interview some of the best storytellers, and to fiU
in gaps in my findings by seeking further information regarding historical
and contemporary storytelling contexts. These trips resulted in over ninety
hours of audio recordings as well as copious field notes.
During both field trips, [ boarded with couples liVing in the
community. I interacted with other people through informal visits, chance
meetings, and prearranged interviews. My interviewing slyle was flexible,
ranging from using a list of predeterminl!d topiCS to recording whatever
stories arose in general conversation. I made tape-recordings in a variety of
situations, including one-on-one interviews, interviews with couples, an
interview with two sisters and a cousin, a house visit involving two couples,
a house party, and one unique interview which took place during a drive, a
walk, and a breakfast wilh two local people and two strangers, ArMrican
tourists who had been pul up for the night by the man I was interviewing. I
also made several informal visits Ie the Cabarus-Framboise region and
corresponded with a number of residents. In addition, I consulted. a few
former residents of the community and their progeny in order to learn more
about the oral history and former slorytelling traditions of the region.
In the course of my research. I found that storytelling is a common
pastime in the area. Many residents, male and female, use narratives
skilfully to entertain or to illustrate points in conversation. However, lhe
meaning of the word i1mX. is not self-evident; instead it is variable and
culturally constructed. From a local viewpoint, "stories- are often concerned
with the past (l950s or earlier) and "storytelling'" is associated with both
elderly people and Gaelic speakers, who in many instances, are the same
people. With one exception,. a man in his late forties, it was to these people
that I was directed. My attempts 10 collect stories from younger people
resulted only in my being referred to their elders.t Therefore, my thesis will
focus on the community's own concept of storytellers and its designalion of
the elderly as tradition bearers.2
Because I was directed toward the elderly, I was not privy to particular
storytelling situations. As one couple with whom I stayed was elderly and the
other did not have children, I spenl little lime around children or youths. (
did not hear either the stories shared among the young, adults' stories for
children, or any kind of private telling within younger families.
Furthennore, a number of men in lhe area are fishermen. Although I had
regular rontact with some and visited their homes, I was neither inviled onto
fishing boats nor to the fishermen's shanties, which are known to be social
places. My one drop-in visil to a fishing shanty was brief and awkward so I
have little sense of what slories are told within. As in oIny community, there
were numerous social occasions at which storylelling undoubtedly took pi.ace,
from which I waS excluded because of factors such as gender, age, the intimacy
of the occasion, or because I did not know they were happening. In my
boarding situations, I heard many stories in conversation. However, as I was
in these houses as a boarder and guest and nol as a collector, these stories
were off the record. However, I did spend considerable time with and heard
many stories hom those that th~ community itself d~signates its storyteU~rs
-the elderly.
I had the privilege of spending most of my time with old people,
garnering stories primarily in either one-an-one interviews or interviews
with couples, dUring which one person dominated and the other played a
more supportive role (neither sex dominated consistently). In recent years,
folklorists and others have acknowledged that the introduction of a tape:
recorder changes most folklore events, making participants more self-
conscious and sometimes stimulaling them to alter their performances for an
imagined audience. However, the Finnish folklorist Anna-Leena Siibla
(1990) provided another viewpoint wMn she addressed criticisms of
collecting stories in interview settings rather than in their supposedly proper
context.
The telling at an interview has a tendency to eXpuld into nUTative
entities containing several motifs and nUTative units and to
incorporate descriptive and assessing episodes into the narrative
proper. 'Long telling' of this kind is thought to be the product of an
artificial situation. In my experience it is able to be found in natural
telling contexts when there is only one competent tradition bearer.
(207)
SUbia gives as an example of such a "natural" context, her grandmother's
telling stories to children.
My experience supports that of Siikala. In rural and, to a lesser degree,
urban Canada, older people commonly tell long, detailed. stories to children
or younger adults. Before becoming a folklorist, I spent many hours in
conversation with my grandparents, great aunts and uncles, and other elderly
people dUring which they told stories and dominated. the conversation while
I mostly listened and asked. questions.3 The gap between this sort of
conversation and a lape-r«orcled interview is not .s great as many folklorists
imagine. In addition, my own interviewing style has become flexible and
conversational over the yean, lessening the gap between interviews and
conversations even further. However, there are still notable differences
between the two, such as the interviewe(s self-consciousness and goal-
orientation as opposed to the conversatioNlist's usual focus on the
immediate experience. The fad that people sometimes asked me if the tape
recorder was still on or mentioned forgening that it was playing indicates
that, for them at least, the interview setting was not formal and alien but
comfortable. The scholarly a«eptance of the idea that only public or group
storytelling events among peers (as in Chapter V of this thesis) are "real" or
"natural," suggests that many folklorists lack familiarity with eilher rural
society or informal storytelling in private settings. Due to their own
inexperience, these scholars idealize one type of storytelling situation while
rejecting another common one.
The stories which I have gathered do not comprise the region's
complete repertoire, nor have I recorded the entire repertoire of any
individual storyteller. What I have collected is a sampling of the narrative
repertoire of the Gabarus-Framboise community. The area's storytellen are
all individuals who have spent their lives interacting with people both inside
and outside the area; therefore, one cannot assume that aU their tales
originate within the community or are part of its communal property.
Undoubtedly, I missed some good storytellers for reasons ranging from health
difficulties to pure chance. One highly·praised. man in his late nineties had a
bad faU in his home and. was moved to Halifax on the day before I planned to
visit him. 1 was unable to cross paths with a few and probably never heard of
others.
Although I interviewed an equal number of men and women, I noted
that the community was more likely to label men as~ Barbara
Rieti found a similar situation in Newfoundland: "II seems that men acquire
a reputation for story-telling more often than women., and are more likely to
put themselves forward to be interviewed" (1991:214). Like Rieti, though to a
lesser degree, I was sometimes sent along a male "referral chain. where one
contact suggests another-a man tends to send one on to another man" (214).
Folklorists have observed that. in many cultures. public storytelling is
generally men's domain while women more often participate in a "private
tradition" of household storytelling.• This private role for women often
leads to their not being recognized as storyteUers. Lena <Rafuse) Macleod., of
Belfry, was an entertaining storyteller, quite capable of holding her own in an
intimate group of two couples (see Chapler V). Nonetheless. another
community resident desaibed her as being "quiet'" and was surprised thai she
had stories to tell. I was unable to record certain other women in the
community who are also good storytellers. for example. my first hostess. PalSy
MacLeod. who told me personal experience stories about her life and travels,
and my second hostess. Sheila MacConnick,. who r1!lated many humorous
narratives about community happenings. The reasons included reluctance to
be recorded. lack of seU-identification as storytellers, and, in the homes of my
hostesses, my primary role as guest rather than researcher. However, I did
record other women teUing stories or relating non·narralive descriptions of
the community's past.
Although most of Ihe people of this region are competent storytellers.
neither men nor women are consistently good. However, since men have
the reputation of being public storytellers, they are more accessible to II
researcher with a tape recorder. A list of deceased. storytellers to whom
contemporary residents (male and female) of the region refernd. in
conversation provides evidence of the community's perception that
storytellers are male (see Appendix 1). Less than one-seventh of these past
tradition bearers were female. Among contemporary storytellers, the more
prolific narrators and those who had the lengthiest stories were, with few
exceptions, male. However, extensive fieldwork over a longer period. would
allow more documentation of storytelling in households, where women
often excel as narrators.
Obscene or scatological stories are absent from this collection.
Folklorists often criticize the absence of such material. arguing that a
researcher's delicacy about such matters prevents II proper understanding of II
conununity's values. The lack of off-eolour material in this collection exists
for the following reasons:
1) I heard very few obscene stories. This was due in p.ut to the fact that most
of the stories that 1did hear were being passed from older people to a
younger interviewer and not among age mates. A taste for such humour
certainly exists in the area. One elderly man sent me two pieces of
photocopier lore which contained off·colour narratives. Another man
entertained me with stories of the sexual peccadUloes of a deceased
fiddler-but only after the tape recorder had been turned o£{. I heard. a few
ribald jokes but, generally, this is not a community in which people tell
such stories casually wilhout carefully gauging their audience in order to
avoid giving offence. The popularity and acceptance of obscenity (as of
alcohol use) varies greatly among folk groups and communities whether
rural or wban, especially in regard to its acceptance in public forums.
2) Country people, including those of Ihe Gabarus-Framboise region. are
usually self-conscious aboul both their own and their community'~ image.
Reputation is paramounl in rural areas. When an outsider who moved to
Framboise was charged wilh a aime thai was repugnanlto the people of
the village, they were disturbed both by the alleged act and by the fact that
their village's name appeared in newspapers in connection with this
crime. Though the issue of obsc:ene stories ranks much lower on a scale of
importance, many area ftSidenls would not like to see off-colour stories,
which are normally lold between specific individuals in private situations,
portrayed as representative of the community. One area woman told me
of having a "girls' night" at which she and a friend told "dirty jokes.'" Her
elderly, straight-laced mother-in-law would not go to bed because she was
haVing such a good time. However, the older woman could not forget her
public image and stated, "I'm glad the girls {her other daughters-in-law)
can't see me."
3) When stories are printed, storytellers lose the editoriaJ control which exists
when they relate narratives oraDy. Here, context is the foremost issue_
When obscene stories are put in print, they are removed from accepted
settings and placed. before general audiences, not aU of whose members are
as blas~ about obscenity as are many folklorists. This, in tum, offends those
storytellers who originally laid their stories to a restricted. group and not 10
an undifferentiated audience.S
I respect the vaJues of these people. AI the same time, I am committed
to academic integrity and do not wish to present a simplistic and idea.listic
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view of the Gabarus-Framboise community. The elderly storytellers with
whom I spent most time rarely, if ever, relalN obscene stories to me.
Therefore, I am unclear as to the popularity or importance of such stories in
this community but 1 can say with confidence that they are reserved for
private forums. Because I heard 50 few of these stories and was given no basis
(or judging their significance, I will not focus on obscene materials in this
thesis.
In analyzmg those stories that I did coUed, I listened to all my tapes,
classifying narratives thematically in order to see what it is that people
regularly talk about. As will be shown. many of the stories deal with the
community and its past. Residents often engage in a type of many-layered,
conversational storytelling with which I was already familiar from time spent
in other rural areas. For instance, in Chapter V, Jimmie Philip MacLeod.
begins to teU of the wreck of the Af8htzn Prince in 1912 but ends with a related
incident which took place in 1939. In Chapter VD, LJoyd MacDonald teUs a
story of the tidal wave of 1929, which includes an anecdote about his .tunrs
narrow escape. This story then develops inlo a narrative about a great-aunt,
who had a stroke the same nighl, and eventually turns into a ghost story,
which in turn leads to.t related tale about a psychic predidion. The story
covers a period of years and ends with an incidenl considerably removed
from the tidal wave. Both Jimmy and Lloyd run one narrative into another
without any clear breaks.
In other instanc:es, a storyteller seemingly abandons a story, while
expanding on some sub-theme, only to return to the main tale later. Any
decision to categorize such accounts as either one lengthy narrative or a series
of short narratives strung together is highly subjective. Such storytelling,
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without concise beginnings and endings and with one narrative overllpping
another, defies attempts at precise classification and categorization. In
keepi.ng with this style of storytelling, I am looking for patterns of narrative
themes rather than counting exact numbers of stories. Therefore, numbers
throughout this thesis an intended to indicate thematic patterns rather than
prOVide exact data.
My analytical approach is an extension of the work on oral narrative
done by the Budapest and Finnish schools, which will be examined in
Chapter II of this thesis, as will other theoretical issues. However. my basic
approach to folklore is eclectic, borrowing ideas when they contribute to
understanding. Eclecticism is one of the great strengths of folklore as a
discipline. The field of anthropology, despite such recent theoretical interests
as reflexivity, postmodemism, politics of culturt. and empowerment of
indigenous peoples, has been dominated by strudurallsm and fundionalism
for most of the twentieth century. Attempts to replace these theories kaye
often led. to the development of other grand, all--encompassing theories of
human behaviour which lend to either incorporate or read to struetwalism
and functionalism (e.g., structural-functionalism. Levi-Straussian
structuralism, culture and. personality, Marxism, and e<:osodology). Folklore
studies, rather than being dominated by anyone theory, are generally based
on fieldwork combined with various theories of human communication.
Robert Baron (1993) pointed out that folklore's "multi-paradigm, inter-
disciplinary" approach predated many current trends in scholarship: "Just
prior to its mid-century point, folklore was, in spite of itseU, kind of proto-
postmodem in its peculiarly pluralistic,. rather laissez faile eclecticism; in its
hybrid accommodation of different perspectives; and in the absence of widely
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overarebing theories" (242). Dt'spite the disciplinary dominance of
performance theory in the late twentieth century. folklorists still use a variety
of approaches (e.g., minute analyses of performances, sociolinguistics,
structural analysis, feminism, postmodemism. type and motif analysis.
political theories, aesthetics, and comparative studies). Although many
folklorists have attempted to promote one grand theory and some lament the
lack, others regard such an absence as a positive attribute of our discipline.
Leonard Primiano, in his study of "'Dignity," a gay and lesbian Catholic
organization (1993), explained that specific theoretical interpretations fail to
explain the complexity of the individuals with whom he worked:
I have tried to~ their lives and while that process does
involve explanation,. I do not feel that I can explain them or the
entir~ty of their religiosity through my own scholarly theory. Su.ch an
attempt is impossible, for such a process of explanation reduces the
profound, complicated., and mysterious realities of their lives," (478)
Primiano's words are equally true for the people of the Gabarus·Framboise
community.
Despite my aiticism of anthropology's quest for a grand theory of
human behaviour, my own intellectual approach has been strongly
lnfIuenced by my studies in social anthropology, a discipline which has
always specialized in the study of small groups; even urban anthropologists
usually work with sub-cultures in which they can develop personal
relationships, My anthropological and folkloristic influences are: both
reflected in my interest in community, people, and stories and in my
approach to analyzmg them. Although, I focus on human vitality and
creative expression as reflected. in a community's oral art, in this study, I am
also weU aware of difficult and negative aspects of human existence and their
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folkloric expressions. As I. boy, I rec:eiVM'" thorough oral eduation in
prejudice, violence, and criminal behaviour from both rural and urban peers.
Nonetheless, I have a great interest in how people use traditional arts, such as
storytelling. to enrich their lives.
My approach is strongly influenced by Barre Toelken who emphasizes
the importance of creativity and communication, tradition and innovation,
and community and culture in foUdore. Toelken explains:
•..folklore is a word very much like culturt; it represents a tremendous
spectrum of hWMn expression that QI\ be studied in II number of ways
and for a number of reasons. Its primary characteristic is that its
ingredients seem to come directly from dynamic interactions among
human beings in communal-tnditional performance contexts rather
than through the more rigid and fossilized structures of technical
instruction or bureaucratized education, or through the relatively
stable channels of classical traditions. (author's italics; 1979:28-29)
r hope that this thesis embodies the warmth and respect which both Toelken
and Edward T. "Sandy" lves show toward those who share their folklore with
them. I also share the humanism and holism-the belief that people are
somethi.ng more than the sum of their parts--of many of my predecessors in
folklore. Like William Wilson. I believe in the existence of "good people"
(1991:133) and, like Henry Glassie, I value ..the gentle wisdom of old men"
(1982:lCiii)-and women.
1.2 The Cabarus--Framboise Community
The Gabarus-Framboise community, like so many other elhnograpltic:-
research areas is, to some degree. the researcher's construct The people in the
area all know and are conneded with each other and none objected or even
raised an eyebrow when I used the term,. "Cabarus-Framboise region."
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However, the expression is my own, which I use for the sake of convenience
as the residents have no encompassing name for their community. ActuaUy,
each individual stands at the ~ntre of his or her own social world. People in
Gabarus in the north of the region have networks that extend into Big Ridge
and Marion Bridge while those in Framboise in the sou.th and Stirling in the
southwest have connections in L'Archeveque, L'Ardoise, and Loch Lomond.
People in the north are more likely to go to Sydney to shop and bank while
people in the south travel to 51. Peters. Nonetheless, the people who live in
the Gabarus-Framboise area have many interconnections and share a sense of
community, even if that community does not have clear borders.
The Gaharus-Framboise region is unquestionably rural (see Plales 1.1 to
1.5). The North Atlantic pounds its shores and the land is dominated by
woods, barrens (bogs), and fields now grown wild. 1be coast itself contains
harbours and coves close 10 a series of lakes, many separaled from the ocean
by only a couple of hundred. melres of sand. Wild animals-seals, foxes, drer,
rabbits, and coyotes-are seen and heard throughout the area, their numbers
varying aa::ording to the hunting patterns of humans and Ihe cycles of nature.
loons call on Ihe lakes. Eagles and. ospreys fly overhead.
About three-hundred 10 three-hundm:l.and.(ifty people live in the
Gabarus·Framboise community. Because this community crosses census
boundaries, an exact popuJation figure would require either a door-to-door
surveyor a lengthy analysis of census statistics, both of which would be time-
consuming and of minimal value. However, both statistics and oral
testimony make clear thai the local population has declined considerably
since the beginning of the century. According to census statistics, in the
eighty years from 1911 to 1991. the population of Gabarus and Cabanas Lake
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alone fell from over eleven hundred people to less than two hundred (see
Appendix 2). Most current residents are middle-aged or older. less than
thirty school-aged children live in the community. Owing my visits. I mel
one-third to om-half o! the residents and interacted with more in public
gatherings. I interviewed thirty-six residents, over a tenth of lhe popuJation.
and discussed storytelling and other aspects of locaJ culture with many others.
In addition. I interviewed six people who were former residents or had strong
family connections with the region. I recorded hundreds of slories on
audiotape and heard a great many others that 1 usually allempted to write
down later from memory.
In the past, work in the Gabarus-Framboise region was usually related.
to farming, fishing. and their supporting services. although other industries
(e.g., mining and shipbuilding) have come and gone-.U are gone at present.
A few famllies stUltake part in the inshore fishery. lobsler being the most
important catch. Although a couple of cows roam unfenced beside lhe road.
through Gabarus Lake. only one farm still exisls along I forty-kilometre
stretch of coasl from Gabarus to Framboise. Mlny of the contemporary
residents are elderly and retired, liVing on pensions and savings (see Plltes 1.6
and 1.7). The region presently supports one store lhat has recently changed
hands. The former owners made most of their money wiling anny surplus
goods to hunters and road crews rather than by supplying groceries to local
residents. Local people, dependmg where they live, may drive as far as fifty
kilometres to supermarkets in Sydney or St Peters although general stores in
Marion Bridge and Grand River supply some needs (see Maps 2 and 3). A
woman in Framboise Intervale has recently converted an old school bus into
a fast-food restamant Gabarus has a post office and I U«le elementary school
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and Framboise also has • small school (high school students ride buses to
schools outside the region). These three institutions each employ one full-
time worker. One man rommutes forty kilometres to Sydney to work as a
carpenter. Others survive through II combination of living off the land
(hunting, fishing, berry picking, gardening, eutting their own firewood) and
working at a any of II variety of seasonal or part-time jobs (helping neighbours
(ish, housecleaning for war veterans on pensions, c:ommerc:ial wood cutting.
building, repairing roads).
The fact that there art few outward signs of prosperity reflects the
values of the community as weU as its economic condiHons. Ostentation is
unacceptable and those few "who've gal it," do not "naunt it," Even those
former residents who return from distant homes in the summer live simply
when they are in Cape Breton. There are also no visible signs of poverty in
the region. Residents own televisions, cars, iIJ\d. household appliances. They
keep their houses, which they almost always own, in good. repair.
Fortunately, their enlertaiMlmt usually requires HltJe money. Public events
in the local halls have low prices. The theatres and stadiums of Sydney and
Glace Bay are distant enough to make evening concerts inconvenienl for
mosl older people and for everyone else during the snowy winlers.
Furthermore, local people often seek their pleasures in their own social and
physical environment. Many would likely agree with the philosophy of the
Fourchu storyteller Arthur Severance who told me, "[M]osl of my wealth
consisted of the things I could get along without'" (RT92-47A, Aug. 17, 1992).6
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1.3 My Role as iI Folklorist in the Cabuus-Framboise Community
Contemporary scholars are unwilling to regard ethnographic writing as
the disembodied voice of some expert speaking authoritatively about a
particular group of people. Instead, academic readers are interested in who is
actually speaking so that they can develop a better and more ailical
understanding of the viewpoint and bia56 that the ethnographer has brought
to the study. Perhaps this has always been the case even if the idea has been
articulated clearly only in recent years. Therefore. I will provide a brief
outline of my background as it relates to my thesis and. to my relationship
with the Cabarus-Framboise community. In fact my fieldwork situation. in
which I was both a folklorist and an individual with family connections to
Ihis region, demands that I examine and explain my dual role.
My inlerest in small, rural communities comes out of my life
experience. I passed my first seven years in Wallace, a mainland Nova Scotia
fishing village located on the Northumberland Strait near the New
Brunswick border, and have spent lengthy periods in fann communities
throughout my life (including nearly every summer of my childhood). I
moved from Wallace to Windsor, Ontario, an industrial city separated by a
river from the American metropolis of Detroit. Ahhough this move was
accompanied by considerable culture shock. I have lived most of my life since
in the cities of southern Ontario before spending eight years in 51. John's,
Newfoundland. My experience in city and country has made me aware of the
differences and similarities of urban and rural culture and has shown me
how rural society is often misinterpreted by urbanites due to negative
stereotyping. idealization. or a basic lack of knowledge. The reverse is also
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true, of course, but rural people are much less influential than city dweUers in
disseminating their interpretations to the greater society. My research in
rural folklore is influenced. then. not only by a fondness for small. rural
communities but by a desire to witness and communicate to others some
aspects of real life in such communities. However, I am not a pastoral
romantic. Not only do I enjoy city lile but I have also spent enough time in
the country to be aware of both the positive and negative sides of rural
society.
My interest in storytelling as an academic pursuit has been influenced.
by my involvement as both a performer and audience member in the
"Storytelling Revival" or "Storytelling Movement" (The latter tille is more
apl as it is unclear what exactly is being revived.)' This predominantly urban
movement is focused on relatively formal performances of tales to silent
audiences, sometimes in homes but more often in such public venues as
church basements, haUs, and varied feslival settings. I enjoy hearing a good
story told aloud and therefore respect what revivalists are doing.
Nonetheless, having been raised in a family in which storytelling was put of
daily life, [ am aware of the great differences between revival and informal
storytelling. Furthermore, I came to the Storytelling Movement after having
first become immersed in Folklore Studies, so I approached. the movement
from a more aitical viewpoint than that of most participants.
I am bothered by many wban revivalists' misconceptions and
romantic images of traditional storytelling. For example, 1 object to
revivalists' notions of storytellers as exalted figures held in high regard by
their fellow citizens when the ethnographic record shows that, in fad, the
tellers of M"archen art often the exact opposite. Such romantic attitudes
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reflect both Ihe commodification of storytelling-storytellers are artists who
should be weU paid-and the valorization of the role of revival storytellers as
preservers of a "tradition," Revivalists, while doing an admirable job of
bringing to life (albeit in a new context) certain narrative genres that halve
become rare in North America (e.g., Marchen and myths) are not, as many
proponents claim, "reviving the dying art of storytelling."
If there is a hidden audience for this thesis, and my supervisor assures
me that most theses have a hidden audience, it consists of storytelling
revivalists. Like the folksong revival before ii, the storytelling revival
contributes to and argues with the discipline of folklore studies. Neil
Rosenberg (1991) said of folk music enthusiasts, "Folklorists and folk
revivalists often perceive themselves as being on opposite sides of issues.
Ultimately, though... they form a community'" (222). The same may be said of
folklorists specializing in oral narrative and storytelling revivalists.
Although we often disagree, we also contribute to each olher's understanding.
If my arguments at times seem obvious to folklorists, this may be because
they reflect debates with a second audience, the revivalists.
My choice of the Gabaru:rFramboise community as a research area was
very much a personal decision. My paternal grandparents were from Gabarus
and Malquish, a now-abandoned community located between Gabarus Lake
and Fourchu. My father moved to the town of Sydney as a smao child, when
his father traded life at sea for a job in the steel mills. Although I never
visited the Gabarus-Framboise coast for more than a few hoW'S at a time. my
relatives told many stories about life in this region. peopled with colowful
characters bearing names like Laughing Johnny Alex, Rory Puddle, Devil Bill,
Pig-bite, and the brothers Big Angus and Young Angus (see Appendix 3). My
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curiosity about the area where my father, his sister, my grandparents. and my
great-uncles and great·aunts (all people whom I loved and. respected)
originaled, coincided. with my academic inlernts in rural communilies, oral
narrative, and informal storytelling. Having noted. the storytelling sk.i1ls of
former residents of the area, 1speculated. that the region would likely still
have a strong storytelling tradition. which it,. in fad, does. My research was
disciplined and scholarly-I stayed up late many nights in Framboise,
listening to tapes, making notes, and developing further questions-yet, my
fieldwork trips were also part of a personal journey to the home of "my
father's people."
My own relationship to the residents was influential in shaping the
information given to me. I was il folklore researcher in a community which
places great value on its traditions. Although I was not invited to do
fieldwork in the Gabarus--Framboise region. my presence as a person
recording the community's stories was accepted and even valued by many
residents. Those who turned down my requests for interviews usually did so
on the basis of fadors such as shyness, deafness, and health problems or
because they preferred that 1record their elders. Durin, my visits to the
community, I received considerable encouragement and. encountered no
hostility. People were generally happy to have their stories recorded for
posterity.
A second reason (or my being accepted quickly into this community
was that 1 was a relative, brought up elsewhere, working in a society which
emphasizes the importance of kinship. Many Cape Bretoners, like other rural
people, put great value on family COMeroons. Those elderly people who
were not retated 10 me invarDbly had been friends with one or more of my
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ancestors or relatives. My early conversations often ~an with my
establislting family lines in response to the questions of local people. Jimmy
Dan E. Macleod (i.e., Jimmy. the son of Dan E.; see Appendix 3), my first host
and a distant cousin, could trace my ancestry to my great-great-grandparents
without books or records. Jimmy occupied. a social role as a particular type of
tradition bearer.s Another such role is held by my elderly cousin,. Haidee
Pearce, a CabaNS native who lives in Lachine, Quebec. Haidee attempts both
to stay in touch with her extended. family and to keep informed of their
activities. She is responsible for both keeping relationships alive and
connecting distant cousins who may never have met. Cape Bretoners often
describe such a person. whatever her ethnic roots, as "very clannish."
In rural society, family reputation. like personal and. community
reputation, is extremely important. Within my lifetime, business deals in
rural Canada were-and perhaps still are-often conducted at the side of the
road. Animals or equipment were passed from one to another on trust of
repayment as, in folk parlance, "a man's word is his bond," A dishonest
person or a defaulter damaged not only his or her own reputation but the
family's as well. Apparently, my ancestors were not scalawags. After
establishing my genealogical c:ndentials, 1 was warmly received. People of
this community were both willing to share their stories with an academic
researcher and use them to educate someone whose ancestors belonged to the
community .9
Since my grandparents and great-uncles and great-aunts were fondly
remembered, I was treated, to a degree, as an insider in the Gabarus-
Framboise community. Undoubtedly, my family affiliations helped me
establish rapport with the community's residents. StiD, these same
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associations may occasionally have limited the information given to me, as
people could have withheld certain stories about my relatives either to
protect me or to avoid insult. However, as my previous first·hand penonal
experience of the Gabarus-Framboise area was limited to occasional afternoon
visits, often years apart. with people who are now dead or have moved away,
I entered the community as a stranger and had to establish my own
reputation apart from my family's. My knowledge of lhe area's history and.
slories was slight and the residents understood. that they must expltis
themselves clearly and assume litUe knowledge on my part. I can say with
confidence that I received a warm welcome and people made every effort to
support my work.tO My analysis is probably affKted by the fact that I was
treated well and became quite comfortable in the Gabarus-Framboise region.
I feel great affection and respect for the people of this community and hope to
return to this place throughout my life but. as the proverbial natives said to
the postmodem ethnographer. "Enough about you. lers lalk about us."
1.4 A Nole on Transcripts
Within the discipline of folklore, there is no uniform system for
transcribing oral speech; therefore, one's transcription style always requires an
explanation. My goals in presenting people's speech are to communicale
what type of stories people teU and how they lell them. My analysis is
thematic; I am seeking cultural and individual patterns in oral repertoires.
Therefore, my presentation does not involve precise linguistic or structural
analysis and, accordingly, I have chosen not to present verbatim Iranscripts.
In the words of Richard Bauman, "My representation of spoken language is,
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frankly. intended to have mort expressive than Unguistic accuracy in a
strictly teclmical sense. I am more interested here in the narratives as oral
literature than as dialectological data" (1986:x).
As many folklorists.have observed. there is such a wide gull between
written and oral speech that a weU·spobn and thoughtful speaker often
appears semi-articulate when quoted word·for·word. Furthermore, 1M
written word never properly captures the dynamics of performance. The
ambiance of a storytelling HSSion, the modulation of voices, the gestures, and
the twinkling eye or the look of wonder on the face of the nanator are aU lost
in print. Ethnopoetic transcription styles, which involve writing speech in
verse form and giving precise attention 10 the speaker's timing and emphasis,
have their own complex grammars which require considerable familiarity
before they are easily read (see e.g., Hymes. 1981; Tedlock,. 1983). Ethnopoetics
is certainly a valid technique for transaibing speech for linguistic analysis.
However, this approach removes the fluidity of the stories being told and
ossifies a particular performance for minute re-examination. Ironically, the
more an ethnographer aUempts 10 include all the details thai accompany
speech, the more stilled the transcript becomes.
In this thesis, I use a straightforward prose style of transcription. edittd
for reading simplicity. My presentation of speech is influenced by Sandy
Ives's Th@ rapt-R@corded Int@rview (1974). I share Ives's "conviction that
the tape is the primary document and anyone requiring that level of accuracy
would be a fool to trust someone else's transcription" (97). Furthermore,
while my original transcriptions (available in the Memorial University of
Newfoundland Folklore Archive) are transaibed. as accurately as possible,
quotes used in the thesis have been edited for the benefit of readers.
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I generally eliminate "uh's," '"backing-and.filling"· "false starts" and.
"tag questions" ("you see" or "you know what I mean") unless they add
something to the reader's understanding. As much as possible, I use standard
grammar (e.g., commas and periods) to indicate both pauses in speech and the
conclusion of ideas. Words removed from the transcript are shown by three
dots (...) or four if a full sentence or more is missing (....). Non-standard
grammar is used as follows:
• Although a speaker's emphasis is often indicated by exclamation marks (I),
[ also use capitalized words to show (like THIS) that a speaker is
purposefully emphasizing words (as opposed to stussing words as part of a
dialect; native Gaelic speakers accent English words differently than do
anglophones).
• A sudden Slop as a speaker dY.nges thoughts or allows the listener to reach
an obvious conclusion is indicated by a dash immediately following II word
(like this-).
• Long dashes represent a significant pause in speech (--). I use these
dashes only when it is important that the reader realize that the speaker
has hesitated or stopped to think about what to say next.
• Additional information added. in mid·sentence is separated by dashes (""So
then, John-John is my brother, he just returned from Sydney-walked
in'").
• Missing words and points of clarifications are included in brackets [as
illustrated).
• Information that illustrates a non.spoken aspect of the speaker's
performance is included in parentheses: (laughing), (chuckles), (claps).
• Brief interjections made by another speaker without interrupting the
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original speaker are included in parentheses Oahn Doe: You don't say!).
• In my concluding chapler, I use bold type to emphasiu words that., and
not the speakers, wish to stress.
The people of the Cabarus-Framboise region, like all English·speabrs,
speak in dialects. Presenting their speech in writing creates some problems.
Most of the people who I interviewed had a low level of formal education
(grade school) though many were well read. Some were seU-conscious about
seeing their speech published because they felt that it would make them look
crude and inarticulate. «am sometimes disturbed by how repetitive and
clumsy my own speech looks in print.) One person refused to be interviewed
or to let me interview her husband because she feared that having their
speech written down would reflect poorly on them. Others asked me to
"clean up" their speech.. However, if I present the community as conversing
with the "Queen's English.If 1am being dishontsl. I am left with the
challenge of presenting the quality and flavour of local speech without irs
seeming condescending when pul into print
I use standard spellings as much as possible and avoid attempting to
interpret pronunciations according 10 some imagined standard English. (In
fact, something approaching "Slandard English- exists only in wriUen (onn.
There are great differencK in pronunciation and word usage even among
educated English speakers from different countries and regions.) Not only do
non-standard spellings tend to make speakers look eilher ignorant or cule bul
such usage assumes a common basis o( pronunciation among readers. Some
writers have attempted 10 capture the Gaelic lilt by writing. (or example, -It
iss chust Chaymus'" for ....1 is jusl James.- (The Hebridean Gaelic acanl is soft
and closer to Irish than it is 10 lowland &ols.) However. such writing would
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mean little to one not familiar with the dialect. It is unlikely that readers
from 51. John's, Toronto, New York City, Dallas, London, Capetown. and
New Delhi would sound alike when reading the same "dialecr sentence.
However, [ have attempted to convey the speakers' words so that
someone who knew them would recognize the patterns of their speech. This
is, admittedly, a subjective process. Therefore, I sometimes use nonstandard
spellings when speech seems to demand it. For instance, the word "fellow'" is
pronounced "{ella" by most Marltimers. "Fellow'" has implications of
formality and English private schools which would seem out of place in
informal speech. As well, though I sometimes "correct" nonstandard
grammar or word usage to protect the lulings of my sources, llimit this
practice. For instance, some people use "saw" and "seen" interchangeably.
To eliminate UI seen'" from their storytelling would take away the flavour of
their speech.
Like many folklorists before me, I have exercised. my editorial
prerogative in presenting oral speech. I hope that I have done a reasonable
job. Folklorists, like linguists, recognize that nonstandard dialeds are
perfectly valid forms of speech. We do not judge speech as though Ihe world
were one great English class in which the teacher has allihe corred answers.
The tradition bearers with whom I spoke were inlelligenl and articulate. I
have great resped for those people who shared Iheir stories with me and if
any feel that I have been condescending or patronizing in presenting their
words, this was not my intention.
1.S Interviewing Style
Interviewing, like: transcribing, is a highly idiosyncratic process. My
goal in conducting an interview is to develop a relatively informal and
flexible situation in which the participants remain focused on the topic-in
this case, stories and storyteUing. By my questions and manner, I attempt to
establish a spontaneous atmosphere that wiD encourage interviewees to
relate stories that are important to them. Of course, this ideal is not reached
every time. Despite my dforts to ensure informality, a folklore interview is
never simply a conversation. Interviewing is a mentaUy·demanding process.
The interviewer is listening. observing, thinking, making notes, anticipating
the next question, trying to cover important issues, clarifying details, and
translating gestures for the tape recorder (Interviewee: ...about th.is high.
Interviewer: FOUl feet.). Furthermore, an interviewer is attempting to be
sensitive to the interviewee's level of comfort, a.lertness. interest, and
physical stamina, aU while focusing attention on that person,. listening
actively. and responding to what has been said.
Fortunately, [ came to lhis study as an experienad interviewer with
more than a hundred interviews to my credit. Furthermore, I am able to
engage my mind in several directions and can usually connect with a speaker
while attending to the details of the interview process. My best interviews are
"flow experiences" in which aU participants make slrong interpersonal
connedions while being absorbed in the immediate situation. These are
deeply communicative events Ihat sometimes pave the way to lasting
friendships. However, despite sum pleasures.lhe process of interviewing is
always work, followed by more work. After leaving a recording session,. I
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immediately make notes and, as soon as possible, listen to my tapes, writing
outlines and comments clarifying matters that might cause confusion later
and identifying topics to pursue further. My interviews varied in length
from under twenty minutes, when I was f'e-ovisiling someone to get a spKific
story, to three hours. A recording session was typically sixty to ninety
minutes long. I conducted as many as three interviews a day when I felt
under time constraints.
Before recording the tradition bearers in lhis study, I phoned or visited
so that they would be prepared. for my interview and more likely to be
comfortable with me. However, I kept my tape recorder in the car, easily
accessible in case I encountered. an irrepressible storyteller like Arthur
Severance. I conducted most interviews in homes, the interviewees choosing
the room. I used Sony TC-142 tape recorders borrowed from the Memorial
University of Newfoundland Folklore and. Language Archive (MUNFLA).
recorded on sixty-minute audio cassettes eXC'ept when these were not
available; then I used. ninety-minute cassetles. I tried 10 make the tape
recorder as unobtrusive as possible by placing il on a chair or table close Mside
me where I could glance al it without distracting the storyteDer and change
tapes with minimal disruption. During my first trip, I would place a remole
microphone on soft surfaces to avoid noises caused by bumps and taps.
Depending on Ihe setting, for a miaophone stand I used couches and easy
chairs or a cushion, cap, or sweater placed on a hard chair or table. Owing my
second trip, I used a smaD microphone stand Ihat not only elevated the mike
about eight inches but also made il easier to direct. I normally placed the
microphone to one side so lhat it was nol directly between the speaker and
me where the speaker would be constantly looking at il and thinking about its
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presence. However, ( aimed the microphone toward the interviewee so that
if anyone's voice was lost. it would be my own, though this seldom occurred.
Recording situations varied considerably. I often conduded interviews
in kitchens, the kitchen being the main social space in the rural household.
These rooms are often Jarge and may contain ilppliances. cooking space, a
table and chairs, a couple of easy chairs, and a day bed or couch. Sometimes I
sat in an easy chair eight or ten feet away from a speaker in a kitchen or living
room, while at other times we both sat at a kitchen table. Usually I
interviewed only one person but I did record as many as four at once. In
some cases, while I interviewed one person. a second-often a spouse-
-would sit quietly, listening but rarely speaking. In other sessions, family
members or neighbours moved in and out of the room,. often unObtrusively
but sometimes interrupting for unrelated purposes. During the recording
session with the two Macbod couples in Chapter V, we all sat in a kitchen,
some at a table, others in chairs nearby, with the microphone placed centrally
on the table. People moved aboul during this lengthy interview, gehing up to
use the phone, go to the washroom, or make tea. During another interview
with Michael MacJ<innon, we drove to the shore, went for a walk. returned to
his store, and eventually to his home upstairs where he made and served
breakfast-with the tape recorder running the whole lime. While we moved.
about, I stayed close to him, holding the microphone near his mouth like a
reporter on the television news. [n almost all cases, speakers can be heard
clearly on the recordings.
Individual readions 10 being recorded in an interview situation varied
considerably. The tape recorder was always present as a silent listener dUring
an interview. However, its e{fed on individuals differed.: some Simply
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conversed with me while ignoring the machine, others showed awareness of
it either by gazing uncomfortably at the microphone or attempting concise
oral explanations of visual points that would normally be indicated by hand
motions. Although some people were so relaxed that they claimed to have
forgotten the tape recorder was running, a few were so tense that the
interview was essentially a failure. I found it difficult to identify the causes of
the tension for the individuals involved. It could be any or several of:
nervousness about being recorded, self-consciousness about the formality or
perceived importance of the occasion (despite my attempts to create a relaxed
atmosphere), a lack of self·identification as a tradition bearer or expert on
storytelling, or discomfort with either my personality or approach. In most
cases, people who were relicent during a recording session were relaxed and
talkative with me in other social situations. Sometimes, stories flowed when
the tape recorder was turned off after a stiff interview. Most interviewees
were reasonably relaxed and told me stories on tape. No interviews failed to
garner some useful information. Even interviews which seemed awkward
and uncomfortable at the time sometimes contained good stories. I am both a
generalist and an optimist so if I could not elicit narratives, I would ask other
questions until, in most cases, I found another folklore topic, such as folk
medicine or folk music, that interested the speaker.
During tape-recording sessions, [ kept a clipboard with a list of topics
and some blank paper in front of me. The list served as a guideline rather
than a structure. I might ask about early settlers, experiences at sea, or the
supernatural in order to inspire narratives but when the stories began. I tried.
to follow the flow of storytelling rather than depend on my list. However, [
was there to coiled oral narratives so if the speaker gal into a discussion of
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local politics or whars wrong with today's youth. ( would listen for a
while-the altitudes expressed might teU me a great deal about the
community-but if tlUs talk did not lead to more stories, I would attempt,
through questions, to get the interview back on track. As I listened, I would
occasionally jot notes when the storyteUer made a point thai I wanted to
clarify or expand on later. Some people were so distracted by my making
notes while they spoke that I put down my pen and kept my eyes on them.
Others paid so little attention to my actions that I felt comfortable enough to
take photographs while they told stories. I ended my interviews with a series
of biographical questions (name, birth date, occupational history, etc.) which.
as 1discovered in the past aeale a formal atmosphere if they are introduced
at the beginning. Finally, I had the interviewees sign a release form, allowing
me to use the recording. I usually turned the tape recorder off at the end of
this process but occasionally kept iI on, with the storyteller's permission.-
through tea afterward.
As mentioned above, I took photographs of most of the people I
interviewed and of houses, boats, landscapes, and various other aspects of life
in the region. I did this in order to provide further documentation of the
Gabarus-Framboise community and to emphasize that its stories are
associated with real people. I used. thirty-five-millimetre, black-and-white
film as black-and-white photographs have greater durability than colour. As
a photographer, I am competent at best so the quality of my photos is uneven.
I do not have photos of all storytellers due to my initial nervousness about
photographing people, troubles with a flash, the occasional lack of film. and
one exposed roll coming out blank. Furthermore, some photos were so
unflattering that I avoided using them. For instance, none of my photos of
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Arthur Severance in his laler years captured his spirit and vitality in the way
Ron Caplan's photo of him at a younger age did (Plale 6.1). The camera, like
the tape recorder, can both add to the tension of the interview and be a
distraction to all parties involved so I usually waited until after recording to
take pictures except when I was very comfortable with the other person.
Another important part of fieldwork is the writing of field notes. My
anthropological training has resulted in my being thorough about noting not
only the circumstances of the interview-was he nervous? did she tell me
more stories when the tape recorder was off? did they dress up for the
occasion?-but observations of daily lile around me-what do people joke
about? what are their concerns? what do they work at? These notes, which I
keep in my personal files, help me place local storytelling in a broader
cultural perspective.
Finally, I have a strong interest in both folk music and preserving
many aspects of local folklore. As a result, I recorded fiddle sessions at John
Neil and Christine Maclean's home and borrowed people's home recordings
of singing and instrumental music for duplication and storage in MUNFLA
(with their permission, of course) where they are available to olher
researchers. Tapes and photographs with mdices and accompanying
documents are permanently stored in the Memorial University of
Newfoundland Folklore and Language Archive in St John's (accession
number 93·277).
1.6 Names and Pseudonyms
In my experience, people expect to be acknowledged in print for their
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contribution to a folklon research project and are disappointed if they are
not. Moreover, in a small communiI)' people are readily identifiable even if
a writer gives them pseudonyms. For this reason, I have obtained
permission from my sourcn to use their proper names and 1generally do so.
However. in th.ose rare mslances when information may be d~med
prejudicial to anyone involved or in cases where a person might suffer
embarrassment, I have deleted names or provided a pseudonym which I
acknowledge at the point in the lext where I use it.
1.7 References to Motifs
I have not attempted to locate precedents for eilher tale-types or the use
of traditional motifs in every narrative. However, wMre such infotmlltion
came 10 my allenlion, I have included it in my notes. Many of the stories thai
I recorded are from the community's oral history. In most cases, I use motif
references to show that narntives contain traditional themes and not to
imply that the stories are either unoriginal or untrue.
L8 Maps
All locations in Canada's Maritime provinces (New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, to which Cape Breton belongs, and Prince Edward [Sland) and in
Scotland referred to in this thesis, with the exceptions of those that I have not
been able to place, are included in two groups of maps. For the reader's
convenience, Maps 1-5, of the Maritimes, Cape Breton. and. the Gabarus-
Framboise region, and Maps 6-8, of Scotland, the Outer Hebrides, and the
Uists are alliogether at the md of this chapter.
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1.9 Photographs
Photos are placed at the end of the chapter in which they are
mentioned. Many were given or loaned to me through the generosity of
others or afe from my family collection. I took all uncredited photos.
1.10 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, I analyze the repertoires of the Gabarus-Framboise
community's storytellers. including those of the kind that Juha Pentikiinen
refers to as "tradition--oriented. personalities" (1976, 266), 10 show the
relationships between the community, its storytellers, and its narratives. In
Chapter il, I explore iii number of theoretical issues related to the study of oral
narratives and rural communities-symbolism and meaning in oral
narrative, the concept of ....folk community," and esoteric and exoteric views
of rural and Cape Breton cullure-and review the scholarship on repertoire
studies. In Chapler III, I describe the settlement patterns and social history of
the region in order to provide a cultural setting for its fanner and
contemporary storytellers. In Chapter IV, I examine storytelling traditions in
the Gabarus-Framboise community 10 create a pidure of the changing roles of
storytellers and their repertoires in an unsteady social and economic climate.
Many of the area's settlers came from the Hebrides, especially the Uists, a
region whose narrative traditions are weD documented. Other residents have
English origins, many being descended from soldiers stationed at Louisbourg.
Using oral history and my own observations, I win show past storytelling
traditions in this communily in order to establish the basis of today's
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storytelling. Finally, I will classify the various categories of contemporary
storytellers.
The next fOUf chapters (4-8) focus on active storytellers and their
repertoires. Although I concentrate primarily on a few individuals, other
storytellers will be drawn on where relevant. In Chapter V, I use the example
of a house visit to show how people use oral narratives to entertain
themselves. [examine the roles of the storytellers involved and the
dynamics among them and also analyze the narrative content to show what
these people talk about and how they express themselves. Chapters VI, VD,
and vm are studies of individual creativity and tradition in the repertoires of
three men Ihe community deems its outstanding storytellers. Each has a
repertoire that contains his own preferred narrative genres. For instance,
while Arthur Severance and LJoyd MacDonald (Chapters VI and VTI) both
relate many humorous stories, Dan AJex Macleod (Chapter Vm) specializes
in telling tales of the supernatural. I show here that because the community
has a language for discussing unusual occurrences and because respected
citizens tell of them, there is a public tolerance for and ac:ceptanc:e of ideas
which are treated more seaetively in much of western culture.
I present my conduslons in Chapler IX. Here I examine the
importance of the process of storytelling, Ihe storytellers in their role as
tradition bearers, and the narrative repertoire itself, to show the importance
of both tradition and individual creativity in the storytelling practices of this
rural folk community. The results of my analysis indicate that for the
residents of the Gabarus-Framboise t1!gion, their community's storytelling
traditions are important in developing a sense of their being a people who
belong to a place.
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Notes
1. This attitude is not !imittel to Cape Breton. Carl Lindahl says,
U you were to ask to mett the best taleteller in any giVl!n Louisiana
community. you would usually be led to an older man or woman
whose art has been formed. and refined. by decades of performing for the
entertainment of neighbours and friends. More often than not, this
person would be rnpeded in his or her community not only as a
narrator but as a recognized expert in other skills. (Lindahl. Owens, and
Harvison. 1991:8)
Barre Toelken also regards age as a determining fador in the performance
of parlie:ular folklore genres within families: "Others in these families
know the same traditions and perhaps can perform them as well, but the
adual centrality of the performance focuses on a particular person because
of age, talent, interest or because of simple family custom." He credits
traditional roles with n much importance as skill: "deference to tradition-
bearers helps to determine who will pedorm in certain genres, and at
what intervals in time" (1979:158). See also: D<gh. 1969:169; Ortutay. 1972:
218; and Mullen, 1992:2·3.
2. Folklorists rKOgnize that tradition beartrs come in all ages. For instance,
the best active tradition bearer of skipping rhymes would likely be a girl
about ten years of age. Furthermore, different age groups have different
storytelling traditions.
3. Laurel Doucette (1985) explains: -Accustomed as we are to the idea of
transmission of cultural knowledge from older to younger generations,
folklorists usually picture this as a spontaneous process, not the sell-
conscious, purposeful one seen among these [i.e., her) informants- (296).
4. See: Butt, 1986:93-94; D<gh. 1969:92; Holbek, 1986:173, 181; Lovelace, 1998:
4-5; Robert, 1983:105; Thomas, 1993; and Wilson, 1991:132. Ives makes
similar observations regarding folk singing, 1977:21·23. Calum Maclean
said of the Hebrides, "Men as a rule are the storytellers but there were
quite a number of women storytellers tooH(1952:129). Lysaght provides
an example of a female Irish storyteUer who was considered. an equal by
her HpredominanUy maleHpeers (1991:27). Lindahl says men dominate
public storytelling in the U.S.A. but adds: H Another reason for the
imbalance is that women's storytelling often tends to be collaborative:
every woman in a small group may lend a hand in a communal
performance. Such. small-sale group productions art often difficult for
fieldworkers to coned and, once collected, are even more difficult to
translate to the wrilten page'" (lindahl, Owens, and Harvison, 1997:26). (A
husband and wife's colJ.borative tale appears in Chapter V of this thesis.)
Marie-Annick Desplanques (1991) suggeslS that differing values lead
women to express themselves in their own social gatherings: "among her
peers a woman is first a woman. and then a storyteUer" (335). In
considering the~ tradition of men and the~ tradition of
women. one must question whether~ is equivalent to IlliXl1l.
especially in those instances in which domestic storytelling involves
groups of women and children. However, some of the situations referred
to in these works are both private (family) and domestic.
5. Mary Amanda Dargan encountered a similar situation in her study of
family folklore in South Carolina (1978): "Certam kinds of narrative,
such as off-colour stories, were also difficult to collect. Not only is there a
general feeling against telling these stories across generations, but certain
family members were also reluctant to have such material included in a
study of the family" (18).
6. In an essay entitled "Born Modest," Loyal Jones (1989) presenlS rural
Appalachian Protestants as having values and humour which are similar
to those of this Protestant Cape Breton community: ""Somebody asked my
grandma if she had seen Halley's Comet in 1910, and she said, 'WeU, only
from a distance'" (15).
7. The use of the terms "storytelling movemenr' and "storytelling revival"
ate undoubtedly inOuenm by the "folk song movemenr' or "folk music
revival" of the 19505 and 60s. Neil Rosenberg discusses the history and
implications of the latter terms in Tr;aDsforminc TndjtioD (1993:17-21; see
also, 194-95, and Rosenberg. 1991). However, in stOlYtelling circles, the
word "movemenr does not have the political implications that it did for
folk song "revivalists." Nonetheless, the "storytelling revival" is
regarded as a social movement by many of its participants. I heard one
storyteller desai~ this "revival'" as a "spiritual movernenr' while
another said, with sincerity, that he planned to "save the world through
storytelling"-not by himMlf, I assume. Individual participants in both
movements or revivals have widely varying attitudes toward the
idealistic rhetoric that sometimes accompanies their art, yet, just as leftist
politics are never far from the folk music. revival, beliefs about
psychological healing through narrative are always dose to the
storytelling revival.
8. Jeff MacDonald, a Ouent Gael but not a native speaker, from Kingsville,
Cape Breton, says that a person such as Jimmy with his knowledge of
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genealogy would be described as a seanchllidh (shanachie) meaning a
"tradition bearer" (personal communication). However, Catriona
Parsons, originally of the island of Lewis in Scolland, uses the same word
to describe a storyteller specifically (personal communication), Perhaps
the Scottish Gaelic usage is inconsistent Delargy said of Irish storytellers:
The Gaelic story-teller, properly so called, is known usually as sgiala;
or occasionally sgtalt6ir. Sttlncha; (also stanclltJsai) is applied as a rule
to a person. man or woman, who makes a spedatty of local tales,
family-sagas, or genealogies, sodal-historicaltradition, and the like, and
can recount many tales of a short realistic type about fairies, ghosts, and
other supernatural beings. This type of narrative, now often called
eachtra or stallchas approximates the German sage, the Swedish sligtn,
and the Danish sagn. (1945:6)
The word "shanachie'" is usually used by English·speakers 10 refer to a
Gaelic storyteller.
9. Gerald Pocius discussed the concept of "belonging to a community," as is
renected in the litle of his book A Place to Btlong (1991): "In
Newfoundland generally, you do not live in a town, you "belong toN a
place; you are not asked where you live. bul rather where you belong to"
(3). In Cape Breton, one also belongs to a place. Though this expression is
also used in Gaelic, in Newfoundland (and perhaps Cape Breton) il
probably has rools as well in the dialect of the west of England
(M. lovelace, personal communication).
10. Contrary to the experience of many folklorisls researching among less·
educated people, local people did regard what I was doing as~ Patsy
Macleod, at whose house I boarded, nol only referred regularly to my
"work" but even packed my lunch in a lunch pail.
Plate 1.1 Gabarus from across Gabarus Bay (July 1992).
Plate 1.2 Fishing boats at Gabarus (July 1992).
Plate 1.3 Fishing boat and lobster traps at Gabarus Uuly 1992).
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Plate 1.4 Gabarus Guly 1992).
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Plate 1.5 Former Presbyterian manse in Framboise, now a summer home
Uuly 1992).
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Plate 1.6 Framboise Senior Citizen's gathering at Framboise Hall (Aug. 1995).
Back Row: Ann Macleod, John Neil Maclean, Ramsay Macleod, Philip Macleod
Third Row: Soutor Strachan, John James Macleod, Roddie Shaw, Roger Sanderson
(Massachusctts), Jimmy Dan E. Macleod, Mary "Donald" MacDonald, Christcne
Maclean. Angus Macleod, Alex Maclean
Second Row: Unknown, Donna Hayes, Wilma Strachan, Maggie MacQueen, Eunice
Sanderson, Annie Shaw, Jean Hcnncscy (Sydney), Annie Maclean, Jessie Mitchell,
Norman D. Macleod
Front Row: Edith Strachan, Dan Alex Mad.eod, Eunice Macleod, Peter Macleod,
Patsy Macleod, Rhoda MacAuley, Bessie Morrison, Annabel MacDonald, Hector
MacAuley (Sydney)
([hanks to Patsy Macleod for assistance with names.)
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Plate 1.7 Local musicians at Framboise Senior Citizens' gathering (Aug. 1995).
(I to r) Ann MacLeod, john Neil MacLean, Philip Macleod
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Rural Folk Communities and Storytelling:
TheG,..;cal .......
In this chapter, I will locate my research in a broader intellectual
context by examining analytical issues related to the topic of storytelling in the
Cabarus-Framboise community. The chapter is divided into five sections:
the first two deal with folk communities and rural society and the next three
with narratives and storytelling. In the first section, I explain the concept of
"folk community," which I apply to this region. In the second. I question
various images of both Cape Breton and rural communities. In the third, I
explain what a narrative is. 1n the fourth. I examine symbolism and meAning
in narratives. In the fifth. I review the literature on repertoire analysis and
show how it has influenced. this study. FiNUy. I show what theoretial
assumptions I have used when approaching my topic.
2.1 The folk community
The American folklorist Richard Bauman explained. that, "Among the
most formative concepts of oW' discipline is the dassic notion of folk society,
the traditional, agrarian. homogeneous, localized, face-to-face community
considered to be the privileged locus of those forms of expression we call
folklore" (1983:153). The Gabanas-Framboise region of eastern Cape Breton
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closely resembles such a commuNty. However, the expressions "folk society"
and "folk community" create discomfort for contemporary folklorists. There
are valid reasons for such uneasiness. The concept of iii class of people who
are called "the folk," who live in isolated societies and preserve valued oral
traditions, is heavily weighted with the baggage of European history. Since
the eighteenth century, privileged ilites, inspired by Gottfried Herder's
~ (1764, in Menze and Menges), sought iii "national sou'" in the "folk
poetry" of the peasantry. Herder's philosophy of "romantic nationalism."
along with such. philosophical movements as primitivism, pastoralism,
romanticism, and anti-industrialism helped create an idealized image of
peasants not only as carriers of the national soul but as people akin to
Rousseau's "noble savage." As Dorson said, in late eighteenth· and early
nineteenth-century Europe and Britain,. ..the folk are tnnsformed from a
superstitiow backward. ptasantry to a pastoral people attuned. to nature and
glowing with a natural morali~ (1968:91). While romantic: nationalism
inspired extensive folklon: coUec:ting and meuch, it also led to to unrealistic
views of rural society and to considerable cultwal chauvinism which
sometimes resulted in political extremism and abuse of minority groups.t
Robert Redfield (1947) popularized the term "folk society," applying
this concept to one end of a rural-urban continuum. A folk society was an
"ideal, a mental construction" (294) characterized as "smaD, isolated,
nonliterate and homogeneous with a strong sense of group solidarity" (297).
It was organized around tradition and less secular and individualistic than its
urban counterpart. George M. Foster (1953) later refined Redfield's model,
emphasizing the interdependence of folk and urban culture and
acknowledging the possibility of folk societies existing within urban centres.
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Foster explains that. by his time, in anthropological terminology:
...a folk society is not a whole society, an isoI.te in itself. II is a "'half.
society," a part of a larger social unit (usually a nation) which is
vertically and horizontally structured. The folk component of this
larger unit bears a symbiotic spacial.temporal relationship to the more
complex compoMnt. which is fol'lMd by the upper classes of the pre--
industrial urban center. In this sense folk and urban are not polar
concepts; rather, they are both integral parts of the definition of ill
certain type of socio-cultural unit in which the pre--industrial city is a
focal point. Far from thftalen.ing the folk society. this type of wban
unit is a precondition for its existence.... (163)
However, Foster states that, in his view, a folk society is not part of the
developed world:
... it can be assumed that folk cultures win disappear in those places
where a tugh degree of industrialization develops. True folk cultures
can hardly be said to exist in countries like the United States, Canada,
England, and Germany. though in peripheral areas there are perhaps
marginal manifeslations. (171)
The Cabarus·Frambise community then is dearly nola folk society in
accordance wilth Foster's model.
In the laller half of the century, not only has the concepl of folk society
fallen oul of vogue in the social sciences but. acxording to the authors of IbL
Penplin Dictjonal)' of Sodol'W' (1988), ..the nolion of the rural-urban
continuum has rec:enlly passed out of use, because there no longer seem to be
significant differences betwetn rural and urban ways of life" (see "rural-urban
continuum" in Abercrombie et at.). The news of the demise of significant
rural-urban differences would surprise the people of south-eastem Cape
Breton.. many of whom have returned to rural living after experiendng the
contrast of residing in dUes. II would also surprise the three people-two
rural Cape Breloners and an outport Newfoundlander-who told me within
two days of my writing lhe above how differenl and diHicuit they found.
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living in the city of St. John's compart'd to their home communities. AU
three introduced the subject themselves and explained their difficulties in
terms of differences between rural and urban people. Furthermore. this news
would amaze the thousands of Canadians who restst pressures to seek
employment by moving from country 10 city or, less commonly. vice versa.
Rural-urban differences are emphasized by the fKt that the physieal
environments of either dty or country can prove disturbing to outsiden. In
1992, when I visited Michael and Carolyn MacKinnon, who ran the only store
in Framboise, they were hosting two American tourists who stayed in their
home for the night. These tourists had slopped for help because the woman.
a resident of Reno, Nevada, had become nearly hysterical, fearing thai they
would not escape this area, dominated by woods and abandoned. fields, before
nightfall. I also know an elderly woman from a Cape Brt!lon village who had
a panic attack while walking with her daughter during a visit to Toronto.
The unfamiliar environm~ntwith its imagined. dangers so overwhelmed her
that she turned. and ran back to her daughter's home. If Mar-terror can be
induced in on~ person by .. landscape that is familiar and safe to another, it is
evident that we are dealins with .. formidable cultural gap.
With the abandonment of the concepts of folk society rond urban-rural
continuum, there also came a change in the use of the lerm "community,"
not only in academic circles but throughout society. "Community" has
always had varying meanings and has prompted. numerous definitions. Yet,
iI has usually contained. some sense of a limited geographical atea and of
people who are in contact with each other.2 Curuntly, the term community
is used in a vague and general way to refer 10 any number of people who
have something in common. II is typically applied to s;ommunjtjes of
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iD.lufil whose members may or may not know each other on a face-to-face
basis. StoryteUing and folk music revivalists refer to lhe "storytelling
community" and the "folk community." Participants in the women's
movement speak of the "women's community." Other common usages
include the "'academic: community," the "sdentific community," the"arts
community," the "sports community,'" and various "ethnic communities,"
Members of such "communities'" often live at great distances from one
another and in many cases would not recognize each other except in
circumstances which accentuate their common interest (e.g., dancers at a
dance, supporters of a political faction at a rally or demonstration, sports fans
at a game). Popular usage has rendered the word nearly meaningless. The
respected Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) radio host Peter Gzowski,
now in his sixties, commented on the shift in the use of the word
"community" in recent years. He had heard commentators speak of ..the
kindergarten community," -the bankruptcy community," and Mthe terrorist
community," creating for him ludicrous images of men in baladavas,
carrying machine guns aaoss bulletproof vtsts, nodding to each olher on the
way to work (eBC Radio, Aug. 3, 1998).3
George H. Schoemaker's definition of community typifies
contemporary folklorists' usage of the term: "A community is a group of
people who identify wilh each other and partidpate in large and smaU scale
celebrations" (author's emphasis; 1990:232). Dorothy Noyes, in a "Keywords"
essay entitled "Group'" (1995), succinctly summarized, "Acting in common
makes community'" (468). The type of ottasjonal community implied by
these folklorists' statements is very different from a rural community such as
the Gabarus·Framboise region. whose members not only interact regularly in
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a variety of social situations but also share history, ethnicity, kinship. religion.
dialect. occupation. and extensive oral traditions. Here, an individual's social
universe extends well beyond the immediate area but is dominated by face.tOo
face interaction with other local people.
These changes in ideology about the relationship of rural and urban
society and in the usage of the word ·community" came about as Canada and
the United States underwent mass urbanization. The discipline of Folklore
also became urbanized during this period. In the 19605, American folklorists
debated the existence of urban folklore, a concept now accepted
unquestioningly .• In fact, the folkloristic term "urban legend" has become
part of common speech. The recognition by American scholars of rich oral
traditions in urban stUings is hardly surprising considering that major
folklore programs are often located in large cities (e.g., Philadelphia, Los
Angeles, Austin). For purely practica.l reasons-limited time and money. ilS
well as difficulties in travelling outside the city ~ularly-students often
sought fieldwork experienct close to their universities and so were inevitably
drawn to folk culture within their cities.
Judging by recent publications and theses across the U.s. and CanAda.
the acceptance of urban folklore has not ted. to an abandonment of studies of
rural traditions. Nonetheless. there is a certain disdajn for rural studies
unless one goes to great lengths to prove them socially relevant. I have heard
both professors and graduate students-clearly, a ntinority-empioyed as
course instructors in my department explain. in satisfied tones, that their
students who hope to "collect stories from Nan living up Ihe bay'" (i.e.,
Grandmother in rural Newfoundland) are instead given fieldwork
assignments which involve coUeding contemporary urban folklore. The
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message given to these undergraduates is that the aspect of folklore which has
aroused their curiosity and which they deem impom.nt-the oral traditional
culture of rural people-is unimportant to folklorists.
In fact, rural life is regarded as archaic md irrelevant by a great many
urban dwellers. Even folklorists who are attracted. to the study of rural
cullwe are sometimes apologetic. Richard Bauman has done significant
research in rural areas and has an obvious appreciation of country people's
traditions. However. in ill discussion of the problem folklorists have in
adjusting to post·World War D changes, Bauman described folklorists'
interest in rural lore in terms which make it sound like a weakness:
American folklorists appear to have had two principal responses to
this problem. The first of these might be termed. a retreat into
tradition and homogeneity: some of us hue intensified. ow eHorts
to locale the last of the relic areas and the dtclining forms and mine
them for aU they are worth. There's more than a touch of the
nostalgic romantic in most of us, and we're still understandably
attraded. to the old stuff. (1983:154)
Bauman's words-"a retreat into tradition and homogeneity," "relic areas:
"'declining fonns: ilnd ". touch of the nostalgic romantic"'-suggest that the
traditions of rural people are of dubious value. Country dwellers are no
longer the heart and soul of folklore studies, an idealized group whose
wisdom mwt be garnered i.aunediately-chey are an embarrassment.
Bauman's comments about rural folklore an reminiscent of those of
the nineteenth-century folklorists who were attempting to gather oral
materials that they thought were dying out. Bauman speaks of wanting to
"locate the last of the relic areas and the declining forms and mine them for
all they are worth.... Willi.m. Thoms used. an agricultural rather Ihan mining
metaphor in his 1846 letter to The Athenaeym in which he coined. the word
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"folklore."s Thoms called on readers to "aid in garnering the few ears which
are remaining, scattered over the field from which our forefathers might
have gathered a goodly crop." Thoms hoped that people would forward
"some record of old Time--some recollection of a now neglected
custom-·some fading legend, local tradition, or fragmentary ballad" to the
paper (5). Both this amaleur mid·nineteenth-century folklorist of the
"Popular Antiquities" school and the eminent and progressive late twentieth-
century professional folklorist appear to share the belief that the traditions of
rural people are disappearing. However, Thoms, unlike Bauman, was
unapologetic about his desire to have them "rescued by timely exertion" (5).
Ironically, those folklorists who promote the view that studying rural
culture is of dubious value are moving our discipline in precisely the
diredion that drove William Wilson from English studies into folklore. As
he explained:
By the time I had completed an MA...I had grown weary of the
narrow elitism of the 'new aitical,' or formalist approaches current
at the time-approaches which jerked literature from cultural
context and tended to look with condescension at the kinds of
stories I had learned from the good people of my rural Idaho and
Mormon youth. So I switched to and earned a Ph.D. in folklore.
My research centred first on the land where I had served as a
Mormon missionary, Finland, then switched to the Mormon and
western culture that had produc:ed me-focusing for the next
twenty years not just on the privileged. few whose works had made
their way into university courses, but on the people next door and
on the richness and artistry of the stories they told. (1991:134)
Like Wilson, I have great respect for the "good. people" of my dtildhood. and
youth who shared their "richness and artistry" with me in such settings as the
fishing village of Wallace, Nova Scotia, and the farm communities of Albany
and Wilmot Valley in Prince Edward Island, Morrison Road in Cape Breton,.
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and Charteris in Quebec. These small rural communities still exist and are
places where people live, work, and share many of the traditions of their
elders. Although many such rural communities art! threatened both
economically and sociaUy, their citizens are contemporary Canadians whose
lives and practices art! grounded. in the present It is invalid to suggest thai
one who studies their tnditions is ill "nostalgic romantic."6 Folklorists agree
that rural people do not hold the key toour~. But surely mature
people in rural settings have as much to leach us about living as have urban
youths who pierce their faces, hang around shopping malls, or engage in
other popular culture trends and who are considered to be valid objects of
folklore research.
Of vital importance to understanding folklore is the concept of the
"folk group." Ben·AD\os's well-known definition of folklore as "artistic
communication in small groups" (1972:13) uses Homans's definition of a
group as "a number of persons who communicate with one another, olten
over a span of time, and who are few enough 50 that each person is able 10
communicate with an the others, not at second·hand through other people
but face to face" (Homans, 1950:1, quoted in Ben·Amos, 12). There are
inherent problems in both Ben-AmoSs definition and his use of Homans's
concept of "group." Although folklorists would generally accept thai a
chamber music group becomes, over time, a folk group bearing its own
traditions, few would regard a chamber music practice-undoubtedly artistic
communication in a small group--as folklore per $e. Moreover,
contemporary legends and jokes which. are regarded as forms of folklore are
often transmitted outside groups which fil Homans's definition. Members of
a small village would not be regarded as a folk group according to Homans's
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restrictions, although these people share dialed and oral traditions and would
be seen by an outsider 10 be similar culturally. Having lived in a village of
under five hundred people, I have seen that alth.ough each person can
theoretically communicate face to face wilh all others. each person does not.
A housebound member of one social stratum might never come into contad
with an individual from a different sodal group. Even families sometimes
have quarrels and feuds which may result in one individual rarely or never
seeing another. Though such a family might still share traditions and
communicate indirectly through core members who get along with all. it
would not, according to Homans, be a group.?
Folk groups, as Barre Toelken has explained. are complex entities. In
his view, "the term should indicate a dynamic system of human interchange
where the members of any group intenelate on a high context level of
attitude, reference, connotation, sense of meaning, and customary behaviour,
precisely as members and '0 be members, of that group" (1979:52). As an
example of a folk group, Toelken used West Coast loggers who share many
traditions including an esoteric vocabulary. repeated storytelling themes,
occupational jokes, legends, nicknames, pranks, beliefs, customs, and
attitudes toward their work. Toelken's description of a folk group is also
applicable to people in small rural communities. Gerald Pocius showed in A..
place 10 BeloDS (1991) that the people of the fishing village of Calvert,
Newfoundland, share history and many traditions. In addition, their
perceptions and understandings of the space around them. inside and out, are
shaped by their common heritage. Like residents of many rural
communities, they participate in what Toelken calls "a dynamic system of
human interchange."
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Carole Henderson Carpenter stresses the concept of folk groups in
helping students gain an understanding of folklore. Carpenter uses the
acronym "GLARESORTE" to help students understand what a folk group is.
GLARESORTE stands for "geography, language, age, religion, education, sex
(now gender, but 'glaregorte' doesn't have the same ring somehow),
occupation, race, topography (though technology in terms of technological
capability also fits) and economics" (e-mail communication, June 24. 1998).
According to Carpenter, a folk group would share al least three of these
features. As she explains, "GLARESORTE is actually my own term, but
grows Qut of Alan Dundes' Ust in The Study pf Folklore which Henry Glassie
used in presentations to us at the University of Pennsylvania. The specific:
coining as such is mine though...il underlies many of my written works,
especially those on multiculturalism"S Ullli1J. We might debate the specifics
of this definition. Could we not fit in olher fadors such as political affiliation.
social status, and economic position? Would ethnicity not be more inclusive
than race? Nevertheless, the basic concept of GLARESORTE is useful in
developing an understanding of what a folk group is. Whal folklorists label
as folk groups virtually always fit this model. Furthermore, groups which
have three or more of these fealures and which interact regularly tend to
develop their own folklore.
The people of the Gabarus-Framboise region share geography. language
(all speak English though they have two mother longues), religion (two
Protestant religions which co-exist without animosity), topography, and race
(or ethnicity). Many community members have other commonalities in
terms of technology, education, occupation, age (especially as this i.s
predominantly a community of elderly people), economics, and sex. The
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people of the region may be thought of as a folk group having a folk culture.
Within that folk group are many smaller folk groups which share features of
Carpenter's model (e.g., elderly Gaelic~speakingPresbyterian women. Fourchu
fishennen, and children who aUend school in Gabarus). However. small
communities share a number of fadors which distinguish them from most
folk groups and lead to my describing them as folk communities. Of prime
importance, are the facts that folk communities are delimited physical
communities in which communication usually takes place at a "folk" levet
that is to say, in an informal, face-to-face manner, involving familiars.
To further explain, the Gabarus·Framboise region is a folk cQmmynib'
in that it has the following charaderistic:s:
a) Its people live in a limited geographical region in which members can
easily visit each other, lhal is, aU people Hve within a half-hour drive of all
others.
b) Virlually all people in the community know each other. Residents can
with litlle thoughl name every child who rides the school buses. (Any
time I named a resident who was unknown to another, the confusion was
due to an error on my part.)
c) The people share a common history. Most community members are
descended hom families thai came to the area at least a century ago. Some
families have lived in lhis area for much longer.
d) Any two community members will share most of the following features:
ethnidty, religion, kinship, language, dialect, economic status, education,.
and occupation.
e) An individual's family background and personal past are known 10 mosl
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other members of lhe community and when they are not known,. the
information is readily available.
f} All people can-and most occasionally d~nterad on a faee-to-face basis
with all other members of the community.
g) The people share attitudes toward and understandings of the local
topography. This is expressed through shared names, communal P<1Uems
of usage. and stories about particular locations.
h) Although each individual's social network extends beyond the
community, most members spend a considerable amount of time-in
many cases, most of their social time-in contact with other community
members.
i) Residents share a great many traditions which are reinforced by continual
contact with other community members.
j) These people have a strong sense of being a community and, to a d~,
recognize themselves as being apart &om neighbouring regions. (Of
course, identity is relAted to opposition 50 that someone from this region
might identify himself as a Cape Bretoner when on mainland Nova Scotia.
as a Maritimer when visiting Montreal or Toronto, or as a Canadian when
abroad.)
k) Furthermore, strangers usually pass qUickly through this particular ~ion
so that most of the ~ple seen regularly are nol only familiar but
identifiable and approachable.
Central to the concept of a '"folk community'" is the continual contad
among and the interconnectedness of all the community's members. A
community with most of the: above characteristics would, in most cases, be
rural and have a low population. One thousand ~ple would be getting
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close to the upper limit if aU were to know each other. However, it is possible
to have a folk community in a city. For example, a small religious or ethnic::
group with a strong inward focus, which consciously aUempts to keep a great
social distance from lts neighbours, would have most of these features.9
However, a folk community is quite different from most urban folk groups or
communities of interest in that its members are not only intimate with each
other but with each other's histories and families. Within an urban
community of interest, people may know each other very well and may
openly express hopes and fears in less-guarded ways than would most rural
people in their own communities; there exist, for example, ongoing
consciousness-raising groups and therapeutic: communities that are based on
open communication of inner feelings. Still, mosl of these same people, who
know each other very well OR a personal level. did not know each other as
children nor do they know each other's families. In a folk community. one
knows a person's past as weD as that person's friends, parents, grandparents,
brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles. and cousins. There are, of course, many other
types of community existing on a continuum between folk community and
city. A town of len thousand people or a stable neighbourhood within a city
is closer in character to a folk community than is a high-rise district with a
transient population.
Because of the degree of familiarity found in folk communities,
reputation is paramount. In urban centres, one can-Io varying
degrees-escape the past by changing neighbourhoods and friends. However,
in a group based on both loc:ality and face-to-face interaction, such an
alternative is not possible. An urbanite can have a number of reputations
within different groups based OR such interests as work, play. religiOn,
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politics, and neighbourhood. A country person may possibly have more than
one reputation locally-for instance, a person known as a storyteller among
his peers may have no such image among his elJers. However, these
reputations are strictly limited and overlap considerably. A bad reputation
can be escaped only by abandoning one's region. One young man from
Framboise, whose story is lold in Chapter 5, left Cape Breton completely afler
transgressing community values by informing the police about the illegal
activities of local men. Though it is unclear whether he left due to disgrace,
guilt, fear, or a belief that life in Framboise would never again be comfortable.
it is apparent that he believed he had to make a complete break with his
community to escape his unsavoury reputation.
Folksong scholan have long noted thai one's foibles might become
immortalized and widespread through the satirical songs of rural
communities and other folk groups, "shantyboys" (lumbermen) being a
notorious example. Edward D. Ives in his study of Larry Gonnan (1965), the
humorous but malicious song maker of P.E.I. and Maine. refers to some
satirical songs as "simple joshing" (167) but describes others using such terms
as "twenty·three carat invective'" (167). "Viciously fUMy," "stinging satire"
(168), and "scandalizing songs" (170). These verses could be embanassing and
hurtful to their victims. In fael, Gorman himself became a socially marginal
character due in large part to his reputation as a ruthless songster (82, 184-85).
Doerflinger, who also wrote about Gorman, was told by his sources that
Gorman had been driven out of P.E.I. by a neighbour after "Larry pilloried
him in a song" (1951:255) (Ives provides no evidence to suggest that he
subscribes to this theory.) Despite any public distaste for Gorman himself. his
comic abilities ensured the survival of his songs and, with them, the
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damaged reputations of his victims. His satirizing was remembered fondly by
many who were fortunate not to have been targets of his wit. A relative of
Gorman recalled a letter in which Larry criticized his sister-in-law, more than
half a century after it was written: "'1 wish I had thai letter now,' he said.
'Everybody was laughing over it, it was so comical. He really carded her to a
peak'" (Ives:84).
The Gaelic.speakers of Cape: Breton participated in a similar tradition of
satirical songs in former years. Charles Dunn (1953) says of the song-writing
of these Nova Scotia settlers, '1b.e satire of the GaeL like his humour. is
inspired by the failings of human beings; but unlike his humour, it is
stinging, biting, and often downright offensive.... The language of the best of
these satires is so violent that, perhaps fortunately, they have not been
recorded...... (69). Contrary to any functionalist theories which hold that such
humour helps dispel tensions in a small community, Dunn cites a case in
which three neighbours, all formerly friends, moved away from Sight Point
due to the irrepressible song-writing practices of one of their number.
"according to the historian of Inverness County, the sole reason for their
separation was the rancour incited by the satires of Hugh Maclean" (70),
Nicknames among the Cape Breton ScOIS, as among other country
people, couLd be just as damaging for those who, as DUM put it, "had no
relish for ridicule" (69), Neil MacNeil (1948) relates the story of Little Rory
Donald Dhu (Little Rory, the son of Black Donald) who built the first outdoor
toilet in "Washabuckr (also spelled. "Washabuck") but destroyed it after his
neighbours pointed at him and said, "There goes proud Rory what does it in a
box," They bestowed on him a lasting nickname that "(t)ranslated into polite
English ... was 'Little Rory the Backhouse,' which was frequently abridged into
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'The Backhouse'" (24). If this story is true and not apocryphal-even if nol
factual, it accurately reOeds Cape Breton humour-according to Gaelic
nicknaming practices, Little Rory's family might well retain the name
''Backhouse'' (or rather its less "polile" form) for several generations despite
Washabuckrs citizens having long since accepted not only outdoor but
indoor toilets (see Appendix 3). Nicknames, like satirical songs, put a great
deal of pressure on aU but bom nonconformists, who do not seem to care
what olhers think, to adhere to community norms and values lest they
become publicly shamed or laughingstocks among their peers.
Alan MacFarlane touches on the issue of shame in his examination of
concepts of "community" in RecqDstructjnc HjstQdc;al Communjties (1977:1-
25). Among the many definitions of community which he lists is "the area in
which gUilt and shame are felr (11).10 This definition is rather simplistic, as
one might expect in a broad review in which many ideas are not fully
developed. According to this definition, for those who have a conscience that
is founded on something deeper than "what the neighbours think." the
whole world would be one's community. After all, if an individual commits
an act which he or she deems immoral while in a far-off land, we would not
expect the person's shame and guilt to disappear upon returning home.
Nonetheless, the idea of a community being "the area in which shame and
guilt are felt" has a sound basis if we consider only~ shame and guilt. In
one's community. one cannot escape either shame (which may be caused. by
an act immortalized in a story, song. or nickname) or one's guilt (which may
be known to all). Closeness is both the prime virtue and vice of rural
communities. The price of neighbourliness is a lack of pri vacy. Certainly, Ihe
shared knowledge of all individuals and their pasts helps create close-knit
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and unpretentious environments in which a solid family reputation can be it
valuable legacy. However, the same factors hinder one from making a new
start by breaking from past behaviour or even from the reputations of
deceased ancestors.
As this discussion of reputation indicates, folk communities usually
have strong oral cultures. In the small rural communities of Canada, not
only are traditions reinforced through constant contact but also talk is usually
treated as a desirable pastime, with storytelling sessions looming close in
every conversation. However, elhnic differences affect the quantity of talk.
While most indigenous Canadians have a capadty for silence which is
disturbing to those of European extradion, they too have rich oral cultures
guided by different rules of communication.
The expression "oral tradition," like folk community, is a concept that
is losing popularity among folklorists although it is still crucial to Out
understanding of folk communities. The term does not define folklore
satisfactorily in light of our present understanding. We recognize today that
various media including writing, books, television, radio, tape recorders,
VCRs. and the Internet are all used in communicating such folklore genres as
jokes, contemporary legends, instrumental music, and crafts. However, the
people of the Gabarus--Framboise district. like most other rural people, would
have little difficulty with Newell's onceo-popular definition which described
folklore as "oral tradition and belief handed down from generation to
generation without the use of writing" (Newell, 1890; quoted in Oring.
1986:8).11 This aspect of folklore-perhaps expanded to include customs and
material culture-is highly valued by a great many rural Canadians and
reflects the traditions that they observe and participate in on a daily basis.
nFolklorists should not simply regard the tenn "oral tradition" as an incorrect
definition of folklore. Rather, it is one of a number of important elements
that comprise folklore, one thai is especially important in rural folk
communities.
Folklorists can learn much. by studying rural folk communities.
Research in such settings helps one understand and appreciate approaches
and methodologies developed by earlier scholars who worked primarily in
rural regions. Moreover. the fieldworker in such communities becomes
familiar with highly oral cwtures which value their traditions and heritage.
Finally, such research will assure the folklorist that folk communities are not
strange anomalies left over from the past but vital components of
contemporary society. Linle can be said for our discipline if we, Ilke the
ancient Greeks, divide our world into civilized people, those who live in
cities and are important, and barbarians, those who dwell in the country and
whose culture is of litlle worth.
2.2 Images of Cape Breton and of Rural Culture
Having established thai the Gabarus·Pramboise community is a rural
folk community, in which virtually all residenls know each other and each
olher's family and friends, have a high degree of face-to-faa! interaction, and
value their heritage, ( will now explain what the Gabarus-Pramboise
community is not. Images abound regarding both Cape Brelon's culture and
rural culture generally. Whether these images involve romanticism,
negative stereotyping, or social theory, many are misleading and, at besl,
accentuate partial truths, thereby presenting an unrealistic picture. In this
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section, I will discuss some of these images and show why they fail to
accurately describe or explain contemporary Ufe in the Gabarus-Framboise
community.
The philosopher John Ralston Saul (1991) has criticized the
contemporary self-absorption of Canada's largest cities which he says are
disconnected from the country's rural past and present. Saul argues that
southern cities, especially Toronto, see themselves as "northern
representalives of more southerly city-states" and "extensions or reflections of
New York and Paris." He explains, "The only way in which this iUusion can
be made to work is if these dties are seen as their own reason for thelt
eXistence-self-defining, self-crealing, self-justifying--cut off from the rest of
their provinces" (41). Such attitudes are not limited to Canada. Patterns in
demographiCS and in urban control of media throughout the western world
have led to a broad perception of city life as "nonnal." Urban-based media
personnel often lnterpret and explain nuallife to the public.
Even rural expatriates who write of their native communities may do
so from a detached urban viewpoint. (In fact, some rural people become
expatriates because they are unusually critical of or discontented with their
own communities.) Two Cape Breton examples of this type of detached
writing are Neil MacNeil's The Hilbland Heart in Nova Scotia (1948) and
Angus Hector Maclean's COO and 'be neyjl a' Seal Covc (1976), fine books in
which the authors affectionately and entertainingly recall life in tbeir home
communities. In their accounts, the writers show where they gained their
personal ambitions and how their values were shaped. while finding wry
humour in the foibles of the people among whom they were raised. That
these writers are looking at their home communities as partial outsiders
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becomes even more evident when their books are compared to Mary Anne
Ducharme's~ (1992) in which she presents the memoirs of the late
Archie Neil Chisholm of Margaree Forks. a popular rural Cape Breton
raconteur. Chisholm, who spent most of his life in rural Cape Brelon, is
certainly able to see the humour in his own life and the lives of his
neighbours. Unlike the other wrilen though. he neither views his
conununity as a place of the past nor presents its residents as unsophisticated
or naive. Despite the fad thai insider accoilnts like~ exist, the
country is frequently described and interpreted by urban people.
People, whether urban or rural, often project their fantasies onto "the
other," either idealizing or devaluing what is unfamiliar. Country dweUers
may see the city as either a place of fun. opportunity, and escape from
boredom or a dangerous place populated. by criminals and immoral people,
where neighbours never speak to one other. Many urbanites regard the
country as either an idyllic, pastoral paradise filled with friendly people firmly
rooted. in their traditions or as a strange and frightening place inhabited by
wild animals and wilder people. Raymond Williams has shown in IbL
Country and the City (1973) that the idea of an idealized countryside goes back
for centuries in England. On the other hand, two 19705 American-directed
movies,~ and~ depict strange and dangerous
countrysides in which peaceful city people are viciously harassed by, in the
first case, "hillbillies" and. in the second, residents of an English viUage. both
of whose behaviour seems subhuman.
Other artists in various media have applied both negative and positive
ideals to Cape Breton. The producers of Candy Mountain (1987), a New York
art film. used. rural areas of the island to depict an outpost at the frontier of
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civilization, inhabited by strange, dangerous, and unpredictable people (a
decidedly American outpost al that, though this was probably not the
directors' intention). Writers of recent fiction have oflen portrayed rural
Maritime life as "almost unremittingly grim." in the words of the Celtic
Studies scholar Mike Kennedy (1998). In his review of the The Last Gael a
collection of short stories, by the Cape Breton writer Ellison Robertson,
Kennedy summarizes this attitude:
...The stories feature struggles with physical deformity, familial
dysfunction and betrayal, prostitution, alcoholism, wasting disease,
unemployment, community decline, cultural death, personal
failure and suicide.
Unfortunately. this has become somewhat routine in the literary
depictions of the Maritimes: ReaUsm (sic) has replaced
romanticism. but it is a realism of a narrow sort. The deeply-rooted
sense of humor (sic) and the positive, often inbiguing perspectives
on life that are such a defining feature of the communities here
remain curiously under-developed in our titerature.
Whereas a former generation of urban-based writen found solace in
the exaggerated simplidty and innocence of our slower-paced life,
members of the new generation seem equally enchanted by the
imagined raw, elemental intensity of our existence-an intensity
distilled by our struggle to survive in an environment where failure
and destruction of one sort or another seem ever imminent. (9)
In the same review, Kennedy says that "the association of Gaelic culture with
alcoholism, melancholia and dysfunctional behaviour has become so
common in literature as to have reached the point of almost grotesque
stereotype" (9). Two recent films set in Cape Breton, Ma,carers Museum
(l995)-adapted from Sheldon Currie's novel Thr Glace Bay Mine(s
M.YH.u.m (1995)-and Th Han,in, Garden (1997), also portray the island as a
grim and destructive place. Both are good movies but focus on both
dysfunctional families and madness, leaving the audience with memories of
disturbing images and events.
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The Gabarus-Framboise community, on the shores of the North
Atlantic far from any metropolis, is neither the last outpost of civilization nor
a desperate place in which grim people struggle for survival. No doubt a few
suffer from alcoholism or continually battle despair; after all, there are people
with these problems everywhere. However, having met most of the
residents, I observed that this is a community whose people show vitality,
share a rich social life and oral culture, and regularly laugh heartily. Dt'spite
the problems inherent in living in a region no longer prosperous and
populated mainly by the elderly. the people who live along this coast are
anything but grim. Perhaps the depiction of desperate souls struggling for
psychic survival is a literary device rather than a comment on reality. WeU-
balanced people liVing productive lives provide poor raw material for
creative writers interested in psychological dilemmas. However, allhough
fictional stories of rural despair may reflect the reality of some people-
poverty and hopelessness certainly exist in the country-such writings
contribute little to our understanding of the many heallhy communities in
rural Canada.
Although the Gabaru.s--Framboise region is not forbidding, neither is it
a bucolic paradise. Various blends of Celtic, Gaelic, Acadian, rural, and Cape
Breton romanticism draw many visilors to lhe island. Groups that profit
from tourism-including governments, hospitality businesses, merchants,
and entertainers-often promote romantic images of the island and its
people. In the past, Cape Breton promolers encouraged what Ian McKay
(1992) refers 10 as "'[t]artanism'-Ihe reading of Nova Scotia as a sort of 'Scoll-
land' across the waves,'" (206), which celebrates a pseudo-Scollishness (in the
style of Sir Walter Scott, as McKay suggests), symbolized by such commodities
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as clan membership, tartans, and bagpipes. Today, these images, which
appealed to touris.s of an earlier generation. are being replaced by fiddles,
farmers, work clothes, and Gaelic.
~ a CBC Television dramatic series, typifies the more
contemporary romanticism. In the show, the coal-mining town of Glace Bay
is depicted as a poUution·free rural community. In one episode <aired March
12, 1999), the young fiddler Ashley Madsaac plays "Cape Breton's best fiddler,'"
an eccentric, itinerant musician who is treated like a priest or holy man. In
an unlikely scenario, Glaa! Bay residents ostracise a family because their
visiting aunt from Halifax refused the fiddler hospitality, causing him to
threaten never to return to Glace Bay. Cape Bretoners, passionate as many are
about their music, have never agreed as to who is their best fiddler nor do
they treat fiddlers as demigods. Moreover, ·as the folklorist Ian MacKinnon
(1989) has explained, the industrial region of Cape Breton was a dynamic area
for fiddling. Musicians from allover the island migrated to the towns to
work and taught each other their regional fiddle styles in their leiswe time.
The loss of a single fiddler, no mailer how good, would not threaten the
social life of Glace Bay. In reality, Ashley MacIsaac is a thoroughly
postmodem performer who moves back and forth between traditional
fiddling and experimenlal rock music. With tongue firmly in cheek, he
creates a stage persona by manipulating symbols of his rural Cape Breton
origins, tartanism, and the culture of experimenlal rock music. Madsaac is a
controversial figure who sometimes engages in outrageous public behaviour.
He certainly does not exped 10 be treated like a holy man in Cape Brelon
despite his outstanding musical ability. This unrealistic. television show
panders to the tastes of those who want Cape Brelon to be a place in which
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musicians are exalted. urban decay is unknown. people are simple and
straightforward, ethnic minorities do not exist, and lum-of·the-century
miners' orphans were clean. well fed, and well dressed.
Cape Breton Island' The video (Co 1995), a privately produced
documentary, is another highly romantic show which presents Cape Breton
as a rural idyll with more horses than cars. Rather than distorting urban
existence as~ does, this video ignores cities completely. While~
Breton Island is a beautiful film and provides an excellent sampling of the
region's folk music, the producer's seledivity results in a distorted view of the
island and its culture. No doubt, this is done partly for commercial reasons;
after all, who wants to buy a video of shut-down industries, commuters
driving to work, and unemployed people gathering at their local donut shop?
Still, the result is romanlicism. U this neo-romanlic view of Cape Breton
continues, the kilted piper who performs for tourists at the end of the
causeway will soon be replaced by a 6ddler in the work clothes of an earlier
Gaelic romanticism is evident at the Gaelic College of Celtic Arts and
Crafts in St. Ann's, Cape Brelon, where I spent a week as an immersion
student. Instructors al the coUege, which is attended by students from across
North America, rightly emphasize Ihe dose links belween language and
culture. Elderly resource people are brought in so lhat learners will be
exposed to native Gaelic: speakers. Gaelic culture itseU is generally portrayed
as conlaining a greal many of the virtues but none of the vices of the rural
western world before the Second World War. When teachers told of Hgood
Gaels" (a Gael being a Gaelic: speaker) making their own entertainmenl,
holding work frolics (parties or bees), dancing till dawn,. and showing
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hospitality to all, I rKalleci similar desaiptions of rurallile by elderly
Canadians who knew nothing of Gaelic. The instructors never mentioned
other aspects of early twentieth-century Cape Breton Gaelic communities.
such as religious bigotry, alcohol abuse, family quarrels, longstanding grudges.
and brawling for fun. The good Gaels who visit the College as resource
people conform to the romantic stereotype in part because they are decent
people; otherwise they would not have been invited. Furthennare, they are
elderly and, like a great many older people, have mellowed with age. One is
unlikely to be harassed. by a drunken Gael in Cape Breton today simply
because most native Gaelic speakers are senior citizens. I do not dispute thai
such a person as a good. Cael exists. Having been raised among Gaelic
speakers from the Gabarus-Framboise coast, I have an impressionistic image
of a good Gael-warm, witty, soft-spoken. and quick to provide a meal or
even put up a wayfarer for the night. However, a reading of Scottish history
indicates that there were once. great many very bad Gaels as well.
Idealized fantasies of lhe other can be almost as destructive as negative
projectioM. People who view some distant group as a romantic archetype
will discover on closer contact that its people-whether they .ut! indigenous
CanadiaM, Romany people (Gypsies), city dwellers, or rural Cape
Bretoners-are only human. Lib olher people, members of the idealized
group have vices. Even their virtues may not be thoSt! longed for by the
outsider. The resulting disillusionment leads romantics to become
embittered, feeling emotionally betrayed by members of the idealized group. I
witnessed a few instances of participants in the back-to-the-Iand movement of
the 1970s developing intense mendships with elderly farmers, only to cut off
the relationships upon discovering the farmers' faults and weaknesses. The
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old men were left feeling hurt and confused. I also saw non-natives develop
relationships with idealized aboriginal people and then, as their romantic
fantasies were shattered, transform their idealism 10 contempt However. in
both situations, others persevered in their relationships despite any initial
disillusionment and developed long-lasting friendships. These solid
friendships were possible only after the romantic projections had been
reduced considerably. In summary. romanticism tells us little about the
people of rural Cape Breton or anywhere else for that D'lJ.tter. Residents of the
Gabarus-Framboise coast~ven those Gaelic speakers who would nol let me
leave their houses unfed and offered beds for the night if [ had to drive forty
miles-are contemporary ~ple living on the eve of the twenty-fitst century
and not conservative guardians of a past way of life.
Another, perhaps anti-romantic, stereotype depicts Cape Bretoners as
simple, hard·living, hard.drinking, hard·fighting, and fun-loving people.
This image may be used in either positive or negative ways by both insiders
and outsiders. Many other cultures possess some similar stereotypical image
which presents their members as simple, unpretentious, and hard~rinking
(for example, the Irish. Highland Scots, Newfoundlanders, Canadian Indians,
and residents of North Ontario, to name only a few). However, in all cases,
many group members resent outsiders applymg such a stereotype to them.
Furthennore, the use of simplistic and. limited self·images creates tension
within societies since not aU members conform to Ihe stereotypes and some
even see these self-images as promoting negalive aspects of the culture
concerned.
In the early 19805, the expression "Cape Breton Barbarian" was often
used in a pejorative way by people from other parts of the Maritimes.
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Although. many Cape Breloners resented. the term. others adopted. it as their
own, even wearing buttons saying, '1'm A Cape Breton Barbarian." In the
19905, two Cape BretoRers living in Ontario used the name, "Cape Breton
Barbarians" for their band. I received iii piece of e-mail lore thai had gone
through iii chain of Cape 8reioRers which used humour based on iii similar
self-promoted stereotype. Entitled. "'Top 25 Things You'll Never Hear iii Cape
8reloner Say," its messages include: "We don't keep firearms in this house. ~
"No kids in the back of the pickup, ii's not safe," "Wrasslin's fake," "I'll have
grapefruit instead of fried baloney," "Moose heads detract from the decor,"
and "Please, no more beer, I'm too drunk." The people of the Cabarus-
Framboise community are rural, unpretenlious, nol prone to following fads,
and sometimes scornful of government rules and regulations. Furthermore,
many hunt. The over-all image presented in the list contains some truth and
thus works as humour. However, it is only humour and not an accurate
description of Cape Breton life. As elsewhere in Canada, many people in the
Gabarus·Framboise region and throughout Cape Breton are either moderate
drinkers or do not drink iIIt all
The historian Ian MclCay challenged another simplistic view of Nova
Scotian folk culture in The Dunt of tbr folk (1994), his neo·Marxist,
postmodem critique of concepts of folk culture in Nova Scotia. In litis, the
most extensive analysis to date of approaches to folklore in the province, he
examined and criticized the role of the provincial government and various
elites in their use of "the Folk" in the public presentation of Nova Scotia as a
place of innocence and I tourist destination. Md<ay explains:
Innocence denotes the local development of antimodemist
conceptions of history and society through a network of words and
things diffused by the urban middle class and corresponding, in a
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complex, indirect. and general sense to its social and cultural
interests. (31)
McKay's work is important, not only for its thorough documentation
of issues of concern to folklore scholarship but also for bringing to the
forefront the importance of folklore to cultural issues. even if he regards the
influence of folklore in Nova Scotia as damaging. McKay has provided the
only critical analysis of the role of folklore in Canadian culture to be read by a
broad public. Th@ Ouest of the folk has already become influential among
Nova Scolia's intellectuals, many of whom are unfamiliar with other
analytical works about issues in folklore.t2 McKay rightly criticizes the
romanticism and exclusivity of folkloristic approaches in Nova Scotia.
However, The Ouest of the Folk is essenliaUy a conservative history wh.ich
aedits a few important individuals and l!:lite groups with extraordinary ability
to influence ordinary Nova Scotians.1J McKay's analysis invokes the
contemporary trend towa.rd political activism in scholarship, using Marxist
and postmodem theory to advocate a new social vision which he argues is
being expressed by a. body of Maritime inteUectuals (308-10).14 However. in
developing this vision, MclCay provides no place for the voice of less-
educated people in small Nnll communities-the people whose culture has
usuaUy been documented, however selectively, by folklore reseaJ'Chen in the
Maritimes. Neither his argument that ~lites have a powerful effect on the
self-image of Nova Scotians nor his postmodem and Marxist inlerpretations
of contemporary $Oaely work particularly weD when applied. to Ihe Cabarus·
Framboise community.
McKay shows little understanding of cultural dynamics outside
of elite circles. He fails to establish what effect "lhe image of an antique Nova
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Scotia made up of slow-moving and slow-talking Folk,. rnistant to change"
actually has on either the people of Nova Scotia or the tourists who visit the
province (271). [ndefll, aUempls by such bodies as tourist boards to portray
rural people as symbols of innocence in order to appeal to urban desires are
usually either njected or simply ignored. by those same country people.
Gerald Pocius (1991) said of the vilL1ge of Calvert. Newfoundland. and its
relationship to change:
Old and new artifacts, old and new songs: the tensions of old and
new are not tensions at aiL for what is meaningful is appropriated.
Indigenous forms have meaning only if the group deems it so; the
actual items (be they objects or attitudes or verbal utterances) caMol
be abstracted for middle-class fantasies about a past and a culture
always more desirable and more golden than our present. (288)
The people of the Gabarus-Framboise region similarly choose what they
value in their own folk culture and take what appeals from outside while
showing little, if any. internt in what others feel they should. be.
The use of Scottish symbols by residents illustrates Iheir attitudes.
According to McKays argwnent. tartanism. which involves the
appropriation of the symbols of pseudo-Highland culture by Nova Scotians
(206), was developed by an flile and is an aU-encompassing philosophy.
However, people in this community have varying relations with Scottish
symbolism. One or two belong to pipe bands and have all the alfiliated
regalia, some own a plaque or teacup with a clan emblem, while others
possess no Scottish symbols at all. However, this Scottishness is not
something pushed on these people by ~lites. The symbols which they have
appropriated are meaningful. Many area residents are, after aU. Gaelic-
speaking descendants of Hebridean Scots (see Plate 2.1). Furthermore, kinship
is valued not only in eastern Cape Breton but on the islands from which their
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ancestors emigrated. Though McKay's surname may have Uttle significance
to him. to be a Macleod. a MacDoiWd. a MatQueen. or a MacConnick from
the Gabarus-Framboise region opens doors not only in Cape Breton but aaoss
the ocean, especially amons: Gaelic-speakers. Moreover, the community has
an unbroken tradition of piping, although piping in the past was usually
done by lone pipers at dances. Nevertheless, in my experience, no residents
have boasted of clan affiliations nor have they, with the exception of pipers
when performing, dressed in kills. The evidence of symbols of "tartanism'"
does not imply the acceptance of an ~lile image of Nova Scolian culture.
While rejecting the concept of "the Folk" as middle-class romanticism,
middle-class Marxist scholars like McKay and the British historian Dave
Harker (fakesoDC' TM M,nufaduR of BritiSh 'fo1kso0c' 1700 '9 the PmfDt
~ 1985) replace the Folk with a simplistic, romanticized picture of ..the
workers." Md<ay rightfully emphasizes the absenc:e of industrial workers in
the promotion of an official nrsion of Nova Scotia's c:u1ture. However. he
fails to show that working people's lot has been affected greatly by the c:ultural
politics which he examines in his book. When Nova Scotians deb.1te the
desirability of aeating a new factory in a community, they tend to focus on
issues of environment and economy. They do not resist economic: change
because it c:ontrasts with their self-image as "folk." A great many Maritime
historians (inc:luding McKay in earlier writings) regard economia and
politics. not cultural debates. as the important factors in understanding the
serious issue of Maritime underdeveiopmenl1S
Narratives from the Gabuus.Framboise district show that the
residents, Ii.ke many other Maritimers, have complex relationships with the
world of work, mavins in and out of industrial labour and other jobs for
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periods ranging (rom weeks to years at a time, identifying more strongly with
such concepts as region. family, and ethnic origins nther than with either
class or industrial OttUpatiOns.16 Certainly. many Ca~ Breloners living in
industrial towns and mining communities have a strong identification with
the working class and with organized labour. Nevertheless. only occasionally
did I hear references to the labour movement and never to class
identification. This was due in part to my research interests. Had I been
focusing on work history, t would probably have heard more about these
issues. Still, I was quite open to interviewing people about their interests and
they often did talk about their working lives. I also took part in many
informal, unrecorded conversations but heard nothing to indicate that the
people of the Gabarus-Framboise region identify themselves as ..the workers"
any more than they regard themselves as "the FoLk."
The Ouest for tbe folk is DaWN in other ways, the most glaring of
which is perhaps McKay's application of "postmodernism,· which. according
to his philosophy. describes the present state of the world, c:onveys a picture of
life in which the major values are almost totally opposed 10 those of this
rural Cape Breton community. Here. religion,. kinship, oral tradition,. and
history are of vital importance and elderly tradition-bearers are highly
regarded. Mcl<ay says of postmodemism:
Its attributes include skepticism about the great melananatives of social
theory and religion; the acceptance of fragmentation and the
celebration of ephemerality and discontinuity; the loss of historical
continuity in values and beliefs, and consequently in the possibility of
"historical subjects" and a reading of "reality" as a series of texts
intersecting with other texts and producing yet more texts. (277)17
Scholars using postmodemism as a model for interpreting the contemporary
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western world ignore the existence of rural communities, whose members
are consciously resisting those powerful urban voices that insist thai they
abandon both their communities and their values.
The Gabarus·Framboist region shares with the rest of the Maritimes a
long history of emigration. The contemporary adult residents have chosen to
remain in or return to this rural community, knowing that other
economically-desirable alternatives are readily available. These people
appreciate the beauty of land and sea and value time spent outdoors. A great
many know woods, barrens, lakes, and sea intimately and pick berries, cui
firewood. hunt, and fish close to their homes, Masllocal people value the
closeness of small communities and spend generous amounts of lime
associating with neighbours. This socializing often involves storytelling
focused on the community's past. Most of the people to whom I talked. both
young and old. were churchgoers. Religion is an important part of their lives
(see Plate 2.2). They also share a strong sense of their p.sl Though this
community has undergone considerable social change, it taMOt be described.
in terms of "the loss of historical continuity in values and beliefs."
John D. Dorsi in The Written Syburb (1989) also emphasized thai
postmodern society lacks ". meaningful past-" as McKay expressed it.
According to Dorst, "[p]ostmodernity is above all iI regime of surfaces" (104).
He found it to be a useful theoretical approach for analyzing Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania, a village twenty·eight miles from Philadelphia which has been
re-created in recent years as an attractive suburb. In Chadds Ford, "7he
Ceneral Store" is a gift shop, 1'he Barn Shops" is a rnini·mall housed. in
former farm outbuildings, and a refurbished barn contains offices (9). The'
Caharus·Framboise region is totally lacking in such false &onts. Tourism and
urban redefining and rtdaiming of rural spaces have barely touched this
stretch of Cape Breton's coast as they have many olher areas of Ihe island.lI
There are no "tourist traps." Louisbowg. once Gabarus's neighbouring
viUage. is now, with its rebuilt fortress, a major tourist destination. However.
government expropriation of land created a sixty-kilometre drive between the
two communities. TM coastal road through the Gabarus-Framboise area is
unpopular with tourists going to Louisbourg or anywhere else. And since
Patsy Macleod. closed her Bed and Breakfast, in which she and her husband
Jimmy occasionally accommodated travellers in their house in Framboise,
there have been no tourist-oriented businesses in this region. Here, a bam is
simply a bam and not a souvenir shop. A fishing shanty is a fishing shanty
and not a restaurant.
Residenls of the Cabarus--Fnmboise area have produced a number of
community histories in recenl years, as have people in numerous other rural
communities.l9 Postmodem theorists would claim such community
histories as proof of their inlerprelalions of conlemporary culture. Dorst
(1989) explained, "the cultwe of advanced consumer capitalism or, less
acceptable but more fashionable, postmodemity, consists largely in the process
of self· inscription, indigenous seU-.documentalion and endlessly reflexive
simulation" (2). These community histories are indeed examples of self4
documentation. However, the type of refleXivity expressed in these books is
not new to rural communities. In their oral nanatives and historical ballads,
people have always looked at who they are and whence they came. Rural
community histories are belter seen as extensions of the community's
storytelling and song·making traditions rather than as complelely new
phenomena resulting from "advanced consumer culture." In fact, literary
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examination of one's own culture is not new at all. The Scottish stonemason
Hugh Miller explored the folklore, oral history. and tradition bearers of his
community in two thorough and delightful community histories which were
published in the ninetrenth century <My Schools and Schoolmasters 1854;
Scenes and Legends of the NQrth of Scolland 1835). Martin Lovelace, in "'The
Presentation of Folklife in the Biographies and Autobiographies of English
Rural Workers" (1983), discussed similar works written in nineteenth· Ind
early twentieth-century England. Folk culture continually adapts itself to new
media. The recent popularity of writing community histories is a reflection
not so much of a shift in values as it is a response 10 mass literacy and to
accessible publishing technologies.
Local histories of the Gabarus-Framboise aru do not represent, as
McKay put it, "the celebration of ephemerality and discontinuity; the 10$$ of
historical continuity in valU6 and beliefs." A major purpose of these books
is to educate local people in past valu6 by preserving oral materials in prinl
The following quotations from the introductions to three such books
illustrate the authors' conscious attempts to promote community values
through local history.
It is true thai hardships were common and thai families lived without
many of the luxuries we today take for granted. However, our
ancestors had one luxury thai neither progress nor money can proVide
and that was a strong sense of community. May our modem affluence
never blind us to that which brings rtJll comfort. (MacGillivray et aI., A.
History of Foursbu:7)
... there is... a rich, full history of the many families who came and
made these shores their home. And Ihat history is part of aU of us who
live in Framboise, part of the new and different lives we lead today.
(Cumming et aI., The SIm:y of f@mhojsc:viii)
My firsl impressions were that I had the privilege of being in a peaeeful
community where citizens carried out lheir esponsibilities in a
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civilized. manner. The passing of lime has not dulled this impression.
(Sullivan el al., GabaM Schools ReunioD '95:1)
Furthermore, what McKiy calls the "historical continuity of values and
belief," which supposedly existed. before the so-alled postmodem era. is ideal
rather than real. Scotland and England, the countries from which most of the
Gabarus-Framboise settlers originated, have histories of centuries of war,
radical religious movements, continuous migrations of individuals and
groups, urbanization, and tedtllological change. Anthropologists rec:oKnize
that change and adaptation are parts of the human condition,. even among
the most remote and conservative peoples. One would be hard pressed 10
find the last period. which could be described as a "steady state" in either
British or European, to say nothing of North American.. social history. The
people of Cape Breton negotiate their values. attempting to find a balance
between the old and new, as their ancestors have done since time
immemorial.
tndeed, the Cabuus-Framboise community, like a great many other
rural communities, is-4espite ilS low population-a complex society that
defies any easy categorizations whether romantic, denigrating, or intellectual
Local people work (or, in the case of the elderly, have worked) in a variety of
occupations, as labourers. dvil servants, farmers, fishers. merchants.
contractors. schoolteachers, and nutse$. Certainly many are "workers"-
some have been active in mining unions and fishing co-operatives-yet 1
saw no evidence that the position of "worker" was more important than
many of an individual's other sodal roles. Furthermore, outsiders'
stereotypes have liule influence on the residents. The narratives in this
thesis will illustrate (he importance of tradition and continuity in the lives of
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the local people. In lhe following chapters I. like other folklore researchers
before me, will present voices of a small folk community-an important
component of contemporary culture-and thereby chalJenge both the
romantics and the urban htgemony which Mckay represents.
2.3 What is a nanative?
A narrative is a story. Fynk and Wacna!!s Standard Coller' Pidjonary-
Canadian Edition (1963) contains a typical definition, "[s)omething nanated,
as an account, story, or tale, narrate meaning (1]0 tell or relate. as in a story."
The Canadian Oxford pictionary (1998) further restricts the meaning of
narrative to "a spoken or written account of connected events in order of
happening."
Folklorists often define narrative in the sense used. by Qxfm:d.. Linda
Kinsey Adams (1990) says, '"Like. slory you read in a book. an oral prose
narrative contains II plot; that is, it contains a series of events that unfold in a
definite sequence over time. It has a beginning, a middle, and an end" (23. see
also Oring, 121·22). The work of the linguists William Labov and Joshua
Waletzky (1967), cited by both Adams and Oring. has influenced folklorists'
definitions of narrative. Labov and. Waletzky explain, ·We have defined
narrative informally as one method. of recapitulating past experience by
matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events which
actually occurred" (20).
Labov and Waletzky (who elicited many violent stories) give as an
example of a simple narrative:
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Well, this person had .a little too much 10 drink
and he attacked. me
c and the friend came in
and she slopped it
They demonstrate that by reordering the sequence of events, in one case
changing the words slightly, the series of dauses still describe the same event
but no longer form narratives.
c a friend of mine came in
d just in time to stop
this person who had a little too much to drink
from altacking me
d A friend of mine slopped the attack.
c She had jwt come in.
b This person was attacking me.
a He has had a Uttle too much 10 drink (20).
Regarding the smallest unit that can be called "narrative," Labov (19'72)
explains, "we can define a minimal rtIlmltivt as a sequence of two clauses
which are temporally ordered; that is a change in their order will result in a
change in the temporal ~uence of the original semantic interpretation'"
(author's italics; 360). Simply put, the clauses art ordered in time and.
changing their order will change the meaning. In the following example.
dauses t!. and, are "amlin day:;n which must remain in the same order to
maintain the narrative. Of clause .. Labov says, ..It is equally true at the
beginning and end that the namtor knows a boy named Harry" (361).
(However. competent storytelling demands that this clause be placed at the
beginning of the nanalive.)
a I know a boy named Harry
b Another boy threw a bottle at him right in the head
c and he had to get seven stitches (361).
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In deciding what is a minimal narrative, I use Labov and Waletzky's
definition.
To Labov, a na.rrative is nol simply a number of clauses '"in lhe senenl
present'" that "refer to an indefinite number of ocxasions'" (361). A narrative.
whether truthful or fictional. must refer to a specific incident, thus, when
Ruth Reid told of her reaction to ghost stories, she did not recount her
experience as a narrative.
My aunt by marriage, she was gtut for telling ghost stories-how they
used 10 see a man with no head and di((erenl stories like that. I
NEVER L1SI'ENEDTOTHEM 'cause I had quite a ways to walk and
where I live, it was all woods on both sides of the driveway and I
wouldn't listen to the stories (laughs) because I had to walk home.
(RT95-25, Sept. 4, 1995)
However, Lena MacLeod when telling of similar fears. related a simple
narrative that recounled. a particular incident.
I remember the time we went down with WeUington. We were
waiting for Wellington to come home and we we~ at Lauchie
MacDonald's and he was a great one to teU stories. And he'd be
stamping his fett sitting there. (Flora Macleod: Yes, I can remember
thaL) Creal one for telling stories and I was only about thai high,. I
guess [gestures). My father was carrying my brother and we started
down the road and I was so scared from listening to Lauchie
MacDonald's gh~t stories that I pulled up the collar of my coat lib this
[pretends to cover her face). I was scared I'd see a ghost on the way
home. (RT92-4B, July 22, 1992)
labov and Waletzky's model of narrative is simplistic, despite their
complicated analysis. These lingUists were concentrating on specific
analytical goals which precluded the study of complex narrative forms such as
"(m]yths, folk tales, legends, histories, epics, toasts and sagas." Instead, they
focused. on "the actual narratives of large numbtrs of unsophisticated
speakers," that is, personal experience narratives (12). Though their basic
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point, that oral stories ue temporally ordered is generally true, as with any art
form.. there are exceptions to the rule. More complex stories sometimes
involve moving about in time. For example in Ibc Ambia" Njghts 5inbad
re<:ounts his voyages within a greater story, itself existing within the story of
Schezarade (though the laller could be primarily a literary device). Even in
personal experience narratives, temponl order can be narranged, without
destroying the narralive, by either an incompetent storyteller (·...so he
stepped up to the podium-oh. I forgot to tell you, in aU the excitement. he
hadn't remembered to finish dressing. Anyway, he stepped up..... ) or a
competent one (-...so Dad and I were sitting there when his brother walked
in. Now, back in the thirties, Dad. and Uncle Jim had an awful quarrel over a
girl and they never reaUy gal over it..-).
Gillian BenneU found that most of the supernatural belief namtives
that she collected in an English study did not conform to the Labov·Waletzky
model.
This sort of neat. rounded story...is ran-only 26 out of the 153 1
colleded conform to lhis ~ttem. A narrative with a "Labovian"
structure is plainly not the norm for the context II is much more usual
for a speaker to teU a story which deviates from this classic ~ttem.
Rather than relating a unique event, speakers may opt to describe a
typical happening; nther than arranging an event chronologically. they
may teU their story in circular fashion. beginning at the end or
repealing key incidents several times over at different stages of the
narrative; rather than tying up the ends in a neat dfnouement they
may leave it untidily open-ended; and rather than concentrating
attention on events, Ihey may give a disproportionately large amount
of the story 10 describing circumstances and contexts. (1986:417)
Bennett argues that "insistence on details of circumstance" and
"nonchronological presentation" in supernatural belief stories results "from
speakers using narrative as a form of explanation" (411).
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Furthermore, the Labov-Waletzky model suits simple stories better
than it does complex ones. The Cape Breton storyteller Arthw Severance's
multi-layered story of a tall tale session, containing narratives within a
framing narrative (Chapter 4), does not fit neatly. However, most of the
stories that I recorded in Cape Breton "involve matching a verbal sequence of
clauses to the sequence of events." Furthennore, most of these same stories
can be broken down into the component parts specified by Labov:~
~ cOIDI2!jcatjol adjoD~ Wll11 or m2.lll1imand~
(363).
Individuals sometimes refer to descriptive accounts as "stories." They
may say, "Grandma has lots of stories," when. in fad, Grandma is more likely
to relate generalized experience: "We used to cany our shoes to church...... "I
used to help Mother bake bread..,", However, when referring to specific
stories, almost everyone refers to accounts of a specific incident, therefore, I
do not consider non·specific recollections, like Ruth Reid's (above), to be
narratives.
Often, the transition from general description to narrative is heralded
by a reference to a specific time, "one time," "one day," "once," ". remember
when," "there was a time," or, as Lena MacLeod said, ". remember that time."
The word "so" is another important signifier used in the Gabarus-Framboise
area and elsewhere. Bauman (1986) explains, '1'he...particle 'so' in Anglo-
American storyteUing signals the transition from orientation-background
and potentiating conditions-to the actual first line of the story" (38). Roy
and Jimmy Macleod's use 'so' in mid-story to Signify a transition from a
discussion of details to the central action of the story (see Roy's story of the
rum runners' arrests and Jimmy's stories of pranks in Chapter 5).
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My use of I1iIIJ1in or~ reflects what most Canadians, including
those in the Cabarus-Framboist region. mean by the word WUX. A narrative
is a step-by-step account of something specific that happened, whether factual
or lictional. Allhough such an account is usually related in temporal
sequence, this is not always the case. However, the steps within the narrative
must combine to form a coherent whole which is evident and
understandable to the listener and goes beyond mete description. As well,
narrative-sometimes despite the narrators intention-is a symbolic form.
In Oring's words, "narntive has the ability to ensnare us"'; "(ilt engages us
intellectually'" and emotionally (122). A narrative is somethmg more than
the clauses or statements that comprise it.
24 Symbolism and Meaning in Nlmtives
As 1sat in Lloyd MacDonald's livmgroom in Fowchu (see Plate 2.3), he
told me the following tale:
... 1 heard about the Devil down in Cabarus, 1guess you heard that
The old blacksmith down there used. to like to play cards? Alex
Mac.Leod, old Alex Macleod, he was awful fond of playing cards.
Always a game everywhere. He'd be down around the Barachois
playing cards.20 So, one night he was coming home after a card gune
and all of a sudden this reDa caught up 10 him and he was talking to
him and. he said, "You like 10 play cards?" "Yes." He said, "How about
a game?'"
Well, he went to the forge and he Ht the lantern and Ihey were
playing away and he was getting beat. This feUa was beating him. He
was awful good. to play cards but-. So anyh.ow, one of the cards
dropped on the floor and he bent down to pick [it] up, here was this
man he was playing with, with doven feet on him. He looked. al him,
he said, ·You're the Devil," and he said he went oul right through the
roof of the forge and he never played cards after thaI. Whether it was
the Devil with him or not, he scared him anyhow (laughs). So if
you're ever playing ards. don't look under the table if you got one
(laughs). (RT92-37A, Aug. 13, 1992)
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I begin with this story to make the point that most narTalives an exist
independently as texts. Slories are valid in themselves. A ruder may enjoy
this short tale without knowing anything about Lloyd MacDonald, Cabarus,
or Fourchu. Nor does one need to be aware that there is a folktale tradition of
encounters between blacksmiths and the Devil. Anyone familiar with the
belief systems of western culture can understand this story. With changes in
the particular sin or taboo and perhaps a different supernatural character, the
basic story would be comprehensible to most of the world.
In fad, this story of the Devil is II migratory l~end (Christiansen
Ml3015), a story told as true, which. is widespread in the western world.21 I
collected another minimal version from Dan Alex Macleod of Stirling near
Framboise:
Well, I don', know where it was al bull guess they were gambling or
something and somebody looked under the table and saw hoofs on one
of the players. There was something else that they seen, and the
woman that saw it, she wasn', playing cards. She got the Bible and put
it on the table and he disappeared, wenl through the waUs. (RT92.22A,
Aug. 6, 1992)
Contextualists (e.g., Dundes, 1964; Kirshenblatt·Gimblett, 1975; Georges, 1969;
Bauman and Paredes, 1973) would argue that in order to understand this
story, we must have considerable knowledge of the community and its values
or, at very least, of the "performance situation." In fact, this legend does
concern what was once a point of contention in this community. A number
of people menlioned 10 me that although some people played cards during
their youth, their elders usually voiced strong objections. Mary Maggie
Mac:Cormick of Framboise lntervale linked the legend with local attitudes
toward card playing.
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Ranald: Have you heard anything about the Devil?
Mary Maggie: No, no. No. I heard, whether it was that some people are
playing cards and there was hoofs under the table. WeU I
heard that but-- We weren't allowed, my father didn't
allow us to have cards in the house, or my mother. Hector
(Mary's husband] didn't want cards. He ~d he seen so much
cards in the navy, he said, "Many's the pack I bum.." He never
played cards home. I used to. I still play solitaire a lot and I
play ards too.
Ranald: So. was his feeling in the navy that people had lost a lot of
money gambling or-1
Mary Maggie: WeU, thars what iI was. They were gambling, the minute
they'd get money they were gambling ii, so he used to bum the
cards. But that kepi up just the same. (RT 92..sB, July 27, 1992)
Mary Maggie's words confirm that this legend is related to community
conflicts. Yet, lhis is hardly an enlightening observation as almost any reader
in the western world would understand that this story involves people
engaging in a pastime which has ~n dHmed sinful. These narratives s.ay
Little if anything about eastern Cape Breton which could not be said about
hundreds of other regions.
Sociolinguists (e.g., Hymes, 1981; Tedlock. 1983) would insist that the
above nanatives be transcribed verbatim with every grunt, pause, and false
start carefully recorded. Through careful analysis of the structure of the
teHings, we would discover the real meaning that lhese legends bear for their
tellers. But if we were to attempt this approach. our conclusions would be
based on circular logic. We would be looking for an important meaning and
we would probably find. one. In truth, these narratives may have little
meaning for their tellers. Lloyd MacDonald, Dan Alex Macleod, and Mary
Maggie MacConnick mentioned. this legend only in response to my questions
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about stories of encounters with the Devil (although Lloyd had. previously
been telling me about a man who thought that the Devil was chasing him in
the form of a horse;~ d\apter 7). The attitudes of aU thrft narrators toward
this story can be easily deduced by their comments. Lloyd ended the story
with a humorous moral-Nif you're ever playing eards, don't look under the
lablen-surely not the lesson his Methodist anentors would have derivtd
from this tale. Dan Alex told me, NOch, when I was growing up, I took it for
granted and I still think it was just saying it to discourage young people from
playing cards or something." And Mary Maggie, a very religious woman,
stated that she played cards despite the attitudes of her parents and her
husband and despite any warnings inherent in this legend. Obviously, none
of these people attribute great meaning to this story. Lloyd MacDonald, the
storyteller who became most involved in the narration, simply enjoys telling
slories and tries 10 bring life to any tale which. passes his lips.
This legend survives in eastern Cape Breton bKause it is a good story,
one that works. The tale is simple but contains tension. Who is this strange
gambler? Will the Devil snatch away a soul? Uke many legends, it proVides
a vivid image-in this case, the cloven hoof under the table-which. helps
engrave the tale on the listener's memory.22 Versions of this story could be
published verbatim, ediled, moved. to other times or settings, stretched out to
make a written short story, or turned inlo a film (as it has been)23 and would
still be effective. The legend has been localized, given a local setting and
protagonist, yet one does not have 10 have a deep understanding of Gabarus·
Framboise society in order to have some appreciation of this legend.
However, localized. versions of the story might have deeper meanings for
those who knew the blacksmith Alex Macleod or others to whom the story
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was attributed and who understood the significance of the faci that Alex was
gambling at the Barac:hois.
Anthropologists have had a great influence on the field of folklore
studies, resulting in a search for specific cultural meanings in narratives and
other folk art forms. Certainly a 500ety may use stories for blatantly pedantic
purposes. Dan Alex Macleod thought that this legend was told in the past "to
discourage young people from playing cards or something." But stories also
have a symbolic dimension. Lloyd MacDonald's simple narrative contains
ideas about strangers, nighttime, the Devil, disguise, transgression of rules,
human relations with animals, and personal vulnerability. Many of these
ideas exist outside the purposes of the storyteller.
Stories are not generally mere statements of fact but are symbols. They
exist as symbols precisely because they cannot be readily reduced to a simple
message. Dan Alex's elders could have just told him that playing cards is a
sin and if you engage in it, you will go to Hell. However, their theology was
not so simplistic. Besides, such a straightforward statement would not
encompass all the concepts included in the legend.
earl Jung, who devoted his life to the study of symbols, emphasized.
that there is no one final interpretation of a symbol to be discovered:
...a word or image is symbolic when it implies something more than its
obvious and immediate meaning. It has a wider "unconscious" aspect
that is never precisely defined. or fully explained.. No one can hope to
defL"\e or explain it. As the mind explores the symbol, iI is led to ideas
that lie beyond the grasp of reason. (1971:20-21)
Many writers who have analyzed. versions of oral narratives on a
psychoLogical basis imply that there is one correct interpretation of a story, an
idea with which most folklorists would disagree.24 While these writers
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usually make persuasive points, their analyses are only interpretations and
not definitive explanations.
The anthropologist Victor Turner said thai "symbolic forms are multi-
vocal," thai is. symbols say different things to different people (1968:8). I once
heard Joan Bodger, a professionaJ storyteller and psychotherapist, teU a story
in which a "bogie" attacked a woman in a mill at night. Bodger explained
that she tells the same tale to groups of women who have been victims of
sexual abuse. This listeners not only identify strongly with the herome but
equate the goblin with their attacker, taking strength from the story's
resolution. This tale would not have the same meaning for others who had
not undergone similar traumas.lS The story of the Devil playing cards carries
an obvious message about the sinful nature of card playing but, for some
listeners, it could communicate equally important messages about the danger
of strangers or the deceptiveness of appearances. Listeners might, using
Turner's analogy, hear different "voices."
The Finnish folklorist Anna-Leena Siikala, while less interested in
symbolism than rung and Turner, also considered slories to have multiple
meanings:
The meaning of a narrative may nol necessarily be manifest in the
same way to all 'hose present at its performance. The nillTator may
perhaps have some idea of what he is aiming at, or whal he wishes to
put across to his listeners. But his listeners may construe the story in a
different way. For understanding a slory is also a form of
interpretation and depends on the nature of Ihe listener's empirical
and cognitive world. (1990:198)
Eastern European and Scandinavian folklorists, who were often recording
complex and lengthy Marmen, have stressed the importance of individual
narrators and how their personalities affected their slories (these writings are
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examined in this chapter). They argue that individual tradition bearers art
vital to the transmission of oral narratives, yet stories-less complex ones at
least~xist to some drgree independently of their tellers (d., Finn~an.
1992:27-8; Wilgus, 1973). When variations of one traditional story are found.
across cultural and linguistic barriers. its reasons for existing go beyond its
significance for any individual storyteller. Wonder tales and Jack tales were
once kept alive by such peoples as European peasants and impoverished,
rural Appalachian Americans. Today, these stories-sometimes in altered
forms-are popular with educated urban North Americans who read them
in books or listen to them al storytelling revival gatherings. Undoubtedly.
specific cultural meanings are lost as stories move from one group to another.
Martin Lovelace (1998) suggested. that Jack tales in Newfoundland cont.1in
specific: practical advice pertinent 10 young men employed in the fishery (15).
aearly, these stories would nollransmit similar messages 10 their city
audiences. However, a grtat many narratives have both entertainment and
symbolic value which allows them to move beyond. the soc:iety which anted
or preserved them.
William Wilson discussed stories of his rural American family in his
1990 Arcl\er Taylor Memorial Lecture. According to Wilson, a folklorist
trying too hard to discern meaning in family stories might be missing much
more important issues.
...don't be overly concemed with meaning. What do family stories
mean to those who tell them? As you seek to answer that question, I
recommend the words of Paul Ricoeur: "'Like a texl, human action is
an open work,. the meaning of which is 'in suspense.' It is because it
'opens up' new references and. receives fresh relevance from them lhat
human deeds are also waiting for fresh interpretations to decide their
meaning'" (Ricoeur, 1973:103). In other words, stories like my mother's
do not have fixed. determinate meanings, even 10 the narrator-and
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having once aealt'd. the stories, the narrator becomes both teUet and
audience. They serve rather as the means by wttich the storyteller
structures her life and presents it to the world. (1991:145)
Wilson argues that the importance of such stories lies not in individual
narratives but in how they blend. to form '"both a family novel and a pusolUll
novel" (author's italics; 146).
The unity in her family novel lies not in a linear plot leading from
event to event toward any logical c:onclusion. but rather, as in some
modern novels in the clustering of motifs around given themes with
my mother always at the center. This process is also similar to what
one finds in epic traditions where unity is derived from the accretion
of narratives around cultural heroes and around dominant cultural
values." (141-42)
The family novel becomes understandable because one learns the cast of
characters and bKomes familiar with such recurring themes as struggling
against hardship, standing up for rights, and living with integrity.
A small community is like a family in that everyone knows each otMr
personally and their stories share a cast of cMraders and. communal
themes.26 As in the case of Wilson's mother's slants, the stories of the
Gabarus-Framboise region are parts of an ongoing '"novel'" which tells
listeners who they are and where they came from, and advises how they
should live their lives. In this thesis, I discuss relationships between
individuals, their community, and their storytelling traditions. However, I
also emphasize that the narratives themselves are crucial to a study of
storytelling. Despite the importance of contextual studies, numerous
collections of tales have been compiled from oral narratives and published
for distant audiences. Most of these collections are able to entertain whether
or not they contain detailed. analyses of the cultures which carried them.
Nevertheless, there is an inherent contradiction in many of the tales of the
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Cabarus-Framboise roast they are stories and thus have symbolic
dimensions and so can be en;oytd by people from different backgrounds, yet
they are also local stories and. as episodes of the c;ommunity noyel may carry
messages specific to lhe local society.
2.5 Repertoire 5tudin
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, folklorists of
the Finnish school were conamed primarily with the diffusion of texts and
minimized the roles of individual folk artists in creating and transmitting
folklore. Such an approach developed out of earlier European philosophies.
Kaivola-BregenluJj explained. tha. for eighleenlh~ and nineteenth-century
romantics, often strong advocates of folklore collecting, "[£]olk poetry was
thought 10 have evolved coUectively. as the creation of a non-differentiated.
'folk' and performers wert naturally only the reprodu~rs of texts, nol their
active users'" (45). Through the influmce of Stilh Thompson, the diffusioNst
views of the Finns became important in North Ameria, as they already had
throughoul western Europe. Folklorists of lhis school regarded tradition
bearers as uncreative transminen of oral forms. Lord Raglan (1936) dtclartd,
"'No popular storyteller has ever been known to invent anything'" and
complained that nanalors do "'make minor changes, mostly for Ihe worse'"
(130). Thompson stated thai the folktale "'is handed down from one person to
another, and there is no virtue in originality'" (1949:11,408). He wrote of "the
way the archetype... suffers modification" (1946:435), then lisled factors
causing changes in tales and preventing "perfect transmission'" (436). In the
words of Daniel Crowley, '"So na.rrow a view of the nature of the handing
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down of tradition don it a disservice by demeaning the contributions of
individual narrators who are its only living exponen~ (1983:2).
However, by the mid-twentieth century, many western scholars had
recognized the importance of individuals to the transmission of lore. In the
19205, Axel Olrik (1921:62-75) acknowledged the importance of individual
tradition bearers, stating that 11le alteration of the narrative may be
conscious or unconscious'" but he concluded that "unconscious aheralion
probably plays a much greater role'" (67). Thompson, despite his earlier calls
for emphasis on "pure transmission,'" also developed significant
understanding of the complex dynamics between individuals and cultures, as
is shown in his discussion of "The Folktale as living Art" (l9n:44CJ.61).
Russian folklorists formulated. an intellectual approach concurrent
with but different from that of the Finns.27 The Russians' search for an
understanding of folktale structum; was based on extensive fieldwork and led
them to a grealer understanding of the dynamics of oral storytelling.
P. N. Rybnikov (1831-1885) wrote, "Telling a lale means putting it together,"
by which he meant not reciting a memorized lext but crealively improvising
using oral formulae and slructural patterns Oason., 1977:415). Rybnikov
recognized that nol only did individual Russian storyteUers show greal
differences in their nanalions of the same tale bUI one storyteller telling lhe
same story twice "will render much (of ill in different words" (475, author's
brackets). During the 20th century, Russian and easlern European folklorists
continued to emphasize the imporlance of tradition bearers, as will be shown
in this chapter, although the structwalist viewpoinl led some of its
proponents to hold thai there were: strict limits 10 creativity. Propp, for
instance, recognized that there iIft areas in which the folk narrator "creates
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more or less freely" but concluded, "It can be established that the creator of a
tale rarely invents; he receives his material from his surroundings or from
current realities and adapts them to a lale" (1928:4).
Today, western folklorists accept-almost without question-the
influence of individuals on tradition. In fad, Venetia Newall has warned
that the current of our times may be leading us to over-emphasize the
individuality of folk artists.
We live in a time when individualism is paramount, and self·
expression is often quoted as a justificatory essential. What we must
guard against is active lradition.bearing. in pursuance of ideals of this
nature, being studied virtually as an end in itself. Therefore the type of
repertoire and personality analysis we must welcome is that which
augments understanding of the active tradition-bearer's social role.
(D~gh «< Newall, 1976:280)
Studies emphasizing individual folk artists or tradition bearers and their
relationship to their traditions are not only acceptable but commonplac:e.28
Repertoire analysis is one important approach to Wlderstanding this
relationship. Although repertOire analysis developed internationally due to
varying influences. its proponenlS have consistently stressed the importance
of individual tradition bearers in the transmission of folklore. In this seclion,
I will examine not only how folkloriSlS have approached the study of
repertoire but also how they have considered those individuals whose
repertoires they studied. In order to understand the concept of a community
repertoire, we must first deal wilh individual nanators and their selections of
oral narratives.
2.5.1 Eastern European Approaches to Repertoire Studies
Eastern European folklorists were the first to analyze the role of folk
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artists. Mark Azadovskii's A Siberian Talc hiler (orig. 1926) was lhe most
important early study of this type and remains a preeminent work in the
field. In his book. Azadovskii stressed the issues of relationships betwHn
tradition and individual aeativity and between storyteUers and their social
group-still important concerns to folklorists. Azadovskii was following a
scholarly tradition already established by his Russian predecessors in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries Oason, 1970).29 He wrote, 1n
contrast to West European research it is particularly characteristic of the
Russian school of folklorists that they are interested in and pay attention to
the personality of the singer or narrator" (1). Azadovskii predated the
American perfonnance school by four decades but expressed similar concerns,
calling attention to "personal taste,'" "choice of tales" (7), ..conlexl... "the
reciprocal relationship between narrators and audien~,H and Hthe attitude of
the narrators themselves to the tales- (10).
Azadovskii classified Siberian narrators into three types. each with its
own style and folktale pnferellC6 (23). He then analyzed the repertoire of
Nalal'ia Osipovna Vinokurova showing, half a century befon Pentikiinen
(1976) coined. the term Rprrtoire analysis how her stories reflected her
personality. Azadovskii regarded Vinokurova and her peers as artists: "'The
narrator is faced. consciously or unconsciously. with the same assignment as
the creative writer: the arrangement of his material. choosing and sifting the
latter, and the formulation of his artistic intention" (12). His description of
this illiterate storyteUer's approach is reminiscent of the attitudes of the post-
revolutionary, avant-garde artists of 19205 Russia: HVinokurova is always
trying to break through the limitations of traditional poetics. Her poetic
feeling and artistic talent draw her instinctively to nature descriptions and
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one can follow her attempts to expand the traditional framework, to destroy
the obligatory norms and to find words and colors in order to portray her
feelings for nature directly" (44). The main fault in Azadovskii's study is that
in emphasizing Vinokurova as an individual artist, he failed to explain her
social role. Unfortunately, The Siberian Tale illJer, a superlative work, was
not accessible to most North American scholars until it was translated into
English in 1974, by which time western folklorists had independently
developed approaches similar to Azadovskii's.30
The Hungarian folklorist, Gyula Ortutay, was more influential in the
west than was Azadovskii, primarily because his student Linda Digh
emigrated to the United Slates and through her teaching and writing at
Indiana University, spread the ideas of Ortutay's Budapest or Hungarian
School. Ortutay was the inheritor of approaches developed by Azadovskii
and his fellow Russian folklorists but he also credited Cecil Sharp with
emphasizing the importance of individuals in the transmission of folklore
(1972:228,226). Ortulay's renowned essay "Mihaly Fedics Relates Tales"
(1941:225·285) is a thorough examination of one storyteller and how his
personality affected his traditional arlo In this essay. Orlutay slated the
theoretical issue whidl was of prime importance throughout his work:
What I consider my prindpallask is to observe the lot of the sort of
creative individual that was able to emerge in the conditions of the
older, strict community order of Hungarian peasant society and
culture: to what extent the individual was able 10 exercise his aeative
powers through the traditions sanctified by the community; and how
far the development of epic material handed down from generation to
generation can be influenced by personality and talent,. factors whose
creative role we have no right to ignore even though that popular
culture which grows up and changes under the strict discipline of the
community appears to be so much against personality. It is the special
tension prevailing between the personality and the tradition preserved
by the community that gives us the clue to an understanding of the
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essence of popuJar culture and a one·sided emphasis on any of the
factors may well lead us astray. (226-27)
Ortulay, like Azadovskii, was concerned with portraying the artistry
and creativity of the peasant storyteller. Mihaly Fedic:s, like Vinokurova, was
presented not as a conduit for tradition but as the eqUivalent of the bourgeois
artist whose genius separates him from his peers.
His personality, his complex and fantastic gift for telling stories,
developed within these limits (i.e., his personal and social background)
and elevated him far above the usual type of people who preserved the
traditional tales. His example shows in fact that a soul can be really
great, irrespective of its imprisonment within narrow limits and that
creative ability is no exclusive property of the higher social classes. (254)
Orlutay recognized the complexity of the tradition bearer's relationship with
tradition itself. He provided a much clearer picture than did Azadovskii of
the storyteller's role in his society and demonstrated conclusively that
storytellers were creative individuals. Though they were folk artists, they
were not slaves to tradition: "[Sltorytellers are well aware that although it is
tradition at disposal that determines what they have to say, tradition is
merely material that can be formed and re-created in the course of time, and
its moulding depends on time, occasion and talent'" (268).
Linda rMgh, like Ortutay, has studied storytellers as creative
individuals in what she caUed "a narrator-centered approach to narrative
performance" (1995a:7). Dfgh emphasized. the importance of studying
"eminent" (11). or "prominent storytellers, not only because they reveal their
personal talent but also because they are the most reliable custodians of
tradition and represent public opinion and taste" (35). Mihaly Fedics was a
ne'er-do-well with a liminal role in his society. The Hungarian storytellers
studied by D~gh, in some cases, also lived on the margins of society.
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However. her North American narrators were more representative of the
predominant values of their ethnic communities (see: ~h. 1969, 1975. 1995.
1995a). In her work. Digh interpreted the main goal of '"folkloristics as a
discipline" as "the study of human creativity· (l995a:26). She, like Ortutay,
ennobled the experimental storyteller to the detriment of the more
conservative narrator. Folklorists of the Budapest school often desaibe less
experimental tradition bearers in judgmental terms. Dfgh contrasted "truly
creative narrators'" wilh "simple bearers of tradition" (1969, 167).
commenting, "We often find that those who anxiously cleave to past
tradition are weak storytelJers...and are not really creative" (168). Or, in
P. V. Lintur's words, "Tal~repeaters, who have no artistic lalent, siavisllly
adhere 10 tradition" (1978:443).31
Eleanor Long, who studied ballad singers, regards the conservative
tradition bearer as an important link in the transmission of folklore. Long
developed a progressive model which divided folk artists into four types,
each with an important role in the preservation and trammission of a folk
1 Preservaling (sic): This Iype is the conservative... ballad. singer who
insists upon faithful reproduction of his text....
n Confabulating: 1lte confabulating baUad. singer often appears to be of
the highest order of aeativily... They stand in no particular awe of
received tradition; they may add narrative themes... they may rwist
the text to conform to a tentative notion of "'bener sense'" or greater
appropriateness... they may Simply illlprovis~ for the sheer love of
improvising...
DI Rationalizing: ... Here the sense is one of "'making the text conform
to a previously-adopted, extra-textual system of values that is of
significance to the singer.·J2 11 is a fairly expansive category,
encompassing any ethical, political, or aesthetic stance which palpably
colors the singer's treatment of his material...
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IV Integrative: The integrative folk artist is as aware of tradition as the
preservator, as innovative as the confabulator, and as conscious of the
need for organization and consistency as the rationalizer. He goes
beyond aU three, however, by CTttlting texts that are unique and as often
as not memorable. He makes use of traditional verbal formulae and
narrative themes, but he is not enslaved by them: his value system is
that of the poet, or "maker," not that of the craftsman, decorator or
free·style artist.... (author's italics; Long, 1973:232-33)
Long's model allows a broad range of personal approaches to folk art, all with
contributions to make. The creative persons discussed by Ortutay and Degh
are primarily confabulatin; and~ folk artists, in Long's terms,
whose traditional performance materials are grounded in the traditions of the
~. Cultures, like individuals, have differing attitudes toward how
specific genres of oral lore should be transmitted. Bahamian narrators are
extremely creative in their telling of folktales (Crowley, 1966:1). However,
Gaelic-speakers in Ireland and Scotland, although casual about the
transmission of anecdotes, repeat Mlirchen and hero tales with nearly
verbatim accuracy. 3J
Folklorists of the Budapest school generally base their analyses on
ongoing relationships with storytellers. They do not necessarily live "in the
fieldH for a year or more as was once the standard anthropological practice.
However, they visit regularly and develop strong personal relationships and
a familiarity with the community. D~gh summarized their approach: "If
something is typical of the so called (sic) Hungarian school, it is the study of
community story-telling, based on rigorous ethnographic fieldworkH (Dtgh
and Newall, 277). She wrote Folktales and Society (1969), arguably the most
important analysis of traditional storytelling in a community context. after a
number of fieldtrips to the village of Kakasd belween 1948 and 1960 (ix).
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Throughout her work,. Dfgh showed intimacy with and affection for the
storytellers from whom she collected <e.g. 1995a:306-324).
Such ongoing studies allowed Hungarian folklorists to know both
storytellers and communities and 10 gel a thorough sampling of individu~
repertoi.res. Through familiarity with the community. they were able to
place a storyteller's social role in perspective and to understand his or her
relationship with locally inherited traditions. By collecting a broad repertoire,
they could analyze stylistic and thematic patterns. By knowing the narYalor,
they could relate these patterns 10 the individual teller. The Budapest school
has prOVided. deep and insightful analyses of storytellers, their society and
their tradition. stressing the creative aspects of their arl.34
2.5.2 Finnish Approach" to R'p'rtoirr Studi"
The Finnish scholar Juha Pentiki.i.nen (1978) was the first to use the
phrase R~rt9j[f analysis. He did not provide a defmition bu.t his approach
to the study of repertoire: was similar to that of the Budapest school.
Pentikainen, like Orlulay and. Dqh. stressed the importance of the
individual. He wu influenced by both von Sydow (1948) who emphasized
the role of lradition Marca in the spread of folklore and Malinowski
(1948:238-242) who argued that communities have "specialists" possessing
particular traditional knowledge (PentiUinen, 1976:263-64). "When the
communication of oral tradition is analyzed. as social behaviour. one should
examine tradition bearers nol only as individual transmitters of tradition bUI
also as possessors of certain social roles, who are exp«ted by the community
to fill those roles" (264). He was concerned. with the process of transmitting
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tradition (1978:22) and with the relationship between tradition bearer,
community and tradition: "The individual desenres attention both as an
idiosyncratic: unit, who has a unique life history and personality, and as a
member of a social group in his locality and cultural environment" (14).
Marina Takata, the Karelian woman with whom Pentikliinen worked,
asked him to record "everything I remember" (5). This request resulted in
twelve years of fieldwork dUring which "[hler life history as well as cultural
and memorized knowledge was recorded in its entirety" (13). Oral ReptrlQiR
and World View (1978), the resulting book, contains not only various genres
of narrative but beliefs, rituals, rites of crisis, and poetry from Marina Tablo's
repertoire. Pentikainen argued that different genres had different meanings
for a tradition bearer and "Individual freedom of choice seemed to vary
among the different genres" (331). like the Hungarian scholars, Pentikiinen
emphasized the creativity of the storyteller in her relationship with
traditional materials:
When a tradition is reproduced it is not only a question of the
preservation of tradition which has been leamed by the informant bul
also of transfonnation. A skilful bearer of tradition is nol only able to
reproduce whal he has learned but also to change (transform) the
material he is already acquainted with and 10 give it new forms. This
he does partly by following certain rules he has learned and partly
according to his own personallty and his own view of the world as weD
as his Umwelt.~ (333)
Anna·Leena Siikala (1980, 1990), a participant in a thne·year fieldwork
projed involving sixty·thrft storytellers in a rural Finnish parish,
investigated "how the personal features of storyteller (sic), Iheir outlook and
attitudes to the world influence their stalus and nature as tradition·bearers,
and their capacity as media for putting across traditional information,. i.e. as
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story-tellers in their own community" (1980:165). She emphasized that these
Finnish storytellers were all specialists who included in their active
repertoires only a part of the coUective tradition of their localities (166).
Stikala, like Pentikainen. emphasized the importance of the individual
narrator. Showing how two storytellers brought contrasting serious and light
attitudes to the same subject, Sukala stressed that each storyteller has a certain
tradition orientation.
The narrator's general tradition orientation is made up of his interests
in various folklore motifs. It takes shape in the course of his life, just
like other basic: attitudes; like them, it may also shill with a change of
life. His tradition orientation is visible not only in the positive
selection and the additions to his active repertoire, for it eliminates
uninteresting subjects in just the same way. (1990:202; d. 1980:168)
Siikala found storyteUers' tradition orientations remarkably consistent:
"Examination of repeated narratives show that narrators have a surprisingly
fixed attitude to their subjects. This is interesting for research oriented toward
performance has stressed the narrators' attitudes vary above all according to
the situation" (1990:200). She argued that tradition orientation is a cultural
construction,. so that "every cultural milieu produces not only a unique
tradition but unique types of narrators too" (207).
Siikala classed the parish's narrators into various types, using a model
encumbered with psychological terminology which not only seems value-
laden but contributes little to ow understanding of these storytellers (202-205;
1980:169-72). For instance, Type C narrators, specialists in belief traditions, are
"socially passive and noticeably introvert" while type 0 narrators who are
"interested both in folklore permitting social recognition and folklore as an
experience" are "egoists in their social reactions" (1990:204). European writing
on storytellers sometimes contains a psychological orientation which seems
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far from the analytical approaches of most North American folklorists,36 with
the notable exception of Alan Dundes (see, e.g., Dundes, 1975, 1987, 1997).
SUkaia included in her research methodology, "testing of personality features
using projective methods" (1980:166), Pentikainen used "'psychological tests"
(1976:268) and Dlgh called. for "exact psychological observations" (though her
writings show more evidence of her own personal observations of character
than of psychological categorizations) (1969:61), AJthough some American
folklorists used. similar methods in the 19605,37 it is difficult to imagine a
contemporary Canadian folklorist asking a storyteller or singer to take
psychologicallests without giving offence or arousing suspicion.
Nonetheless, Siikala's work makes an important contribution to our
understanding of storytellers, community, and tradition.
Two Finnish folkJorists used repertoire analysis to examine the stories
of storytellers from the past. Irma-Rilta }irvinen studied the legends of
Nastja Rantsi from whom Martti Haavio collected legends in 1934. Jirvinen
concluded that Rantsi's repertOire had two main themes; "one is that the
world is a battleground for God and the devil, the other that there is comtant
interaction between this and the other world" (60). Gun Herranen (1989,
1989a, 1993) analyzed the repertoire of Berndt Leonard Stromberg or "Blind-
Stromberg,N a blind beggar who was an outstanding storyteller in turn of the
century Finland. His Life was unusually well documented by V.E.V. Wessmen
who found the man "extremely interesting" (1989:65). Herranen was able to
trace sources of some of the tales to books in his village library which had
been read to Stromberg by schoolboys. He re-created these stories in
accordance with local traditions (1989a:65, 68). Stromberg's personality and
Ufe experience came out in his stories. Being unable to do outdoor work, he
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spent more time than most men sitting in kitchens visiting. Herranen
looked al elements of his stories and "discovered that he had considerable
knowledge of women's indoor and kitchen dutirs and frequently commented
on his own situation and. himself as {a) storyteller'" (1990:114). In Stromberg's
story about a man who lost his sight, the hero complains, "it is so difficult to
be blind, nobody would believe how difficult it is to be blind" (115).
Like Herranen, the Canadian folklorist Diane Tye (1988) also analyzed
the repertoire of a deceased folk utist. She applied. a "retrospective repertoire
analysis" to the ballads of the Nova Scotia singer, Ben Henneberry. Although
Tye also examined issues of personality and community as evident in
Henneberry's folklore, her work shows no direct influence of the Finnish
school.38
Elli K6ngas Maranda applied structural analysis to the stories of the
Lau people of Malaita in the Solomon Islands. She said that flexibility and
choice were vita] 10 ·singers of tiles· and that audience response was critical
to performana. K6ngis Maranda questioned whether storytellers were IS
dependent on structures as Albert Lord (1%0) believed.. She argued that
Malaitan storytellers were outstanding due to their belonging to a storytelling
society rather than because they had internalized a formulaic system of
creating tales. Of the relationship between personal creativity and structure.
she said, "(t]he rules are the instrument proVided by the tradition. and the
storyteller is the fiddler who plays the tune" (261),
The Welsh folklorist, Robin Gwyndaf (1976, 1980, 1981) was directly
influenced by Pentiklinen and Dfgh, as well as by the American performance
school. His first writings (1976, 1980) focus more on the process of
transmission in context than on individual personality. He referred to the
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ninety-one-year-old storyteller Lewis T. Evans as a "passive tradition bearer,"
thereby illustrating the shortcomings in von Sydow's categorizations.
Although von Sydow's emphasis on tradition bearers (1948) was a major step
in the movement away from concentration on folkloric texts, his division of
tradition bearers into wmand~ was an oversimplification. A once
active storyteller like Evans is an~ tradition bearer rather than as a
passive one. Equating a masterful storyteller who no longer has
opportunities to perform with a listener who retains stories in his mind is
comparable to placing a retired professional hockey player in the same
category as a fan who watches hockey on television and could play the game i1
asked. However, Gwyndaf showed the important role of a prime tradition
bearer in a rural community, how his oral knowledge-some of it developed
from literate men-was highly regarded by his neighbours: "Although the
narrator had only 3 short years of day school and 2 teems of night school he
soon became well known in the community for his high intellect, knowledge
and culture. He was a good listener and learnt much from his father and
other men of letters in the community" (1976:291). Many rural Canadian
communities have people who occupy similar social roles.
Gwyndaf's olher storyteller was Jim Goddard, an active tradition bearer,
"well-known locally and far beyond as a kind, colourful character with a
lovely gift of speech and humour'" (1980:193). Goddard was a wit and a local
character whose repertoire consisted not only of conversational narratives but
clever remarks both traditional and original. Much of his oral repertoire
emerged in response to immediate situations and needed to be placed in
context to be meaningful. Gwyndaf demonstrated how Goddard masterfully
manipulated his repertoire to suit particular occasions. Goddard's main
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interest was in "people-people of all classes: their work, their interests and
especially their behaviour. Almost his whole repertoire relates in one way or
another to people-many of them people of his own community-to their
behaviour and his own attitude toward lhat behaviour" (196). However,
Goddard's humour hardly seems "subtle" and "gentle" as Cwyndaf describes
it. Some sexist remarks about a "loose woman" (200) and a witty pul.down of
a fat woman who made the mistake of teasing him (198) appear blunt and
rather cruel. Rather than being a gentle humorist, Goddard seems to be a
particular type of local charader well·known to rural Canada, i.e., the
outrageous but good-natured humorist. Diane Tye (1987) has argued that
local characters are nol only tradition bearers but also carry traditional social
roles: "A character is an individual whose dramatic. performance, consistent
within a particular context, is recognized as being in contrast to, or in conflict
with, governing social norms. The character is seen as nonthreatening and
often humorous, by most, if not alL other group members" (100-101; see also
Tye, 1989). Tye's definition describes Goddard aptly. It would seem that
because he is so good-natured and funny, Goddard is allowed 10 be
outrageous-and is then forgiven for saying what would be unforgivable if
said by another.
2.5.3 North American ApproaChes to Revertojre Studies
North American scholars have also concentrated on issues of individual
creativity, community, and tradition. Daniel Crowley challenged th.e concepts
of "tradition as fragile and change as synonymous with decay'" in l..Qm1s1.IaI.k.
Old 5100' Good (1966:1) in which he examined creativity among Bahamian
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storytellers. By analyzing and comparing their ~pertoires. he found that
audiences not only allowed but expected. great variation in the telling of
folktales.
Catherine McClellan (1910) investigated the telling of a sacred legend by
the Yurok people of the southem Yukon. She focused. on storytellers as
individuals and publishrd a fascinating collection of eleven variants of a
story. McClellan found that narrators emphasized different incidents and
details, with their narratives being "linked. rather specificaoy to the particular
circumstances of the storyteUers" (13). She showed. that among the Yurok. as
among Bahamians, there is a "rather wide latitude allowed 10 individual
narrators in their choice and handling of episodes," even in the transmission
of a culturally important story (13).
Leonard Roberts (1974:1983) gathered a broad repertoire of songs,
folktales, and riddles from an extended. family in eastern Kentucky over two
years in the 19405 and 50s. His work is not highly analytical but provides both
a good collection of oral lore and useful information about roles of tradition
bearers in a family.
Richard tunt (1968) compiled a biography of a deceased tall-tale teUer
and collected versions of his stories from oral sources. Lunrs comment on
his first collecting experience summarized the effect of the textual orientation
of his education: "At first I was somewhat surprised to discover that what is
most important about tradition is that ptoplt bear it'" (author's italics; 5).
tunt examined Jones Tracy's personality. repertoire. and the social context of
his storytelling to "shed some light on the peculiar circumstances which
channelled his creative energy into the realm of exaggeration humour'" (5).
He concluded that Jones. as a tall-tale teller. occupied. a social role which. has
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since disappeared. in his Maine community, as "(mJodern life doesn't have
To/Oseful leisure but active leisure" (author's italics; 66).
Wm. Hugh Jansen (1976) looked at the repertoire of a recognized teller
of humorous personal experience narralives, questioning "Wilson Hughes"
(pseudonym) about his own attitudes toward and ways of classifying his
stories. Jansen discovered that although Hughes was literate, the oral and
written word occupied separate places in his life: "[H]e has lived most of his
life on the fringes of oral tradition. For him, reading and hearing are really
quite separate kinds of experience. He enjoys them both. But his repertoire
for oral performance has come almost exclusively from what he has heard"
(298).
James Leary (1980) anaJyzeci the repertoire of George Russell of
Wisconsin who "had apparently honed his stock into a manageable number
to be performed again and again" (355). Russell's repertoire consisled. of
toasts, jokes, humorous tales, and local charader anecdoles. According 10
Leary, Russell's choice of sayings and stories not only had personal meaning
bul also reflected. and. contributrd. to a positive a"itude toward life:
The man's appreciation of wit and humor sustained him throughout.
long and sometimes difficult life. While many of his contemporaries
fell prey to self pity, loneliness, drink. physicallroubles, financial woes
and fear of death, Ceorge remained. his irrepressible self. Indeed,
George Russell's reperloire reveals a personal philosophy. Forever
sociable, delighting in ethnic diversity. a proud defender of rural life,
with an eye for the ladies, and a glib phrase on his lips, George always
strove 10 experience his small world fully and enjoy its every phase.
(361)
Margaret Read MacDonald made a similar observation aboullhe
relationship between storytelling and altitudes to life in Scipio Sto[)'lclljnc
(1996), an excellent performance-oriented. study of storyteUi.ng in a rural
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Indiana community: '"The individual ra.ised in a culture which favors the
humorous anecdote as a set way to retell life's little misfortunes will have a
happier outlook on life because of this'" (102).
2.5.4 Criticisms of Rl!ptrtQirs Studies
Robert Georges (1994) rightly criticized folklorists' use of the term
~ as being vague and restrictive:
...most folklorists use reptrto;rt to mean "stock" or "inventory:" In
speaking generally of • person's repertoire, most folklorists imply that
repertoire designates the number of examples or items of folklore a
person knows. But in referring to a singer's or narrator's repertoire. for
instance. a folklorist actually means the stock or inventory of songs or
tales the folklorist knows the singer or nArT4tor knows. The nature
and significance of the difference between implication and reality is
obvious and. important (author's italia; 315)
Folklorists are justified. in using "repertoire" to dtSCribe a "stock" or
"inventory" of performance items-that is, after all. what the word means.
Georges criticizes our discipline for borrowing a word "from the general
lexicon" and incorporating it "unaitically" into our scholarly vocabulary
(319-20). But surely we can use a common English word without redefining
it until it becomes an exclusive piece of disciplinary jargon.
Georges's criticism of folklorists' treatment of individual repertoires as
being what "the folklorist knows 11K singtT or 1Ul17111or brows" is
nevertheless valid (author's italics). Many folklorists have claimed to record
complete repertoires of tradition bearers or, by their unqualified use of
numbers of traditional items, implied. that they have collected entire
repertoires (Georges cites examples, 315-17).39 These claims to exactitude are
puzzling. considering lhat most studies of repertoires emphasize the
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importance of individual autivily. In 1941. Ortutay said of the storyteller
Mih~ly Fedics: "When I onct asked him about the numbu of stories he
knew, he said: •Anyone who knows only II few stories, even no more than
ten, can make a hundml of them if he has the talent for if .. (268).
Pentikainen claimed that "ll]n the course of a decade (1959-1969), the
memorized knowledge and folklore of Mrs. Takalo was recorded in its
entirety'" (1976:267). Yet, he also said thai "Marina Takalo's ~pe:rtoire of
folklore did not seem to be any stable, unchangeable whole, rather it appeared
to change in ac:c:ordanct with the individual personality and epochs of her life
history" (332) and that "'[al skilful bearer of tradilion is not only able to
reproduce what he has learned but also to change (transform) the material he
is already acquainted with and give it new (anns" (333).
A folklore repertoire is, in most cases, a protean enllty. There are those
performers who have leanwd only five or ten jokes, one long story, or a
small sampling of fiddle tunes and can sometimes perform them well.
However, prolific: perfonners generally have an ever-growing, ever-changing
repertoire. As well, storytellers with large repertoires are inclined to have
good memories for nurative.40 They may relate stories which have been
untold for many yean if their recall is stimulated by a particular incident or by
an interviewer asking the right question.41 Defining an '"active repertoire'" is
also difficult when dealing with storytellers, suc:h as informal rac:onteun,
whose telling is sparked by the immediate situation.
Reimund Kvideland, in a aiticism of repertoire studies (1993) statfli:
"Ideally a repertoire should include what a person has performed more or
less regularly in the course of his or her life to one or more types of audiences
(children and/or adults, men and/or women, in private or in public).
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Nothing should be left out for any reason" (106). This is certainly a dauntins
task and takes into account neither the tradition bearers' choices about what
to share with the interviewer nor the great differences in individuals'
memories.42 I can remember rhymes and stories which lleamed. as a
preschooler and can easily draw a map of the village where I spent my first
seven years. Other adults seem barely to remember life before high school.
The difference in our repertoires tells us more about memory than about onl
tradition. I<videland does not explain the purpose of gathering such a
complete repertoire. U one is not particularly interested in the children's
folklore of another era or in the early development of an individual's
personality, of what importance are the rode jokes still remembered from
grade school? (I hope that my ability to recall such jokes says more about my
faculties of memory than about my present mind set) The search for a
complete repertoire in Kvideland's terms is hopeless. In Canada, older people
only half-jokingly teU the young. "'I've forgotten more than you've ever
leamed:"
Despite Kvideland.'s call to coiled complete repertoires, both he and
Georges criticize other folklorists for their preoc:cupation wilh large
repertoires. AI times, the eastern Europeans seem to be competing 10 coUed
the most narralives from one individual. Kvideland also objects to Dfgh's
and other eastern Europeans' focus on outstanding storytellers (108-09).43 He
argues:
This concepl was developed espedally in the Soviel Union, where it
was exploiled in the struggle to raise folk literature to the status of
popular art, and. storylellers and folk singers to Ihe status of folk artists.
Here lies a large pari of the explanation of the Russian interest in
storytellers and folk singers.... The trend has exerted. great influence on
East European folklore researchers. (109)
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Georges claims that the Russian interest in large repertoires "tmplies that
repertoire size is in some way indicative of an inIormanrs relative worth.
significance, reliability, authenticity, and/or competence..... (321). Georges's
accusation is overstated. considering that the Russians were studying
individuals only as storyteUers, not judging them as human beings.
Kvideland claims thai a person who tells even a single story is a storyteDer
with a repertoire of one tale (119·10). The reader (~ls caught in the opening
fusillade of some topsy-turvy cold war, in which the eastern bloc elevates its
folk artists to star status while the west promotes a bland egalitarianism in
which none are allowed to shine.
In fact, the emphasis on large repertoires is not a creation of folklorists
but an acknowledgement of folk aeslhetics. The Finnish traditional
storyteller Blind-StrOmberg boasted of haVing thru hundrt'd and sixty-six
stories, "one for every day of the year" (Hrrranen, 1989,,:64). KeNleth
Goldstein found thai in doing fieldwork. "'from the Adirondacks to the
southern Appalachians, from England, Scotland, and Ireland to...
Newfoundland, Labrador, and Australia," traditional performers were
evaluated by their own communities according to the size of their "repertory'"
(1991:168). I was directed to people who told 40ts of siories," not to those
who had!. good story to teU. An examination of the European literature
shows that Georges's claims that most folklorists regard repertoires as '"finite
and closed" (317) and "culturally determined and culture bound (with
individuals assumed to be conditioned products of their cultures)" (320) are
simply wrong. Dl!gh summarized the attitude of the east Ewopean folklorists
when she said, ...... narrators are free to choose and shape: their repertoire
pieces. But there are limitations set by audience expectations" {DEgh &t
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NewaU:271). This viewpoint is not unlike that of per(ormance--oriented
folklorists such as Georges.
Barre Toelken holds that people have .m.W1i».lt folklore repertoires
(318-19),
The tendency toward multiple repertoires assures us that the total
quantity of folklore in iii particular person's repertoire will be highly
variable as will be the kinds of folklore in each repertoire; these
variations will be as much iii function of the person's own tastes as they
ilI'e of differences in the people from whom the traditions were learned
and the ages at which they were picked up.... Not only is each item of
folklore subject to variation at every remove in tradition. but the
traditions themselves and their role in the lives of each folk performer
are in continual flux. (foelken, 1979:159)
Toelken's comments further emphasize that folklorists are able to gather only
iii portion of any individual's complete folklore repertoire. However. one
may be able to gather a significant portion of a Specific generic repertoire. for
example. folk tales. Nllads. or instrumental tunes. I knew an Ottawa Valley
fiddler who had written the names or other verbal reminders of almost all
his tunes on a sheet of paper which he kept in his violin case. With the help
of his lisl, I was able to coned most of his repertoire of fiddle tunes.
2.55~
In summary, Pentiklinen did not define repertoire analysis and there
are no strict limits on how the tenn is used. However, the main points
concerning its usage are as follows:
1) The concept of repertoire analysis comes out of the focus on the role of the
individual in the transmission of folklore. Repertoire analysis has Us
roots in Von Sydow's (1948) recognition of the importance of specialized
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tradition bearers in the spread of tradition. as well as being influenced by
early twentieth.-eentury Russian folklorists.
2) Repertoire analysis involves colleding it large sample of a person's or
group's folklore, generally limited to a few genres or (most frequently) one
genre.
3) The stock of material can be analyzed for a variety of pwposes. However,
repertoire analysis is usually concerned with the relationships between
one person's creativity and it collective tradition and with the relationship
between an individual folk artist and his or her society.
4) Repertoire analysis usually deals with outstanding perfonners who have
large repertoires-although it is not always clear whether they have been
judged to be so by their social group or by inVtsligaling folklorists. There is
no reason that this methodology cannot be applied to less recognized or
less prolific tradition bearers.
5) Repertoire analysis often involves lengthy contad between a folklorist and
a tradition bearer, hopefully resulting in the two knowing each olher wen.
It can involve shorHerm association or even analysis of materials
collected from a pe1'$On who died long ago.
6) RepertOire analysis assumes the existence of tradition bearers in a dynamic
relationship with a collective tradition. In Scandinavia and the West, the
study of repertoires has been highly influenced by the American
perfonnance school.44 Bauman (1986), one of the prime exponents of
perfonnance theory, summarized this approach:
Briefly stated, I understand perfonnance as a mode of communication,
a way of speaking, the essence of which resides in the assumption of
responsibility to an audience for a display of communicative skill,
highlighting the way in which communication is carried out. above
and beyond its referential content. (3)
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Repertoire analysis is, however, far removed. from the existential end. of
performance theory which focuses entirely on the immediate situation.
Rather. its practitioners assume that stories exist and texts usually have
validity, even when removed. &om the actual performance situation. In lhe
following section.. I will explain my use of repertoire analysis in examining
storytelling traditions in eastern Cape Breton.
2.6 Theoretial Assumptions
My examination of storytelling in the Gabarus-Framboise region fests
on the following theoretical assumptions:
1) As both the Europeans and the performance theorists have shown,
storytelling is a dynamic process and storytellers hue active and creative
roles in this process.
2) As von Sydow stat~ a community has specialized tradition bearers who
perpetuate parts of iI community's folklore.
3) Communities are not Sflf·conlained. Their members have contact with
the outside world and this affects both their individual worldviews and
their storytelling traditions.
4) Actual performance situations are importanl 10 understanding folklore-
the influence of the performance school is evident throughout my work.
But texts are equaUy important and a great many of these can be
understood without detailed descriptions of actual storytelling sessions.
What people say is at least as important as how lhey say it.
5) As Toelken stated, individuals have multiple repertoires and these
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repertoires are conslanl1y changing. Rarely will a person's complete
repertoire. even in a single genre, be collected.
6) Individuals pursue individual courses through life for their own reasons.
The values of a folk community influence its members but neither
dietalelheir behaviour nor subsume them. Both choice and lradilion are
paramount in the study of storytelling in small rural communities.
As stated earlier, my purpose is neither to interpret this community
nor to divine meanings which the residents themselves do not understand.
Symbolism, while important to understanding stories, is, lib repertoires,
protean. Attempts to capture meanings whether based on context,
psychology. structure, or politics often omit alternate meanings. Like
William Wilson. I see IS my challenge understanding what the stories skl.
Wilson said of his family stories, .... .the stories nHd no further justi6cation
for their being than their own existence. 11 is as personal stories of individual.
breathing human btings-not AS dots on a chari of social norms-that they
speak of our humanity" (1991:134). 11 is the relationship among stories,
storytellers, and community thai I sludied, keeping at the forefronl the
humanity of those who share their narratives.
2.7 Conclusion
I have dealt with a wide range of theoretical concepts in this chapter.
In the following chapters. I wiD examine storytelling in a rural folk
community, a delimited physical region whose residenls know each other
personally, communicale directly and informally, and share a greal many
aspects of both history and tradition. As a researcher, I am challenged to see
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this small Cape Breton community as an entity in itself, removed as much as
possible from the stenotypes and theoretical constructs of either insiders or
outsiders. I will show that this region's oral narratives, although l!!n;oyable
and understandable at a basi<: level from an etic or outsiders' viewpoint.
comprise part of the "'community novel." canying deeper messages about
identity. relationships. and nlues at an emic: or insider's level. My analytical
approach to the study of the community's oral narrative repertoire is highly
influenced by both eastern European and Finnish repertoire scholars as weD
as by North American perfonnance scholars, all of whom emphasize the
importance of individuals in communicating folk traditions. Therefore, as
well as researching storytelling in the Gabarus·Framboise community as a
whole, I wm examine the repertoires and roles of particular storytellers.
Using this approach. I will determine what is specifically characteristic of
storytelling in this rural folk rommunity.
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Notes
1. The most extreme example is the Nazi movement in Cermany, inspired
partially by Herder's philosophy. Triumph of the Wj!I Leni Riefenstahl's
classic propaganda film of 1934, contains numerous images of the political
manipulation of folk culture for propaganda purposes. As well. Nazi
leaders in her movie continually praise "dJls Volk'" in their speeches.
The current Balkan conflids also use the rheloric of romantic
nationalism, portraying particular ethnic groups as "nations" entitled to a
particular piece of ground and threatened by inferior neighbours (in
reality, feUow citizens). For more on the interrelationships of romantic
nationalism, folklore, and politics, see Roger D. Abrahams (1993) and
William A. Wilson (lW6,1989).
2. Social science concepts of "community'" are summarized in~
Pictiona[)' of Sociol0l)' (see Abercrombie et aI. in bibliography).
3. A Canadian gun lobbyisl spoke of "the (ireanns community" on~
~ (Sept. 22, 1998).
4. See, for example, Dorson, 1970.
5. The word "folklore" had an earlier existenCt! as the Anglo-Saxon folcltir
meaning "popular wisdom" or "common knowledge." However, Ihe
evidence suggests thai Thoms was not aware of this history and actually
did coin the tenn (Mazo, 1996).
6. Gerald Pocius (1991) in his ethnography of Calverl, a fishing village in
Newfoundland, argutd against whal he called "an urban American
postindustrial bias" (291) in approaching rural society:
We must move away from what (Raymond) Williams c:alled 'abstract
chauvinism,' the belief thai cultures like Calvert are dilferent simply
because they have not caught up to the postinduslrial norm, thai they,
too, will experience the changes thai large areas of the United Slates
have undergone. (292-3)
7. Henry Glassie broke down the elements of Ben-Amos's definition and
discussed their positive implications for folklore in "'1he Moral Lile of
Folklore" (1983).
8. See Carpenter, 1992, 1996.
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9. Toelken stresses that some urban groups have strong oral traditions.
While this is true, the groups he uses as examples (Blacks, Italians,
Mormons, smokejumpers, and students) are much too large to have the
face-la-face interaction and intensity of personal contact which is
characteristic of a folk community. Toelken says:
...no doubt aU our families and all our folk groups experience the idea
of special roles and slols in tradition. If farm families seem to be more
vivid examples of this phenomenon, it is most likely because they
feature a necessary cooperation among members of a close group
toward common goals. In the dlies today, and among the members of
that group often referred to as the middle class, individuation,
individuality, independence and competilion have been stressed over
cooperation with the dose group, while allegiances to the larger
national or corporate groups have been encouraged. In addition, the
rural life has become almost a mythic stereotype of the good old days
for many Americans, and its images seem heightened in meaning
when we encounter them. Nonetheless, we find many groups of
people in the city and elsewhere Ihal for various reasons have
encouraged or Ihrived upon group interest rather than individual
strivings.... (1979:170)
10. This classification of "community" according to its residents' emotions
parallels the Canadian historian J. M. S. Careless's humorous but apt
definition of a "region" as "an area of resentmenr (quoted in Rosenberg.
1978:3).
11. Dring outlines the changing definitions of folklore in the English-
speaking world in Chapler 1 of folk Groups and Folklor, Genres (1986:1-
22). See also, "folklore" (Waterman) in Funk and Waco,!!s Standard
Pis;tjonaQi of Folklore MytholQC)' and I 'i,nd (1950).
12. Some are using The Duat Qf tbe Folk to support their attempts to re-
create the province in an urban, industrial image. The fiction writer Carol
Bruneau said of McKay, "he's been so instrumenlal in reviving QW
industrial histQry, our real history, the histQry of the rtlll people who built
the region: steelworkers, coal miners" (author's italics; Minard, Nancy.
"Beauty Hides a Blade" In Allantjs; Books Today 11 [FaU, 19951:9.). McKay'S
intent was clearly nol to dismiss people working in agriculture or the
fishery from Nova Scotia's history but Bruneau's interpretation is
understandable given his negating of these people's cultural expressions.
13. McKay takes the same position in his essays Qn J. F. B. Livesay (1988) and
Angus MacDonald (1992).
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14. Ironically. the incluslve cultural vision which McKay advocates is ~ing
realized in Cape Breton. partly due to the influences of such stage shows
as "'The Rise and Follies of Cape Breton Island" and "The Cape Breton
Summertime Review'" and by Ronald Caplan's CaP' BRton's Marazine
all of which use folklore. om. history and. appeals to the past to advocate
for a united, mullicultura1 Cape Breton which values both rural and
urban societies. On tht othtr hand, the outstanding short-story writer
Alistair Macleod. who McKay calls "perhaps the best single example of the
new voices thai are unsettling the old truths of lhe Folk" (310), p~nts a
picture of a Cape Breton which is rural. Scottish. and threatened by social
change in his collections, The Lost Salt CjO of Blood (1976)and~
Bring Fqrth the Sun and Other Sigrin (1986).
15. See, e.g,. Acheson. 1972. 1977; Alexander, 1978; Archibald, 1971; Careless,
1979; Clow, 1980, 1983; Forbes, 1975, 1977, 1978; Frank. 1980; Howell, 1977;
McKay, 1980, 1983, 1985, 1988; Miller, 1971; Rawlyk, 1971, 1979; 5mi'h, 1975;
and Woodfine, 1963.
16. The word "class." not defined by either McKay or Harker, is of dubious
value in dealing with North American society where labourers ollen
consider themselves to be middle-<lass white some university professors
claim to be members of the working class. Such self-identification is often
evidence of attempts toward upward mobility or of partic:ular political
stances rather than of social and economic: slatus. Currently scholars often
use the expression "middle-class,'" ralher awkwardly, to describe people
with certain attitudes and behaviours which may have lillie to do with
their economic status. There are certainly social and fCOnomic distinctions
in most communities but the word class is so inconsistent in meaning
and usage that it has no place in scholarly discussions unless it is dearly
defined and tMn ust'd consistently. Raymond WilUams examines the
various meanings In his essay. "Class" in keywords' A Ym:abuJ,O' of
Culture and Society 1976:51459.
17. This interpretation of postmodemism was SUccinctly summarized by one
of the characters an Douglas Copeland's postmodem novel GmmWm...X
(1991) when he said, .....the world has golten too big-way beyond our
capacity 10 teU stories about it, and so all we're stuck with are these blips
and ch.unks and snippets on bumpers" (5). Postmodemism is, of coune, a
term borrowed from criticism of art and architecture and applied by social
critics to contemporary society in a model that changes the meaning of the
word from an Unpressionistic description of flite arl to a Slage of cultural
evolution. For an underslanding of how vague the concept is, see
"Postmodemism" by John McGowan in The fohns Hppkins Guide to
Literary lbfOQr' and Criticism (1994:585-37). McGowan says:
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What is distinctive about postmoc:lemism is not something new but
our attention to and interest in features of the past that until recently
were most oCten ipor'N.. Postmoclentism. then. is just part of the very
complex reading of history taking part in the curr'enl climate of ill
critical questioning of the Western tn.dition. Paradoxically. most of the
materials for a radical questioning ean be found in the tradition itself U
we look in different places (noncanonical works) or with new eyes at
familiar places. (587)
Folklorists have always studied those liminal spaces in our culture,
usually neglected by other scholars.
18. David Whisnant in All that is Natiye and Fine {1983} examined how the
popular image of Appalachia was created in large part by outside
interventionists. Md<ay (1992) investigates similar issues of cultural
politics in Cape Breton. What Whisnant termed "systemic cultural
intervention" (13) reslliting in the aeation of a "romantic version of local
culture" (265) is apparent in Inverness County where tourism is
important and where American immigrants have had major roles in
stimulating a Gaelic revival. The Gaelic language is healthier in
Inverness County than in eastern Cape Breton, partly because of the
efforts of these people. The Gabarus-Framboise region is virtually
unaffected by such outside inlervention. Here, despile some local effort,
no one has inspind any significant interest in Gaelic among the young.
19. E.g., dark, 1995, 1995a; Cumming et aI., 1984; MacGillivray et aI., 1985;
MacLean. 1991; Mann. 1976, 1987; SuUivan et aI., 1995.
20. The Oxford Canadian DidiONa' describes a baradtois as "a shallow
coastaIlagoon or pond atated by the formation of a sandbar a short
distance offshore from a beach. [Canadian French)." Eleanor Huntington
says the term is possibly from Acadian French, barrt G d,toir (35).
Contemporary GabaruS is situaled on the sites of two former villages,
Gabarus Village and Gabarus Barachois.
21. Stith Thompson ciles versions from Britain. U.S.A., Finland, Estonia, and
Lithuania in his Motif-Index of Folk Literature YoJ 3 (G303.4.5.3.1). Re:
Ireland and Newfoundland, see NuttaIL1996. Re: Cape Breton, see:
Caplan, "Stories from Visits Down North"; Creighton, 1957:93-83
(includes Iwo from the Mira River, near the Gabarus-Framboise area, as
well as versions from throughout the Maritimes); and Fraser,1932:98. A
related legend of the Devil appearing at a dance (Thompson G303.10.4.0.1,
Baughman G303.6.2.1) has currenl circulation among Spanish people of
the American Southwest (Herrera-Sobek, 1988; Lim6n, 1994:168-86).
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22. The idea thai legends usually contain a slrong visual image comes &om
Richard Tallman via Martin Lovelace (see Tallman 1974a, esp. 127·28, for
his ideas on the importance of visual imagery in storytelling generally),
Bengt at Klintberg also said of legends which survin and circulate: "The
action is simple and hi&hJy visual. easy to remember and to pass on to
Ihird parti..- (I989,n).
23. It appeared. as an episode in the film, 81ptDtH Ghosts (19'74).
24. E.g., Be«.lh.im, 1977; Bly, 1990; l<stes, 1992; RA. Johnson, 1974. 1976.
None says that there is only one interpretation. yet they offer only one
and do not explain thai alternate meanings exist.
25. In a telephone conversation on October 31. 1998. Bodger told me of
another instance in whieh a man, who in his youth had been convicted of
participating in a gang rape, look offence at a different part of this same
story. Although Bodger did not know of his past, he believed that she was
directing "The Lass Who Can Not Be Frightened" .at him because of an
episode in the tale in which a Sroup of young men leave the tavern to
"court" a maid in her house on the edge of town. Bodgn believes that
folktales are like ... Rorschach test or communal drtam" and subject to a
variety of interpretations. A chapter of her upcoming book on hidden-
name stories wiu be devoted to this same tale.
26. C. W. von Sydow spob of the impor1ance of both the family and "the
wider domestic circle made up by the fonrter-day 'village home' with its
work in common.. feasts, entertainments, etc:." in teaching folklore. The
'village home' was the village or community (1948:13).
27. The debate between the Russian slructuralist and Finnish diffusionist
schools is complex and can only be touched OR here. For a thorough
examination of this topic. see Jason. 1970, 1977.
28. See, e.g.: Barrick, 1974; Begin, 1981; Burton, 1981; Butt, 1988; COlhran. 1974;
Digh,. 1995; Dorson, 19'72; Doucetle, 1979; Ferris, 1973; Glassie et al, (1970};
Halpert, 1976; HutdUnson, 1985; Inglis. 1984; Ives, 1964. 1971, 1978, 1993;
Jones, 1989; Kane, 1983; Ladenheim, 1996; Lovelace, 1976; tunt, 1968;
MacDonald, M. R., 1996; MacNeil, 1987; Posen, 1988; Rieti, 1991; Steed,
1977; Tallman, 1974; Thomas, 1993; Tye, 1989; and Walker, 1996.
29. Ruth Bunzel, an American contemporary of Azadovskii, examined
material culture in The Pueblo Potter (1929), addressing many of the same
issues that he addressed in his study of oral narratives. However,
Azadovskii was foUowing the path of other late eighteenth- and early
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nineteenth-eentury Russians scholars whose work dearly predates that of
Bunze"
30. James Dow (1982), the translator of A Sibfdan Talc Itllcr examined the
gap between European and American narrative scholarship. He believrd.
the problem of folklorists being unaware of each others' work existed not
as the result of a simple language barrier but because:
the slrln- difficulty of rmdins IIn4 staying current with complex,
thtordical sludilS in illWther It.uaguIJgt which art filled with II density
of ideas. ntwly cointtl phrases, IIlld an unfortunately high Itvtl of
proftssiomll 'jargontst' ""S contriblJted to II gtlleral disregarding of
some of Dur...most signiJiamt studies (author's italics. 61).
This gap has been bridged. somewhat since Dow wrote his article, due to
the availability of more scholarly books in translation.
31. The American folklorist earl Lindahl displays a similar attitude:
SUMlppil1g StoritS begins with a series of tales from some of Louisiana's
most gifted nanaton, people who stand out as oral artists in their
various communities. Many lellers simply repeal what they have
heard with little change, embellishment, or inventiveness. The
narrators featured al the beginning of this book,. however, are experts
who have devoted. much of their lives to slorytelling: in the process,
they have given thm narratives a personal, artful stamp. (Undahl,
Oweruo, and Harvison, 1997:7-8)
32. Long does not provide a source for this quote.
33. See, Bruford, 1978; Dolorgy, 194&.21; Draa!<, 1958,48; D. A. MacDonald,
1978; and Calum Maclean 1952:127.
34. See olso' Brill, 1978; Erdfsz, 1978; Farag6, 1971, 1978; Lintur, 1978; and
Romaruoka, 1978. In addition., in two fascinating essays, Erdfsz (1961, 1963)
explains how Marchen relate to the cosmological conceptions of the
Hungarian storyteller, Lajos Ami.
35. Umwelt translates as "environment."
36. I am using the term North America to refer to Canada and the United
States. I know little of issues of folkloristic concern in Mexico.
37. The American folklorists Jerome Mintz (1961) and Ellen Stekert (1966), for
example, utilized. TATs (thematic appreciation tests) in their studies.
However, what Dorson (1972) called the "psychoanalytical" approach to
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Colklore was dominated by Europeans who were not" in fact. folklorists
(25-33). Nonetheless, North American folklorists have used psychological
approaches to their analyses. One recent instance is the American Cheryl
Oxford's analysis of a Jack tale from a conservative Freudian viewpoint
(1994061-68).
38. Another Finn, Satu Apo (1980), used what Tye called "retroactive
repertoire analysis" when she analyzed Marina Tabla's tales using
Proppian structural analysis (her results were also published in
Pentikainen. 1978:27~95).
39. See also ~gh 1969:168-69 (quoled in Georges, 1994:316) and Jarvinen. 55.
40. Storytellers often develop good memories for narrative, many can turn
stories at one hearing (see, e.g., Kaivola-Bregenhe~ 37). Gaelic storytellers
honed this skill to a high degree, often telling stories with nearly word-
for-word accuracy, e.g.: Bruford, 1978; Delargy, 1945:27; Draak, 1958:48;
D. A. MacDonald, 1978; Calum Maclean (1952:127).
41. Leonard Roberts said of one of the Kentucky tradition bearers from whom
he colleded, "As is usual wilh performers, Tom sang his current favorites
and netd.ed. 10 be c:oued back in time 10 his oldesr (1983:103).
42 Studies on the relationship between memory and oral narrative include:
Bruford, 1m; Labrie, 1979, 1981; L<ydesdorf et .1., 1996; D. A. MacDonald,
1978; and Rubin. 1995.
44. Performance theory has permeated the thinking of mosl North American
folklorists. Few could say that they have not been significantly influenced
by this theoretical school. The definitive work on performance theory in
folklore is Parfdes and BauDUln's Tgw.rd New Pcapectiycs in folklQre
(l9n). Olher influential works include: Abrahams, 1968; Bauman, 1978;
Georges, 1969; and Schechner, 1977, 1985.
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Plate 2.1 Homemade sign in Gaelic (translation: "The Workshop of Soutor
Strachan"). Like most Gaelic signs in the Gabarus-Framboise area,
this one is neither visible from the road nor does it mark a
business. It acts only to communicate between Soutar, a native
Gaelic speaker, and his friends and neighbours (Aug. 1995; see also
Plate 5.2).
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Plate 2.2 Gabarus Lake Zion United Church (1997), one of the two Protestant
churches in the Gabarus-Framboise region (photo courtesy of Ron
Caplan).
Plate 2.3 Lloyd MacDonald in his living room, Fourchu (Sept. 1995).
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Chap.,dD
Social History of the Gabuut-Framboise Region
When I first told Ron Caplan. the editor and publisher of CaPt Breton's
~ thai I was going 10 research storytelling in the Gabarus area, he
insisted. that I visit Arthur Severance. I had Mard of Arthur before. My wile,
Katherine Grier, is a professionals'aryteUer and perhaps the most unusual and
delightful story in her repertoire is Severance's '7ale of Truthful PauL"l She
learned this story from her friend Caplan who in tum learned it from Severance.
I had nol known thai Arthur Severance was &om the Cabanas area. Howtvtr,
during the week 1arrived.1 Jimmy and Patsy Macleod's house in Framboise
(where I boarded for the swnmer), I heard. over and over again that Arthur was
"a good man for stories."
Getting hold of Arthur did not pIOn easy. After I failed in seven!
attempts to reach him by telephone, Patsy advised: 1M that I should let the phone
ring for quite a while "a5 he's quite aippled. up,· a fact which no one had
mentioned to me prev.iously. J then allowed the phone to ring len times bul this
part of Cape Breton was still on puty lines in 1992 and I did not want to impose
too much ringing on Arthurs neighbours. I decided 10 drop in on him. The nexi
morning, I gol directions from Palsy and drove 10 Arthur's house 10 see If [could
arrange an appoinlmenl for an interview before going on 10 Gabarus.
Arthur, it turned out, lived aI the soulh end. of Fourchu, a small fishing
village, in a modem bungalow. This house is located. on a hillside overlooking
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Fourchu Harbour and the wharfs where Malcolm MacDonald and Rodger
Macleod moor thfir boats. 'The bungalow shared a lane with a grand old house
with peaked roofs, gingerbread trim. and a promintnt gable. This house-one of
the more impressive structures in Fourc:hu-was a reminder of the days when
highly-skilled shipbuild... and ships' carpenters put their Iwtds to many las"
in coastal communities. I later leamed. that this was the Severance family home
and that Arthur had lived there for much of his life (see Plates 3.1 and 3.2). In the
yard sat a dory with graceful curves (plate 3.3), which I was to discover was a
valued reminder of Arthu(s years as a fisherman.
After willing the car up the steep drive, Jparked and approached the
door. Everyone knows everyone else in this region and people walk into each
other's houses without knocking on doors. However, like many visitors to rural
communities, I was not sure that this custom extended. to 1M. I rang the doomeD
but no one answered. After an interval,. I knocbd loudly. From somewhere
deep inside, a man calJed., "Come in." 1walbd into the porch and hesitantly
opened the kitchen door. Again he called, "Come in." I went into the kitdwn,
reluctant to enter the iNler recesses of a stranger's house but he continued to call
"Come in" from somewhere fartMr inside. Feeling obligll!'d. to identify myself as
an outsider, I called, ""Is this ArthurSeverance"s house?'" My heart sank as I
heard a groan followed by a complain': "OIl. God." After much auking and
grunting. a powerful-looking old man supportll!'d. by two canes made his way
into the kitchen. Somehow I had gotten the impn!Ssion that his physical
problems were much less serious-perhaps he was slowll!'d. down a bit by
arthritis-but now I realized lhal by my hesitation, I had forced a badly crippled
man to walk a painful distance, hardly the way to atale a favourable
impression. He was obviously irritated..
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I quickly introduced myself, saying that I was a friend of Ron Caplan and
that Ron had said that I should talk with Arthur regarding storytelling in the
area. At this, Arthur's expression softened and he invited me to sit with him at
the kitchen table. However, he demanded to know whether I had been phoning
and made it clear that I had not given him enough time to answer the phone. He
then asked about my connection with Ron and about my family ties in the area.
Arthur's affection for Caplan was obvious and he wanted to hear my news about
him. He also had fond memories of my great.uncle. Ranald Murdoch
MacDonald (Ranald, the son of Murdoch), after whom I was named. He soon
got over his initial irritation and the conversation turned to one of his favourite
topics-storytelling. He recommended a number of Fourchu storytellers, Arthur
MacDonald, Malcolm MacDonald, Uoyd MacDonald. and Peggie (BagneU)
Kinslow, his next·door neighbour and ". real talker," I eventually interviewed.
aU but one of these people (Arthur MacDonald). Lloyd MacDonald proved to be
another outstanding storyteller and I interviewed him several times.
Arthur was telling me about old times and families in the area when I
realized that our conversation was turning into a storytelling session. I said I
would like to bring my tape recorder from the car. He commented, '1 don't
think we're saying anything worth recording." but he did not require further
persuasion. I set up the recorder and he was soon telling me lengthy stories. He
started with InlIhfyl Paul Maclellan's fantastic tale of his experiences at a
magical milling &olic. Arthur followed this with stories of the community's
seafaring past, beginning with a tale from the adventures of Captain Donald
Ferguson, Fourchu's ancient mariner who is reputed to have sailed ships until he
was in his nineties and to have maintained an active lifestyle until his death at
the age of one hundred. and seven. This story led to an eyewitness account of the
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wreck of Tht Mikado off Winging Point, Fourchu and the brave recue attempts
by local people.
Arthur was totally absorbed in his stories and looked me in the the eye
throughoul He pul each story in context. creatins images of the people involved.
and the storytelling situations in which he 6rst heud lhe tiles. We were
interrupted two or three times by people coming to the door but whenever we
resumed, Arthur returned Unmedialely to the point where he had swpended his
narrative. Annie Shepherd. who was visiting &om Toronto. joined W in the
kitchen and was quickly absorbN. in her uncle's storytelling. Jessie Tonet, a
resident of Framboise, came in to clean the house and managed to find tasks
within hearing distance of Arthur. I was clearly not the only one enjoying his
stories.
After about fifty minutes of telling stories, Arthur finished his
reminiscence of the wreck of 17tt MikIIdo iUWllold me to tum off the tape
recorder. Annie, Arthur and [taIbd for a few minutes until I mentioned that my
great-grandfather had drowned off Bel&y•• nearby community. "Murdoch
MacDonald?" he asked. "He didn't drown off Belfry,· "Foun:hu?'" I ventured.. I
knew little about Murdoch MacDonald's death except that he died in a fishing
accident not far from shore. Two older relatives had shown me where he
supposedly had me:t his end. OM assured me: that it wasoffBe:l&y Be:achand
the other placed the accident in Fowchu Harbour. However, il became clear that
Arthur knew a great deal aboul the drowning as Murdoch (plate 3.4) had been
fishing for Arthur's Uncle John Severance when it occurred. I asked. to tum on
the tape recorder and he told me: the foUowing story.
Ranald: Okay, you were going to teD me about when my [great-
grancllatherl and your-.
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Arthur: Now that was when he was fishing with my Uncle John.
Ranald, This is Murdoch MacDonald, okay?
Arthur: Yeah. John Severance. And theft was anothu man with them, he
was from Mira, from Grand Min. But Murdoch MacDonald lived
down there, irs about four miles from here. There's a feUa has that
property now-he comes down in the summer from the States and
puts a trailer on it
Ranald: Roy Macleod.
Arthur. Roy MacLeod. Yeah. thars the property.
Wen, they were cod. fishing, and they were what they caUed
"making' a drift." They we..n't anchored-ll] often did fish that
way 100. Uyou got conditions just right for il, you'd have a
mainsail up, and that was just to hold the head of the boat in the
wind there. It wouldn't be really windy. just a very light breeze,
when you'd make a drift, eh. And the mainsail was up. And of
course, the shHt would be fastened.
Wel~ il happened that this sq...n-.n oU-sho.. squall-slruck. It
came so quick that she hove down and, of course, baI1ast-. she
was ~asted, ballast boat. But she'd be open, she wasn't decked.
She hove down. and she sank.
Well, the tJuee men-. -- FtDow from Min could swim.
wen, they had no engines then. They had big long~ghl....
foot oars. OM oar, OM man. that was it. When it would come flat
calm you had to row. Well, the~d be thrH oars in the boat One
of them wouldn'l be vuy big. 0Iher two would. be. And then the
fish pens, covers for the fish~weU. a.l1 thew Boaled..
Well, Uncle John coukl swim but he wasn't going to try 10 swim
from lhere ashore. They were way off on 1M bank.. on Fourchu
Bank. Be over two-and.-a-half, three miles off, see? And. Murdoch
and. the other fellow each had an 0&1'. And Uncle John. I guess, had.
this little 0&1', and some of the stuff too.2
This lelia &om Grand Mira, he could swim. And he had the
notion thai he could make it So he shucked. the oar-he didn't
keep the oar-he shucked the oar and he started. to swim. Now,
after thai big puff that struck, you know, there was nothing-just a
gentle breeze.
But they sow him go-Uncle John did. They sow [he) got so far,
and he went down. WeD. Murdoch was there with my Uncle John.
And Uncle John haclihis other oar and then he got it instead of the
boards. And Murdoch had the oar. --
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Well, there was no sign. There were no boats around them, you
see-no other boats handy. There was a schooner picked my Uncle
John up in the afternoon, coming down. You know thaI was the
route for coastal schooners-freighters used to come down.
Ranald: What time was it when the boat-?
Arthur. It was in the morning. I don't know-it would be before mid-
morning anyway. 'Cause they'd be out there not too long after
daylight. They'd row oul, perhaps leave al midnight and row out.
Wooden oars-they said "wooden ships and iron men," but I
guess thafs what-the wooden oars-a wooden engine and an iron
man.
Annie: So he drowned when he was with the oar, did he, this Murdoch?
Arthur: 11Us Murdoch? He just gave up.
Annie: Fagged out, I guess.
Arthur. Now, Uncle}ohn's talking to him. trying to get him to hang on, you
know. But he was just losing courage altogether. He just gave
up-threw up his hands and wenl. -- Thafs how Murdoch
MacDonald-.
It was along in the afternoon, quite a while after that. Uncle John
still hung onto the oar. Along in the afternoon, this coasting vessel
was coming down, a schooner. He was right in Iheir track-they
saw-they picked. him up.
Annie: Did the boal sink right there?
Arthur: Ob. the boat sunk-she went complete, yeah. (RT 92-7,
July 4, 1992)
Arthur followed Ibis SIOry immediately with a second one aboul his Uncle
John surviving another accident in which he and his fishing crew were raIIlIned
by a schooner sailing up the coast without a man on walch. John SeverarKe
instructed the fIShermen to run to the &ont of their boal and grab the bobchains
of the schooner just as it struck. All survived this accident, much to the
amazement of the man at the wheel of the schooner who saw three strangers
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walking across the deck toward him. Uoyd MacDonald. another Foul'dlu
resident. later told me variants of these two stories-in the same order-which
had been passed. to him by an uncle who fisMd with John Severance,)
As Arthur ended this story, my tape came to an end. I reached for my
tape-recorder to insert another tape but Arthur said, "Thars an. lbafs the end
of the story'"-making a dear break between the storytelling session and the
conversation which continued for some time afterward. When I finally left at
noon, I told him that I would like to visit again. "'Be sure to," he responded.
Despite its inauspicious beginning, my fint interview with Arthur
Severance proved to be most valuable. Not only did I have the opportunity to
record an outstanding storyteUer, recognized. as such in his own community, but
I also filled a gap in my own family history. Arthur's account of my great·
grandfather's drowning was not enmly accurate. For instance. the third
fisherman-acconling to lamiIy ac:a>W\ls which we.. confinnecI by Uoyd
MacDonald-was not a resident of Grand Mira as Arthur stated but a Ferzuson
from Malquish and Murdoch MacDonald's brother-in-law. Uoyd also reversed
the roles of Mtudoch and the third fishenrwt 50 it is unclear which man swam
for the shore and which dunS to the oar. However, Arthur was able to provide a
detailed. explanation of this &shing accident, which was lacking in my family's
repertoire.
I had many more encounters with Arthur Severance, both formal
interviews and casual visits. He lold me numerous stories-ranging &om
personal. experience narratives to taU taJ.es-as weD as a great deal of oral hislory
from the Fourchu area. Arthur was an aficionado of storytelling and enjoyed
reflecting on the storyleller's art. He was a superb tradition bearer who was able
to inlerprel important elements of a bygone era for conlemporuy listeners.
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However. Arthur was only one of many tndition bearers who told me stories of
earlier times. From these fWTitors, I leamed. thai the community's storiesW~
intimately connedN with its social history. 1M elderly storytellers art l1so the
carriers of the community's history.
When I asked. local people for storyteUers, it was-with very ~w
exceptions-the elderly to whom I was referred. These old people now live In a
spalSely-populaled, marginal. rural community. Some, as their health
deteriorates, have had to leave the houses in which they were bom for the
nursing homes and senior citizens' apartments of St Peler's, Marion Bridge, and
Sydney. Those who remain wonder whether Ihere will be enough young people
to run the volunteer 6re departments in a few more yeus, whether their
community will die before they do. Although sc:hool buses still travel the roads,
local people an. with very little tho.gh~ name every child on them. More than
one person has told me, only NIf in;est. -We're all senior citizens here,"
The Gabarus-Framboise ce.. is largely wooded.. To the south of
Framboise, a lonely streich of road meanders through woods and past
abandoned fields, c:ausing strangers to wonder where they would tum for help if
their cars were to break down. It was not always like this. My father recalls thlt
during his boyhood in the 1920s and '3Os, when the region was already pas' its
prime, there were farms all along the road. Arthur Severance was bom in 1905,
in the middle of what one writer c:aUed Gabarus's-but also Fourc:hu's-""Golden
Age," the period between 1880 and 1920 (0. Paufler,1). At that time, the
Gabarus-Framboise c:out was a populous farming and fishing ~on with
productive (adories and shipyards. l1te coastal. waters were busy with ships,
many of which stopped to deliver cargoes to Cabanas, then an important port.
Loc:al people travelled to Boston for work. while the region's seamen sailed the
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oceans of the world. A contemporary observer, C. W. Vernon. described. turn-of-
the-century Cabarus in his book Cape Breton Canada which was published in
1903.
Gabarus, an interesting fishing seUlement of about a thousand inhabitants,
is twelve miles to the west of Louisburg, from which it can be reached by
road at all times, and in the summer by a small steamer which pUes
between the two places. Although there are no hotels, several private
families accommodate travellers at moderate rates. The staple industry of
Gabarus is fishing. The settlement is the centre of an important lobster
canning enterprise. There are three fadories in the place, the annual pack
of which is 3,000 cases, representing no less than a million lobsters. Some
one hundred and fifty fishermen are employed in the lobster fishery, and
about the same number of persons in the fadories. In addition to the
lobster, cod, mackerel. and herring abound in the coast waters. The
harbor (sic) is about five miles long and two miles wide, and. is spoken of
as one of the best in Cape Breton. A breakwater has just been completed
by the government, and a cold storage system is in operation. which
ensures a constant supply of bait to the fishermen.
Gabarus has three chwdles, Presbyterian, Methodist and Baplis~and
two schools.4 The dwellings of the people are considenbly above those of
the average fishing seUlement in apadty, comfort, and appearance. The
scenery, especially on the north side of the bay, is strikingly picturesque.
Streams and small lakes abound in which trout are plentifuL Cood.
shooting may be had. all along the coast. especially in the spring, when
sea-ducks are to be found. in large numbers. (283)
Arthur and his peers were born into a prosperous region with its own
unique culture. Many of the area's residents wtre British immigrants but others
had been born and raised locally, some having Ioca1 roots going back to the
eighteenth century. By the tum of the century, two distind ethnic groups had
established themselves in the rtgion-Gaelic-speaking Hebridean Scots who
lived mainly in the country or "'back lands" and English-speakers, mostly of
English descent. who lived in the villages of Gabarus and Fourchu. In spite of
any local imporlance placed on the distinctions between the two peoples. there
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was considerable social interaction and intermaniage. Arthur himself came from
both United Empire Loyalist and Hebridean roots.
It was from these Gaelic and English Canadians that the contemporary
storyteUets learned their art, in settings such as general stores, tli1id.hI
(pronounced cay·lees), and frolics. In order to understand the storytelling
traditions in which these people were raised and the themes of their stories,
which often involve the community's past, we must first look at the history of
their society.
3.1 A Brief History of the Gabarus--Framboise Couts
Very little is known about the original inhabitants of this region.6 lhL
SIOI)' of Frambojse (Cumming et aL, 1984), a local history, teUs of lIDn Dubh an
InnsetlTliUh - "Black John the Indian"-and his wife "'Blade. Mary'" who camped
in the Framboise area when the Scots first arrived, probably in the 18305, more
than a century after the beginning of European settlement. The book provides
two written accounts of Black John and Black Mary, seemingly taken originally
from oral tradition. A Gaelic story printed in Tba fear na CeJ.idh in 1929 and
attributed to "Calum" teUs of the Indian couple feeding weary and frightened.
settlers (Cumming et aI., 4-8). A 1946 Cape BRton Post article states that Black
John was "an Indian. who, having been ill-treated by the captain of a boat on
which he was a hand, deserted the vessel when she docked at Louisbourg and
decided 10 makeshift by hilns<lf" (4). He lived by hunting. fishing and trapping.
He migrated among several camps and "having decided. that his households
lacked the touch of a woman's capable hands, made his way to an Indian
settlement at Salmon River near 51. Peter's, and was successful in winning the
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hand of Black Mary who retumfd to Framboise with him.." Their sons bore the
French names, "Prospear and Grigwire" (4). Black John was proW.bly the sune
John Ambrose whose wigwam beside Crooked 1.Ab is marked. on an 1839 map
which accompanied John Strachan's Framboise land grant papers (4. 20). As the
writers alIke StOry of FAmt!!?¥ have concluded., the evidence suggests that
Black John was not a Natin pnson at all but rather a French ship-jumper who
adopted a couritT-d~-boi$ lifestyle. Mary, however, was probably Mi'kmaq (4).
The nickname Dubh or Bladt tells us little about the ethnidty of this couple as
Gaelic·speaking Scots~ often nic.knamed acrording to their hair colour. My
great-uncle RanaId MacDonald, the dark·haind. son of North Uist Scots, was
called "Black Ranald."
Arthur Severance told interviewers how this coup~ used to visit his
grandmother when they cunped behind her home in Fourchu. One time she
took her baby, Henry (Arthur's father) to visit them. '7he Indian woman was
cooking some trout and insisted that the baby might like some. And thai was the
first solid food. that he had!" (8).7 Maud White, at the age of 94. recounted in A.
HiSI9!y of fourtbu (MacGillivray et aL, 1985:13) that her father had spoken of.
Mi'kmaq family who lived. in the village. According to hu, the children were
named Linda and Jim so this may have been a different funily from John and
Mary's (13). So lar as is known. th... Mi'kmaq people left nod~ants in the
Framboise area. However, the locations of three of Black John and Black Mary's
campsites bear the names Cnocan InnsttmllCh (Indian Hill), Indian Field and
Indian Barren (Cumming, 3-4). Another spot in Fowchu is caBed Indian
Clearing and is associaled with the family of Linda and Jim (MacGillivray, 13).
Although the indigenous people ieft few traces of their presence in this
region. early European colonists left considuable evidence since the southeast
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coast of Cape Bre~onwas an importanllocale during the colonial struggles for
North America. The area's history has been documented. by Mary and. George
Lavery in Tides and Times" Life on the Cape Breton Coast at CabaNs and
Vicinity 1713:1990 (1991). The Laverys, a United Church minister and his wife
whose Pastoral Charge from 1967-70 included Gabarus, studied the region's
history, thoroughly examining numerous historical documents as well as
scholarly works. Their research shows that although fishermen from Spain,
Portugal, France, and Britain had been fishing Cape Breton's waters since the
sixteenth century, permanent settlement did not begin until the end of the War of
the Spanish Suc«ssion. The Peace of Utrecht of 1713 divided the disputed
territories of Newfoundland and Acadie (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Prince
Edward Island and part of Quebec) between France and Britain. France lost all
except for Isle Royale (Cape Breton), Isle St. Jean {p.E.I.}, the small islands in the
St. Lawrence, and some fishing rights in Newfoundland (Lavery, 1991:1-2).
In 1713, Monsieur de Constable became Isle Royale's first governor and
founded a colony at Louisbourg on the island's southeast coast. He brought
settlers from the fortified town of PlaC"'!ntia in Newfoundland and these were
soon followed. by Acadian fishermen. The evidence shows that settlement on the
shores of Gabarus Bay, ten to twenty kilometres south of Louisbourg. ensued.
immediately. In 1713, two RecoDect fathen from Quebec were serving
Louisbowg and the surrounding area including "Gabory" or Gabarus (2). The
1716 census Listed the population of Gabory as one habitant (fanner) and ten
fishennen with two chtdoupts (shaUops, two-masted. fishing vessels of about
seven or eight tons) (3). No mention was made of women and children although
they often were included in censuses of Isle Royale, so perhaps there were none.
With the fortification of Louisbowg whkh began in 1720 and continued for
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twenty years, settlements sPftad rapidly along the southeast caul as well as in
other areas of Cape Breton. By 1723. there were two habitants, forty fisherman.
and eight chaJoupes inBanc:hois FoUl'Che (Fourchu), the forked harbour to the
south of Gabarus (4).
Although the fortress of Louisbourg was the pride of the Frena nnpire, it
was conquered. twice in its short history. Durins the War at the Austrian
Succession, New Englanders seized the town in 1745 after a surprise overland
atlack from Cabarus Bay. With the Treaty of Aix-Ia-Chapelle in 1748, however,
the English returned the fOrtre5$ to Fnnce, much to the dismay of New England
colonists. During the Seven Years War, British regulars besieged Louisbourg by
land and sea and captured it again in 1758. They used the town as the base for
their attack on Quebec in 1759 and. then razed. the fortifications to the ground.
Apparently. they did not raid otMr French settlmwnts on Isle Royale as the New
Englanders had done earliet (20). The war ended in 1763 with the signing of the
Treaty of Paris. France lost all her North American holdings except for Louisiana
and the small North Atlantic islands of St Pierre and Miquelo.... which were
retained as fishing colonies. The era of French. rule in Cape Breton had ended
and the island was annexed to the British colony of Nov. ScotU.
French colonists did not leue the Cabanas ue. immediately. 1M 1714
British Ci!nsus stated that "Chapeau Rouge'" (Cabanas) had forty-seven
inhabi.tants: eight men. eight women. fifteen boys and sixteen girls. Of these,
thirty·three were French Roman Catholics, twelve were Irish Catholics, and two
were English Proteslants (29). Acadim families were still fishing and fanning at
Gabarus Bay in 1176-78 when CapWi\ HoUand. surveyed. Cape Breton (27;
HGabarouse Thrice Named"). Today,. grot many Frencl-.spe:aking Aadians
dwell in the coastal area &om L'Archeveque to Rivu Inhabitants, to the
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southwest of Cabarus and FoUK'hu. However, if any descendants of French
settlers live in the Cabuus-Framboise area, their lineage has been forgotten.
Almost the only remnants of French. settlement are the many place nunes, su.ch
as French Road, Belby (8<IUfruil'1 FoUlchu (Havrr '" FoUl'dre), Framboise,·
Marie-Joseph Brook. and St Espirit.- T'he othu reminclters of the Frenm~ are
the many descendants of the conquering soldiers (e.g.. Bagnells and
MacCillivrays) and the storin of French treaswe which are popular along the
coast
The British maintaiMd a garrison at Louisbourg until 1768 when the
troops were moved to Halifax; from there they were sent to deal with
disturbances in Boston, precursors to the American Revolution. Many
Louisbourg tradesmen went with them but others remained in Cape Breton.
According to an official document Hnt to EnglMld by Nova Scotia's Lieutenant-
Governor the same yur. settlers named Richard Collins. Edward and Thomas
MacDonald, John C1<wley, Francis Joico, Poter Jervois, and)o/ln Pony built
houses and fishing stagos at GabaNs Bay (28). As well. John Bagneal and Jomos
Townsend (common Gabarus surnames) each built a house and stage at
t.BnudoT (28; Richard Brown, 3681 Bruce Fergusson (1967) refers to this
settlement as lAlmulor and says that it is Uttle Bras d'Or at the northeastern.
entrance to the Bras d'Or lakes (357).
Rhodena (MacCillivny) auk. a tirelong CabaNs resident and local
historian (plate 3.5), explained that tM!e Cabarus famili~.BapoUs,
Townsends and MacGillivrays-ue descended from veterans of the colonial
wars. According to her account, William BagneU may have been given a
promotion by his progeny. Rhodena also related an interesting story about the
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complications of bringing BlgMlfs young Gtrman bride to the region during an
attack on the Frend\ fortress.
...General Bagnell-they called him a "1tsHT seneral'"-He was in the 1758
siege of LouisboWZ. But I/uough ....arch and dif&mlt people bema
interested in their history and the Sapu family, 'hey found that he was a
paymaster. But anyway. General Bagnell-William BagneO was his
na.me-he was with <AMra} Townsend who was a general. General
Townsend was given land at Louisbourg for Sfrvice rendered and the
Back Road, you know where you come around the lake there, down to
over to the Harbour Point that was given to General Bagnell for his
services rendered during the 1758 siege of Louisbourg.
And he...became acquainted with and married a girl from Lunenburg
and she was...• German girL I think she was fifteen or sixteen yean old at
the time and from around Lunenburg (Nova Scotia) and they had twelve
or so children and some of them, they lived down around Quoc:ldy9 for a
while. But now, there's folklore teUs about General Bagnell bringing her,
when they were first married. when they ame to make the siege here in
Louisbourg, they had her in a trunk with holes bored. in it. And she had •
whole lot of clothes on mel one of the piHfS, one of the garments was a
plaid kimono and. it was later made into a dress, a wedding dress for her
daughter, Kate. This was whftt aD. the B.gneUs originale<L from General
BagnelL as we call him. He was a MIKser general," as they called. him.
And the MatGUlivrays came from Low Poinl [between Sydney and New
Wa'erford, Cap< BmonL Daniel MacGillivray an<! aU the othen when
Ihey ..tired from the American [L•• British colonia1) amty__ And tho
oldesl son. he was Daniel MKCillivray, he came to Gabarus and he
married-I forget what her name Wa5-$O that all the MacCillivnys in the
Gabarus area are Protestants. But his dad. married a Calholic girl and. the
majority of the MacGillivrays are Catholics bul we aft aD. of the same
stock. And Daniel MacCillivny, he exdwlgtel his land down in South
Bar for land up a' Gobarus Hill.. (RT92-4A, Aug. 28, 1995)
Following the American Revolution. Unittel Empire Loyalists were forced.
to flee persecution in the new American republic either because of their political
views or because they had backed the losing side in a war. Cape Breton's new
Lieutenant-Govemor, Frederic Wallet Desbarres provided a number of
inducements so thai, in the Laverys' words, "From 1785 to 1187 there was a greal
influx of Loyalists, disbandtel soldiers and. others, all eager to take advantage of
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the free grants of land and the generous benefits" (31), Some of these PNple,
including the Severances. moved to the Gabarus-Framboise area <MacGillivray et
al.:13-14}. A census of 1818 lists twenty·lwo men "of whom 12 were heads of
families- (women were not counted) some bearing names which still existed in
Cabarus in the mid-to-lale-twmtieth century: e.gneal,. McGilvery, Turner,
Mans, Cann, Armstrong, Ails, Stacey and Hardy (3)-36). (Spelling of names was
inconsistent in earlier times and many of these families now use dlfferent
spellings: BagnelL MacGillivray, Mann. Ayles.)
The next major migration to Cape Breton began in 1802 with the arrival of
the ship Northtr" Fritnds bearing four hundred and fifteen Scottish settlers (34).
FoUowing the defeat of Charles Stuart, "Bonnie Prince Charlie," and his Jacobite
foUawers at Culloden in 1745, the English with Scottish allies began to
demilitarize the Highlands and break down the dan systan. A nUJllbe.r of the
lairds or clan chieftains, realizing that tMir foUawers no longer were standing
armies to be called upon when Rftded, decided thAt their danspeople were of
dubious value. Begin.ning in 1785 md continuing until 1854. many of these
lairds evicted their tenants, renting out the lands. which before had been held in
common for the dans, for the sraz.ing of Cheviot sheep. The year 1m during
which partiClllarly large and reprehens;bIe clearances look place, is known in
Scotland as Blitz_ .... Goon>ch (Ihe Vear of the Sheep).
John Prebble related. the history of the forced. removal of thousands of
people from the Highlands and Islands in The HiCbl,pd Clearances (1974). The
brutality of the clearances came relatively late to the Outer Hebridean Islands
known as the Uists-North and South Uist, Benbec:ula and the small islands off
their coasts. Because of. profitable kelp industry, Hebridean landlords were
importing Iaboure:rs at the end of lhe eighteenth century when other lairds were
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evicting their tenants. In fact, in 1803, these landlords secured. the passing of
legislation which restricted emigration. In 1811, however, the price of kelp began
to faU and due to this and changes in import duties, by 1825, kelp was no longer
a valuable commodity. As a result, the Hebridean lairds were being driven
toward bankruptcy (248-250).
In 1813, Ranald George MacDonald, laird of Clanranald, sold South Uis!
and Benbecula to John Gordon of auny who later became, in Prebble's words,
"one of the most ruthless removers in the Isles" (250). In 1851, Gordon's agents
drove people to a public meeting in Lochboisdale, South Uist. and forced many
aboard the transport ship Admind. "Carts loaded with bound men'" came from
Benbecula to contrihute to lhis human cargo bound for Canada (265). Fifteen
hundred people were cleared from Gordon's estates in the Hebridean islands of
South Uisl, Benbecula, Barra, and Mingulay (266). Many Cape Bretonen are
descended from natives of these islands, including; people on the Gabaru.r
Framboise coast whose aneeton Weft expatriates of South Uist and Benbecula.
In 1849, Lord God&ey MacDonald, fourth Baron of thorsles and
descendanl of the MacDonald chiefs of Sleat, began the eviction of more than six
hundred people from SoDas on North Uist He had aded humanely during the
Potato Famine of 1846, spending all his resources on relief of destitution among
his people (252). Prebble argued that MacDonald's motives for dearing Sollas
were 10 a degree benevolent The people of his island were destitute and he
offered them a better future in Canada (253). However, his motivations were
undoubtedly influenced. by the fad that he had debts of two hundred thousand
pounds and his creditors were acting against him (252). It quickly became
apparent that his tenants, whose opinions on relocation he had not solicited, had
no desire to leave.
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The SoUas Oearances were bitter and violent. Women fought pitched
battles against the police when men held back (261). Patrick Copper who headed
Lord MacDonald's police constables decided to forcibly evict ten families as
examples to other tenants. Copper's words provide a moving account of the
Sollas people's reaction to the opportunity to better themselves through forced.
emigration.
The ninth ejection was that of a family in Middle-quarter, named Monk..
who had taken an active part in aU the previous opposition to the
authorities. It was found. necessary to remove the women by force. One
of them threw heneU on the ground, and either fell or pretended to fall
into hysterics-{fortunately, I have not had experience enough to know
Ihe dillerence}-uttering the most doleful sounds, and barking and yelling
like a dog for five or len minutes. Another, with many tears, sobs and
groans put up a petition to the Sheriffs that they would leave the roof over
part of her house where she had a loom with a doth in it which she was
weaving; and a third. woman, the eldest, made an attack with a stick on
an officer, and missing her blow, sprung upon him and knocked aU his
hat. Two stout polkemen had difficulty in carrying her to the door. (260)
After these ten evictions, the tenants lost heart and resigned themselves to their
fate, which for most, was transport 10 Canada.
Conditions on emigranl ships at the time were dangerous and disgusting.
Ships were filled. to capacity and passengers were kept below deck for the whole
voyage. In the early nineleenth century, British slave ships-hardly models of
humane transportation-were restrided. to carrying four hundred and eighty-
nine passengers but no laws governed. emigranl ships. Some carried as many as
seven hundred people (Prebble:193). Disease and death were common.tO The
wounds of these exiles were salted by the knowledge that the perpetrators were
not foreigners or traditional enemies bUI chieftains of clans to whom their
ancestors had often been loyal for generations.
Some Hebridean settlers emigrated. 10 the GabanJs.Framboise region &om
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Harris, Lewis, and Barra. The Strachans were English-speakers from
Aherdeenshire in western Scotland. However, the majority of people of Scottish
ancestry whom I interviewed. in east Cape Breton claimed descent from North
Vist emigrants. Others simply said that their people came from "Uist."
According to family records derived from the memories of my older relatives,
our ancestors came from the three main islands of Uisl: the Nicholsons were
from South Vist; the McCormicks (or MacCormacks) from Benbecula; and the
MacDonalds and Fergusons from North Uist, which they left in 1849, the year of
the Sollas clearances. North Uist is primarily Protestant while BenbecuJa and
South Vist are predominantly Roman Catholic. Since the Scots along the
Gabarus·Framboise coast are solidly Protestant (although the nearby community
of French Road is Catholic), we can assume that the majority of settlers from
"Uist" were, in fact, from North Uisl or the small islands off its shores. ll
Grenitote, SoUas's neighbouring community was cleared in 1841. resulting in the
removal of MacDonalds, Morrisons, Fergusons, MacLeods, Madnneses,
Maclntyres, MacDiannaids, and MacLeans, most of whom went to Cape Breton
("Naidhtachd on t-StaM d,;tlraich......:13). Scottish emigrants bearing all these
surnames settled in the Gabarus-Framboise region. In fad, Dan Alex Macleod's
mother's family were MacDonalds who were cleared &om Grenitote (Cumming
et 41.:13). Some of the Hebridean and other Scottish settlers in this region of Cape
Breton likely came of their own will, following relatives or seeking a better life
across the ocean.12 However, a great many wert refugees. exiled from their
homeland, and forcibly separated from loved ones.
Memories of lhe Clearances are still alive in the Uists. When I visited the
islands in the spring of 1996, museums in both North and South Uisl had
historical displays which included significant material on the evictions. The
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small selection of reading lNt~rW for sale in the general store in Bayhead. North
Uist included a book on the Qeuances. But my most vivid images of the
Oearances came &om the oral traditions of North Uisl.
One distant kinsman in l.odunac:Idy wekomed me and gne me a tour of
the island. (Despite nlllMrous attempts, I have bMn unable to contact him for
permission to use his name). He made II point of showing me SoDas. where the
clearances were centred. As we drove eastward toward Newton Feny hom the
tiny village that has grown up where the original SoDas once stood, we regularly
passed sections of an old stone wall. My host told me that when he was .. boy.
this wall had been 6ve feet high and four miles long. II was made from the
small stone houses of the SoUas area. Its function had. been to fence in sheep_
During his childhood. the fence had become dilapidated and. dangerous so that
most of it had been tom down.
He later slopped. the bus and. pointed out a stone protruding &om the
ground like a grave marker. He said that he once asbd -Old Angus- in whose
yard the stone stood, what the rock 1I\U'ked. Angus told him that when the
evictions were taking place, a young boy stood by, angry but helpless to aid. his
family. He swore to the police officer or landlord's agent in charge of the
operation that he would come back and kill him. Yon Later, the same boy-now
a young rnan-retumed. to the community as. stranser. 111at rock." Angus
told my host, "marks the spot where he killed the landlord's man."
Ironically, the stories of the dearances are bener preserved in the oral
history of those Scots who were spared. them than by the descendants of the
actual victims. David Cameron, a Scot, researched the oral history of the
"diaspora'" of the aoften by interviewing their descendants throughout
Scotland, Onlario,l'rince Edwanllsland, aM Cope _ (w~ he visited
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Loch Lomond near Framboise). In his book. On lbe CmOrts fuji· In Search of
the Clearance HilbJandcrs (1990), he explained that he and his wife Anne
speculated about why stories of voluntary migrationW~ much easier to 6nd.
than those of forced migration. After recapping the brutality of the Cearanas
md the hardships undergone in Canada,. Cameron said of the pioneers:
There must have betn a severe onus on them to repress all thai suffering,
need. and. humiliation and I have 5ftn the shadow of it-like a Iftf
darkening just below the water, on more th&n one face. John MacDonald
at The aan in Annadale on Skye knew thai his maternal forebears had
been cleared. but 'My mother would not talk about ir- as he said this he
looked. down with a clouded face which must have mirrored his mother's
expression and her mother's before her. (102)
The Camerons' theory is also held by the many midents of east Cape Breton
who I visited. They can leU of their ancestors disembarking at Pictou and
carrying children and possessiOns through the woods &om Port Hawkesbury 10
their coastal settlements, a distance of about Ont hundred kilometres. However.
they have virtually no stories of the C1eu'ances other than what they have read. in
history bocks. In fact. most Wfte UNW't whether their anc:utors had been
deared.. Howevfl'. they know that many of their immigrant foreMus were not
happy to be he.. and that they went through ...mendous hardships in leaving
their windswept, nearly-treeless Hebridean islands 10 build homes and. MUer
themselves in what one settler and. songwriter immortalized as -A. CItoille
G~'-The Gloomy Forest (Creighton" MAlcLeod:297),13
My grandmother, Dolena (MacDonald) Thurgood (1881-1981) was bom in
Malquish (or Mullcuish) near Fourchu and knew many of the Scottish settlers.
Whenever she spoke of Hthem old people: my grandmother showed -. clouded
face'" such as David Craig attributes to John MacDonald of Skye. Their lives in
Cape Breton were, la:ording to her. full of hardship, sorrow and liUle else. I
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once asked what she could teU me about our ancestors coming &om Scotland..
Dolena explained that these immigrants were 1ikt displaad people today-they
had to leave. Today we give them jobs and. u apartment. Then, they went inlo
the woods with an axe. Perhaps the goverTUnent gave them some money." She
toki how one young person Iiftd of Effie Ferguson. Dolena's grandmother,
always talking about Scotland. She asked Grandmother Ferguson why she
didn't go back if she liked it so much. Dolena explainl'd. "She didn't understand.
They had to leave. They were driven out. They didn't want to come here. There
was nothing to live for bae:k there" (noles made after conversation drca 1979).
Although "Nana" Thurgood was a true Gael who considered Scottish descent to
be a virtue and who always spoke of "the old country," Scotland itself held no
romance for her. She had no desire to see the land that auted. such pain for her
elders.
By the time the Hebridean Scots arrived. the othu immigrant groups who
had settled this region of Cape Breton after the British conquest---settlers from
Louisbourg. disbandod soldiers, ond Loyalists, aU primarily of English '-on
-were established in the villages of Cabanas, Fou.rchu and their immed.i.Ite
environs. Although life was hard for any of the art.'s piol\fttS, the £n&lish
speakers probably had an easier adjustment than the Gaels. Many Weft
adventurers seeking. better life and looking optimisticaUy at their new land.
Others were Loyalists, also ~fugees but ones who had had already experienced.
life in North America. As weD, the English and American immigrants, moved
into former French settJemfllts, unlike the Scots, many of whom had. to hack
homes out of the forest on a new continent
The Gaelic-speaking Scots moved into the back lands and. the unsettled
areas of the coast where most took up fanning and fishing. 1. Charles Dunn
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described work patterns of rural Cape Breton Scots in the mid-twentieth century
in The Highland Settler (1953):
The separation between these two occupations is very slight since the
basis of existence for all of the people is their farm. Some of the men direct
more of their time and energy on developing the farming possibilities of
their property; others direct their anention more especially to 6shing. But
the fisherman keeps one or two cows, some hens, a pig, and a hone or
two. And although he may do little on the land he at least takes in his hay
each year in order to provide winter feed for his live-stock. (Dunn, 1953:
150)
Oral testimony indicates that the two occupations wert pradised in like fashion
by the Scottish pioneers in the Gabarus-Framboise region.
The residents of these farming communities were Scots and Gaelic was
their usual language. Although the English and the Scots have intermarried to a
considerable degree, English names are still found primarily in Cabarus and
Fourchu wnile the "Mao" dominate in Cabarus Lake. Framboise, and Stirling.
In these Scottish areas, most people born before 1940 have Gaelic as their mother
tongue though aU are auent in English-15 Robert Morgan, the director of the
Beaton Institute, told me in a penonal communication thallhe Gabanas-
Framboise region is presently the second-largest Gaelic-speaking area in Cape
Breton after Inverness Counly.
During the time the Hebridean Scots were clearing land and building their
homes, Cabanas and Fourchu were already established fishing villages wilh
growing economies. Fishing was a family enterprise. Men worked in boats
while women and children dried. the catch on shore. Many local men eventually
left the fishery to become sailors or sea captains on ships trading with, for
example, Europe, Africa, and the Can"bbean (Dow, 2). The region also supported.
a shipbuilding indusby.16 In Fourchu. the fir.;, Shipyard was founded by Josiah
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Hooper. origin.Dy of Bristol, EngLand.. In 1826, he sailed. to Guysborough, Nova
Scotia where he leamed shipbuilding hom a Mr. Hart who 1.ler became his
father-in-law. After developing his skills, Hooper movl'd to Fowchu where he
built ships from 1855 until his death in 1867. During the nineteenth century,
another Foutthu boat builder, John "Cooper'" MaclAod, built smaller two-
masted vessels weighing from fifteen to twenty-five tons (100).
Some discrepancies exist between aa:ounts of Fourchu shipbuilding given
by the Laverys and by John P. Parker in CaP' Breton ShiM Ind Men (1967:136).
The Laverys claim that before his death in 1867 Josiah Hooper built eleven ships
ranging from twenty-five to five hundred and eighty tons and that his son Albert
built five more from (orty to sixty tons (100). But they admit thai "our source of
information on Fourchu shipbuilding is no longer certain" (note 100, p. 156).
MacGillivray et at confirm the number but not the size of the ships.listiJII
sixteen vessels buill in Fourchu in the"65 years to 1914" but not their tonnages
(26). Parker names only righl 01 these ships bul does nol claim thai his list is
complele. The ships named by Parker are aU Iisled by MacGillivray though the
spellings diller somewhat. However, the weights dted by Parker vary
consid....bly from those 01 the La.erys. A=n!ing 10 P.....r. "the Ultle Spnrf'
was only sixteen tons while the L C.~, ...their 1upst vessel'" was three
hundred and eighty.two Ions, a sizable ship but considenbly smaller than the
five hundred and eighty tons claimed by the Laverys' source (136). Whatever the
case, it is clear iliat Fourchu had an active shipbuilding industry which provided
employment for skilled craftsmen as weD as for unskilled labourers. Albert
Hooper aJso developed extmsive mercantile interests which included lobster
fadories in Fourd\u and Fnmboi:se and stores in Fourchu and Gabuus Lab. In
addition, H. E. Baker built another factory in Fourdtu so that in the mid·l860s
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the village had two lobster factories, another source of employment for the recent
immigrants (MacGillivray, 21).
Cabarus underwent simiJ.ardevelopmtnt. Between 1854 and 1900,
Gabarus shipbuilde.s-induding Hugh Gillis, the Ormiston lanUIy, and the
shipwright L H. Stout-construded. seven schooners ranging &om. forty·6ve to
one hundred. and twenty-thfte tons (Lavtry. tf1; Parker, 1~38). Gabanas offered
such servias as a carding mill. stores, and numerous craftsmen including
blacksmiths. a locksmith, a cobbler, and a weaver to the many people were
employed in fishing and. shipbuilding in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
In addition, in the 18705 to 80s, a small copper mine employing about five men
operated at Eagle's Head, North Shoft (also known as OftpCOve)Wader,4--5).
Though many Scots arrived. as refugees. other British people immigrated.
because they weft attnded. by the prosperity of the: villages. As weD. migrants
from elsewhere in Cape Breton and mainland Nova Scotia moved. to Cabanas
and Fourchu because of employment or business opportunities. John Rafuse of
Chester, Nova ScaiU went to Fowdtu at the age of righteen to help build the
H. E. Baker lobster factory but ended. up settlins in the coaununity
(MacGillivray. 21). Samuel Cub moved. from St. Peters, Cape Breton in 1898 10
open a shoe repair shop in Cabuus <Paufler. 4). In the late ninetemlh centwy,
Roderick Ross Morrison relocated. from Loch Lomond, Cape Breton in order 10
run a general store (L. Morrison, 1). These Nova Scotians were able to return
home if the economic situation was not to their liking. Their willingness 10 settle
is a testament to the region's prosperity in the latter half of the nineteenth
century.
Although the Scottish settlers in this region were faced with the arduous
task of hacking a living &om the "The Gloomy Forest,." this forest was for many
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within walking distance of one of these two rapidly expanding villages. Some
newcomers were able to take advantage of opportunities which presented
themselves in Gabarus and Fourchu. According to my family records, John "'The
Weaver" MacCormick and his wife Effie (Nicholson) emigrated &om Benbec:ula
in the 18305 or 405 and settled in Belfry after living for a short time in Sydney
Forks. MacCormick carried on his trade among his often impoverished
Hebridean neighbours. According to Truman Clark of Gabarus, he
supplemented his income by weaving for the people of Gabarus for a fee of ten
cents a yard (Paufler, 3)J1
For men and women without trades, seasonal employment could be had
in the fishery, as weU as in lobster factories and shipyards, for fishing families
(despite stereotypes of their chronic impoverishment) were often employers.
Many of the immigrants and. their progeny were able 10 find work. often low-
paid and menial, in the villages. In an interview with Cape Breton's Maeazio,
Lottie Morrison, who was born in Cabarus in 1890, discussed the work of
"country" (Scottish, Caelic-speaking) people in the village.
...in each house there would usually be two men from the country, and of
course the man who owned the boal. (Were they in a 6sh shack?) Oh, no,
no, no. They were homes. And each 6sherman would have two men
liVing in his home, 6shermen-you know, during the week. They wen all
sent home Saturday aftemoon and came back Sunday evening. And
there'd usually be one or two country girls who would help the woman of
the house take care of the fish. (L. Morrison:2)
The lobster fadories in Gabarus and Fourchu provided temporary
employment for many country people including a number of those I inlerviewed
(see Plate 3.6). While he was discussing Fred Reid, a Cabarus storyteller, Clifton
Bagnell commented on the profusion of rural workers althe fadories:
He (Reid) knew the whole history of the whole community of course from
away back because he lived to be ninety-nine and anything that happened
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wherever it happened, he never forgot it. Well, he knew aU the years
before that, all the ones that used to work in the lobster factory. where
they came from, the different places they came from and all. 'Course the
local ones, well, they came from Gabarus Lake and they came from French
Road and they came from (unintelligible) and they worked. in the lobster
factory for the summertime, worked for two months and they were gone
and that made the population that much more, of course. (RT92-18,
Aug.5,1992)
Bagnell was born in 1909, (our years after Arthur Severance. in the fishing
community of Gull Cove near Gabarus. At the age of four, he DlOved. into
Gabarus, then a thriving and populous village:18
... the population here, irs not quarter what it was when I was a teenager,
no....In a lot of houses they had quite a big family. There was a lot of
young people here then and Ican remember when there was eight stores
here. There was eight stores, they was all selling groceries and. hardware
and all kinds of things. You didn't have to go anywhere for anything, you
could buy it all right here. Today ofcoulSe, there's not one left. (RT92-18,
Aug. 5, 1992)
Elsie (Reid) MacDonald. and Jean (Reid) MacQueen and their cousin.
Mildred (Grant) Gray were aU born and raised. in Gabarus. During a lively
conversation, they shared. their memories and a delicious chicken dinner with
me. Jean told how the house her family bought in the mid·l92Os (now owned. by
her brother, Rev. Herbert Reid) had belonged to -the resident doctor, if you can
believe thatt" She also related how in 1925 to 30. there were still people living in
the now defunct community of Gull Cove, two or three kilometres from Gabarus.
"In those years, I think there wert three or £Ow lobster fadories between here
and Cull Cove:' Cabarus was large enough to have two post offices.
These women's desaiptioruo of the village show cleaely that it was still an
important mercantile centre during the 19205 when they were small and into the
305, even if, as many loc:al people claim. its decline began about the time of the
First World War.
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Jean: Her (Mildred's) grandfather was a captain and Mildred knows
stories about that and I think she should leU you-irs very
interesting-and about his boals. And he was also a general
merchant and he had a large store, a two-storey store and upstairs
for a number of years, there was a Grant and Reid Undertaking
Company. And that comprised of her grandfather, Captain John
Grant, her father Wiley Grant, and our grandfather Albert Reid,
and our father John S. Reid... And they sold caskets and my father
did the business part and Uncle Wiley was the undertaker and he
looked after the remains and they-dressed them and-.
Elsie: In those days, they sold shrouds. Nobody was buried in their
clothes, they sold shrouds to be buried in.
Jean: Well we played in-not IN the caskets but we played around them
for years.
Mildred: Better than that, there was an ice cream parlour by the casket
[inaudible].
Jean: Well that was ilf\ ice cream parlour too, yes for fa year?). Thars
right. Her mother ran the ice aeam parlour from upstairs in that
slore. Big slore...
Mildred then told me about her grandfather John E. Grant's ships but the
conversation returned to the subject of Gabarus itself.
Mildred: In 1902, Grampa's last ship was caned the Minnie. He had the
Htelor MRcGregor, the Ptrtoma and the Miw and the Minnu was
the last one in 1902. And he was also sailing. coastal sailing. and he
was carrying coal to Halifax and bringing back provisions for the
merchants who-I guess there was probably seven or eight stores
in the village at that time, seven at least. And in 1902. there was a
Catholic church built over by the lighthouse-we call it (the
Lifo?]-and there was also a lobsler faclory and a canning
fadory-.
Jean: They made their own cam.
Mildred: And then was also a lobster factory and a canning place to make
cans just down here ... on this side of the Barachois [Mildred is
referring to a second cannery and can fadory within Cabarusl.
And Crampa brought the bricks and lumber and that from Halifax
to build the Catholic church over on (the Lifo?] and that was in
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1902.... Just below the lighthouse. And that church was still
standing. probably in 1915, and the people in Sydney bought it and
buill a house out of iI.
Ranald: How long has it been since there was a CathoUc congregation out
here?
Elsie: Well, that was the last of the Catholic congregations here.
Jean: I can't remember of there being too many services in it.
Mildred: Well, occasionally a priest would come out from Grand Mira and
have services there...
Jean: And then there was a Baptist Church up on the "Bank," we call it.
Elsie: Well, it was the Old Road, Jean.
Jean: It was the Old Road. Years ago,l can't even remember that road
being there, only we'd walk up there and see where (inaudible).
Elsie: The original road was so near the bank that eventually the bank
eroded and they had to change the road to approximately where it
is today.
Mildred: But even in our day there were seven stores. And a barbershop and
in my grandfather's store there was a barbershop. And then there
was another barbershop. Leonard Bagnell had a barbershop down
toward the boardwalk &om there. And they were all doing
business. I don't know! And Grampa had a general store. He was
selling everything right from rubbers to glass, window glass, to
yard. goods for the ladies Gean: Everything!) to buy for clothing
and aU kinds of clothing and-.
Jean: And before my time, I can just barely remember it but Morrisons
had a big store.
Mildred: They had a big general store.
Jean: With clothing and everything like that you know. I can just barely
remember that. (RT92·23A, Aug. 7, 1992)
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This image of the village as a thriving trade centre was confirmed by
D. Dow when he desaibed tum-of-the.century Cabarus in a govmunent
memorandum. His claim thai Gabarus had a population of three thousand and
was larger than Sydney a' the end of the last century is not bom out by census
reports. (At the time of the 1891 census, Gabarus and the surrounding area had
1,339 people while Sydney without its sunounding towns had 2.247). However.
Dow accurately presents Cabanas as a produdive village.
...At its peak. GabanJ.s maintained 3 schools, 4 churches, 4 large storn and
5 lobster canneries.
It exported, by means of a Oeet of 27 large schoonen, canned lobster, sail
fish, lumber, eggs. bacon, lamb and mutton, beef, sheepskins and cowhide
as well as vegetables &wI and other agricultunl products as far afield as
the Caribbean. Africa and Europe. Its major import was tinplate from
which lobster cans were made at the canning factories and waterproof
paper with which. the cans were lined. (Dow:2)
These oral and written descriptions with their~nces to sea captains,
shipping.. and lobster factories show that the people of Cabarus and the
neighbouring communities were mainly dependent on the sea for their
livelihood. Even the farmen produced. food whic:h was shipped out of Fourchu
and Gabarus.
This orientation toward the sea regularly ftMrge5 in conversation. As he
discussed locaIs.orytenen, Oilton IlagneU (Plate 3.7) explained that many 01 the
notable storytellers of earlier years were old sta captains:
There were different characters, perhaps Evelyn (Clifton's wife) might
know some of them. But some of the older ones, they were sea captains.
Some of them owned their own ships. Some of them sailed. on other,
company, ships. But a lot of them now, there was a lot of sta captains
here. Most of them, they had very little training, I tell you. And there was
a an awful lot, they sailed. &om here to the West Indies with loads of fish
and brought back molasses and. all kinds of cargoes from the Wtstlndies
and different ones and. she'd go in with coal from Louisbourg and so on.
And. there was a lot of smart okf. fellas then that never had much training
and not much edllOltion, only what they had picked up themselves.
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Today, of course, you got to have a lot of edutalion. a lot of training to be,
mostly anything. They were mostly, a lot of them were self-trained, they
just trained Ihemselves-not only here but, you know, all those small
places. Fourchu, [uninleUigibieL Louisbourg. 'Course Louisbourg had,
they had the coal pie.. and they shipped the coal &om Louisbourg and
thai made it a different area altogether. <RT92-18, Aug. 5, 1992)
These captains provided employment on their own vessels and on "company
ships" for bolh the men of the fishing villages and of the surrounding farms.
Although some rural Scots did become sailors, they were more incUned to make
their living from farming and from the inshore fishery. In spite of the mixing of
rural people with villagers, especially as the rural people came to work. and
despite considerable intermarriage between the Hebridean immigrants and the
English, Fourchu and Gabarus remained cultwally distinct from the surrounding
area (see Plates 3.8 and 3.9). Even today, the accents of the two villages are quite
different from the soft Gaelic tones of the back country.
In an unpublished paper, my mother, Lois Thurgood, remrded my father
Charlie's comments on the nautical character of Cabanas dUring his childhood in
the 19205 and 305.
"Well, of course," Charlie said, "Gabalous was not a Scottish settlement.
[t was populated by English families. Many of them were the families of
men who fought with Wolfe at Louisburg.... They were a coastal, sea-
faring people whose rontacts were more with the outside world than with
the interior of Cape Breton. The Scots clung more to little land holdings,
raising sheep and getting food. &om their farms, and fishing for food.
generally."
The Gabamus men sailed along the coasts, up the Saint Lawrence River.
down through the Caribbean Sea with fish to exchange for molasses and
nun; into New Brunswick, Halifax. and Charlottetown. Charlie~sfather
and his mates were in Holland. in the Barbados. in fact, wherever a cargo
was sent.
Charlie often refers to the men sitting around discussing those days.
"Off Cape Hatteras we ran into a heavy blow; we put into Vineyard
Haven just in time!" and so on. "We were just three days out of Kingston
(Jamaica) and we ran into a gale. Ott, man and boy. what a gale."
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Charlie Thurgood is the grandson of Annie MacCormack. a nurse from
Belfry who married (Samuel) Charles Thurgood. an English soldier stationed in
Halifax. When the elder Charles retired from the military in the 1880s, he settled
with hls family in the fishing community of Low Point, near Gabarus and within
walking distance of Annie's home community. Charlie was bom in Gabarus but
moved to the town of Sydney as a boy. He spent considerable time with
"GabaroostersH but because he was raised elsewhere, he was able to observe
their speech patterns as an outsider. He desaibed to Lois how the village accent
differed from that of the surrounding countryside and how the everyday speech
of the village was permeated with sailors' imageryJ9
Gabarous natives, many of whose families had been in the Louisburg-
Gabarousareasince the Seven Years War had their own eighteenth
century version of English, almost incomprehensible to outsiders.
Whatever accent was used by these (Thurgood) children. who had lived in
England, Ireland, and. Scotland. and. had a mother whose first language
had been Gaelic. they would probably have more difficulty understanding
the English of the Cabuous residents than lhal of the Scottish Cape
Breloners. The Scols, Charlie said, were laughl English as a new language
in school, and though Ihey always kepllhe Gaelic lilt in Iheir voices, lhey
generally spoke quile comprehensible English. Nol so the English of
Gabarous.
The language of Gabarous was also peppered wilh the lingo of the sea.
When I asked. Charlie for examples, he came up with a few:
~ Going up and down the road was "goin' fore and afr.
~: Of an old lady going up the road in the wind with her
petticoals blowing, someone might say, "'She be's goin' back'n full..
Alofl; "1 think he', aloft in the bam." Of. IIWt upstain, "He be" aloft."
Nautical language was part of everyday language, used. by women as
much as by men...
In Gabarous, a drunk was "three sheets to the wind". A drunk
staggering past the windows was "comin' up the road wilh a heavy list to
starboard, boiyeel'" Qi. was used for 1;"Oi (oiy) saw eem."
Gabarous vowels probably enated the greatest problem for outsiders.
"Him" was "tem": "Ihey go' tem" for "they gOI him.'"
So, according 10 Charlie, the Thurgood children. and no doubl their
unsuspecting father as weD, would be surrounded. by two foreign
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languages: the Gaelic of the Scots, and. the English of the Gabarous
population. (Lois Thurgocd. 1995:1-3)
Although there were cultural and linguistic: differences between Gabarus
and Fourchu and the country, these were not garrisons standing against each
other. Residents of village and country interacted rrgu1arly through wo~play,
and commerce and romantic attKhments rrgu1arly developed among the
unmarried. people. Although some of the contemporary Scots of the region claim
only Scottish ancestry since the time of the first settlers, virtually all the English
have Scottish forebears.
Many people to whom I talked made clear distinctions between the
English culture of Gabarus and the Scottish culture of the country. Some
described Cabarus Hill. Ioattd between "the Village" and the rural region, as •
transitional community, being both English and Scottish with man.y Gaelic:
speakers "from the country'" living there. However, acxording to Ruth Reid
(plate 3.10) who was born in 1906 and lived all her life inGabarus, the division.
was not that clear. Her focus on the women of Cabarus contradicts the concept
of the Village as an English mdave.
Ruth: _.Well. Cabanas, it was oil 6shing villase and from down below right
up to The Hill, that was called "the Villase" and up above, where
Bruce Smith Dves, was .,he Hill"
Ranald: ...The Hill was more Scottish than English, righl?
Ruth: Scottish?
RanaJd: Scottish.
Ruth: Scotch.
Ruth: WeU.lhere were Scoleh-. No, there weren'L No. The people al
the Village was more GaeIic-speaking than they were at the Hill
In
Ranald' Oh, really?
Ruth, Yes, my mother and Mn. Bagnell. that was Mn Ephram Bagnell.
and. Mrs. Russell Bagnell, Mrs. Reid, that'd be Jean ~nd Elsie's
grand·aunt. and. then there was a Mn. Harris, they were from the
counlly. They ame-Mn. Reid and Mn. BagneU are 'isl'rs-th<y
<am< hom BiS RidS" My mothor (Mug.... MacKinnon Raid]
calM &om Kennington Cove and the other Mn. Bagnell she came
from C.barus Lab. And then there was Mary, we c.alled her
-Mary Jim,.- she was a Mad>orWd-she had been. MacVicar-
and she was &om Gabarus Lake. And her cousin,. she had been a
MacLean-she was "'Mary Dan,If they always called her-she was
hom GabaN, Laka. W.U, thay wa... all Scolch peopl•. They aU
could talk the Gaelic but I never could talk it. No.
Ranald: That's interesting because a lot of people told me that not many
people spoke Gaelic down in The Village but they did up on The
Hill and you're telling me the opposite.
Ruth: No, upon the Hill, tMrewasn't too many. I dan'. know anyone up
there could [speak Caelic}-probably yeus ago, before my time but
not in later yeus. There was a couple of families moved down
from C1baNs taU. well they were Scotch people, yeah.
Ranald, I know my own family, RanaId [MacDonald! and DoI.na
[MacDonald Thursood) w.... cortainIy GaaUc ,pa...... who movad
down hom Malquish [10 Tha Hill].
Rulh: Oh, yes. (IlT95-25A, Sapl. 4, 1995)
Although the villages had. Gaelic residents, most if not all could speak English.
However, in the early twentieth century many older people in rural communities
such as Framboise, Stirling, and. Gabanls Lake spoke only Gaelic. It is likely ttYt
Ruth. Reid's country cousins began school without a word of English, as was true
of many rural people right up to the Second World War.
The village and. country people were connected. not only with each other
but with the broader world. Although inland people often think of fishing
villages as being at the edge of the world. in truth, until the age of jet planes,
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these villages were located. on the world's super-highways, the oceans. The
region's seamen visited distant lands and many other local people travelled to
and from the towns and cities of Nova Scotia, especially Sydney and Halifax, as
well as the metropolises of "the Boston states." Despite romantic images of a
"Colden Age of Sail" in the late nineteenth century held by many Marllimers,
since at least the 18705 many people migrated. to American cities, especially
Boston, for work. Fishing boats and ships from Gabarus and Fourchu (as well as
from coastal villages throughout Atlantic: Canada) carried both men and women
to urban centres where labourers were badly needed and wages were much
better than those paid locally. The prosperity of the local economy was not
shared by all and the large rural families were often beset by poverty. Even
villagers who were from neither merdumt nor fishing families saw little chance
of living comfortably, let alone prospering, in their home communities. As a
young man in the Depre5Sion,. the late Captain BNce Smith of Gabarus went to
sea because of limited employment prospects at home, especia1.ly for those who
were not from fishing families.
And you'd just work your day's work or two on the highway in the
summer. It was 52.40 a day, I think, that I remember. That was
government work. A few jobs like that-govemment projects, you know
-but very tittle. The lobster factory if you could get in there. That was
two months. And if your father or a relative [couldn'tl put pressure on
the manager of the factory-why, when the work would get a bit slack the
last couple of weeks and there weren't enough lobsters for a full day's
work, they would probably skip a day when there'd be no lobsters and
the next day they'd go in and they'd have enough work pretty well aU the
day. Well, if you weren't represented by some fisherman,. you were put
on day's pay then, twenty dollars a month and day's pay. You only got
paid for the day you worked.. It was rough times, I'll tell you.
I was on day's pay there one year, it was in July. As a fact, we were
dosed on the middle ofJuly. The sixteenth. they'd have all the lobsters.
The fifteenth was the last catch. And this day at noon, we used to take
our lunch-. Most folks took their lunch and we'd go in the can shop at
the back of the fadory to eat lunch. And I went outside. It was blowing a
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gale of wind and the wharf was on fire underneath and it was getting in a
bunch of crates thai were piled there and. the coal house and aU. I ran
back in and alerted the crowd. Came out with the buckets and there was
lots of water. We had a hand-pump there you could use anyway and. we
got the fire out. When the boss come down at noon, he was told about the
fire and he wanted to know how it happened and who had discovered it
and aU that. And the next week-I had one week to go before the fadory
would end-I was discharged. I was surplus after saving the dam factory
from a lot of-. Well, at [the) LEA5Tthere'd bea lot of damage! So thars
the kind of conditions we worked under.
(Ranald: What did you do at the factory?) Oh, I worked on the wharf
that year and I picked arms [removed meal from the lobsters' claws] when
I first went there. I think I gol thirty doUars a month the last year I
worked there but that was the only year. Before that it was twenty. But
only one year I worked the two fuO months 'cause when things got slack.
I'd be one of the first to let go because I wasn't represented by a
fisherman. See, there was another buyer used to come in here to take
lobsters and if a fisherman had children or relatives that he wanted kept
on the job, he'd threaten them with his catch of lobsters. He would sell it
to the competitor. Although he didn't have a fadory here, he had a buyer
here and took a few lobster. He didn't get too many, not very many, but
some. Enough to bec:ulled, he took away. (RT92-2A, July 22, 1992)
A great many Cape Breton women,. whose history has yet to be written,
worked as domestics in both Nova Scotia and New England. Mothers and
grandmothers of Gabarus-Framboise area residents were in service while
supporting families al home. When Bruce Smith's grandfather died, his widow
went to the United States to work. In Sydney, "they'd get from eight to ten
doUars a month, a woman. And I think they got one day off a month or one
Sunday a month or something." However, in the Slates, "they'd get a day off a
week and... I believe every Sunday, some of them. I think Grandmother had
Sunday off and one day a week besides thai off and they'd get thirty-6ve dollars
to forty doUars a month" (RT92-2A).2lJ
Dan Alex MacLeod, who was born in Stirling in 1904, is the son of a
woman who worked in an American factory. Dan Alex elCplained that for an
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earlier generation of young women, the daughten of the Hebridean immigrants,
there was another powerful incentive for finding work in Boston.
...see, at that time, thars why the girls left hfte. Say you were after
starting a farm and getting neady, you Nd a cow or something. It wasn't
you that went looking for the girl, you took a Mighbour or somebody and
he went and. asked for the girl, asked the old mI.n. The old woman or the
girl had no say whatsoever. And at some places if the old man said. "You
can have her," they might sleep in the bun that night and. it might be six
months before a minister came around here to many them---<ll' a priest.
That's why the girls started. taking off to go to the States-they didn't have
a say in it at all. But there was good. marriages... (RT'9>24A. Sept. :z. 1995)
Arthur Severance, who was bom in Fourchu in 1905, began life during the
region's heyday. Clifton BagneU and Ruth Reid of Cabanas, Mary Maggie
MacCormick of Framboise Intervale, Dan Alex Macleod and Ouistine
(Macleod) Abram of Stirling. and Moggi. (MacDiannaid) MacQueen of North
Framboise also were bom during the first decade of the twentieth century. They
all recalled their early yean with grot fondness but nol because they had
experienced a simple run! pasl In fact, they weft born into ill complex society
with a wide range of values and contrasting expmences of life. Some members
of their society were: strictly Gaelic or English speakers while others were
Ouently bilingual. Many families respected education and some sent their sons
and daughters away for professional training. Other people signed their names
with an X. A very few could read and write in two languages. Some of these
people's elders were: fully Canadian having COII\f from families that had been in
Cape Breton for over a century. Others were immigrants who had never totAlly
adjusted to their new land and still bore the weight of a forced exodus. Many
people in the district survived through a combination of farming, fishing, factory
work. road repair, or whatever other temporary labour jobs were available.
Others were shipbuilders. sea captains. merd\anls, dOdOrs. nurses. civil
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servants, office worken, teachers, sailors or tradespeople. Captains and
merchants might live in large houses with servants while country people walked.
barefoot to church in order to preserve their shoes (see Plates 3.11 and 3.12). A
teenage girl might attend school while living a sheltered existence in a
comfortable home or she might be in service in Boston. sending home money to
support her family. Some of the women had been forced. into marriages while
many others had made their own choices. Graves might be marked. by engraved.
tombstones purchased. from an undertaker or by ordinary rocks, small enough to
be carried without difficulty (see Plales 3.13 to 3.15).
Epidemics-tuberculosis, smallpox. influenza-raged through this district
in the first quarter of the century. An infected injury or some unknown medical
condition might cause a sudden death or a painful and lingering one. While
many people lived. well past the biblical "three score and ten." a difficult
childbirth or a sudden squall at sea might abruptly tum happy children into
orphans. Hardworking doctors and nurses attended the districYs health needs
as did folk healers using herbs, charms, and inherited powers. The same person
who consulted. a doctor when suHering from appendicitis might tum to a
seventh son or daughter to cwe the kin&1cril or wash a horse with silver and
water when it fell sick after being giventhe~.
One farmer may rarely have left home and considered a trip to Sydney to
be an adventure while his neighbour may have fought on the plains of South
Africa and felt comfortable strolling the ports of the West Indies. An elderly
couple living in a house in the woods might have had, among their furnishings,
carvings from Afrka and religiOUS icons from Asia, souvenirs of the husband's
travels. A mother in homespun clothing, drenched in sweat and leading the
Gaelic singing at a milling frolic might have photos of herseU as an attractive
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young lady in a stylish hairdo, wearing the latest big-dty fashions. Though the
roads of the district were little more than cart paths and boats were the main
form of transportation, a local sailor might have repaired electric cars while
working as a mechanic: in Boston. Everyone had cousins in the Boston states.
Although people never thought of locking doors and walked. the roads
without fear, fighting was almost a sport among the region's young men. The
same lads who engaged in fierce and sometimes violent inter·village rivalries
also socialized. with the boys of other viOages and courted. their sisters (perhaps
this is what the fighting was sometimes about). Religion was very important
and young people walked.m groups for miles to a«end. each other's c:hurdt
services. The distrid was largely Protestant and religiOUS feelings and bigotries
ran high, yet a passionate Orangeman might maintain friendships with Catholics
from Grand Mira or the French Road. The use and abuse of alcohol was frequent
in the region but many people were leetolallers. The Sons ofTemperance were
fighting a fierce bailie against the evils of drink as were many straight-laced.
wives who did not hide their disapproval when their generally moderate
husbands engaged in an occasional excess.
The other people who I interviewed were born in the teens, twenties.
thirties and, in one case, the late forties. Allhough the oldest of Ihese were only
small children when the GabaJ'us.-Framboise area began its economic decline and
mass outmigration, they grew up in a bustling rural distrid. Although the
fishery had been seriously reduced and cargo ships no longer stopped at the
villages to load farm goods, the area still supported numerous fishing and
farming families. Lumbering and the periodic openings of a zinc, lead and
copper mine at Stirling subsidized the incomes of the many people who still
lived by a combination of farming, fishing and roadwork. Hunting, gardening
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and bel'T}' picking helped keep the costs of groceries down. Although many of
the people were poor and some families underwent severe hardships at times,
everyone looks back at the old times with affection. Theirs was a dynamic
culture which. valued many of its traditions but could also adapt to change.
Gabarus-Framboise residents had developed their own cullure by the
early twentieth centwy. These people felt themselves as belonging to this
region. Though they were certainly part of a larger Cape Breton and Canadian
culture, they had their own unique Scottish. and English backgrounds which
combined and adapted. to fit their environment and economic ciraunstances.
These people valued many of their own ways but also adopted. ideas brought
from the large cities of the America eastern seaboard. With other Cape
Bretoners, they exported. the Gaelic language and Cape Breton music to
Massachusetts where they gathered at Boston's Maritime dance halls and at the
"Scotch ch.urch" in Needham. When they returned home, they introduced new
music (and undoubtedly dances) learned in Ute urban cenlres (See Ian
MacKinnon, 1989:34-35).
The people of the region had a rich social life. A person waUdng from
Gabarus to Framboise could stop at any house to convey the news and gossip
and would receive a hot meal as a reward. Music was very important. The
Framboise area was especially known for its Gaelic singers but singing in both
Gaelic and English was commonplace throughoutlhe district. There were a
great many musidans playing fiddles, pipes, harmonicas, guitars, pianos and
organs. Dances were regularly held at holies, picniCS, box socials, and at various
fundraising events. Uthere was no public dance scheduled, young people
would hold one on a wooden bridge or at someone's home. The Scots kept a
Sabbath which even the most devout Presbyterians remember as being
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unnecessarily strid and, without doubt, the longest day of the week. Still. they
were capable of enjoying themselves on the other six days. Laughter is frequent
as they reminisce about their younger days. Much of their time was spent in the
company of others and visiting was a highly valued pastime. Youth, of course, is
generally a time of high social interaction before one takes on the domestic
responsibilities of adullhood.21 However, as we shall see, adults in this
community spent a great deal of lime in each other's company during working
and leisure time, as they did in most rural communities during the early
twentieth century. Not surprisingly. Arthur Severance and his peers were born
into a society with established storyteUing traditions.
In conclusion,. storytelling in the Gabarus-Framboise region cannot be
separated from the community's social history. Narrative themes and
storytelling practices teU of settlement patterns, ethroaty, and the adversities and
triumphs of the past. Gaelic turns of phrase, settlers' experiences, work and play
on land and sea, travel to distant dties, and belief systems derived from places of
origin are all evident in the community's narrative repertoire. The residents of
the region are descended mainly from English. Loyalist, and Scottish settlen,
some of whom chose to seek new opportunities in this land while othen were
reludant emigrants. Despite the persistence of ethnic and linguistic divisions,
intermarriage was common and many community residents claim both a
Scottish and an English heritage, as is evident in. their family narratives.
While some settlers prospered, mosllived. lives of hardship, danger, and
economic deprivation. These facts are recorded in a few oral narratives while the
lack of others and the deOection of queries suggest memories too grim to share
with those who did nOllive them. The region's orientation toward. the sea meant
that while residents were connected. diJectly with much of the world, untimely
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death was a constant threat 10 rrwty families. The settlement of the populace in
lhe more prosperous villages on the one hand and the country on the other
separated residents into two social groups. yet created. economic bonds that
brought them together. "The arta's steady economic: and population decline
throughout the twentieth century was made bearable perhaps by the fact tluit
most of the contemporary residents come &om families that were never well-to-
dD. In fact. those who ftmain live much more comfortably than their anceston
ever did. Arthur Severance and his peers knew l1lAny of the last wave of
pioneers, the Scols who turned the backwoods into fannland. Although
members of his generation inherited the resourcefulness of their elders, for them
the business of maintaining the necessities of life grew steadily less brutal
In the foUowing chapters, it becomes dear that oral history is a major
component of the community's nurative reptrtoire. The people of the c.buus-
Framboise region value their past The area's "'Scots" especiaUy a.rt consciously
affected by the henlag. passed on by their immigrant 10_=. many 01 whom
were refugees who only wanted. 10 return home. Many residents not only
uphold their Gaelic traditions but in.t.dition f«l strong ties to lhe ·old
country,· a land thai most have never seen. However, their -SCOtch" heritage is
something they share among themselves, not a cultural commodity for display
or sale to outsiders as it is in many parts of Cape Breton. The only display event
focusing on the Gaelic heritage is Gabarus Lake's annual .milling froliC-
mentioned in Chapter Vandeven this is more of a community celebntion than a
show for outsiders. Other residents are acutely aware of their British military
and Loyalist roots. The contemporary society of the Gabarus-Framboise~on
is shaped by the area's history. When we examine the storytelling traditions of
the region's residents, it becomes clear that most value that fact.
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Notes
1. See Caplan, 1991:158-62; 1996:18-22; and Severance, Cape Breton's
~33.
2. See Appendix 4 for an explanation of this accident.
3. For Severance's and MacDonald's accounts of this accident as well as other
people's commentaries on the effe<:ts of this tragedy on Murdoch
MacDonald's family, see Ranald Thurgood, "The Drowning of Murdoch
MacDonald/ eape BRton's Mapzjne 71 aan. 1997):11-19.
4. Since the time of British settlement, Cabarus also had Anglican (Church of
England) and Roman Catholic churches. The interesting and often
tempestuous history of Gabarus's churches has been examined thoroughly
by Mary and George Laverys in TId" and Dm" (1991).
5. For more aboullhis region's history, see: Rhodena dark, NGabarus," '1'he
Gabarus Churches," People of G.baOl$ ; Cumming el a1., 1984; D. Dow,
1975; Fergusson, 1958; Huntington, lpokjnr Around; MacCormack. N.
"Fishing in Gabarus"; Donalda MacDonald, Ecllon Of tbe Past· MacEachern,.
1979; MacGillivray et al, 1985; J. 1.. Sullivan. et aI., 1995; Maclean,. 1991;
Stella Mann. "Stella Mann papers" (including 1973, 1976,1980,1987), IhL
Sixth Reiiment~Mathieson, 1967; Munden, "Post Offic:es...",
"Postal History"; Paufler, 1978: and Vernon, 1903. Primary source
documents: BurcheU, "Correspondence and Papers.....; "Gabarouse Thrice
Named": MacDonald, Rev. M. B., "Marriages, Baptisms"; Morrison. "D. S.
Morrison Papers"; NicoU. '1ournall893-1910"; and Winton, "Mrs. Mary
Winton: Diary...... For an environmental report on the Cabarus area, see
MacDonald. Joanne & MacKay, 19'77. Many more materials an available at
the Beaton Institute.
6. Between 1852 and 1890, Silas Rand (Anderson, Wm. P.,1919) recorded
Mi'kmaq names for Framboise, Gabarus, 51. Espiril, and Louisbourg. The
first two were corruptions of the European names. Framboise was caUed
Tmoonok or Tawaitk meaning ..the outlet or narrows." St Esprit was called
Askwufich, "clam harbour." (11,24, 28, m. [have not consulted. primary
source documents in my research on the Mi'kmaq and could easily have
overlooked important data on Mi'kmaq land use and habitation. Bemard
Gilbert Hoffman's The HWoriQJI Etbnognphy of the Mjs;aw; of the
Sixteenth and $eycnlmtb C",turin is a good. source of information on the
Mi'kmaq inhabitants of Cape Breton before British settlement.
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7. He is also credited with this story in A History of fourcbu (MacGillivray et
aL 1985:13) although the authors question whether the couple whom Jane
Severance visited were, in fact, John and Mary.
8. All these names are pronounced as an English speaker with no knowledge of
French would read them (though Fourchu is pronounced HForshieHby some
of the older people), Even the Marie-Joseph Brook is called the "Mary-
Joseph" in speech. The origin of the name GabaNs is unknown though not
for lack of interest. Bruce Fergusson in a 1953 article speculated that Gabarus
was the site of Cabot's landfall and its~ is a corruption of "Cabors
Cross" (61-62). However. he was more cautious in P1ace-Namn and Plam
of Nova Scotia (1967:225) See also: Anderson, 28; Thomas Brown. 25; Clark
11995a],2; Lavery & Lavery, 161-63). For origins of other local place names,
see: Cumming et aI., 21-23; Thos. Brown; Fergusson (1967), Mac:Gillivray et
al., 9; and Maclean. 10.
9. West Newdy Quoddy or East Quoddy area on Quoddy Inlet, Halifax
County, Nova Scolia.
10. Conditions on the ships are discussed in detail in Prebble's The Highland.
Settler and in Edwin C. Guillers The Greal Mirntjon' The Atlantic emMinC
by Sajljnc Ship 1770-1860 (1972).
11. The MacCormicks, who originated in Benbecula, believe lhat their ancestors
converted to Prolestantism at some unknown date. When I visited
Benbec:ula in 1996, the MacCormicks liVing there were Roman Catholic and
local people generally were surprised 10 hear of Protestant MacCormicks.
12. Michael Kennedy emphasized this pOint in a ledure on Highland emigration
U ...in contrasllo the meland\oly imagery conjured up by romanticists, the
emigrating Gaels, more often than not, embraced. the independence and
opportunities offered by the New World with enthusiasm..... He quoted a
song praising emigration composed by an emigrant who moved. from Ross-
shire to P.E.L (Anonymous, "A New Perspective on Highland Emigration."
19989).
13. The difficulties of eking out a living in a land of forest and climatic extremes
are examined in Charles W. Dunn's The Hia:bland Settler; A PPrtrajt of the
Scottish Gael in Noya !kntia (1968:24-33], in Kathleen Lamont MacKinnon's
A Short Study of the History and Traditions of the Hiahland !knIS in Noya
Sm.!i! (1964:26), and in David Weale's "The Gloomy Forest" (1983).
14. The historian Rusty Bittenn.n (1988) says that in Middle River on the west
side of Loch Bras d'Or, "'BackIander'" was a "geographical epither applied. 10
later settlers on the lands away from the river, indicating "not just the
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location of their holdings, or chronology of arrival, but, mort! importantly,
their status and position in rural soc:ietyH (43). There seems to have~n less
of a hierarclty among the rural Scots in the Gabarus-Framboise area. Th~
were virtually all "backlanders.H However, the term may have some
pejorative connotations when used by villagers.
15. These observations come &om my interviews with residents and former
residents of the region in 1992 and 1995. As the Cape Breton Gaelic scholar
Hector MacNeil commented in a personal communication, information on
numbers of Gaelic-speakers tends to be impressionistic aune 1998). As
Gaelic is primarily an oral language in Cape Breton. there are no official
standards for fluency and we are dependent on speakers' often self-
denigrating evaluation of their own linguistic ability. Unless a thorough
survey is carried out by fluent Gaels. information will continue to be
speculative.
16. Bitterman challenges notions of Highland Scots living in egalitarian, self-
sufficient communities in Cape Breton. He stresses that they participated in
a complex economy, saying: "The explanation for the massive growth of
Cape Breton's Shipbuilding industry in the mid·l9th century is to be found
not just in the demand crealed by local slaples and the growth of trans-
Atlantic and international trade but also in the ready supplies of cheap
labour originating in the countryside'" (51). The nineteenth-century Scots in
the Gabarus-Framboise region, like those discussed by Bitterman, underwenl
brutaUy hard limes and sometimes lived close to starvation (Cumming et al.•
33-34).
17. According to dark, when Mac:Cormick grew old. he taught villagers 10
weave for themselves on looms built by Malcolm MacDonald, a local
craflsman. (paufler, 3).
18. See Appendix 2 for population statistics.
19. Haidee (Thurgood) Pearce lived in GAbarus until age 10 when she moved 10
Arichal, Cape Breton (19205). She said lhat the speech of Gabarus was
similar to both thai of Newfoundland and of the Magdalen Islands in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence where she worked. as a nurse in the early 1950s. When
she moved to the Magdalens. she met a man who looked and talked so much
like her uncle, Charlie Bagnell of Gabarus, that she first thought il was him
(personal conversation, 1995).
20. Bitterman discusses the appeal of urban employment to Cape Breton's rural
poor in Ihe lale 19th century, stating thai "rural wages were not keeping
abreast of industrial ones'" (1988:53). a trend which continued throughout the
twentieth century. He argues that not only were rural Cape Bretoners
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responding to demands for workers but their availability (along with that of
other rurallabowers) made a great deal of economk development possible.
.....Cape Breton's moblle, naraJ..based. labour force played a part in. among
other things, manning the AJnerican fishing Beet, constructing Boslon"s
streetcar subwbs, and bringing in the harvest OR the Canadian prairies (52)."
For more on the Mariti.me connection with Boston. see Alan Brookes's thesis
(1918).
21. See Sannela (1969) for an examination of the intense soc:iallife of rural
Finnish youth (esp_ 181-2(9),
Plate 3.1 Old Severance house with boat,. Fourchu (Aug. 1992).
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Plate 3.2 Arthur Severance's bungalow and old Severance house, Fourchu (Aug.
1992).
Plate 3.3 Boat built by Little Henry Severance, Arthur's father (Aug. 1992).
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Plate 3.4 Murdoch MacDonald, 1848-1897 (photo courtesy of Marie Williams).
Plate 3.5 Rhodena Oark at horne in Gabarus (Aug. 1995).
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Plate 3.6 H. E. Baker lobster factory workers, Gabarus, circa 1906 (photo
courtesy of Bruce Smith).
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Plate 3.7 Oilton Bagnell of Gabarus in his seniors' apartment in Marion Bridge
(Aug. 1995).
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Plate 3.8 Gaelic·speaking country people: Annie MacLeod (mother of Flora,
Chapter 4) and Mary "Belfry" Mat'Connick with a bag of wool after
shearing sheep (photo courtesy of Sarah "Belfry" MacCormlck).
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Plate 3.9 Gaelic-speaking COWltry people: John R. MacLeod and Kenneth
MacLeod peddling meat in New Waterford (photo courtesy of Patsy
MacLeod).
Plate 3.10 Ruth Reid of Gabarus in her seniors' apartment in Marion Bridge
(Aug. 1995).
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Plate 3.11 Morrison family in front of their home in Gabarus, circa 1900.
Roderick Morrison was a well-to-do merchant {photo courtesy of
Cape Breton's Magazine>.
(I to d Angus, a hired man, and Cassie, Nan, 15Obel, Lena, Roderick (father),
Perle, Melinda (mother), and LoUie Morrison. The girls weN! all sisters.
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Plate 3.12 MacCormick family, Belfry, circa 1925. The MacCormicks farmed and
fished (photo courtesy of Mary Maggie MacCormick).
back row: Hector, Mary (mother), Bessie, Abe, Aunt Kate MacCormick,. Gordon
front row: Aunt Jessie MacConnick,. Annie, John (father), Alison. Murray
(missing; John Angus)
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Plate 3.13 Commercially produced. grave marker at Gabarus Lake Zion
Cemetery. Reads: "In Memory of Father and MotherI NEIL
MAcOONALDI Born m South Dis'l Scotland 18141 Also His Wife I
ANN MAcOONALDI Born mSouth Dis'l Scotland 1821 I Died at
Gabarous Lake 1899" auly 1992).
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Plate 3.14 Uncarved flagstone as grave marker, Gabarus Lake Zion Cemetery
(July 1992).
Plate 3.15 Uncarved stone as grave marker, Gabarus Lake Zion Cemetery
Ouly 1992).
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Chapter IV
"'It was ilIt evening's entertainment"':
Storyt1!lling Traditions in the Gabarus-Framboise Region
The elderly people now living in southeastern Cape Breton were born in
an era when people made their own entertainment. The ability to teU stories
skilfully was only one of a variety of accomplishments thai a sociable person
might possess. Music, whether instrumental. vocaJ, or as accompanimenllo
dances, was also vital to the sodallife of the community. lloyd MacDonald
recalled that during his youth, hard days spent working in a lobster factory were
offset by carefree evenings.
Yeah,. there were about thirty girls working there and twenty men and
they'd come &om the country around here, mostly all boarding. It was
great here for the two months in the summertime 'cause every evening
you went out on the road, there was til dance. There used to be til big
bridge down where the pavement is now. We used to go dancing on the
bridge at night. Some feUa'd land. over there with a violin, play the violin.
Dance over in the old hall I remember going to six dances in one week
and worked. the next day. (laughs) Db, golly, good times then!
(RT92·36B, Aug. 13, 1992)
In the colder months, the mwic and dancing moved indoors to hOrMS, schools,
and halls.
Singing too was a popular pastime. The Scots especially reminisce about
the region's Gaelic singing traditions. One elderly man recalled his father
commenting on a neighbouring family known for its singing." '1hiI a'chlann tIftI
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thall a'suid,' mar na h..:toin. 7hig Gmm:h's lthtflnn?/ iDd atighinn lis Ita ctithir
caraidhean dht'n t·saoghal, is itld a'stinn mar na h-eoin:" (His translation: .. 'Those
children over there, they're just like birds,' he said. 'You go out the door and
from the four comers of the compass there's somebody coming singing,' n)
(Rl'!5-llB, Aug. 30, 1995). Although the English-speakers are less nostalgic
about their singing traditions, the evidence shows that they too enjoyed. singing.
Ronnie MacEachern (1979) published a collection of twenty-one folk songs sung
to him by Amby Thomas of Deep Cove. Virtually aU the elderly people of
Gabarus can recall remnants of Lillian Crewe Walsh's baUad "The Wreck of the
John Harvey" which tells the dnmatic tale of a 1912 shipwreck on the Gabarus
coast (MacEachern, 14-16; Pe.cod, 9~51), further proof of a folk song
tradition.l Besides singing secular songs, both anglophones and Gaels in this
religious community regularly sang hymns.
Telling stories was another favourite form of entertainment. Whether
during a lull at work. while on a visil to neighbours, or as part of an evening's
socializing al a general siore, people told tales, bolh serious and humorous. The
best sloryteUen were valued guests and their names have been preserved in the
region's oral history (See Appendix l~ A great many others, while nol noled
storytellers, could certainty make a contribution to an exchange of stories. When
I asked Angus Ardtie MacQueen whether he recalled. individuals who were
referred 10 as storytellen, he replied:
No, not just one individual but mostly aU of them. That's what they did
them times, you know, go ceilidh at night. telling stories, singing Gaelic
songs. ThaYs mostly what they done for a pastime. (R1'95-17A,
Sept. 1, 1975)
An examination of past slorytelling settings and traditions in the Gabarus-
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Framboise area shows that storyteUing, a highly skilled and honoured activity,
was a vital part of daily Ute.
4.1 Telling Stories to Children
The senior citizens of the Gabarus-Framboise district listened to a great
many stories when they were children. When I asked whether stories had been
told specifically to children, the responses varied. Some people, like Angus
Archie whose mother told him bedtime stories, remembered clearly hearing
children's stories. Others felt thai adulls had not dired:eci stories at them.
However, when asked if, as children. they had known specific popular folktales,
all except one gave an unqualified "yes." To my question, "Did you know
stories like, say. 'The Little Red Hen' or'Three Bears,' that sort of thing?H, Dan
Alex MacLeod's response was a cautious, "WeD, I heard of it, yeah" before
explaining that he grew up in a Caelic-speaking home and community (RT95-
24A, Sept. 2, 1995). Of cowse, getting accurate information was complicated. by
the fact that I was asking elderly people for details about the first few years of
their lives. As Dan Alex put it, "That's ninety-two years ago!"
Undoubledly, storytelling practices differed from family to family. As
well, memories are clouded because of the relationship between orality and
literacy. Many of the parents of these people were literale and could both read
stories and recall them from memory. Uoyd MacDonald's mother told him
stories "mostly from books and &om what her mother or grandmother, mostly
her grandmother, I guess, had lold her." Alison MacCormick recalled. thai his
parents read tales like "Little Tin Soldier." Most houses had few if any
children's books, though. Annie (Munroe) Maclean explained.:
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I remember having only one book when I was a girl. My father brought it
home from the store over at Cabarus, Albert BagneU's store. I thought it
was wonderful then. 'Thars the only book that I can remember till I went
to school and had the library box and could get books there. (RT95-14.
Aug. 31, 1995)
Part of the confusion over people's soW'CtS of these weU·known tales was due to
the fact that all the people I interviewed attended English schools-Caelic
schools were non-existent-where they were exposed to the English children's
folktale canon through readers, the "library box." and perhaps the teacher
reading aloud. Arthur Severance said that his oldest sister, not his parents,
would read him the popular folktales, india-ting another possible link between
school and the transmission of these stories. Edith (Mills) Strachan was unsure
of how she learned English children's lore (folktales and rhymes) in a Gaelic
home. Perhaps the process involnd both home and school
Ranald: ...when you were little, did you know stories like The Three Burs,
The Uttle Red Hen or--?
Edith: Yes. Yes, we did. And all the nursery rhymes, you know, that
were handed. down from generation to generation.
Ranald: Were you brought up in an English-speaking household or a
Gaelic-?
Edith: No, Gaelic continuously...
Ranald: So, the nursery rhymes and such would be in Gaelic, then?
Edith: Well, NO. I think somebody must have taught them a few of these.
(RT95-12B, Aug. 30, 1995)
She gave "Jack be nimble, Jack be quick" as an example of a nursery rhyme from
her childhood.
Charlie Thurgood, who came from a mixed. English and Scottish
household, was more reOective than most about the stories of his childhood. and
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about the relationship between orality and literacy in Gabaros-Framboise society.
His comments also provide insight into the creative process of storytelling
generally.
Ranald: When you were a kid, did people teU fairy tales or fables or
anything, other than from books?
Charlie: Oh, there were tales, I suppose [Hans Christian) Andersen and all
those feUas gal the old folk tales and formalized them and put them
into print. But most of the tales they teU, you know, they're in the
folk traditions of the people. So the people all knew these stories
whether they were lilente or nol Uncle RanaJd (Ranald Murdoch
MacDonaldL I don't think he could write much more than his
nilDle, if he could do that He just never went to school and he was
an oral man.2 He went around and talked with people and visited
people and communicated and exchanged conversation and he
would [learn) all these fairy tales and that sort of thing. They knew
about them and if they didn't like the way the tale was told,. they'd
make up their own version and probably localize it and bring some
local character into it to make him look foolish or something (both
laugh). Just to compound his problems. Particularly some lella
that was a liUle simple or something like that (laughs).
And then. of course, in our family we got some of the English
tradition which is more formal The old English rhymes and tales
and that sort of thing were brought to us through Dad from his
early days in English school when he was a kid in England,
allhough he wasn't very old when he left. I think he was only
seven when he left.
Ranald, So, did people teU you 'The Three Pigs' and 'Little Red Hen' and
that sort of thing?
Charlie: Oh, yeah. This little piggie went to marker and all these rhyming
stories. Everyone knew them, as I say, whether they were illiterale
or whether they could read. They knew just from memory, from
repetition and-.
Ranald: And lhey'd teU them to kids?
Charlie: They'd pass them on to kids. There was not so much reading out of
books of children's stories or anything like that They were all in
the oral-, in the memory bank of the people and they'd leU you
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the stories and sing you the lullabies and teach you the little
rhymes and that sort of thing. (RT 92-518, Sept. 2, 1992)
Besides hearing popular folk tales. the thild.ren regularly listened. to Bible
stories. These stories also involved a combination of orality and literacy. in that
adults like Lloyd MacDonald's and Dan Alex Macleod's grandfathers were avid
Bible readers but would teU the stories &om memory in language
comprehensible to children. Arthur Severance's mother read directly from the
Bible and then would Uchange it a bit to make it more simple" (RT95-16A, Aug.
31,1995). A great many people wert deeply religious and well-acquainted with
the Bible. Lloyd MacDonald expressed respect for both his grandfather's Biblical
knowledge and his ability to interpret these stories.
Lloyd: My father wasn't much of a storyteller but my grandfather was a
pretty good. storyteller but mostly, a lot of his stories was on the
Bible .... 1don't think he ever had a fonnal education, he wenl
maybe a few days of school here, maybe he wenllo read and wrile
and thai was aboul il. Bul he could read the Bible and alllhose big
names, 1can'l pronounce Ihem bul he could. II was funny lhough
for a feUa lhal had no education thai he could do those lhings.
Ranald: So, did he lell you the slories oul of his head then or-?
Uoyd: Oh, yeah. He was always telling stories about, you know, the Bible,
things thai happened long ago and w~d be Ihere, I guess, all ears,
listening to him. (R195-21A, Sept 1, 1995)
Bible stories and children's folk tales were popular within families. As
well, adults entertained children with slories containing themes which were
typical of adult conversation, such as personal reminiscences and local humour.
Haidee (Thurgood) Pearce realled that her father told funny slories to his
children, "I think he made up mosl of them," while her mother "used to tell us
stories about when she was growing up, when she was a liule girl living in
Malquish" (RT95--1B, June 6, 1995). But what the elderly people recalled most
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vividly from their dilldhoods was simply listening to the stories exchanged
among adults. Visiting, especially dUring the winter months, was a major
pastime in earlier years. Children were not excluded from most adult
conversation, although they wert primarily listeners and not speakers. The
storytellers of today learned much of their art while listening to their elders
speak to each other in a highly entertaining manner during house visits.
4.2 House Visits and Ceilidhs
Virtually everyone to whom I talked associated storytelling with visiting.
Lloyd MacDonald explained.:
You know, in the old days, they would come to the house and the~was
no television, no radio. The good storyteUers would come and they could
talk till midnight without telling the same story over. We had an old. fella
down here, old John Rafuse, and he could tell sea stories for a whole week
at a time... Olt.1 can remember him from the day I was three or £Ow years
old. Pretty nearly every Sunday that I can remember, you'd see poor old
John coming at nine o'dock on Sunday morning and he was good till
twelve o'clock that night. And he could teU you stories all day and. he had
some pretty good. ones too. I guess he used to stretch the truth a bit.
(Rf95-21A, Sept. I, 1995)
Charlie Thurgood also told of guests telling stories at his home. Like Uoyd he
emphasized both their talent as entertainers and their ability to tell numerous
stories.
RanaJd: Do you remember your father telling ghost stories?
Charlie: Not particularly, he wasn't much for telling stories himself, you
know. As I say, when some visitors would come around to the
house, there was always two or three fellas come around and Dad
was a great listener. He'd sit and listen to these stories and become
part of them. you know, stimulate his memory. But I remember a
number of people, a few in particular, who'd come and they'd sit
for hours and. just tell these stories, whether they were ghost stories
or sailing stories or fiddling stories or- And most of these old
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friends of Dad's had been to sea and were fairly worldly win. A
lot of them had been aU over the world sailing and into various
ports and they were quite in lune with the ways of the world. But
they were great storytellers and they'd have great [sloriesL
particularly the humorous stories that you'd get a laugh out of.
They weren't very serious.
But it was an evening's entertainment. Really, it was TV and
radio, it was the TV and radio of the time. One of those fellas
would come in and they could talk about things on a fairly broad
level They were familiar with a lot of things and a lot of places
and, at that stage, nothing was very awesome as far as they Wen!
concerned. They'd weathered a lot of storms and been in and out
of a lot of ports in their day.
So it was certainly entertaining, you know, for a little £ella around
there to hear these fellas talking about their stories. Dad himself.
he'd never sit down and directly teU you a story unless someone
else was there to stimulate him and he'd come up with something.
(RT95-15,SepI.2, 1992)
Both Lloyd and Charlie said that their childhood homes had been places where
men galhered 10 tell stories although in neither case was the host himself •
storyteller. Charlie's description of his father as lOa good listener" indicates that
telling stories is an interactive process which depends on having a good. audience
as well as a good performer. A person who appreciated. stories attraded.
storytellers. Linda Ofgh who studied. oral narrative in eastern Europe and the
United States, explained. that storytellers, by which she meant prominent
narrators of folktales, sought receptive listeners.
Storytellers I have known were performing artists and natural entertainers
of responsive audiences, unlike tellers of sensitive personal testimonial
narratives such as legends or life experiences. These storytellers became
recognized. because it was their personal need to practice their art. If no
one came to their houses, they went to the pub, the old folk's home, the
soup kitchen, the market, wherever people gathered 10 seek an audience.
(1995:10)
Lena (Rafuse) MacLeod and her husband, Jimmy had. vivid memories of
storytellers in the Belfry area sitting in kitchens entertaining listeners.
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RanaJd: Did you have storytellers out around he~ or what kind of stories
didyou-?
Jimmy: Oh. there was quite iii good storyteller, the~was an old
Madnly~dDan Madnlyft and LaudUe MacDonald.
Lena: Yes. he'd start to teU iii story. He smoked a pipe. you know, and he
had those long pieces of wood. that he'd cui off just for lighting the
pipe, that he'd put in the Waterloo stove. So he'd sit down in &ont
of the Waterloo slove and he'd start to leU this story. And. he'd put
his wood stick in the fir< to get the match to light his pipe. And
he'd go get his pipe and he'd light it and put it down. he'd be
telling the story. That's the only puff he ever took out of it. By the
time he went to take another puff, the light would be oul again.
Jimmy: He'd have to light it again.J (RT92-48, July 22, 1992)
Lengthy storytelling sessions in homes usually took place al times when
there was a break in the work cycle. Lloyd MacDonald mentioned. that
storytelling was a popular Ktivity in his home-obviously, not a Presbyterian
one---on Sundays: -(A)ppanntly they"d always head. for ow place on Sunday.
Never missed that we'd have somebody on SundayMO' And. thars all they'd do,
they'd sit there around. the house and they'd maybesmob and tft} stories" (9S-
21A). Arthur Severance: pointed out lhat there was noI just • day but a season for
visiting and telling stories.
Well, in the days when I was growing up. you made your own
entertainment. I was a young lad before radio came along. Radio
crippled it to some exlenl but nol too much. Bul in the fifties when the
"idiot box"4 arrived,. she went downhill faster. II did! Now you would
have a 101 of hou.se-I~housevisiling particularly in an area like this now,
you take late in lhe fall and through the winter. Lite in the fall. the
fishing was over such that you weren't fishing every day, eh. And. of
course, the winter, your boat was hauled out and all you had to do was
cui firewood. and hauled it home and brought it in and burned it. So you
kept yourself warm three ways that way (laughs).
But you had 10 have your food supply practkaUy in for the winter. We
had some stores thai were reasonably stoebd but not 10 the extent thai
you could depend on lhem for 10 go in and. buy what you wanted any day
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of the week, see. At thai time, welL all the freight in and oul was coming
by water: trading schooners, small steamers and so on.
So with this house-to-house visiting and the Cape Breton ceilidh-.
And dwing the time. sure to God, you know, sometime in the evening,
someone would say something that would tickle everybody's funny bone,
what? (chuckles.) (RT92-46A. Aug. 17. 1992)
Although house visits inaeased during the winter,S work continued. even
while people socialized, as Ruth Reid explained while discussing her youth in
Gaharus.
Well, they used to go out in the evening and lake their knitting with them
or whatever they were doing and they'd be there for, I guess, probably
sometimes till twelve o'clock, till micWght. just talking. And. the women
would be knitting and the men. the fishermen and anyone that was going
fishing, they used to be knitting lobster heads for their traps6•••• That's all
they done, they visited and ceilidhed around and then. well by the time
the women was through their work, they were too tired to do anything
else.' (RT95-25A, Sept. 4, 1995)
Both Arthur Severance and Ruth Reid used. the word Sfilidh which refers
to the Gaelic equivalent of the house visit. Ceilidh is a difficult word. to define
exactly as people use it in slightly different ways.~ the most
comprehensive Gaelic dictionary, stales that cilidh is both a noun meaning
"gossiping, visiting, visit. 2. [s]ojouming. 3. (plilgrimage. Air cheilidh. on a
visit, gossiping.... and a verb meaning '"(v}isit." Thewordceilidh(usually
dropping the accent mark) is used by anglophones throughout the British Isles
and North America though,. as the authors of one contemporary Gaelic: text
explain, the popular use of the word has been removed. from its original
meanings:
English has adopted. some other Gaelic words. One of these is dilidh,8
which originally meant a house-gathering at which tales were told, songs
were sung, and music was played. Nowadays a ceilidh usually means a
concert of Highland music and song. It is also used in Gaelic as a term for
visiting. (Robertson ItTaylor, 1993:45; author's emphasis)
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The people of east Cape: Breton are familiar with the use of the word ..cft1idh- to
describe a concert at which entertainers play traditional music. The tourist
industry also uses the term~ to label. cultural performance,
somewhat less fonnal than a conct!rt, and less self-consciously Scottish than ill
public ceilidh. At such an event. the tourist presumably suspends disbelief and
pretends to be in a house rather than in a hall or hotel lounge. However, when
the people of the Cabuus·Framboise area use the word ceilidh, they are usually
referring to their own traditional gatherings. 9
The simplest meaning of the word. ceilidh in Cape Breton is simply J.....rili1.
Arthur Severance, an English-speaker who had. • Gaelic-speaking mother,
explained,
...ceilidh was a Gaelic term for a visit, ill house-to-house visit. you know.
There's families meeting and the old feU., the old people, would say. well.
"Come ceilidh" and that just simply meant "Come in and. visit us."
(RT92-46A, July 24. 1992)
Lloyd MacDonald, who was raiHd in an EnglislHpeaking household, agreed
with Arthur.
Ranal& Among tho Gaelk-speaking Scots, tho people back in Gabarus Lake
and framboise and. that aI'U, when I say. "When were stones
told?"', tht first word that comes to mind is "ceiliclhs."
Uoyd: Ceilidh,. yeah. When you'd gettogi!lher for I visit
Ranald: Yeah. Did you use tht term ceilidh or was-?
Uoyd: Oh, yeah. We used it too.
RanaJd: So if people came over for an evening-.
Uoyd: Oh. they'd visit They'd come 10 visit my flther or my grandfather.
They used to call it, ·Come (or a criJidh- thtn.
Ranald: And whal would a ceilidh consist of?
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Lloyd: Well. they'd just come and. like we are doing here. sitting in the
house talking, drinking tea. That's about it, that's all. That's all,
mostly what they'd do, they'd come into the house and they'd have
a cup of lea and they'd talk about the weather and sometimes
they'd talk about their neighbours and anything that's going on.
And that's the only way we had of [knowing) what was going on in
the outside world because maybe the old feUa was getting the
paper and he was telling us what [was going on], maybe the news
would be a month old but still it was news. It was welcome.
(RT95-21A, Sept. 1, 1995)
Others said Ihat a ceilidh was more than a simple visit. Christene
(MacLeod) Maclean describes herself as have some Gaelic, while her sister-in~
law Annie (Munroe) Maclean says that she does not speak Gaelic. They told me
about ceilidhs wherein large groups of young people sat in rings on floors.
Annie agreed with Christene who said thai for an event to be a ceilidh. it needed
" [mlusic.. singing, and stories, storytelling and all this. There was a aowd"
(Rf 9~14A, Aug. 31, 1995). Dan Alex Macleod, a fluent Gaelic-speaker, agreed.
I sat in his kitchen one morning and asked:
Ranald: What is a ceilidh?
Dan Alex: Oh, a c:eilidh is a bunc:h of people coming here, singing Gaelic:
songs, maybe telling stories, maybe have a dance. Thars a ceilidh.
Ranald: Was every visit a ceilidh?
Dan Alex: I don't know, I- No! Like you coming here today, I wouldn't say
that's a ceilidh. Or anybody coming here. This would be in the
evening after work, it was always called. a c:eilidh.
Ranald: But it would. have to have that element of entertainment in it?
Dan Alex: Olt, yes.
Ranald: The songs and stories, music and whatever, some part of that?
Dan Alex: Oh, yes. It was entertainment (RT9'>24B, Sept. 2, 1995)
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Dan Alex's and Lloyd's contrasting opinions about whether my visit was a
ceilidh may have been influenced. by the fact that I visited Lloyd in the evening
and Dan Alex in the morning. As wen, my interview with Uoyd involved
considerable storytelling whereas at the point when I asked Dan Alex about
ceilidhs, we had been discussing social history. My visit with Uoyd was closer
to Dan Alex's definition in that it was an evening visit in which many stories
were told.
(John) Soutor Strachan, another fluent Gael, Lives less than five kilometres
overland from Dan Alex. His explanation of~ indicates that the
contradictions in meaning are not due simply to Anglophones and Gaels using
the word differently. During a Sunday aftemoon visit, Soutor discussed ceilidhs
in some detail.
Ranald: What made a house visit a ceilidh? Now, if I just lived. down the
road and came over and sat down and had an evening with you.
would thai be a ceilidh or what's a ceilidh?
Soutar: Yes, yes. You'd be a ceilidh, that you would discuss some
happenings of the place or- Yes.
Ranald: Would it take a certain number of people 10 make a ceiJidh or-?
Soutar: Not necessarily, not necessarily. You could have a good ceilidh by
yourseU and another person discussing happenin&$ and differenl
things that would interest one another if you were-.
Ranald: Now, were they planned sometimes?
Soutar: Planned? Well, I don't know.
Ranald: I mean, would you teU your neighbours, "Come ceilidh tonight?"
or-?
Soutor. Well, they'd plan. They'd make. plan. Probably they'd go to visit
and they used to play cards around here (as al pastime quite often.
They did. different games, mostly Cri~geand Auction Forty-Five
and Auction Five Hundred and Fifty-eight. II was very much in
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the wintertime, this Fifty-Eight, they caU it "Fifty-Eight,'" yes,.
think the game is Sixty-Three. But anyway. they'd gather- Many's
a game we had here. The friends would come from next door and
from different families around and play.
You can call a ceilidh two people discussing and telling just-.
Irs more or less passing the evening. you know, the time in the
evening, long winter evenings and. you went out to visit a friend.
Usually there'd probably be two go out for a visit at a ceilidh. But I
would say that one person could come to the ceilidh and make it a
ceilidh. There was an old expression then, ''''bhll mi ciilidh." "1 was
visiting so-and-so." .. WeD, in Gaelic it would be, ..aha mi air ciiIidh
aig lain Str4clum,H "8M miair ciilidh," I was fora visit to John
Strachan's. WeD, you can go and say your name, like you visited.
me here today. But a ceilidh. usually it happened. in the evening. it
began in the evening.
Ranald: It was usually in the winler. was it?
Soutar: Yes, more or less the ceilidh time was. You know, it was after the
summer's work was done... (RT95--UB, Aug. 30, 1995)
Whether ceilidhs were quiet visits or large gatherings, people remember
them fondly. Mary Ann (MacDonald) Macleod used the word to desaibe both
visits from next-door neighboun and large gatherings, none of which were
dependent on an invitation. She still lives in her family home on the shore of
Gabacus Lake, the scene of many lively evenings. She warmly recalled. the sighl
of visitors approaching in the night Mary Ann and her family would "just get
chairs for everyone to sit down in. My mother always had bannock and com
cake and that stuff ready, serve tea and- Oh, it was Sftat, you know. You'd see
them coming down the ice with the lantern." When the guests arrived, they used
to "sit around telling storits and laughing" (RT 95--198, Sept 1. 1995).
Ceilidhs were undoubtedly fun but, as Uoyd MacDonald implied. (above),
they also had an important role in the exchange of information. The
entertainment came only after the sharing of news. Joe Neil MacNeil described.
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the ceilidhs of his youth in Big Pond. Cape 8ftlon in lain yntil Dawn (1987),
Joe, who later became II proll'\iMnt storyteUer, valued ceilidhs because they were
settings for telling Stori6 and for enlertairutwnt generally (24-31) but he
emphasized tha' ceiliclhs had an important function in the dissemination of news
(12-15; see also Martha MacDonald, 1986:69, and Natalie Mad'lterson, 1981:278).
Soutor Strachan in his disc:ussion of ceilidhs also sttt'SSed that this aspect of the
house visit.
Soutor: They used to have some great evenings at the homes-<eilidhs and
little parties, milling frolics, summer pknics-once or twice in
every school SKtion to gather up a little money to pay for a
teacher-and box. socials and the likes of that, everybody
competing to gel the girls' boxes for to help bring in a little more
money.l0
RanaJd: Can you teU me about ceilidhs? What was a ceilidh? What would
a ceilidh be like?
Soutar: Well. as I remember, it would. be talking about the happenings of
the plact. And then very seldom c:lid I hear too much discussions
about politics, only coming on ftection tiJ:ne. 'There'd be a little
huted arguments probably ocaamd that, but otherwise it would
blow over and after irs over and done with.. they'll be Nck to
normal again. But then they'd discuss farm work. discuss
conditions on the road.- and. oh, they'd always find lots to say. I
remember quite well people coming, older people, coming to visit
my father and. mother, and they'd have lots to talk about, probably
about their own youns: days, you'd hear some pretty good slories
about what was going on. the happenings in their own time,
although they'd probably be some aoss al the youngslers of the
day 100, what they w.... doing. But anyway,lhey'd probably sing
you a couple of Gaelic songs. U somebody was inlerested in
singing and would like to hear, they'd let go. There was some
around here that could really do it, 100.
Ranald: I understand Framboise had • lot of really good singers.
Soutor: Oh, they did. so. Thty did so. I've often heard the expression lhat
there was Mver was a place in Cape Breton Island that you could
hear-. This came from these ministers that served here. And.
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they'd walk for miles to hear them. I had a cousin, he was a
Strachan too. He lived next door here. He was about the best
English-, he had Gaelic: too but when he'd sing English-I'm
referring now to church, to service in church, as a soloist-he was
supreme.
Ranald: So what else did they do at I.he ceilidhs?
Soutar: Drink tea! (chuckles) Yes, tea time. Well, they would talk, ifs
simply hard to remember what they'd talk about. They'd talk
about everything concerning the community or the place, if
somebody arrived from somewheftS or if somebody-. Oh. there
was different things to talk about, it'd be hard to remember.
Ranald: Did they have instrumental music?
Soutor: WeU, mainly two, probably three: the accordion, the pipes, and the
fiddle.
Ranald: And did people dance at a ceilidh or just lislen to the music:?
Soutar: Oh, no - well. there'd be some during the ceilidh that if they
had the music, they'd clear a place in the dining room or in one of
the rooms and put a square set on. And stepdance, there was some
good. stepdancen around here, the women as weD as the men'd get
out and tap it down on the Door. You don't see thatloday, thars
for sure.
[Pause while I turn tape over.)
Ranald: When they told slories at ceilidhs, did they tend 10 be about their
own lives or people around, that sort of lhing, or what?
Soutor: WeD, there would be a discussion about their own lives. Of course,
the question would be asked by the others, some of the party aboul,
they'd lell a little concerning their own family or what happened or
conditions in the household and that. Well there was lots of
discussions, there was no doubt about it. I remember them coming
here and sit down in the comer and they'd talk till eleven o'clock at
night.
Ranald: Were there people around here who were known as storytellers?
Soutor: WeD, there was. To my knowledge, there must have been because
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they could tell you stories that were really good, you know. It was
tnteresting to young people mel it was the Gaelic language that
they were speaking and those of us thai could understand the
Gaelic would listen in. too.
Ranald: What kind of stories were they telling?
Soutar: Oil. my dear. Wel~ 1don't know. 11wrt was, oh, happenings in the
community as .. whole. if there was something happened or
something occurred that, something would happen that shouldn't
be put on II tape, ~(Laughkr).
[After some discussion. we 61ablish thai he is not talking about either scandal or
off-colour stories but is thinking of a specific instance of a man making a wilty
remark at the expense of his neighbours.l (R1%-11A&:B, Aug. 30, 1995)
Many people related childhood memories of listening to adults teUing
stories at house partits and ceilidhs. Angus ArdUe MacQueen was one of
several who told of being so frightened as a dilld. by ghost stories told al ceilidhs
that, "Sometimes, you'd be5Caftd to go home." (RT9S-11A,Sept. 1, 1995).11 One
anonymous Cape Breton writer stressed lhe importance of the mixed age group
at these events in passing on foUdore, ""Young and old attended. making the
cl!ilidh house essentiaJ in the transmission of traditional song, music and story'"
(""How you make a C~Uidh. ..,- 9). Hown-ft', the Cape Breton ceilidh did. nol
belong 10 a romantic: time and place in which the young all sat speUbound at the
feet of their eklers, eagerly awaiting the next song or SIOry. Christine (Macleod)
Abrams said of ceilidhs, -. suppose they did teU stories. I don't know thai us as
chi.1dren paid thai much attention to the grown-ups. We just had our own
playt;me and way 01 Uving" (RT92-39B, Aug. 13, 1993).
Joe Neil MacNeil viewed ceilidhs as significant in aeating a strong sense
of community......1 still mainlain thai the house--visits were good. for bringing
people together and keeping them happy and lhat they kept them close to Nth
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other and in harmony physically and spiritually; I see it as iii great loss that so
much of this has declined and grown so rare" (17). However, Joe Neil said that
he was unusuaJ in that he spenl time with older people at ceilidhs in Big Pond,
"When young people, two or three or four of them were together, they would
spend more time in their own company and socialize more among themselves"
(13). Social interaction at Cabarus ceilidhs followed iii similar pattern according
to Ruth Reid.
Ranald: Did they teU stories at ceilidhs?
Ruth: Oh, yes. They used to be, now, the men, iii lot of the younger feUas
would come down, they used. to come to our place and my father
used to be telling them stories about when he was sailing you
know I years ago, and the men'd be talking, they'd be talking about
fishing and whoever was sailing they'd be talking about that and-.
My father died in 1935. He was an invalid for fourteen yeus with
arthritis.
Ranald: Oh. -- Can you remember any of the stories he used to leU?
Ruth, No. They'd be ..!king. Like he'd be silting down.lhey'd be
around. They'd be talking. Of course, we'd be, some of the girls
probably and the younger felIas would be down and. we'd be
probably in the room talking [i.e., the living room]. And we used.
to play cards, I never played cards in my life. One time, we weren't
allowed. to have cards in the house and then later yean I could.
never learn. But we used to playa game with cards, it was called
Rook and there was different coloun from one to fourteen and
{our'd play. And we'd sometimes be playing that and we wasn't
paying any attention to what the men were talking about. No.
(RT95-25A, Sept. 4, 1995)
Adults and children spent considerable lime together at ceilidhs and
house parties while youths-with the exception of those with a spedal interest in
adult activities-often kept their own company in a separate room.
Undoubtedly young people courted at ceilidhs as they did atvtglia, the tightly
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chaperoned, adult<ontrolled. evening visits in itAly CFAlassi, 1980:105-143).
Margaret MacPhail, an elderly Cape Breton author. brought attention to the
courtship aspect of c:eilidhs in her novel. I«b 8m [Yor (1970). In a chapter
about a ceilidh at a home with two teenage girls, a visitor observes, 1'm not the
least astonished the lads out number (sic) those beautiful lassies two 10 one;
where there is honey, the bees will gather" (20).
Despite the voluntary segregation of the youths, house visits were still
primary venues for tnnsmission of stories and it was here that children got a
schooling in the community's oral narratives. Visiting was an important activity.
Both hosts and visitors were expected 10 behave according to well-understood
social roles. Today in mainstream North American. society, the word "visitor'"
has a passive quality, one who simply goes to another's house and. is cared for by
the host,. a role not entirely di.f&rmt from a guest at a holel.12 But, as the
anonymous writer quoted. above explained, .....one does not 'go for a ceilidh' but
'makes a ceilidh.' A (sic) old-time visitor does not expect to be entertained but
contributes news, stories, a song or tune"" ("'How you cnake._,- 9).13
COlJ'llMnts made by two elderly people from Cabarus Lab and Belfry
reveal people's expee:t.ations of visitors in this region during the first half of the
twentieth CfntuI'y. When I asked Mary Ann Macleod why eft1idhs do not
happen any more, she replied, "'I don't know in the world. The younger people
have no interesl in thai kind of work. Now, the TV tabs up a lot of their lime."
And wh.en Alison MacCormick and I were discussing my greal·unde. RanaJd
Murdoch MacDonald, Alison comp1imenled. him, saying:
Ranald was a good visilor. A real good neighbour. When we were living
in the old house, you know, my father's house, an old. house- I can
remember one cold., cold day in the winter, you'd look out and there was
Ranald coming. And we hild an old Waterloo stove and it was just
humping. It was full of [pine?). Cood heater. Ranald came in and he was
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sitting down (laughs). Whatever happened to the stove, it made one
crack. "Lord save us!" he said. "The frost is coming out of ill" (All laugh)
"Lord save U5!"14 (RT95-3A. Aug. 27. 1995)
Visiting then was work and people were evaluated on their abilities as visitorsJs
4.3 Other Storytelling Venues
The community had other important storyteUing venues besides ceilidhs
and house visits. Mary Maggie MacCormick (Mary. the daughter of Maggie, see
Appendix 3) ran a post office out of her farmhouse in Framboise Intervale (Plates
4.1 and 4.2). She explained:
Oh, they'd come before the mail waiting for the mall 10 arrive. II was
coming from Grand River. And they'd be here before it would come and
then they'd have to wait until thaYs sorted. There was eight families then
and there's only four now, getting mail. that would gel mail So, there'd
be many. a Slory told. (RT92-8A, July 27, 1982)
She explained that in the winter, when night came early and the mail was often
late, people "told ghost stories a lot of the time, which I didn't like to hear."16
She also remembered. the wit and playful nature of her neighbours, which was
typical of Cape Breton Scots. Witty comments often inspired anecdotes (as in the
case of Ranald and the stove).11
Bul we had one £ella driving the mail, taking the mail from Fourchu, and
he had a wooden leg. And this day my mother says, '1 wonder"-His
name was Angus Stewart-"1 wonder what Angus"-II was hailing and
raining and it was miserable-'1 wonder what will he say today." He
came in, took that chair, took it over in the comer, then went on his one
knee, going to pray (laughs). Ah, poor Angus, he's gone. And a lot of
them. mostly all of the mail drivers that was around are passed away.
(RT92-8A)
As in other rural communities throughoul North America, general stores
were popular settings for storytelling.1S As Uoyd MacDonald explained,
merc.hants recognized this function to the degree that stores were laid out with
storytelling in mind.
Ranald: You were telling~ wanted to get this on the tape recorder but I
missed iI-you were telling me about the men telling stories in the
stores. Can you. just tell me about that again?
Lloyd, Down the.. around Gobarus the...... They didn't he.. [Fourcltu)
but down in G.Jbarus, there was-I don't know how many-maybe
seven, eight stores there and each store had, well. maybe four, five,
six. probably ten men used to go to that store and. they'd sit around.
the evening.. they'd teU stories. Down at the Barachois, there was
three stores. There was John Grants and Will MacDonald's. They
were, well, probably a hundred. feet apart and right across the road
from Will MacDonald's was Joe Gray's and they too had their own
customers. They'd come In.. don't think they spent any money but
they just sat around ta1ldng the evening. If somebody came in,
they'd watch what they were buying and-. WeU. thars the way
life was in Gabarus.
And up on the Hill. it was the same. Dave Hardy's, it was the
same. He had. a store there. He had. his aew. And today there's
no stores only Annie Hardy's. Is Annie Hardy still going?19
Ranald: Yeah.. I think so, I've been driving by and I've seen the door open.
Lloyd: Yes, I've seen the door open and thafs about the mel of it TIwre
wasa-.
Uoyd: No, they had. seals made around. the store, right around. the sides of
the store, around the.store, wooden benches, and. thats what they
used. Benches. ] don't remember ever seeing any chairs there.
And then upstain, over at John Granfs store, they had the
barbershop and Leonard Gardener used to cut hair up there. He
had a barber chair there and there'd always be a gang there. Five
cents to get their hair cut20 (RT95-23A, Sept. I, 1995)
Although Lloyd said that there had not been storytelling sessions in the stores of
Fourchu, Arthur Severance, who was born fifteen years before Uoyd, could
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remember when they occ:urftd. regularly. He also said that lobster factories
around Cape Breton were good places for hearing stories.
Ranald: When did you tend to hear stories? When did you hear stories.
what kind of occasions?
Arthur: WeD. at the time I heard that story down north there, it was just one
of those days when, well, just after a stann and a buneh of feUas
around.21 And they wert just sitting around there, spinning yams.
Some of them would be talking about something that actually
happened you know. And. they'd go on and some of them would
have to go on from there to taU tales. And lhat'd be one instance,
something like that. But mostly, it would be around the lobster
factory at home now, and this store thai was dose to the
factory. You'd catch a few of them thereon slack time or in bad
weather or something.
Ranald: So people would just go into the store and sit around and leU
stories?
Arthur: Oh, yeah,. yeah. And the old factory boss, Steve Holmans, great big
man, must have weighed close to three hundred pounds. He was a
big man. And he liked to listen to them, get these feRas going,
yeah. (RT95-<;B, Aug. 28, 1995)
Wakes were another popular storytelling venue as they were in many
countries.22 Stories of the uncanny were especially popular among those who
sat up with the corpse. Jimmy Philip Macleod explained:
They used. to have a wake in the house for three nights, Ihree nighls before
the funeral. And the week of the wakes, everybody went, you know. It
was all night long! And there always was somebody there that, that could
tell stories, you know. Keep people awake. (RT92-SB, July 22. 1992)
In essence, when people had the time and place 10 teU stories, they did-a
situation which has not changed greatly over the years.
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4.• Contemporary Storytelling and Storytellers
Storytelling is still ill lively tradition in the Gabarus-Framboise area.
Stories usually emerge whether one is visiting an old couple, leaning against ..
car with local men outside ill sweltering community hall, or just sitting in II
kitchen while II housewife prepares dinner. Many people regu1arIy use
narratives either to illustrate points in connrsation or Simply to entertain.
Although most members of the community are, al the least, competent
storytellers, they reserve the title of il2JXIr1kr: for the elderly and for Gaelic
speakers. Their storytelling is informal, face-tOolace, and part of everyday life.
No narrators are paid for their art nor do they perform in festivals and other
settings which require distance from their audience.
One of the prime storytelling venues mnains the house visit. Despite
complaints that the ceilidh has disappearecl. not only is visiting neighbours a
major pastime but storytelling mel. exchanging news are parts of every visit One
middle-aged Fourchu couple who I barely knew, exprnsed great
disappointment when after I knocked. on their door I discovered that I was al the
wrong house. In rural Canada. many people look forward to visits. Counny
people live by rules which sometimes diHer from urban socia.I norms. The
Chicag~based. advice columnist, Ann Landers, has often said. ...An uninviled
guesl is an unwanted guest,'" definitely not Gabarus--Framboise etiquette.
The day of the large ceilidh with. an inter·generationat aowd converging
on one house has passed, due to such fadors as the decline in and aging of the
population,. the cars which allow younger people to visit peers outside the
community, and, of course, television. However, Ihough every house has a
television,. rarely was one on when I arrived. WMn televisions were on, in all
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but two or three instances, the homeowners turned them off immediately as I
entered.. Even in the exceptional cases, the television was only background noise
and not a focus of attention-aJlhough I was occasionally distracted. by the .uttics
of Wile E. Coyote and 'The Roadrunner.
Visiting almost always involves the exchange of stories as weD as "tea," a
small meal (served at any time of day) which includes very strong lea-never
coffee-a few rolls or sandwiches and a plate of home-cooked 5weets.2J
Contemporary evening visits, with their exchanging of news, storytelling, and
the inevitable "cup of tea," seem to have changed little from the more intimate
ceilidhs of an earlier era described. by Soutor Strachan. (In Chapter V, I examine
a contemporary house visit.)
Storytelling does go on at public gatherings, such as the Volunteer Fire
Department Barbecue, seniors' gatherings at any of the community halls, or the
annual milling &olic. However, this storytelling is less formal and takes place on
the periphery. It exists as an aspect of communication among individuals in
small groups. At the Gabarus Lake milling &olic, the community celebrates its
heritage and raises funds for the church by re-enading an old work ritual. Older
people sit around a table rhythmically pounding a length of wool doth and
singing Gaelic songs, just as some used to do when they had to shrink a newly-
woven cloth in their youth (see Plate 4.3). The milling lable is the focus of the
evening and the singers are the main entertainers.24 However, storytelling takes
place in the chairs spread throughout the hall and in the parking lot outside. At
any festive gathering. one hears the buzz of conversation regularly broken by
hearty laughter as humorous tales come to an end. In fact, people share
nanatives wherever they gather, just as they did in the past-in the fishing
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shanties of Gaharus and Fourchu, outside the United and Presbyterian churches,
or at the gas pumps by MacKinnon's Store in Framboise.
Residents also take their stories with them when they leave their
community, whether to go to Sydney or S1. Peter's to shop, to altend fiddle
concerts anywhere on the Island, or, in the case of those who are not teetotaUers,
to spend some time at a bar. In these places, they partidpate in a greater Cape
Breton storytelling tradition sharing serious or humorous tales with others.
In a sense, the community reaches beyond its geographic: borders. Many
who move away retain links with the area. My grandparents, Fred. and Dolena
Thurgood, moved into Sydney in the 19205. They lived on Wame Street.. just off
Alexandra, the main route from Gabarus. Their home served for over four
decades as a stopping point for Gabarus-Framboise residents with business to
attend to in town. They also boarded young people coming to Sydney to attend
school or to work, helping them slay dose 10 Iheir rural roots as Ihey adjusted to
urban life. When Dolena entered her nineties, she happily moved to 1'he Cove"
nursing home, a favourite place for the Gaelic-speakers of her community to
spend their final years (although its residents came from many communities and
spoke at least three different native languages-English, French, and Gaelic).
Other community residenls, many of whom left in the 19305, retain homes in the
area and are welcomed each summer as though they had never left. Residents
have no special words or expressions to distinguish summer relumees &om
permanenl residents. I only discovered who had. returned from Sydney, Boslon,
or British Columbia when a casual reference was made in conversation. A
shared history and oral culture aDows former residents to fit in immediately
upon their return.
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4.5 The Storytellers
I have classed community members into nine categories according to their
use of narratives. These categories are nol mutually exclusive though most
people lean toward a particular one.
1) Enthusiast/performers are those with a deep interest in stories f¥'r st, who tell
lengthy narratives, which may last from fifteen to twenty-five minutes, about
a variety of topics. This category consists of two men from Fourchu, AJ1hur
Severance and Uoyd MacDonald, who are recognized as storytellers
throughout the community (see Chapters Vllk VD). 1spent a great deal of
time with these two men and found that not only did they enjoy hearing and
telling stories but they also liked talking about storytelling. Both provided
considerable contextual information about storytelling situations.
2) Other speciaHzed storytellers tell many stories, usually not as long, focusing
on a narrower range of topics of personal interest. For example, Dan Alex
Macleod and Maggie MatQueen. both native Gaelic speakers, have numerous
stories about supernalural occ:urrences (see Chapter VIO). Both can provide
lengthy narratives on other topics but often direct the conversation to
supernatural stories.
3) Typical raconleurs are nol necessarily recognized as storyteUers in the
community. They have many short narratives on various topics which they
can use skilfully in conversation. Each of these people has a few favourite
themes (e.g., personal experiences, family history. rum-running, humorous
anecdoles, or local characters) bul also tells stories aboul various olher lopics.
The majority of the area's older (and perhaps younger) residents fall into this
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category. Roy, Florence, Jimmy, and Lena MacLeod, are all typical raronteurs
(see Chapter V).
4) Other tradition boRn may not use nanatives adeptly but may still be
referred to locally as people who -t.ave stories." These are generally Gaelic-
speakers with considerable expertise in some area of traditional knowledge
deemed valuable by both Scottish and English neighbours. The late Philip
MacDonald of Cabarus 1.ake, a noted Gaelic singer and expert on Gaelic lore,
was a prime example of a highly-regarded. tradition bearer whose specialties
were in Gaelic singing and knowledge about both healing and Gaelic
traditions generaUy.
5) A minority of people in the community are non-ttorytellers, who rarely use
narratives. Some members of this group have other cultural specialties such
as music. Two of the area's highly regarded fiddlers art not storytellers.
6) Oral historians (not those who colled and. provide writtm analyses of oral
history) are experts on local history who can provide detailed desaiptive
accounts of -the old days." In most cases, they raftly use narrative but can
give detailed a«owtts of whAt life used to be like. (This category is closely
related to #4, above). Many women are oral historians who are very good at
desaibing their earlier lives and who have considerable knowledge of the
people who preceded. them.
7) Rhodena Clark is a local historian, an amateur historian who researches both
oral and written DYIlerial and then writes about her region. She is also •
storytelling oral hislorian who adds interesting lales. obtained. in her
documentary research. to her spoken repertoire.
8) The retired sea captain BNce Smith and Christine Abrams, who worked as •
domestic in Massachusetts, are narrators of life stories. The two provided
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lengthy accounts of their life experiences when I interviewed them. In both
cases, their stories were focused pri.mariIy on the topic of making a living.
These life stories appear to be created partly by the interview situation-I do
not expect that these people teU these lengthy stories to every visitor. In fad.
Broce has entertaiMd. me on differt!nt visits with humorous anecdotes about
life in Gabarus. However, when I interviewed these two people, my style did
not differ greatly from my usual Their own interests guided. the interviews,
thus it is valid to regard their life stories as produds of their storytelling and
not of my interviewing method.. In the past, I have recorded. a few lile stories
from people in other parts of Canada and have occasionally heard a person
relate his or her life story when I was simply talking wilh them. 25
9) Michael MacKinnon, who with his wife Carolyn ran the Fnmboise store until
they moved away in 1998. was the only specialized joke teller in the
community. Though humorous anecdotes about known characters an II.
mainstay of loc:al humour, jokes about anonymous people are rare. Mike is
originally from East Bay. ADOtMrsmaU. rural Cape Breton community, uld.
has lived in New Brunswick, Ontario, and. the: Yukon. He attnbutes his wide
repertoire of jokes partly to his former career in insurance investment during
which h. heOld llW\y jokes at coru.r.nces (RT92-32B. Aug. 12, 1992). Mike
also tells persorw. experience narratives and stories of locally happenings.
The only other person in the community who told. jokes to me is John Neil
MacLean, not a specialist in this genre. John Neil commutes to Sydney where
he works as an electrician and where he likely hears his jokes.26
Two important f•.ctors should be considered in regard to the above
categorizations. First, as mentioned previously, I did not have access to all
storytelling venues and therefore must have missed. some types of storyteUers.
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Second.. people's storyteUing style is often affected by the interview situation.
Some area residents were uncomfortable either with me or with the formality of
the interview situation. More than one began telling stories only after the tape
recorder was turned off. Perhaps a few were shy and. did not have time to
become comfortable with me. Some people, such as Buddy Macleod and Philip
MacDonald (both are now deceased) were highly recommended to me as people
"with stories" but told me only the briefest narratives whether in interviews or
during informal visits. This may have been because we were unable to develop a
proper storytelling situation, because Gaelic (of which I know little) was their
prime storytelling language, or because they were not narrators but people who
possessed other oral lore of significance (as in category #4). Like most attempts
to categorize human behaviour, this one is inexad.
StoryteUers share many traditional skills with other community members.
Most tradition bearers spt'cialize in only a few traditions, some excelling in more
than one. For instance, Arthur Severance was both an outslanding storyleller
and a fine piper. Dan Alex II1l...DInl MacDonald was both a Gaelic storyteller
and a composer of songs, including the well·known "Gran do C1urlp Brmtuinn,"
(0. A. MacDonald, 1()"13). Alex Maclean is a fiddler, a maker of fiddles, and a
woodworker. The late Heclor MacCormick and. his son j.e.'" were and are both
storytellers and pranksters, their practical jokes providing more material for
stories. Hedor was also a Gaelic singer. His wife, Mary Maggie MacCormick
was an oral historian, a kniuer, and a Gaelic singer. Patsy Macleod. is an
outstanding quilter who teaches her aaft to younger women and is also a good
cook and a teller of personal experience narratives. Other traditional skills
common to this area include: card playing, cooking, berry picking, farming,
fishing (sport and commercial), gardening, knowing genealogies, house building
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and repair, hunting. doing needle aaft, and being able to navigate both woods
and barrens.
4.6 The Stories
Most of the stories told by all storytellers are concemed with past life in
the immediate region. The enthysiast! performers told some stories from other
areas (notably, greater Cape Breton and Newfoundland). Some tellers also had
personal experience stories about their lives outside the area. However, even
these stories usually fit within popular local narrative themes:
1) fishing and the sea,
2) rescues, wrecks and tragedies,
3) community and Iamily lUs'ory.
4) supernatural experiences,
5) treasure (this topic often overlaps with #4),
6) the 'old days' and everyday life before wwn,
7) work and making a liVing,
8) illegal activity (induding rum-running) and reckless behaviour
9) tall tales,
10) local charaders, and
11) humorous situations (including pranks) and willy remarks.
There is considerable overlapping of these eleven themes. The two people who
told me lengthy life stories centred on the topic of work and makjns a IjyjDS also
included many of the above as sub-themes.
Although I collected some migratory legends such as the well-known tale
of a gambler who discovers that the stranger playing cards with him is the devil
(quoted in Chapter 0), I did not hear any contemporary legends.21 Also lacking
were the lengthy .sgt.luImr--the Scottish. hero and wonder tales told by the
Gaelic storyteller Joe Neil MacNeil (1987) &om Big Pond, thirty kilometres away.
Though researchers have collKted many of these tak's throughout Cape
Breton,28 even the oldest people in the Gabarus-Framboise region cannot
remember anyone telling them. The absence of these stories is probably due to a
combination of fadors:
1) As John Shaw exp1ained, "'In Cape Breton, this class of tale is to be found in
the Catholic areas only, though. tales of a less elaborate variety, particularly
humorous stories are to be found in the Presbyterian areas. The absence of
longer tales outside the Catholic areas can be directly attributed to their
condemnation by the fundamenlalist dfl'g)' at least &om the sixteenth.
century" (MacNeil, xxiv-xxv). J. F. ~pbell ruched a similar conclusion
about storytelling in the Hebrides in the mid-19th century.29 However, his
associate, Hector Maclean. a schoolmaster from Islay who collected tales in
the Ou.ter Hebrides, associated the loss with other social factors as weD.
The most of the people in Barra and South Uist are Roman Catholics, can
neither read nor write, and hardly know any English. From these
cittumstane:es it is extremely improbable that they have borrowed much
from the literaluft of other nations. in North Ubt and. Hmis, these: tales
are nearly gone, and this, I believe, to be owin& putly to re.ting, which in
a manner supplies a substitute for them, partly to bigoted religious ideas,
and partly to narrow utilitarian views a. F. Campbell, 1860, vol. l:v4 vi).
Religion, then, might not be the whole explanation. Shaw cited the case of
Black Point in Vidoria County, an isolated Cape Breton Protestant community
in which such stories Wffe told until the 19205 (xxv). In addition, many of the
Scottish settlers in the Gabarus-Framboise area emigrated from the mainly-
Protestant Island of North U"ISI,. where Hector MacLean observed. that the Q),es
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were nearly gone a century and a half ago. Nonetheless, stnnachits &om that
island provided Donald Fergusson (1984) with numerous wonder tales and
myths as well as with considerable oral history in the 1960s and 70s.
2) Dan Alex Macleod suggested that the age of the immigrants may have
caused a break in their oral traditions: "See, most of those feUas-. Well, my
people, they were young coming over here. My grandfather was only FIVE
YEARS OLD. My great-grandfather was only THIRTY. And my great-
grandmother that's on the MacDonald side, was only TWENTY-FIVE"
(RT95-24A, Sept. 2, 1995).
3) Linda Degh emphasized the importance of eminent tradition bearers on the
transmission of folktales, explaining that the German folklorist Wilhelm
Wisser (1926) "attributed the existence of Mlirchen-ridt and Mlirc:hen-poor
communities to the presence or abscence of good storytellers in the Wetime of
the last three generations'" (1995:11). The telling of Mllrchen and lengthy hero
lales is a specialized art. Narrators of these tales were probably rare on the
Protestant islands from which the settlers emigrated. When we consider that
young families comprised. the majority of immigrants and that the role of
storyteller usually falls upon the elderly, the absence of such specialists
among the settlers in the Gabarus-Framboise area and the resultant lack of
these stories is not surprising.
Another type of narrative which has not disappeared but which has
changed fonn is the.1All.Jilc. Elderly people remember local MUnchausens who
could relate lengthy stories of their fantastic: adventures. Today, these
storytellers are gone. Truman Clark, who claimed. to have been swept on and off
a ship without spilling his tea. was among the last (Caplan, 1995:161-63).
Truman passed. away in 1998. When I visited. him and his wife Rhodena, his
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health was failing and he said little because of shortness of breath. But he still
had a twinkle in his eye and was able to articulate his approach to telling stories.
Rhodena: Truman teUs a story about when he and Joe Bagnell, they'd both be
up there a lot in the winter. And someone was kind enough to loan
them a lantern to come home with. And, I guess they got tired. of
carrying this lantern and they hung it on a tree.•5 that the way the
slory goes?
Truman: 1guess.
Rhodena: That's the truth of it. I believe they told the story like a deer had
come along, hooked it. got the lantern hooked on its horns or some
such thing (laughter).
Truman: There's no use in telling somelhing unless you can stretch it a bit
(laugh'er). (RT95-4A, Aug. 28. 1995)
Neighbours also claim that Uoyd MacDonald tells tall tales. U so, his are
more subtle than those of many earlier tellers. Uoyd, unlike one Fourchu
neighbour, could nol outrun bullets nor were his three-pound potatoes as big or
fantastic as John~ Macleod's cabbages thai he mistook for sheep when he
saw them from a distance. When I asked Lloyd about his "exploding cabbages,"
his response seemed within the realm of possibility.
Ranald: J heard that you grew some cabbages so big they exploded, one
time (laughing).
Lloyd: l...d.id.. They did that last year on me.
Ronald, Oh (Iaug/lingl.
Lloyd: Yeah. Yeah. I grew them too fast. Thars three or four times, they
exploded on me. And this year-.
Ranald: What do you mean, "they exploded"?
Lloyd: They grew so fast that they blew themselves apart. They were just
the same as you'd exploded. them. if you'd put a charge inside of
the-IT"S HARD TO BELIEVE but they were just open right up
like, no good for nothing. Oh, dandy, weill had six or seven. they
just blew.o pieces. WeD. look boy. I'LL TELL YOU WHAT
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HAPPENED to than. there COlM a shower of rain and they sucbd
the water up too quick-it was dry-they got the water too quick
and they jus' (forces hands oulWatd). Thoy'll do Iha~ you know,
just pop, beause they-. But I Mel some dandy cauliflower this
year. I had.bout half a dozen and I think every one was about
eight inches 'CIVS5, boy, they Weft. But they grow so Ias~ they
were-first week in August, they were over. I don't know if it was
the ground. up here or what. Tees, I brought them zucdUnis theno,
they were thai long [gesturesl. thad OM only a couple ofyNlS
ago, they were 18 inches long, you ever seen one that big?
(1IT95-2IB, Sopt I, 1995)
Of course, any good tall·ta1e teUer insists that his story is true. However. Uoyd
foUawed the story of the cabbages with descriptions of cauliflowers and
zucchinis of large but believable sizes. breaking away from the usual tall·talJ
pattern of ending the tale with the exaggerated claim. Tall·tale teUers usually
begin by grounding their story in rulity and then lead the listener into the world
of fantasy and lies.3D Furthermore, Peter Nuv~z advised me that the cae
Radio science show '"Quirks and Quarks'" once presented a program explaining
the phenomenon of exploding vegetables, suggesting that Uoyd's tale had a
factual basis.
Though the autobiographical tall-tale teD~waysmal~m to
have vanished.lheir tales live on. Howevtr.1hey are always attributed. to
particular narrators. These include John Rafuse of Fourchu.lR.ac Townsend of
G.b.rus, and Neil Aldlie Mac:lntyft and Walml Dan Macleod. both of
Gabarus Lake. However. the most famous teUm in the regions were Charlie.
John, MalcoIm. and Norman~Macleod. (their father John~made
barrels, see Appendix 3) of Fnmboise.
Arthur Severance gave me a thorough description of a tan~tale session
involving John and Norman Cooper in a Fourchu general store. Arthur was fint
hesitant about mentionins their names. However. when he realized that others
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had told me about the Coopers, he was willing to name them in subsequent
interviews. Arthur does not teU tall tales as first-person accounts, yet in his
storytelling, he shows appreciation for the style of earlier narrators. The
instigating role of the fadory boss, the gradual unfolding of the tale. the careful
attention to detail. the straight·faced nature of the leDers, and the competition
between the brothers are aU important elements of this tall-tale session.
Ranald: You were... talking about Truthful Paul (Maclellan) and. you wert!
saying that he was "a master storyteller." What do you consider II
master storyteller to be?
Arthur: WeD•... I have betn told. that the Caelic-speaking Scots, pretty
nearly any community that you went, you'd have one--at least
one-accomplished. storyteller and he could. oh, possibly, make
them up. you know. But the stories were loki simply for
enlertainmmt, thars all
But, as I said. we did have a family, they were up at (Framboise).
There was one member of the family, he never went as fu as the
Strait of Canso. And there ~re four boys. O}". we had two of
them living in Fourchu for,a while. And I used. to like to g~ down
(chuckles).
Well, I think possibly by not mentioning any nunes, there was
one of the old feUas Oohn) th.1t worked in the lobster f,adory. And
he could teU some pretty tall ones. Another feUa (Norman) lived.
right handy there and. there was • store right alongside the factory.
And the old factory boss would like to go in there ,and-.
Sometimes, if there was a cby-lib ,after,a stonn-and there
wouldn't be any lobster packins going on. He had one of the
young £elias t'OIM in from the fKlory,and he'd tell him he wanted.
to see this certain. man (who) worked. there. Happened that w-r
this day. And tho INn ame in and the old fadory boss said 10 this
UW\-'Course the man figured that the boss had some puticulu
job for him to do, you know. But he (saidL 1ohn. no rush about it.
John." he said. "'Sit down," he said, ",and have a smoke. Have a bit
of,a chat for a little while, [wei have lots of time. There's nothing
much. going on.," he said. "'The [inaudible) c,an handle it ail fm
fine."
So, just about this time, one of the other brothers (Nonnan) came
in. The weolhet. couple of days prmous, i(d been high winds
and heavy seas runninS and so on. And the boss said.. "'Well,
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John." I guess he said thai -in your day. you'V(!~n worse weather
than this. Higher winds."
"'Yeah. Not too oftm..- John said. "Not too often.-
Oh, the otherft'Ua had bet'ndown in IhesoutMmstates for.
long time: and. he come in with this story about an area that he had
spenl some time: in as a cyclone struck. And it was II fairly good..
sized-more of II village than it town but they had II bank and they
had two or three stores, couple of tMm specializing in certain lines,
agriculture requirements, and. I suppose one of the others would be
a clothing store.
However, this cyclone struck. It was only a matler of a few
minutes, the path of the cyclone led right along the main street and.
everything was ripped up hither and. yon.
The bank was a brick building but I guess it must have been built
so thai the force of the wind entered it somewhere, somehow, and
bricks were Dying in all directions and the building coUapsed and
tore the door. the lock off the door of the bank. He didn't say
whether it was unlocked or not but it tore the door off and "God'"
he said, "There was money aU over the county." People were
picking up bills for weeks afterward. They cowd never, I guess it
was IMPOSSIBLE for them to arrive althe exlenl of the losses
anyway. Bul il calmed down within a matter of hours after the
cyclone passed through but it was days before they straightened up
the damage. Some buiIdin&> we", complelely [iNudible!.
Now, the old factory boss, Steve Holmans, (saidL -Were you
down there yourstlf. Nonnanr "Oh. Yeah." He was present He
was down in a cellar, yeah.
"WeD. you must have some uperimct of high winds, younelt
John." "Yeah." Well, this old lelia hod homesteaded in MlU\itobo,
years ago. In fad, his homestud would be almost cenln1 to the
city of Winnipeg now. He sold il oul bUI nol al a time when he
become rich (laughs) for the daim.
Anyway, old John said, "'Yeah." [I) think it was the second year
he was oul there and he got the harvest-first year the harvesl
wasn'l thai good bul second. year he was there he had a good
harvest And I guess ird be one man in a given area would have a
threshing machine. And he would go from farm to farm and the
farmers within a certain part of the distrid would foUow that
machine around and they'd all work on it and get the job done for
the community.
And at the lime they had the machine started up, he said, the",
was a little knoU on his land. What Qused. it, I couldn't say, but the
slope went up from the prairies, &om the level pnirie, the slope
went up so far and then it almost dropped off perpend.ic:ularly to
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the back. So to get the advantage of any breeze, movement there,
they set the machine up. up on top of this little slope. Of course,
they wert using straw for to fire the boiler. So. they were going
along. a great dip. 50-.
Along in the afternoon, he said. the euty afternoon, hehap~
to look up to the west and he said, tMnk Cod. he saw this little
speck in the sky. And he looked al it and it seemed to be getting
larger but it was so far away that the growth wasn't [inaudible].
But then he turned, he said. just look." he said. -J've been
watching !his little CLOUD; he said to the other f.1Ia. And Ihe
otherfeUa looked and he let oul a hoUer. "Dig Car cover," hesaicL
"there's il twister coming!"
So. where they went, they (chuckles) scooted down aU of the hill
and thoy got bohind !his facing on tho back of the hill. "Lay down
on the ground'" There was nothing else and they had to lie down,
grab-there was something there in the way of a little brush or big
weeds or something to grab a hold of. you know. And, he said, it
wasn't five minutes anyway. they were only getting down there
when the twister passed over and he said, it was a terrific roar. It
went by. He said, in about five minutes i1-DEAD CALM.
So \hoy got up. Th<y w.nt along. Th<y couldn't ... anything of
his equipmenL Only a boiler. The threshing machine was gone,
wagon. The only thing that was left now on the hill was the boller
and he said the tubes was on the outside Oaughter).
Ranald: So it had turned right inside out!
Arthur. Well now, ru teU ya-I really can't do justice to the story. But now,
that would~ the old EeDa's invention. there's no question about it
But anyway, his brother mnemb<r<d he had so_thing to do and
he knew whm he was licbd. (laughter). He was sitting on the
counter. He dropped.1tis feet lathe Ooorand took off. Yeah.31
(RT95-6A, August 28, 1995)
Although telling tall tales was a male art. many of the community's
women fondly recall specific tales and their tellers. The general store was a
popular setting for these stories but they were not banned from homes as in
some communities.32 Despite many women's staled fondness for these stories,
they do not give the~rtheir tel.lers--the:ir unqualified approval Many times
I heard comments such as "'But theft was no harm in them,... "1'hey didn't hurt
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anybody, you know," "He wun't a bad man,'· and "'He just talks Iik.e that EOI'
fun." These apologetic remarks indicate that telling tall tales was (and is) not
entirely respectable.JJ However, the tall-tale teUer generally acted oul this
traditional role only in appropriate ciraunslances. A man who "stretched the
truth" at the wrong time could gain a reputation for being unreliable or even
dishonest.
Arthur Severance's hesitation to name the Cooper Macl.eods when
describing the tall-tale session in the genenl store was due to the fad that ..there
was a number of women in that family and married around there. so you'd
hesitate to repeat some," When I asked his oplnion as to why some women don't
like these slories, he said that they don't like the men in their famili6 to have ""
reputation of being diHermt DAMN LIARS!'" (Aug. 28, 1995, RT'9S-6B). As
well, I suspect that women sometimes feel victimized by tall tales which quite
often take place in what has traditionally been the male world-the woods, the
sea, and far-away places. When women from this region left home to work, they
often entered domestic: service nther than being dose to the natural world..
Therefore, just as city dweUers without experie~ of the country Aft easy victims
for rural people's tall tales, wOllle'f\,IOO, often lack a background which allows
them to distinguish the border between truth and. falsehood in men's tales. 1heir
own domestic world did not stimulate the creation of tall tales as grandiose
daims cowd be too easily investigated. Gustav Henningsen in his analysis of tall
tales in Norway (1965) points out that these storia are usually told by men
whose work takes them away from their communities "while sedentary people
who live in a community where everyone knows everything about everyone else
are cut off from similar 6dions (214)." However, these fadors do not completely
explain women's reludarKe to teU tall titles. Men made claims of pant
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vegetables and ridiculously fast horses, which could easily have bem disproven.
The taU tale is, by and large. not put of women's culture. Women generally
avoid developing reputations as boasters and "damn liars" even if the lies are
told in fun. 34
The lack of laU tales told in the fin. person today may be due to the lack of
an appropriate storytelling context. Arthur's story clearly expressed the
competitive nature of the narrators. Richard Talhnan observtd that
"performance-<onsaous genres, sum IS the tall tale and the personal experience
narrative do not lend themselves to an 'art for arYs sake' aesthetic, that is, to an
appreciation of a specific ltem of story for its own sake divorced from any
particular context'" (127). He says of the men of Blomidon. Nova Scotia, thaI, like
Arthw Severance, when asked for tall tales. they ·will more often than not
describe a storytellins event rather than teU the slory'" (l26). Richard. Lunt
associated the lack of tall tales in an area of rural Mmne, where Jones Tracy was
once a highly ftgarded. perfonner. with. changes in people's way of living:
Jones Tracy spent days in a hunting camp with his friends, where they
were two days journey by horse from dvilization fifty to eighty miles
away. It usN to tab him on other occasions an how or more just to ride
over to the post office and back 10 his home. Today he could do it in ten
minutes and would be likely to allow himseH jusl that. Time was much
le.ngtheMd. out (hom our point of view) forty yeus ago. Friends were
more likely to slay overnight when caupt in a slorm than today. In short.
lime lay heavy on one's hands moro h<quently than today." (1968:65)
Rwal Cape Breton faces. similar situation. There are far fewer occasions in
which groups of men share idle time and perhaps it is hard to find an
appredative audience for tall tales.35
People in the Gabafus..Framboisecommunity use a number of other terms
besides 1.lll..1i1.a or Iill..mH:ia. when discussins; narrative. Such etk
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categorizations as kpnsI,.IIlfIDQIIlf, ~.bm:Ualr, and~ have
little to do with local concepts and 1 use these terms primarily when they are
needed to clarify analytical issues. [n fad, people usually did not volunteer the
word~ but used it in response to my questions. While most were able
to evaluate quickly who was or was not a storyteller, some were ~ludant to use
the tenn. 1be fact thai the word is not used traditionally to describe local people
might account for my sometimes being directed to tradition bearers who did not
seem to leU stories. However, Arthur Severance and Lloyd MacDonald,
themselves outstanding storyttUers, were quite comfortable with the word
storyteller and easily applied it to others.
Dan Ben·Amos (1976) argued that understanding the names which people
use to classify their own folklore genres is important to understanding cultural
rules of communication. FoUowing are '"native" or "ethnic: genres'" used in the
Gabarus-Framboise region to mer to narratives Iold among adults. These
generic divisions are not strict categOrizatiOns nor are they mutually exclusive.
1) Stories: This term is used in a number of ways and. rdlects the viewpoint of
the speaker. It can refer to stories generally. For those who are interested in
the supernatural, llmifl may mean primarily supernatural stories and
~ are those who specialize in such tales. For those interested in taU
tales and humorous anecdotes, 1l2.Ii.tl may mean amusing stories and
~ are those who teU them. S1g,ria, spoken in contemptuous tones,
may also be used to refer to those stories which the speaker believes are
foolish, usually either taU tales or supernatunl stories (but not both). The last
usage is general throughout the English-speaking world.
2) Ghost stories: This term may mer to supernatural stories generally or to
spooky stories told for entertainment and not meant 10 be believed (by adults,
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anyway}, When Marie Williams spoke of her father, Fred Thurgood, tellins
ghost stories, she meant what folklorists refer to as~ in which the
teUer ends the story by jumping forward and grabbing someone in the
audience. People tell jump stories strictly for enltrtainmtnt.
3) Stories about fortrun.ntrs: These an often 5epualed from ghost stories.
depending on the speaker. Many people in the community believe in
forerunners but not in ghosts and wiD distinguish storin aboyt foreruDMf5
from~. Skeptics are inclined to class all such stories as cbsm.
UQrin. Stories aboyt fOrcn.!DDfrs may refer to omens of death or to various
other unexplainable happenings.
4) Fairy stories: One man used. this term contemptuously when referring to
Marchen and hero tales, "'That's just fairy stories anyway." (Older community
residents can remember some of their eklus expressing belief in fairies but
such beliefs seem to have disappeared. People do not generally rem to these
beli.fs or th. rel.ted. and largely.lorgolt.... l'S.nds as~J
5) Lies: This word has conflicting meaninp and UHS. It may refer to either tall
tales, humorous anecdotes or both and may be used tith", with scom or with
good. humour. It may also be 'Ised as a pejorative referring to supernatural
stories. The usage refl«ts the viewpoint of the speaker. As weD. the word.
.li§ is used. usually by men. in a more general way. common to the Maritimes.
"We're sitting here telling lies.'" may sometimes be taken literally. However.
more often, it is an acknowledgement that the speaker recognizes that the
people concerned are entertaining themselves with stories but that their Ia1k is
relatively unimportant
6) Yln\S Arthur Severance referred to men. spjnnjnr yams a common
expression throughout North America. He uses the expression when
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speaking of taU tales and other entertaining stories. As with the latter use of
lies, "spinning yams"" is an acknowledgement that the people co~medaft
entertaining them.selves with stories but thai their talk is relatively
unimportant.
1) SgeulJzchdRtc Local Gaelic speakers use this word to refer to stories or tales
generaUy and to supernatural stories. They often smiled when they spoke of
sgtulachdan. I was unable to determine whether this was simply because they
had fond memories of l.twse stories or because there was an aspect of the word
that I was not understanding. Oeff MacDonald advises that in Cape Breton. a
storyteller is a sgialaiche orsg~..)
Two points can bedetennined from this terminology. First, thai there are
canlliets in beliefs and values within the community. People disagree on the
existen« of the supernatural or of specific. aspects of the supernaturaL as they do
virtually everywhere (see, e.g.. Dfgh. 1995-.28>3(5). They also disagree on the
importance of various types of tales which aft elnwnts of their community's
traditions. Second, the tmninology used to discuss storyttlling uw:l storytellers
is vague. This is a reOtdion on the conversational nature of storyt~hfte.
Storytelling is part of Ji1k and. does not require spec:ia.lltnninology. I discovered
during an evening visit with two couples in Selby thai stories emerge easily
when conversation Oows and. that the evening house visit is still a prime venue
for telling stories.
4.7 Conclusion
Contemporary storytellins in the Gabarus-Framboise region derives from
the community's past nanative traditions. The area's elderly people were raised
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in a highly oral environment in which storytelling was an integral part of social
activity. As clilldren. they nol only listened to folktales md Bible stories told
aloud for their benefit but~ comprised. P.r1 of the audience for storytelling
among their elders. Furthermore, until approximately the 1950s, storytelling,
especially by men, took place in such public venues as stores, barbershops, post
offices, and lobster fadories while homes acted as settings for both men's and
women's storytelling. However, the most important context for public
storytelling was the ceilidh or evening house visil These visits, in which
storytelling usually played a prominent role, involved both socializing and
entertainment.
locaL storytelling has gone through changes over time, a fact INde
evident by the disappearance of wonder tales and the dKlint of tal.I tales tokl in
the first-person. However, most stories still involve familiar people or settings
and can be grouped according to a limited number of locally popular themes.
Todays storytellers. lib their predecessors, specialize in their own favourite
genres. Some dispute the importance in the community's repertoire of those
types of stories which they do not favour-for example, supematura1legends or
tall tales. OMpite such changes over time, local people are still grounded in the
region's storytelling traditions. Although the era of large, spontaneous ceilidhs
ended. with post·war dwlses in population and. technology, telling stories
remains an important put of social activity. Sunday and evening visits are still
prime venues for storytelling. Contemporary storyteners of the Cabarus-
Framboise region pradiH one of their culture's most important folk arts, an art
in which they were immersed throughout their livrs. In thrir avocation as
storyteUers, they occupy traditional roles in their community, acting as
entertainers, teachers, historians, comics, and moral guides. Their stories, as
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stated in Chapter n. comprise the ·community novel" telling listenen who they
are and where they came &om. and suggesting how they should live their lives.
Using anlhropologicallerminology. many 10al narratives function as JmdrIi..2f
and~ Ihe community.
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1. SteUa Mann described the shipwreck in Gull CoY' Rcmmlberrd (1979".21-22).
She said thai children memorized the words to Walsh's poem in school but
also sang it after the words were set to music.
2. Uke most other child..ftn in his community. Ranald had the opportunity to go
to school. However, being the son of Murdoch and Effie MacDonald whose
story is told in Chapter n, he was orphaned at a young age and his older
sisters were unable to c:ou: or bully him into attending.
3. Delargy tens of Irish storyteUers smoking pipes until "aU the currenltopics of
interest have been discussed and the story-telling could now begin"
(1945,19).
4. The "idiot box" was a common slang term for television in the 19605.
S. Winter as a storytelling season is not restrided. to Cape Breton. Many
Canadian aboriginal peoples allow the telling of sacmI stories only in
wintertime. In Srollond. C. Maclean (I95:z,121-22, 125, 128), and in Ireland,
Delargy (1945,7) and 0 SWIIe.b/Wn (1973,10-11) speok 01 winter evening
gatherings as primary storytelling venues. Dtgh (1969:76, 111) and Holbek
(172) mention faU and wintft' as slorytellins" susons in Hungary and
Denmark.
6. Lobster heads are small nets which lobsters crawl into but cannot crawl oul
01.
7. Hengt Holbek (1986), while discussing the transmission of folktales in 19th
and early 20th century rural Denmarl<, .tnssed theimpo~01 knitting
bees as "importilftt clearing houses not only for tales but for other kinds of
oral tradition." As in Gabuus, "Both sexes and all ages participatecL.the
gatherings took place in the winter, usually in a farm house with plenty of
room"' (170). Although no one in the Gabarus-Frunboise rqion specifically
mentioned storytelling at "spinning frolics" (work parties or "'bees"), these
gatherings went on and would likely have been storytelling occasions, as
they were in Hungary (1lrilI, 634; Filng6, 1971'442; Nagy, 485). As Holbek
observed, "[T]he gatherings where slow and tedious work was done
together...were regular occasions for storytelling'" (172, d. Dfgh. 1969:76).
The German folklorist Cut von Sydow (Sweden) said that communities with
"work in common, feasts, entertainments, etc:." were important settings for
transmitting folklore (13).
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8. There is a movement to standardize Gaelic spellings by dropping the ac:ute
accent. Older books use both grave and acute accents. Many Gaelic-speakers
still feel thai the use: of the two aexeRts indicates important differences in
pronunciation and continue to use the acute, hence the inconsistenc:y in
spelling.
9. For folkloristic: studies of rontemporary ceilidhs in Cape Brweton and in
Newfoundland's Codroy Valley (among des«ndants of Cape Bretonen), see:
Martha MacDonald, 1988. and BelU"lftt, 1989:55-81. Sft also MacPhail's novel
Loch Bras D'Or (1970).19-29. Annie Maclean (1991) mentions storytelling as
an aspect of ceilidhs in the Gabarus-Framboise area (54-55). Cary Butler
describes house visits as a storytelling context in French Newfoundland. the
main difference from visits in Cabarus-Framboi.se is the presence of alcohol.
rather than lea, as the usual drug of choice in Butler's fieldwork area.
10. Milling frolics were work parties in which neighboun gathered in a house to
shrink newly-woven cloth. Gaelic singing was. vital part of these evenls.
Summer picnics wen: large gatherings which included an outdoor dance,
held to raise money for schools. Box socials, once common throughout rural
North America, were fund raisers in which a supposedly anonymous young
woman supplied. a fancily wrlpped boxed lunch to be auctioned to male
bidders. The sucassful bidder ate the lunch with the pe-rson who made it
11. cr. Neil MacN.il. 1948:74.
12. Twentieth.-antury etiquette books and. newspaper columns promote the
concept that the host should be an entertainer while the guesrs chitf
responsibility is to be behave politely.
13. Neil MacNeil su.mmariztd the attitude of Gaelic Cape Bretoners to visiting in
The HiChland Htart jn Nova!kpti.a (1948), a social history of his holM
community:
The people of Washabuckt did almost no formal entertaining. One was
almost never invited to visit a home except to aUend a dance or a &elk.
Good neighboun were expected to visit their friends and they did at all
hours of the day, and especially It night, but no invitations were sent out.
A family was always 'at holM,' and if the visitor found the housewife or
the man of the house al work that was only to be expected and the visitor
sat and talked just the same or joined in the labows. No one was ever
invited to dinner or supper. Uone dropped in at mealtime he or she was
welcome to the meal the family was about to eat and nothing extra was
provided and there was no attemplat show (29).
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14. He was making a ludicrous analogy to ice aacking-a very dangerous
situation if one is crossing it.
15. II is a truism among folklorists that~ often involves considerable rtmk.
16. Taft (1983) was told that a post office in British Columbia was a popular site
for storytelling when the aWl was lale (9).
17. A highly enjoyable section of Tales until pawn is entitled "Repartee and
Ready Wit" and consists of anecdotes about peopl~s clever remarks
(MacNeil. 359-79).
18. Various writers have studied or commented on the village or country store as
a storytelling setting. These include: in Cape Breton. Martha MacDonald.
1986; MacPherson. 1981; elsewhere in Nova Scotia, Bauman, 1972; Fanning,
1978; and TaUman, 1974a; and in the U.S.A., Botkin, 1944:555-6; 1989:5-6;
Bunison, 1~19. In an unpublished paper, Diane Tye (1984) demonstrated.
thai for members of one rural Nova Scotian community, the nearby town
mall has taken on some of the social functions fOf"lntrly held by the general
store. l1tis is less true of the Gabafus.-Framboise region illS the town of
Sydney is too far away to drive to repUuty for the purpose of socializing.
(My research indicates that the country store as a Httin& for storytellinS is a
North Atnericm phenomenon. Martin Lovelace advised me that pubs in
English villages had a similar role. CobbIers ..nd other aaftsmen whose
shops were gathering places also had reputations as storytellers.)
19. In 1995, Annie Hardy ran a food store with very limited stock. It was usually
open for a few hours a day at her convenience. It is now dosed.
20. Barbershops, rural and. urt>..n. are known as storytelling and musical venues
in many countries. Regarding storytelling, see. e.g.. Tallman. 1974:456-57.
21. "Down north.. refers to northern Cape Breton. The significance of the storm
is that it prevented fishenntn from supplying the factory with .. catch to
process, thereby haltins work.
22. See, e.g., Delargy, 1945:17,20 re: Ireland. ~h (1%9) refen'o story'elling.t
Hungarian wakes (105, ItO-It).
23. [was puzzled. as to how .. North Framboise woman could make money
running a catering business in. a rural area with so few residents. A local
rom pomted out 10 me thai most of the women either held jobs or were
elderly and. conveniently, they all owned freezers: "'You'd be surprised how
much of her cooking you've eaten at teil," he told me.
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24. Milling is also c.u.d J>IJl1I5ill&. The best description of a milling frolic (wj'h
photos) is Ronald Caplan's"A Milling Frolic on The North Shore" (1980). In
Scotland, milling was ill women's activity and men only joined for' the party
afterward. Neil MacNeil (1948) indicates that milling holies in Washabuckt
followed a similar pattern (57) but usually milling in Cape Breton involved
both men and women (set John Shaw's notes for the record. *'The Music of
Cape Breton, Yoll; p.I). s.. a1s<T. J. L CampbeU I< CoUinson; MacKinnon,
40; Margaret MacPhail's noveL IN 8m flOr ~31; and notes for
"WaWking Songs from Barra" (in discognphy).
25. Ron Caplan's interview, -With Lottie Momson &om Gabarus- (see
bibliography), was one of many in Cipt Brr'on's Macazioe which aft
essentially life stories. Caplan generally tries to get his interviewees to talk
about what interests them with minimal direction. Various folklorists have
examined the l.ifl.J.tm¥ IS a narrative genre. SM, e,g., Kirshenblalt-Gimblett,
1989; Titon, 1980; PentilWnen. 1980; and Workman, 1992.
26. For comparisons betwHfl rural and urban humour and between joke teDers
and raconteurs, see Leary, 1984, and Utley and Flamm, 1969.
27. Lindahl says of conlftl'lporuy legends that "such tales often fail to maJce
their way to the storytelling stages, putly because they are oftm told as news
and believed to be true, and lherefore nol ~arded by the tellers to be
folktales at all" (Lindahl. Owens. and Harvison. eels., 1997:25, note 2).
28. See, e.g., Dan Angus Bulon. Ope Brtton'$ Mapzine 43:41-46 and 45-.39-43;
Neil John Gillis, 1998; MacEdward Leach. 1957:4G-54; Hughie Dan
MacDonnell CIlM 13:1FC 1<81-19 and 21:1l-20; Patrick MacEacJwm.
1996:12-13; Dan Hughie Madssa< and LaudUe MacLeUan, CIlM 23:18-31; Joe
Neil MacNeiL 1987, 1998: 1~20,CIlM 16:24-32, continued in 17:31-39, CIlM
~36, "An 1!tam.g"dM6r; inAm..ll.rli&bc (3 pans: w. 1996/97, spr. I< s.
1997); Watson, ed. 1998; Watson and Robertson, 1987. Joe Neil MacNeilllso
told a cosmological tale in~ 19".32 and Joe AIJan Maclean told. a Ions
non·Mlrch.en folktale in CBM 10:13--16. Readen should be aware when
examining Joe Neil MacNeil's stories that. although he was brought up in.
culture with an active tradition of telling Mlrchen and wonder tales, in his
later life Joe was essentially a storytelling revivalist. He read both English
and Gaelic and leamed stories from books in order to teU new stories and to
re-create stories from his youth. Michael Taft (1997) and Ranald Thurgood
(1997) addressed. this issue in unpublished papers presented at a FoWoR
Studies Association of Canada conference. 5ft also: MacNeil. aM. 54~38
and 71.
29. Re: Barra. -[Hlere 1was told, that they now spend whole winter nights
about the fire listening to these same old world tales. lhe dergy, in some
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places. has condemned the practice and it has fallen into disuse; stories
seemed to be almost extmninated. in some islands though I believe they were
only buried alive..... a. F. CampbeD. voi.I, xix-xx). See Deborah Davis's
(1992) essay on the role of Protestant clefi)' in the coUedion of folklore for a
discussion of both positive and Mgative attitudes toward Scottish lore.
30. Taft provides an excellent discussions of talJ..tale telling in context in 1111
Jain 9f British Columbia (1983:3--13). He explains:
The tall tale is a strange sort of story-part truth and part fiction. As
many of the tellers put it, the tall.ale begins as a factual account or
description of something entirely believable. As the story progresses. the
truth begins to stretch; the more it stretchts, the 'ess believable the tale
becomes, but if the teller is good enough at his craft. the lislmer aosses
the line of credibility without noticing it and is "taken tn... if only for a
moment, by the storyteller (4).
The best study of the historical place of the tall tale is Gerald. Thomas's lhL
Tall Tale and Philippe [lAkrip' (1977) which. proves beyond doubt that this
genre is not an American invention as has often been claimed. Liar's
contests: AT 1920, see also Henningsen, 193-97 and Thomas, 1977:10.11. For
more on tall tales and their tellers, see: BatlllWl. 1986:n.111;Botkin. 1944:
490-650; 1989:129-73; Cothran, 1974; 1989; Fowke, 1976:167-70; 1986:7~;
Halpert, 1944; 1944a; 1976:171-89; Henningsen, 1965; Jansen, 1948; Johnson,
K D., 1976:189-90; Lindlhl et aI., 1997:13-15; Lunt, 1968; Mullen,I976;
Narv'ez, 1983:69-78; RuKlolph,1951;Tallmon, 1974; 1974a;Thomas, 1987,
1996; and Harold W. Thompson, 1962:129-54.
31. AT 1920 Contest in Lying, Baughman X905 Lying Contest
32. Kay Cothran (1974) spoke of FIoricI.J women .ggnssively "banpng pots"
when their husbands were "talking trash" at home (354). When Michael Taft
(1983) tri«t to mlled: first-person tall tales in .. Saskatchewan home, he was
..dvised that pubs, picnics,.tnd round-ups would be appropriate place for
gathering such stories. However, he did. hear tall Wes which were attributed
to others and worked into .. conversation involving two couples and tumseU
(46-47). He also mentions in his British. Columbia collection (1983) th.tt house
visits were popular venues for tall tales (10).
33. A resident of BateheUtrville, N.Y., said of a local taY-tale teUer, "'Bill
Greenfield was the goldarnest. most unrusonable liar, you enr saw, though
he meant no harm to anyone- (Harold W. Thompson.. 1939:138.)
34. On reputation and t.tll-tale teUers. see NuvH2" 1983:69-78.
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35. Lunl argues that the Cast pace of life has led. to shorter slories generally (66).
Ironically. the Texan storyteller Ed BeD has lengthened. his tall tales Cor
festival audiences. Bauman attributes this to the facts thal: there are no
longer other men waiting to teU as there were when Ben was young; his
contemporary audiencts are unfamiliar with runJ Ii.fe and need. more
explained; and they are ""less knowledge.1ble about the conventions of
traditional storytelling and the genre of the taU tate....the storyteller hu an
impulse both to embellish the element of exaggeration and 10 guide them to
an understanding of it'" (Bauman, 1986:103).
Plate 4.1 Mary Maggie MacCormick, Framboise Intervale Uuly 1992).
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Plate 4.2 Mary Maggie Strachan (later MacCormick) and grandfather, KelUleth
Strachan, in front of their house, Framboise Intervale, circa 1920.
"Norman MacLeod, the [professional] photographer, visited and we
were the only two home. Norman picked some weeds from a pile of
gravel for a bouquet" (photo courtesy of Mary Maggie MacCormick).
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Plate 43 Milling frolic on Cape Breton's north shore, 1970s. This was the first
frolic held in a home and involving the actual shrinking of woven cloth
since 1939 (photo courtesy of Cape Bretpn's Magazjne>.
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Chapl<rV
An Eveni"l Vi,it with Jilllmy Philip and LeN Macleod:
Storyte:lling as a Pastime
Stories, as we have seen. are closely related to the people who leU
them. In this chapter. I examine an evening house visit In order to estabUsh
how participants interact and what sort of stories they tell during a fairly
typical storytelling event in southeastem Cape Breton (allowing, of cowse, for
the uncustomary presence of a folklorist with II tape recorder). Fint. I
establish the social context of the storytelling session. Next, I show how the
storytelling progressed throughout the evening by summarizing the
conversation and presenting excerpts from my tapes.1 This summary will not
only familiarize readers with the storytelling styles of these four tradition
bearers but will also illustrate how narrative topics both connect with ucl\
other and emerge from conversation. Finally, 1 analyze both the narrative
themes and the roles of lhe storytellers who look part in this evening's visit.
Throughout the chapter, I will provide commentary on aspects of the
storytelling session and the stories themselves to show how these narratives
relate to life in the Cabarus-Framboise folk community.
This storytelling session was typical of many neighbourly visits in rural
communities. [have attended similar gatherings in Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, and Quebec, and. othet' folklorists have documented 1ike
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events. Margaret Reid MacDonald in Scipio 519Q"clJinr (1996:3-104) and.
Michael Taft in PiSCQYCrinC Sl$ytcbcwan FglklQR (1983:45-83) provide
excellent descriptions and analyses of informal storytelling during home
visits far from Cape Breton. in rural Indiana and Saskatchewan. The events
they recount contain many elements similar to ones observed dUring my
visit, e.g" 1) storytelling takes place during evening visits; 2} storytellers tell
many humorous narratives usually based in the community or involving
local people; 3) listeners actively participate in creating the story; 4) listeners
tease the storytellers; 5) witty remarks comprise an important~ of the
evening's humour; 6) most or aU people teU stories despite the presence of
one or two dominant storytellers; and 7} the hostess serves food to the guests.
The residents of tM c.barus·Framboise region have a history and
resource base which differ patly hom that of people from the American
Midwest or the Canadian Prairies. However. these Cape Bretoners would be
comfortable with the style of storytelling during an evening's house visit in
Borden, Saskatchewan or al • New Yea(s Eve gathering in ScipiO, lndiana.
The people of the GabaNs-Framboise region. like people in numerous other
rural areas, entertain themselves du.ring evening visits Ihrough
conversational slorylellin&1 focused on their own community and its people.
5.1 The Context
When I saw a sign on Crand Lake ROiId in Sydney announcing a
"Strawberry Festival" and. "'Milling Frolic:'" al the Cabarus Lake Zion United.
ChUKh HaD, I thought that this would make a good setting for meeting
residents of the Gabarus-Framboise region. Afler enjoying a "lea" of
2S5
strawberries, tea biscuits, roUs, and assorted home-baked sweets, I joined other
men who had escaped the heat of the crowded han by gathering in the
parking lot. The air was beginning to coolon this stin July evening but fOUf
types of biting flies (horseflies, deerflies, blackflies, and another type I could
not identify) were feasting in the parking lot (see Plate 5.1). "There's a lot of
flies," one elderly man commented. "'Yes, they've all got Saturday afternoon
off," his friend replied.
This gathering did prove to be a fine place for meeting local people. I
was soon talking with other men while the women worked or socialized
inside. The rural communication network quickly went into effect. Before
the evening was over, a woman approached me and said, "1 hear you're a
Thurgood." When I began introducing myself after moving to Framboise
five days later, many people already knew who 1 was and why I was in the
Among the men I met that evening was Jimmy Philip Macleod (i.e.,
Jimmy, the son of Philip; see Appendix 3), an outgoing man of seventy-five
years. Jimmy had retired to his home community of Belfry in 1980 after an
industrial accident ended his career as a welder in the Halifax shipyards. He
asked questions about my family background and expressed inlerest in my
research. When I met his neighbour Sarah~ (Sarah MacCormick of
Belfry, see Appendix 3) six days later, she told me that Jimmy would be a good
source of stories. That same evening, I dropped in on Jimmy and his wife,
Lena (Rafuse) (Plates 5.2 and 5.3). They both proved 10 be interesting
conversationalists, each with a stock. of stories. I ananged. to come back and
record them and made one of my few exits without first having lea. Lena
offered tea, of course, but I dedined, saying that I had been drinking tea all
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day. She laughed and Hid IMI when she and Jimmy first moved back to Cape
Breton. they spent their time visiting people. One day they counted. how
much tea they had dNnk and arrived at twenty cups. ·We were up aU
night!"
When I returned. to Jimmy and Lena's bungalow. Roy and Flora
(Macleod) Macleod (Plate 5.4) had arrived minuln before me. I already
knew Roy and Flora who live in Arlington. Massachusetts (near Boston) but
spend their summers in a trailer in Malquish. between Belfry and Fourchu.
We met a couple of years earlier when I slowN my car to look at the sUe
where my grandmother had been born and raised. Flora and Roy. who were
standing outside their trailer. waved. me in. After introductions, I discovered
that Flora knew my family well and that she too had been raised. on this
property, her father having purchased it from my great-uncle, Ranald
MacDonald.
Aora and Jimmy aft cousins and grew up as neighbours. Lena spent
her childhood and youth in ntarby Fourchu and. shand many memories
with Flora and. Jimmy. Roy lived in Fnmboise, about eightHn kilomelfts
away. Although his social circle was somewhat diffe"nt from thein, he
knew many of the same people and had auended some of the same evenls.
The two couples were close and had a noticeable ease with each other.
As I entered the house, Flon was in a nearby room talking on the
telephone while the othen were in the kitchen discussing the party Une.
Jimmy and Lena had been waiting for some time for the phone company to
install a private line but. as their Belfry neighbours-even the teenagers-
were aU considerate people, the shared. line was only a minor inconvenience.
As could be expected in any runt community, talk 01 tho party line qui<kly
led to funny stories about the early days of the telephone. The three recalled
the time of crank phones when everyone listened to each alber's calls and
certain older people were consisttntly baffled by this complicated: new
technology. A storytelling session was underway. Roy offered to leave with
Flora and. let us gel on with our interview but I encouraged them to stay and
asked if I could tum on my tape recorder right away. Thus began a recordinS
session which Lena described afterward as having been "just like a visit:
si«ing around talking.. telling stories, and having tea."
5.2 The Storytelling Session Summarized
In this section, I show the dynamics of informal storytelling by
providing a description and sampling of the evening's storytelling. Most
speech on the tapes is clear but unfortunately some words and comments are
indecipherable. This problem was caused by such factors as: five people
sharing one centrally·placed miaophone; • rattle in Lena's voice due to
health problems; the seneral hilarity of the evening (which often meant that
people were laughing as they spoke); and. more than one person speaking 0111
various times.
When I turned on the tape recorder. lhe atmosphere became more
formal. Everyone became quiet and. wailed for me to direct the proceedinp. I
began by asking them to to identify lhemselves and tell me a little about their
backgrounds so thai their voices would be clearly distinguishable when I later
Uslened to the tape. Allhough they were cooperative, these people did not
resign themselves to passive roles. From the beginning, the inlerview was
coloured with humorous rflI\I.lks when, for example, Flora leased me about
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asking her age (which J had not, in fad. done) and then described herself IS
having received her education at "Belfry College." To this, Lena responded.
"Like the old saying goes. 'I got my education down behind the bam.'''3
At my request. Lena repeated a story, which she had told me
previously. about her family immigrating to Nova Scotia. This time,
however, she fetched a book of hand·wrilten family history and looked al it
while she told about her ancestors.
Ranald: Okay. what's that book you have there?
Lena: Ott. the family, John hfuse, his great·grnt·grandlathtr moved
from Holland to [Nova. Scotia] in 1752. And he sailed from
RoHtrdam, June the 18th. 1752 on a ship named 1M Ptml,
bound for Halifax. Nova Scotia. He was formerly from
Luxembourg. Germany. These people were Protestants and had
settled in Germany on the Frisian Islands and there was no
religious &eedom. They were a mixture of French, Swiss, and
German and came from the Upper Rhineland to Nova Scotia.
That's where the first RafuHs came from to Nova Scotia.
Anyway, they were on the way over on this ship CAlled 11tt Petlri
and it wu captured by pirales. The pintes kepi them aboard
untillhey got off 1M Nova Scotia coast So they put them aboard
a small boal with enough provisions 10 lake them to land. And
they landed on lW'uses Island. in Chester and thai's how Rafuses
Island happened to get its name.
Ranald: Where did you hear about that?
Lena: WeD, my Uncle Johnny that lived in the States for years was
very interested in INs sort of thing. He and. somebody else that
has much. much more lists on it and. that is Calvin Rafuse from
Fourchu. He's done an extensive amount of research on this.
And John Frederick, John Rafuse-it was spelled J-o-h-n-n-e-s
R-a~n-f-u-s-s. Thars the way the Germans spelled. it Now, he
had six children and John Frederick, he was born OR Rafuses
Island, he would be my great-great-grandfather. And then he
had six chil<tnn. So we got it all down &om that (RT92~5A,
July 22, 1992)
The formality of the fint put of this inlerview and. Lena's use of family
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records to ensure the accuracy of her account indicate .. problem regularly
encountered by folklorists: the presence of the folklorist and. the tape recorder
affect the dynamics of oral communic.aliotL In this case, the storytelling
situation quickly changed. into an interview. The ollleN no longn controlled
the flow of conversation but instead, allowed me: to assume the director's
role. Lena by getting the family records and speUing out the name of Johnnes
Ranfuss, showed that she was more concemed. that I get the fads right than
she had been when she told me the same story earlier.4 Yet, their humorous
remarks show that they did not allow themselves to be intimidated. by the
occasion and were actively shaping the rec:ording $eSSion.
In many ways, the evening was similar to • ceUidh. The first part of
the interview was comparable to the exchange of news that preceded
storyteUing at a ceilidh. The two couples discussed such topics as place
names, ancestry of local people, work frolics (parties. bees), and contemponry
forestry practices for IMit own benefit .15 much as for mine. This di.sc:ussion
was only partly inspired. by my questions. In fact, their COD\Jllft\ts were often
addressed to each other.
During this exchange of information. Flora relattd. a short anecdote
involving a family connection with Prince Charles. This was "news'" to
Jimmy and Lena, as weD as to me. Roy had been explaining that he
corresponds with relatives still living on his ancestral home of Berneray, a
small island off North Uisl.
Roy: We were in North Uist but we never wenl to 8emeray. We
didn't know about th.em al the time, in 1988, wh.en we were over
there. So, I still hear from them. 1 never met them. There's two
ladies.
Flora: And your cousin. Dan Aleck.. Prince Charles went out there two
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years ago and planted. potatoes on Dan Aleck MacKillop's land
out there.
Lena:
Aora:
Lena:
Flora:
Ranald:
Lena:
Flora:
Flora:
Lena:
Roy:
Flora:
Lena:
(inaudible]
Yes. He wanted to know how they did it and he wanted. to be
involved. with the people on 1M island.
Prin« Charles?
Princ:e Charlie. And so they were sworn to secrecy. No one
knew he was there. And then when they were digging the
potatoes in the fall of the year. everybody wanted to come and
see the potatoes (laughter) Prince Charles made. But then. this
past year. he and Princess Di went out to the island and sliyed
with Dan Alex MacKillop. Thafs interesting.
People must be saying, '11tat fella must be pretty important He
has Prince Charles doing his gardening for him." (Laughter)
[inaudible) Prince Charles-.
Yeah. He just wanted. to see how they lived.
And see, they've sol a private air strip out there where they land
and they live the... They live just (Uke) ordinary people there.
WeU. his uncle lives there. (Roy: Yes.) Lord Cranmore - lives
across the boy there.
You have an uncle a lord?
No.
No, no, no. Charles's uncle.
Oh, Charles does. I wu wonderingl (laughter)5 (RT92·5A,
July 22, 1992)
The excerpt above illustrates a high degree of interaction among the
MacLeods which continued throughout the interview.
After the discussion of Prince Owies. Roy introduced the sub;ect of
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frolics. I asked him whether there w~re dances at frolics and. this led to a
discussion of dances, local musicians. and. Jimmys 1930s' band, ""'The
Gloomchasers." Jimmy enjoyed speaking about thne subjects and the
conversation became more animated as all four reminisced about good times
shared. When I inquired about fights at dances, the talk became even more
lively.
Flora: There was always somebody. a peacemaker. Malcolm (Lena:
Yes. Jimmy: Oh. MalroJ.m.) was. the worst one to get in the
middle Uimmy: Right in the middle.) and make peace. l"d be so
afraid he was going to get killed. (r.ughs).
Ranald: Who was Malcolm?
Flora: Thai was my brother and he was great for·. I'd set him fly in
there and then he'd gel down and make peace.
Lena: And he could fight too.
Jimmy: Oh. YES.
Flora: Oh, I don't know. I didn't know-
Jimmy: Oh yes, he could..
Lena: He could look after himself.
Jimmy: No, no, no. Thafs why he got in there.
Flora: I never knew that
Jimmy: He was fast
Flora: I never saw a fightlhat he was in, Jimmy.
Jimmy: Huh?
Flora: I never saw a fight (Roy laughs)
Jimmy: Didn't you?
Flora: No! Who did he fight?
Jimmy: Well. he never gol in that much fighting. He'd let them get
going good, you know, he'd always break it up. And they were
all scared of him.
Flora: No kidding!
Jimmy: When you seen him coming in. everybody was off him. The
people that just wouldn't leave stopped it. They'd get beat up
anyhow. (Roy laughs)
Flora: ThaYs why he was always II peacemaker. I didn't know he was
sparring. Did he? Well, he didn't have any training for boxing.
Jimmy: Ok well, there was a couple of feUas around here had boxing
gloves, you know. (Flora: Ohl) Murray MacLean in Fourthu,
he had boxing gloves. Oh, they used to go down to the fadory
there, boxing around like that.
Flora: See, I didn't know that, I didn't know.
Jimmy: There was nobody gol any real training.
Flora: Yeah. I didn't know that
Ranald, So did Malcolm box good?
Jimmy: Oh, he usually U5td the gloves but he Rever boxed in fun
though. Never boxed under a reill lnstrudor or anything.
(Flora: No, no.) No.
Flora: I didn't know that where he would-.
Jimmy' He was shifty (on his feet).
Flora: He was pretty slow about doing everything, a job or-. (laughs)
He would never move fast (laughter) Glad to hear he did
somelhing fast (laughs) (RT92-4A, July 22, 1992)
This snippet of conversation indicates two important points. First, it
shows, once again, that for this group of people, talking is a highly interactive
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process. From the Mginning, listeners say "yes" or "no'" to express agreement
or disagreement, rt!peat the words of others to emphasize a point. And make
short comments just to show that they are being attentive. This is illustrated
by Jimmy and Lena's rtSp0nse5 to Flora's statemenls.
Flora: Theft' was always somebody. a Pf:aet!mWr. Malcolm (Lena:
Yes. Jimmy: Oh. Malcolm.) was the worst one to get in lIle
middle UUmny' Right in the middl•. ) and make poace. I'd be 50
afraid he was going to get killed (laughs).
Second, conversation within a family or a foUr. community can cover
common experience from many years ago, something not possible in
"communities of interest'" or other folk groups whose members have been
linked for a relatively short duration. In this case, Jimmy. Lena, and Roy had
all known Malcolm many years earlier. Jimmy and Lena were able to give
Flora a new understanding of a public role that her brother had played. during
her youth. fifty or sixty yeU'S earlier. Although urban communjtjn of
i..n!.r.rm may have lengthy histories, individual members do not share a past
to the same degree. Many urbaniles do nol have people outside their
immediate families who know the people they grew up with. Even family
members may barely know an individuaJ's friends and acquaintances. In a
rural folk community, virtually all people an known to each other. A
member of such a community may receive new information about and
insights into family and childhood friends throughout life. This, of course, is
not impossible in an urban setting. especially if one belongs 10 an
extraordinarily stable neighbourhood. or folk group. However, such
continuity is much more likely in a Nral community in which even many of
those who have moved. away regularly rt!lum "home."
The discussion of dances and fighls proved. 10 be a catalysl for
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sloryletling. The conversation had developed. momentum of its own. As I
came to the end of the first side of the ta~. the talk did nol stop. Side B
begins with the four roaring with laughter as they rtealled the antics of John
Archie, a huge man. and Archibald, a very small reUow. 1 then asked about
inter·village rivalries and this quickly led to a story from Jimmy. The
storytelling was contained within the wider conversation. Although the
stories were important so was the talk connecting them. The reminiscences
and descriptions, some of which were provided for my benefit. were part of
the conununicative event. The non·narnltive segments of the conversation
held everyone's inte~t and stimulAted memories, which led to more stories.
In the transaipt below, which was punctuated with considerable
laughter, my question led. to II few comments, which then inspired. a story
which began with the standard opener, "Well, I remember one time...... After
this narrative, the conversation moved easily to a discussion of fighters and
then back 10 the subject of dmces. The fighters have been given pseudonyms
as one elderly man. who was one of 1M youths being discussed, is
uncomfortable with his NlIM being used in connection with such escapades.
As he explained to me, his concern was noI with his own reputation but with
the feelings of the losers.
Ranald: Was there I. 101 of rivalry between the different vilL1ges or did
people tend to get along pretty weD here?
Jimmy: Now, it seemed like the village of Gabarus down here and
Gabarus Lake, there's rivalry there.
Flora: "Big Lakers."
Lena: Thars what they used to say, "Thue goes the Big Lakers."
Jimmy: Well, I remember one time, there were two fellas from Gabarus.
They went down one Sunday nisht after coming out for
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church-"'Olatlie eann" and -Henry Bagnen..-they were
always into fighting. And this trip thty thought they'd tackle the
"Mac:Kays'" down he~. Angus and Alex. (Flora: They made 1M
mistake theM.) They brought II c:ouple of guys out from Sydney
who were supposed to be rugged. They hooked up with the
wrong ones tNt night They gol a licking anyway.
So the Gahuus fellas invited us down here during the week to
fight. There was [another) Jimmy Macleod down here-he had
a '30 Chev truck-and Malcolm with that '27 Chev. We were up
making hay all day long and there was a big oil drum on back of
each truck going down there. Drove right down to the village,
pou.nding on the drum (Flora: Pounding the drum!) and there
wasn't one man to be seen on the reacf. The only feUa there was
Ronald MKCillivray. He aught us on the road aftnwuds. He
says, "'You won't find any Gatt.rooslers on the road tonight." he
says, '1'hey're aU in the house,"
I still remell\~r. But I was only a young fella. I just went for
the drive, you know, all in our onraDs. Wasn't II soul-wasn't
even II woman. wasn't a man, and nothing on the road.
Flora: WeU, those MacKays were really-, especially Dan. Remember
the time, he wu the head of the Cabarus Lake School and he got
in-. Was it with "Neil" or "John Donald Mathieson"?
Jimmy: Neither OM of them poor feUas were fighters.
Flora: Anyway, I guess he was going to beat him or he did beat him to a
pulp. I forget. I wasn't there but I heard the story many times.
Jimmy: Oll. "'Neil" was awful for 6ghting. He'd get beat lJP and. the next
morning, there wasn't a cut on him. Healed up awful fast
Ranald: So were you feUas saappers at aU?
Jimmy: No.
Flora: Roy used. to hide behind the stOte if there was a fight
Roy: We'd hide behind the store. We were all pretty good up there.
But I'll teU you, all the different schools in Framboise, North
Framboise, Framboise Intervale, 51. Esprit and all around, they
all had. schools. And what they used. to do to raise money, they'd
build a stage outside. You probably heard. of thaI,. then?
Ranald: No, no.
Roy: Haven't you? WeD, they'd get a violin player from L'Atdoisf.
(Flora: Or the pipes.) He rode down on his bicycle and he'd play
for the dance that night It would be aU squa~ dancing and
they'd make money. I don't know what they used to charge for
the dance but that's the way they made their money.
Jimmy: It'd be twenty-five cents. (RT92-4B, July 22, 1992)
This part of the conversation moved. to a discussion of pie socials,
another fundraising activity, and ended with Flora and Jimmy commenting
on what fun they had back then. At a b~ak i.n their speech. I asked about
storytellers from the a~a. The conversation look another tum as everyone
recalled particular storytellers and then relattd their taU tales. 'The excerpt
below began as mention of ghost slories led Lena to describe a childhood
experience of listening to Lauchie MacDonald. Jimmy then referred. 10 people
dreaming of treasure and tltis prompted Flora to tell a story of Laucme's
having a prophetic dream. Roy, inspired perhaps by the theme of mghtening
stories, related a humorous nuralive in which a local man rutived. a bad
scare. Roy's mention of a shipwreck or my question aboul treasure motivaled.
Jimmy 10 teU about the rt&1.0n's most infamous shipwreck. Once again. there
was little separation between narratives and the surroundins convusation.
Flora: Yes, and another thing was the &host stories. 1bey were big on
ghost storin.
Jimmy: Well, if a guy knew you were there and you were scared in the
night-time, look out!
Flora: And you had to go home in the dark.
Jimmy: You couldn't get home fast enough.
Flora: That's right!
Lena:
Jimmy:
Flora:
Jimmy:
Flora:
Roy:
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I remember lIlat time we went down with Wellington. We were
waiting for Wellington to come home and we were at Lauchie
MacDonald's and he was a greal one to leU stories. And he'd be
stamping his feet while sitting there. (Flora: Yes, I can
remember that.) Great one for telling stories and I was only that
high, I guess. My father was carrying my brother and we started
down the road and I was so scared from listening to Lauchie
MacDonald's ghost stories (Flora: I bet.) that I pulled up the
collar of my coat like this [pnlends to pull collar over face). (was
scared. I'd see a ghost on the way. Oh, he was great for telling
ghost slories and money in the ground.
Och, and money, about money-, places in the country, they'd
dig money. They used to dream. you know, where there was
money buried.
But you know, he really had a dream one time, out in the outer
hill. He feU asleep there on a rock and he dreamt. He came
home and lold them about ships that were flying up above him
and everybody thought he was crazy. And that was before the
planes came into being and, well now, he prophesied that or
predicted it or whalever or he dreaml il.
There were a lot of the feUas used 10 tell stories like thaI. They
even believed it themselves, you know.
Yes, 1guess so.
There was a ship landed on the shore in Crooked Lake quile a
few yean ago (Flora: 5hipwrecld), while those people were still
living on the farm down Ihere. Dan Norman's father was still
liVing. DOmltNlll Stlig Clullium and Coinntllch Chalill.m [Litde
Donald Malcolm and Kenneth Malcolm, i.e. the sons of
Malcolm). Malcolm MacLeod and Dan Macleod were their
names-Jimmy's uncle, this fella I'm going to talk aboul. So he
used to go to Sydney, to the city, once a week or every second
week and he'd always bring a bottle home with him and he'd
hide it in the bam. He wouldn't bring it in the house. Boltle of
rum, you know. And this time, the shipwreck. there were
people got drowned and they took the bodies ashore and they
pul them in his bam on the Ihreshing floor and covered them.
So he came home and dropped off at the road, I guess, and went
into the bam and he saw this canvas on the floor and he lifted
the canvas up and there were three bodies. So he came into the
house and, of course, he was white as a sheel. He didn'l know
anything about the shipwreck and I guess it was quite a thing for
him at the lime. They had 10 teU him after tole gOI in what
happened. You hear aboullhat?
Jimmy: No, never heard thai one.
Roy: No? I oflen heard lhat.
Ranald: Do you remember any of the slories aboul treasure that they
wed 10 lell?
Jimmy: No. There was no treasure. I know once there in 1912, the
Afrialn Princt came ashore, loaded with rum and Douglas fir.
Well, the rum was in ninety-gaUon burels-that's a big
keg-ninety-gaUon barrels and she come ashore down here on
the beach, down below MacCormicks'. (Ranald: Down al Belfry.)
And it broke all apart and these sleel drums were on the beach in
the wintertime. Needless to say, they're out in the country now.
So they smt a customs officer from Halifax. And this was
scattered, rum was SGiltiered, between Belfry Cut here and
Winging Point and one man 10 patrol that. Now, you can figure
il out for yourself.
Ranald: Winging Poinl in Gabuus? [There is another Winging Poinl in
Fourchu.)
Jimmy: Yes. Well, I guess they gol some of it but most of the people got
il and took it home and hid it in Ihe woods. It was aU over the
place for years and years! White rum, it was white rum. Well,
I'U teU you one thing about it-I don'l remember it bull
remember working up in the valley in 1939, '39 or '40, and I
come home and I went 10 Munroes', Mrs. Munroe's. I had a bad
cold and she went upstairs and she come down with this bottle
and she gave me a hot toddy. '"Now," she says. 1'his is some of
the white rum.. Now, you can figure il out yourself, how old.
Flora: Yeah, from the Afric4n Prince.
Jimmy: From the AfriCtIn Prince in 1912.
Flora: Imagine!
Jimmy: How much she had, wtlL I don't know.
Flora: WeU, the women in those days never reaUy drank.
Jimmy: No.
Flora: They had it for medicine.
Jimmy: She might have only a pIlon possibly, I don'l know.
Flora: Yes, they'd keep it for medicine.
Jimmy: And there was a lot of it stored-.
Lena: WeU, they used it for medicine-that's what they used. it for.
Flora: Yes, for colds. It was the aspirin of the day, I guess.
Jimmy: They even hauled them and cut holes in the ice in the lake,
dumped the barrel and never got it. 'Course a ninety-pound
barrel, thars the same as one of those big molasses puncheons.
You can't handle that! Horse and. sleigh, you couldn'l haul it,
you know. Hide it in the woods, everywheres. I don't
remember it but I remember the barrels around here. They used
10 have the pots for washing the wool. Rtmember? (Flora: ves,
yes, ya) They were steel, sune as a ninety-gaUon drum.'
(RT92-4B)
Not only did everyone participate in this conversation but they also felt free
to add their editorial comments. Jimmy left no doubt as to his skepticism
about the subject of prophetic dreams when he said of the storytel1ers,-rhey
even believed it themselves." His reminiscences of the wreck of the Afriam
Princt were broken 15 his listeners speculated as to why Mrs. Munroe would
have a bottle of rum in her house.
Remarks made by Roy and Flora indicated: thai storytellers often repeat
favounte tales. Roy had barely introduced. the story of the bodies in the bam.
saying.. 'There was a ship landed on the shore in Crookt'd Lake quile a few
years ago," when Flora ruponded. "Shipwreck!" She had obviously heard.
him tell this story enough times to know from his opening line ex.act1y what
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lale he was going to leU. Upon finishing his story, he commented that he has
"often heard that." II is through repetition that listeners learn D'Wly of their
stories and a body of stories becomes well·known within a folk community.
The discussion of white rum led me to ask if there had bem rum-
running in the area. They all assured me that this coastal region, with its
numerous coves and a series of lakes only a few meters from the ocean, was a
popular spot for rum-running in the 19305. Roy described how the operations
were run, lIten Jimmy cOIl\IMnled. "1 stored a bit of it myseU." Lena laughed
and related II short anecdote about Jimmy and rum-running:
I can remember Jimmy trundled over to our place-you know, they
stayed in the f.ctory-and we wert sitting on the steps out home and
you could see Guyon Island just out like thaL And I said, 1immy, isn't
there a light flashing down there somewhere?'" He looked and he said.
"Yes, there's a light flashing. I guess I'd better go home, take the
kerosene home." What he was going to do was get home and get down
for the landing. (RT92-4A)
Jimmy Ihen discussed his experiences unloading nun boats. This led to a
number of stories about rum-running in which Jimmy wu the main
performer. Then Roy and. Flora together told. of two men who were arrested
in Framboise after an adopted boy. angry with his stepfather. infol"lned on
Ihem. When this topic ran out. Flora commented. -But you know. speaking
of treasures, you remember they Ihought there was ill treasure in our brook
there?" She then told a story of Kate Ferguson, ill friend of Flora's mother,
who dreamed of treasure. People attempted 10 recover this bounty but always
failed. Finally, Flora's molher discovered a hole which had been dug exactly
where the treasure was supposed to lie. She was never sure whether
someone had removed the treasure or whether Hector MacConnick (Plait! 5.5
and 5.6), a local pranks'.r, had ployed a trick on her.7
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In response to a question of mine, we discussed drinking and attitudes
to drinking in the area. This topic inspired Roy, Flora, and Lena to tell funny
stories about people drinking 100 much. Roy, who had earlier ended the
discussion of fighting, then changed the topic to religion. (Perhaps he did not
want me to get the opinion that all the local people were fighters and drunks.)
He began, "But you know, those years back then. they were pretty good-living
people. The farmers were all religious people and most of them used to go to
church...." This led to a long, descriptive discussion of Presbyterian church
services, past and present attitudes to helping others. and the strictness of the
Sabbath in their younger years.s Although the talk was rather serious, it was
not without humour. Jimmy complained of sitting in pews for so long on
Sacrament Sunday that his "rear end was sore." Lena insisted, to the laughter
of aU, that roosters were once locked up on Saturday nighl so lhat they would
not indulge in sinful behaviour on the Sabbalh. Flora then spoke of helping
her neighbours, the MacCormicks. At the mention of Mrs. MacCormick,
Jimmy told a humorous anecdote aboul breaking the Sabbath and ended the
di.scussion of religion.
On Saturday nighl, we used 10 play down al MacCormicks', a couple of
violins and a guitar. I think she knew about iI-and Alison [her sonl
would go over and sit-. He'd put the clock back about an hour
because you couldn't play after midnight. Years ago, thai was it. (Flora:
Oh, no! She was the Sunday school teacher too.) And I slill think thai
she could figure. (Flora: She probably knew.) She'd never go to bed till
after we left and he'd put the clock back, you know. Bul if she knew it
or nol, I don't know. (RT92-4B)
A few more comments about the MacCormicks led. to the most
continuous storytelling session of the evening. Seven narratives emerged,
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one right after the other. Unfortunately, in lhe general hilarity, the punch
line of one was lost.
Jimmy:
Flora:
Ranald:
Jimmy:
Roy:
Ranald:
Flora:
Roy:
Flora:
Roy:
Lena:
Lena:
Rora:
Hector (McCormick) was oil good. singft', (Rora: Yes, Hedor-.) I
never knew Hretor could sing till after I came back from Halifax.
I never knew he could sing. I never hew him singing when I
was growing up.
Oh my goodness, Hector was funny wasn't he? Funny guy.
Can you remember any stories about him or anything? I keep
hearing about him all the time. Ptople (laughing) tell me how
funny he was but they never tell D\f what he did or what he said
or-.
I'm trying to think of one but I can't re-.
You mean Hedor?
Hector, yeah.
Well, I remember 1-.
I have a story of Hector.
Yeah., okay.
He was a wry fuMy man. He had comical stories he used to
tell.
A wonderful sense of humour. (Ron: Yes, yes.)
He was goins to Capelin Cove-you know where Capelin Cove
is?-with some friends &om Boston. He was taking them down
there to the cove to show them tNt just what it looked lib
there. (Flora: Beach.) And there was a big puddle on the road.
He was in a truck with those two people and he stopped the
truck just at the puddle and the lady in the front asked: him,
"What are you stopped forr" He SlYs, "'.'m waiting for the ferry."
(laughter)
That sounds like Hector.
Thars him.
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Ranald: What was your story, F1o~l1(e?
Flora: Oh, I was just thinking of Hallowe'en tricks, you know, they
used to play around MR!. They used to play some BAD ones.
This Sandy MacDonald, up here, had put down all these fence
posts. I guess, right across the field, he was going to build a new
fence. And the' next day after Hallowe'en, he got up and enry
post was pulled out of the ground (laughs). So he was pretty
upset. And Hector came to visit a few days after that My father
said to him, "My goodness, what RASCALS those people were to
DO nlAT to the MacDonalds." He says, "Yeah. they weren't
very good people," he said. And then my father said, "'But gee, it
must have tabn them hours and. and think of aU the hard
work. Now, he's got to put them aU back in theN," ·Well, irs
no worse than it WiIS to pull them out of there." (laughter)-
So I guess he was involved. in pulling them out. (laughs)
Roy: He was always playing tricks on people, you know.
MacCormic:ks Wrft always playing tricks. One morning, his sons
were out lale, they were out aU night. I guess, and come home
early in the morning. So, Htctor got up early and he was laying
on the kilchen Door. And they walked in the door and there was
their father laying on the Door in the kilchen. They thoughl he
was dead.
Ranald: Oil. no!
Flora: (laughing) He was dead., he was dead. Sc:ared the wits oul or
Ihem!
Roy: Scared. the wits oul of them.
Jimmy' won. he w.. going by (my) ho.... h<,. 0.. nigh' and-. Oh. i.
was SUD\ll'tfrtinw, a nice nighl and I guess he got tired-l don't
know where he was coming from-and he went up and laid on
our veranda. And Archie Madntyre was going down the road
with a horse and wagon and he was (laughs), he was looking at
Utis fella laying on the veranda and couldn'l figure oul who it
was. After a while, Hector heard the wagon and that woke him
up, you know. Then he come into the house. "Well, alii
know," he says,. "'Don Archie woke me up," he says, ... was asleep
on the veranda out there." (laughter)
Flora: I can. remember the time that·. It kind or ran in tl\o$e
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MacCormicks, all this fun and tricks and stuff. And Hector's
nephew there in Sydney. that Jimmy MacCormick. my goodness,
he worbd for Yuu Company in heft', you know, irs II big name
store in Sydney. And M brought out the mannequins and hung
a mannequin down there on the road somepJa" and old Jim
MacDonald was driving the mail aaughs) and he went to my
mother's place {laughing} and he stopped and he said, "Whoa,"
he said, "I'm teUing you... he said, ..there's something, there's
someone," he says, "hanging from a tree," (laughter) I guess
there must have been an awful stir. And here it was Jimmy's
mannequin. That was around then. People just started stealing
that mannequin. People'd SH it in different parts, different
areas.
una: But who was it on Hallowe'en night that took the horse ,t the
bam. you know, the horw, and repl~ iL?
Jimmy: Oooh yes, somebody up here. This fella had II nice horse and he
was going away, he was going away to somewheres. And he
always fed the ho... good. Hallow.... nigh~ they took this old
horse that could hardly move (flora laughs) and put it in the
guy's bam that had the nice horse. (laughter) So he had the
horse back in and. went to open to the bam. an old grey horse
was in its plKe. "WeD," he said, "I guess [inaudiblel any of you"
(laughter).
Flora: And remember the Hallowe'en tric::k they played. on Philip
Mac::Donald?
Jimmy: Oh, yeah. They used to tale the outside loilet
Flora: Yes. And took it aaoss righl to the point. aaoss the lake. Up on
Cabarus Lake and. hung a lantern in it (laughler).
Jimmy: Ird be a light house. (laughter)
Roy' Oh, boy. If that had been todayl
Flora: Imagine! Imagine if somebody did lhat today, (Jimmy: A lot of
work, you know.) they'd be in jail.
Roy: You'd be in jail today.
Flora: But the tricks were really something else.
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Jimmy: But old "'John Nicholson'" [pseudonym) up there, you know,
"Dan Norman Nicholson's." They had nice apple trees, good
apples. They wouldn't give you any for Hallowe'en night. for to
go up there. And they always had their window open so you
could·, They'd be hollering out. But we went up and they used
toeul a great big whip of [inaudible]. Fellas'd go up in the tree
and in the house, he'd be listening and he could hear them, you
know. So, as he'd stick his head out the window, they put the
whip to him (laughter). They slashed him aU over the head
with the whip. (laughter) What a lot of time they had,
everybody in the tree had a bunch of apples, their pockets full
and they'd eat 'em. But he wouldn't give any away. he wouldn't
give you any. No.
Flora: Oh, my gracious. Yes, I suppose we should go home. We have
to go to Sydney in the morning.
Lena: Ot\, sit down, take a cup of tea. (RT92-SA)
The first fow stories deal with Hedor MacCormick (1906-1986) of Belfry
and, later, Framboise Intervale, a local charader admired for his quick wit and
his abilities as a prankster.9 Witty remarks are generally admired in Cape
Breton and are often passed on through anecdotes (see e.g., Joe Neil MacNeil,
1987:361-79).tO Roy's anecdote about Hedor and the puddle is only one of
many stories of Hector's quips that abound in the Gabarus-Framboise region.
Playing tricks, Hector's other favourite diversion, is a popular pastime
in rural communities. As with witty remarks, a great deal of what would
normaUy be unacceptable behaviour is not only forgiven but even admired if
it is done with skill and wit in the fonn of a prank. Flora's story of Hedor and
the fence posts not only illustrates how hard people will work to commit
practical jokes but also makes a joke about hard work. as a value. in rural life.
On Hallowe'en. a night of misrule during which a community sanctions
disruptive behaviour, mischief-makers perform hicks that often result in
work for the victims. Hector's prank could have been an oullet for hostility,
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on the other hand it could have been a compliment to Sandy MacDonald's
ability to work. Hedor may have betn showing that Sandy was regarded. as a
strong man who could easily recover &om a setback. Pauline Greenhill
(1989), in a discussion of practical joking at shiv.uees in rural Ontario.
explained that differences between benign actions and jokes that "got out of
hand" were based on how disruptive they proved. to the farmer who was lhe
victim (56). Greenhill says thai when a plow, too big to go through a bam
door, was disassembled and put together in the pristine dairy, the male victim
could expect help from the pranksters (different rules existed. for pranks
involving the domeslicl female environment). Whether Sandy MacDonald
would eventually get help from Hector is unclear.
Flora's narrative ended. with mother of Hector'S witticisms: "Well, irs
no worse than it was to puU them out of there." Through his hwnorous
comment, he was able to promote his reputation IS a prankster without
directly laking r6ponsibilily (or this misdeed. However, Hedor was leaving
an opening for word to get bKk to Sandy MacDonald and could probably
expect to be victimized in tum. next Hal1owe'~.
Roy's story of Hector lying on the kilchen Door showed there could be a
deeper aspect to Hectot's tricks. Like jack" of fairy tale fame, Hector was able
to put his ability to fool others to practical use. In lhis alse, he used. a prank to
leach two wayward youlhs a lesson about their behaviour. Hedot's son, j.
c.," confirmed this story. But his version ended with a typical Hedor quip.
My cousin and I, one morning, came in-'Course we'd been out all
night-came in and I guess he saw us coming down the driveway so
he just laid on the Door. We come in and he was stretched. out on the
floor like he just DROPPED. So I got Iaken. aback bUll bent down to see
what was wrong with him. Aded as if he couldn't move, he couldn't
speak, or anything else. Then Dad jus' bounced up and said. "Qh, I
guess I forgo' to go 10 bed." (RT92-49A, Aug. 18. 1992)
Hedor's comment was not simply a joke but pvt of an ad staged for the
benefit of the boys. His making them worry was a payment for their being out
all night, often a sourct of great worry to parents. His remark about forgetting
to go to bed satirized. their behaviour. It was the boys who had worried others
by "forgetting" to go to bed. Hedor's whole performance was an indirect but
memorable way of letting lhe boys know that their behaviour was
unacceptable.
The final anecdote about Hedor MacCormick. jimmy's story of him
sleeping on the veranda, is an iUustration of HKtor's eo:en.tricity and
willingness to step outside social norms. Muc.h of the humour in the story
rests on the fad that that it is about Hector, who is expected to be funny.
Nonetheless, Hector was not a socially marginal character. Rather, he was
respected for his intelligence, his integrity, his learning, his religious
activities, his singing. and his storytelling. Not only was Hector a self-taught
Gaelic scholar but he was also a Presbyterian elder. His ability to amuse others
allowed him to behave in eccentric ways without alienating his neighbours.
The topic of Hedor's tricks and. witticisms reminded Ron of another
prank played by a Mac:Cormick. nephew. When her narrative ended, Lena
prompted Jimmy to tell a story of a Hallowe'en prank. This led to Flora's brief
description of a Halloween tric.k in which an outhouse was moved to a
distant point and made to look like a lighthouse. Moving outhouses was a
popular Halloween prank throughout Canada. In this case, the stunt was
given a coastal-dweller's touch. After brief speculation by Roy and Rora as to
the effects of such bdtaviour today, Jimmy was inspired to relate a narrative
about another Hallowe'en prank. Hallowe'en in Canada has traditionally
been a night of practiaJ jokes and mischief. Sometimes Hallowe'en "fun'"
goes beyond community standards and enters the realm of vandalism and
endangerment to innocent people. As a result. contemporary law
enforcement practices have I~ to the decline of Hallowe'en moo in most
urban areas. In many rural areas, h.owever, Hallowe'en pranks continue. A
few middle-aged people in the Framboise area go 10 elaborale lengths to play
practical jokes on each other on this night.
The distribution of folk justice is an important part of Ihe Hallowe'en
tradition in rural areas. Annie Hardy of Gabarus lold me, "You'd see who
was liked. One man couldn'l get along with kids and he always had trouble. I
MYer had any trouble" (6eldnotes, July 27, 1992). Dennis Mann, of
Brougham, Ontario, made a similar comment regarding that province's small
towns and villages. He told me thai he had only to look at the houses of
sports coaches on the morning after Halloween to gauge the youngslers'
opinions of them. Rural society has strong expectations of its members. In
Jimmy's story, the orchard owner was clearly transgressing the rules of
neighbourliness. Jimmy, now an elderly m.tn who might be expected. 10
sympathize with the adull victim, still maintains thai the man's meanness
brought on his harsh punishment.
Following this section of lhe evening's storytelling, there was • little
more chat before Roy and flora got up to leave. A forceful asserlion by Aora
('"No, no, no. Oh, no lea. No. Don't do that to me:') made dear thai they
were nol staying for tea. Lena, perhaps changed. by her years in Halifax or by
her own tea overdose, did not enforce the local women's nile that guests
cannot leave without having tea.
We carried on two conversations at once until Flora and Roy wenl out
the door. As Jimmy stood. in the doorway conversin& with them in Gaelic.
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Lena began telling me about the state of Gaelic in the community. Jimmy
soon returned and they explained that although they both spoke Gaelic as
young people (Lena was never DueRI), they had to, a degree, lost their use of it
after living away for many years. The discussion of Gaelic led. Lena to prompt
Jimmy to tell an anecdote about his pious grandfather making a rather
inappropriate remark in Gaelic after being surprised at the end of evening
prayers.
As we had tea, I asked, "Did people talk about forerunners and things
like that?" (The lermf2Iuwu1u1 usually refers to experiences of things
happening before they happen in ordinary life. These noises or visions are
often associated with death,) Lena showed by her straightforward comments,
such as "Ifs only certain people that would see those things,'" that she
believed in predictive phenomena. However, Jimmy again expressed
skepticism, making such comments as: 1'haYs what they CLAIM, anyway;"
"But I never seen anything. I was on the road all hours of the night;'" and '1
travelled all hours of the night but I never seen any lights:'l1 Despite his
attitude, Jimmy related a story of his brother returning home one night, two
weeks before he was drowned. and seeing the house lit up when, in fact, it
was dark. Presumably, he was seeing a forerunner of his wake.
Lena then told a story of her mother hearing a forerunner, foUowed by
Jimmy describing funerals of his younger days. Lena related another
narrative of her aunt seeing a forerunner of a wake. Talk of wakes led Jimmy
to tell the following story of two young women playing a trick at a wake. In
this excerpt, Lena prompted. Jimmy to leU another story. about Hector
McCormick's antics at a wake.
Jimmy: There was one (wakel for my grandmother, Grandmother
MacKay died. Allhe wake, Annie MacComtick. she'd be
Hector's sister, she was IMre and there was a Mary Ferguson-
she was an awful rig (i.e., a IIKIl or~ this is not
necessarily a nqative comment} too-and lhere was John
Ferguson. So.1 twelve o'dock at nighl, they made lea and give
everybody a cup of lea, then they wenl in and cullhe HARDEST
bread that was in the b~ad box. They put it on his pLlte. And
they put a cup of lea and they put epsom salts lit the cup of tea.
And they gave him his lea with the food. Poor fella was trying
to eat, and every time he'd bite the bread everybody could hear
him. "Crunch! Crunch!" and they were slanding in the pantry
door watching the racket. (laughs)
Ranald: So was there I 101 of joking around and things al the wakes?
Jimmy: Oh, yeah. Especially after the family went to bed, you know, the
immediate family.
Lena: Jimmy, whafs the time Hector came downslairs? (chudcles)
Jimmy: Who?
Lena: Hedor.
Jimmy: Ott. HKtor, yeah.
Lena: Came downstAirs and stood. with the (inaudible) on.
Jimmy: ott. one 01 his aunts died. I was down there myself that night
and. he Md bMn up the night before. There was two MacDonald
fellas, a MacDonakl and a Mathieson fella,.. there. So Ihey were
kind of timid. They were going to go home early anyhow. So
Hedor says-ht come down. oh, ifd be ten o'clock, I think-
"Fellas, I was up last night," he said, "1~ I'm going to bed,"
he said. So he took off. [They) said, "'We're going hOlM anyway,
prelty soon."
So, anyhow, he wenl in, he wenl up, and he sat on the slairs.
And she wu • lall woman, about six foot one or two, his aunt
In them days, they wore long black coats, you know. And when
you come oul the porch door, you had 10 come around the fronl
of the house. And he was setting right on the steps on the front
He heard them, when they left, said "Good nighr and all that.
And when Ihey come out the porch door, he stepped. righl out
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around the comer of the house with his black coat on. He said,
(in deep voice) -wHERE ARE YOU GOING, BOysr he said
(chuckles), And then he went back up the stairs.
At three o'clock in the morning. he got up. He (aIM down. He
looked. around. Here the two feUas were still there. They never
went home. Oaughter) Says, '1 thought you feUas were going
home." -Oh" no, we decided we'd stay." (RT92-SB)
When Jimmy ended this story, we retu..nwd to the subject of funerals and had
a three-way discussion about funerals and. local cemeteries. After we
exhausted this topic, I concluded by asking Jimmy and Lena some
biographical questions for my records. After all, this was an interview despite
the fact thai it fortuitously turned into a storyteUmg session .IS close to the
ideal "natural situation" as I could hope to record. Jimmy and Lena both said
how much they'd enjoyed tMtIl.Wlves and invited me to drop by for tea any
lime.
5.3 just like a visit'"
Undoubttdly. my presence at the evening's gathering affected the
conversation. The MacLeods may have told more N.natives than usual
because they knew that I was there 10 hear stories. They explained. some
events in greater detail for my benefit. They seldom digressed from
storytelling or discussing community history to talk about topics of c:urrent
interest which might have been more prevalent in a typical visit (e.g.,
neighbours, relatives, health, taxes, road conditions). They spoke about some
subjects only in direct response to my questions. However, despite the fad
that 1attended the tape recorder and occasionally took notes or glanced. at
papers, 1 was an active participant in the conversation. My questions were
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often responses to what they had said previously rather than being obtrusive
interjections into their talk.
As mentioned previously. this recording session was in Lena's
opinion, "just like a visit: sitting around talking, telling stories, and having
tea." The couples easily adapted themselves to the situation,. joking, teasing,
and often controlling the conversation. Their stories were generally directed
toward each other as weD as toward me. At various points during the
evening, I was silent (except for my laughter) while the older people talked.
Many of their stories were well<rUted and had obviously betn told counUess
times before. Notice, for example.. Jimmy's use of a series of short sentences
as he reached the end of his tale of Hector's prank at the wake. Lena also
prompted Jimmy to tell particuJar tales, showing that these stories were
familiar parts of his repertoire. The evening's storytelling was, in many ways,
typical entertainment for this group of friends. Although both couples had
lived away for lengthy periods, their neighbours regarded them as
community members, r«oaUl\ending both Flora and Jimmy as local people
who 1lad lots of stories." Their storyteUing is representative of the region.
5.4 Nuntive Analysis
A narrative, by defmition, must have a plot line. Something must
happen. A story must go beyond mere desaiption. Flora's mention of an
outhouse being put on a point as a prank is not a narrative (for an
explanation of "narrative," see Chapler m. She was offering a brief reference
to a humorous situation as an invitation for othen 10 provide the narrative.
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Although other such promptings were often followed by a story from one of
the others, Ihis one was not, although Jimmy did offer further comments.
Flora: And remem~r the Halloween trick they played on Philip
MacDonald?
Jimmy: Oh, yeah. They used to take the outside toilet.
Flora: Yes. And took it across right to the point, across the lake. Up on
Gabarus Lake and hung a lantern in it (laughter).
Categorizing narratives for analysis has inherent difficullies. Stories told in
conversation do not always have precise beginnings and endings.12 When
Jimmy told his story of the wreck of the African Prince and of his drink at
Mrs. Munroe's, was this a story of a shipwreck which led to another story. or
was it aU one narrative? I counted the two episodes as one narrative but
could just as easily have classed them as two.
Categorizing narrativ6 does not provide precise information about
either the storytellers or their community. Because repertoires are ever
changing, attempts to capture their exact nature are fruitless. The narratives
related in Jimmy and Lena's kitchen represent only a small sampling of the
repertoires of any of the storytellers. A rather apt adage (attributed. to Mark
Twain and Benjamin Disraeli. among others) has it that "there are three
kinds of lies: lies, damn lies, and statistics," Statistical renderings of complex
situations often lead to simplistic and misleading conclusions. However, a
thematic breakdown of the narratives told by the MacLeods indicates general
patterns in the narrative repertoires of these storytellers and their
community.
In the course of the evening, the MacLeods told thirty-one stories,
twenty-five when all were there and six when only Jimmy and Lena were
present (see Table 5.1). Virtually au these narratives dealt with unusual
happenings. As Michael Taft explains, the "unusual" is a vital component of
narratlve.
As far as the "unusual" is concerned, there are few stories told under
any circumstance that concern the usual and everyday events of life.
Brushing one's teeth, eating meals, going to work,. buying ilems in a
store and the Like are not the stuff of tales; only when the routine is
broken, only when we are CAught in an absurd situation or when one
acts in an unexpected or illogical way does a story arise. (1983:80)
However, stories were only a put of. the evening's conversation. Much of the
talk was about with the mundane details of life (working, sod.bing, and
passing the time) in the 1920s and 305, yet much of what was talked aboul was
"unusual'" to me, the intended audience of these descriptions. Even for Ihe
others, the appeal of such talk lay in the fad that the things discussed
contrasted greatly with contemporary life.
On examining the stories laid, the most striking factor is the
storyteUers' focus on their own community. All but two of the MITatives
took place in the Gabarus-Fnmboise region and involved local people. The
exceptions involved distant ancestors or conlemporary relatives of those
present. In a society which values kinship, these narratives, too, IuKlIoca1
relevance. I asked. questions about the past. early in the evening, and thereby
influenced the others to think about ..them days." No doubt, on other
evenings, these same people shaftd stories of their experiences in Halifax and
Arlington. Nonetheless, even when the storytelling was at its most
sponlaneous and relaxed, no one related a single story which did not involve
the local community. Jimmy might well have recalled a tale of a prank in the
Halifax shipyards. Flora could have told of. friend's clairvoyant experience
2BS
Table 5.1 Thtmatic ra-" ill 1M Nad.etck' N.uratiws
31 rafTatives reLated (2.5 with .aU theft, 6 after Roy and Fiori left)
8 lold by Flora
-4 loldby Roy
1 told by Roy and Flora Iogtihn'
12 lold by Jimmy (8 with iii there... ilftfl' Roy and Aora left)
6 lold by lenA (4 with all there. 2 aftu Roy and Flora Left)
29 local (Gabarus-Framboise region)
23 "'""""'"'19 not whal it SftmS
13 personal ftptriences
12 local characters
9 deiilth
8 pranks
8 illegal activity (rumnuv\ing. theft. vandalism, aSHul1 usociated with pranks)
7 reckless behaviour
6 deviallc. from local values
S supernatural
5 unintentionally funny ftIT\oUILs (made by II dwacter in the story)
.. prophKY
3 witty remarb
3 ...
3 tall tal"
3 ...........
3 wad<
3 ......
2 history(Iittt&ftMnt.Ionf'1O~intherepon)
2 violftK'e
2 defyi~ authority_
1 disuttr (lhipwrec:* in which lives were LaM)
I ........ p«>ple
1 play on supematlnl
1 hudship
1 family lUstOf)'
1 tedtnial detaib
1 ~asure
I "".... pn>hIomo
Note: Most stories contain muJtiple thrmes. Numbers ml«t SeMral patterns; they do not
provide exact data.
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in Massachusetts. Instead, they stuck to local evenls. Such c:ommunity-
centred storytelling is typical nol only of the Cab1rus-Framboise region but of
rural areas generally.
A substantial majority of the narratives (twenty-three oul of thirty-one)
were humorous. Although not all local storytellers are humorists, humour
is a mainstay of rural storyleUing. Residents of the Gabarus-Framboise region
value laughter. Different people made references to "funny" or "comical"
people throughout the evening's conversation. They remembered stories
hom tall-tale tellers of earlier days. Of the humorous narratives lold. eight
involved pranks and three contained consciously witty remarks (anothu five
included unintentionally wilty remarks made by ill clw'adu in the slory),
indicating that people of the region work at ~ating comic situations. The
wits and pranksten are consdous of the possibility of being immortalized as a
result of their words and deeds. NarYalives about practical jokes are closely
related to the jokes themselves.13 Hector MacCormick was not willing to sit
passively while his neighbours discussed his Hallowe'en trick or digging up
renceposts. Instead., he indiftd1y took aed.it ror the prank.
Nearly two-thirds or the stories (nineteen out of thirty-one) present a
world in which $QDlf:tbjDC iA Dpt what it 5CtD\'L A neighbour's personal
experience nanative evolves into a rantastic tale of the impossible. A man's
strange dream of Dying ships becomes reality. A fanner dismvers that his
barn is a morgue. A hole where treasure has been dug may be evidence of a
practical joke. A clock is used to mislead its owner into believing that it is not
yet Sunday. Dead people aft, in reality, either alive or mannequins. A bam
contains the wrong horse. Lights in a house or Oowers in a living room aft
visions of things that have not yet happened. A woman's ghost is a living
In these stories, anything-words, objects, animals, or people-may
prove to be different from what one expects. This attitude confirms other
aspects of Cape Breton life. Teasing is commonplace. "Telling lies" is done
with a straight face. A person who is considered. totally trustworthy when
dealing with matters of importance might make up a story on the spot and
insist it is true. A child must learn to distinguish truth from fiction, even
when separating the two might sometimes prove difficult for an adult The
proliferation of narratives in which something is not what it seems,
c.ombined with gentle, playful teasing. and word play in general, encourages
similar wit in children. As wen.. such laIes encourage skepticism and aeate a
need to look below the surface in many situations.
Stories of this type make it difficult for rural dweUers to be complacent
Life might seem secure and predictable to people who know both their
environment and the people lItey see around them. However, these
narratives let listeners know that life is not obvious and even people who are
familiar can act in surprising ways. Unlike many contemporary legends,
these stories do not generally present the world as a dangerous place in which
a person's safety is constantly under threat Instead, the world is shown to be
a place in which people must use their wits and not accept either people or
things at face value.
Such a Viewpoint is not limited to Gabarus-Framboise society. In an
analysis of family stories told by my relatives in Princ.e Edward Island, I found
that over twenty-eight of fifty-seven stories contained the message that things
are not what they seem (R. Thurgood, 1992:13). Moreover, tall tales-aU
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containing Ole same message-were once common throughout runl North
America. Many country people, especially men, have il tradition of lying for
the sheer fun of it We AlwAY' Lie to Stonc," (1951), the title of Vance
Randolph's collection of Ozark folktales, summarizes a Widespread attitude.
A great many European folktales also contain the message that things
are not what they seem. Two of the more obvious examples an: "Chicken
Little" (or '"Benny Penny*), in which an acorn faUs on the bird's head and, in
her panic to warn the king thai ..the sky is falling," she is tricked. by it
seemingly helpful fox into "taking iI shortcut'" through his den; and "The
Emperor's New Oothes'" in which the despot is deaived by two confidence
artists who convince him 10 appear in public weMing clothes which can be
seen "only by those who are fit for their positions" when, in fad. he is naked.
Numerous other Iess--blatant tales tell of cltaraders being misled when they
accept appearances <e.g.: Snow White takes gifts from the wicked queen
disguised as an old woman; Cinderella's stepsisters do not recognize her in
beautiful clothing; and fierce giants are intimidated. by The Brave Little Tailor,
whose belt reads "'Seven with One Blow," referring to the killing of flies and
not men).
Many anonymous~ jokes and all riddles aft based on the idea that
something is not what it SHII\S. However, these are regarded as fiction by
those who share them. Unlike practical jokes and lies, they are less likely to
victimize the innocent passerby or listener. Anonymous jokes serve less as
an iUustration of reality than as a commentary on it.1" Humorous rural
stories, on the other hand, ~, in theory at least. about what is real Practical
jokes take place In the everyday world. Thew tales and pranks ante a world
In which rural people must use wit and Quaon to avoid becoming figures In
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funny stories IhemselvK.t5 Since ORe only has a single identity or very
limited number of identities in rural society. one's social identity is pruarious
and must be protected.
To return to categorizing the storits, thirtHn relate personal
experiences, the personal experience narrative being a common and
important genre in informal storytelling. Twelve involve local characters,
people who provide entertainment by transgrnsing social norms. These
stories define acceptable behaviour by immorta.liz.ing people who go beyond
or live al the edge of what is allowable. Sandra Stahl stated that ..the one
important function of the local chuac:ter aneatote is the cMraderization of a
local·character' ....Whether an anecdote is bonowed 'from tradition' or
develops from a personal narrative, it is maintained in the community
because it records the kind of thing the 'character' would do, given his
peculiar personality'" (1975:294).16 When Roy told of Hector's Witty remark.t
the puddle, Lena and Flora responded, "'1"hat sounds like Hector'" .nd "Thafs
him." The story of Hector sleeping on a neighbour's porch further illustntes
Stahl's point. This anecdote, unlike most others about Hector, holds little
humour for a person who never met him. Alihou&h he was dearly
traMgnssing soda1 norms,. this in itself does not make the slory funny. The
humour c::omes mainly from the fact that the protagonist is Hector. Jimmy's
audienc::e can picture Hector stumbling inlo the house, half-asleep, and
delivering his odd c::omment. Hector as a "c::hander" occupied a traditional
and ac::c::eptable social role, unlike some loc::aJ charaden who are either
mentally unbalanced or wildly ec::c::enb'ic::.
Five stories, besides the story of Hector on the porch. are about
deviance from oommunity values. Residents may hold c::ontradidory views
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on the ethics of smugglins liquor during prohibition but infonning on a
relative out of anger is clearty unace:eptable. Other exampl6 of deviance a.rr
chronic drunkenness and related. dangerous driving, meanness, and swearing
at the end of prayer. Like lOCAl character antedates, stories of deviance,
whether serious or humorous, illustrate improper behaviow. though in
some cases they may celebrate rather than censure such condud. TM
nalTators related these tales eitlwr as humorous or memorable events of the
past to contribute to the evening's conversation. The stories, despite their
illustrations of community values, were not meant to teach lessons.
Nine stories relate to death. whether real or feigned. Four of these
involve disasters (shipwreds) or untimely deaths. Death is, of course, a
prime source of fur and tension to people evftYwhere. A ship wrecked on
the shore or a young person killed. in an accident disrupts community life and
forces everyone 10 focus on both the loss and their own mortality. Death
sometimes comes with drama and proVides material for slories. A peaceful
and expected death is only talked about for a short time. Some stories show
that at times there is a playful attitude surrounding death. Jokes al wakes,
Hector playing dead, and. hanged mannequins indicate that the subject is not
totally serious. Gaelic humour, both in Cape Breton and. Scotland. is often
dark and sometimes shocking to outsiden. My grandmother. Dolena
Thurgood. who was in her nineties. was asked by a long dislance caller. "'How
is everyone?" Her reply was, "'They're all dead" (which was true of most of
her peers). When I brought her a bouquet. she commented, "What lovely
flowers! You must have hurd that I was dead." Two humorous petings
used. by elderly Scottish Cape Breloners are. "An you dead yet?'" and "'Was
thai you or your brother that was killed in the war?'" Such. joking helps to
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dispel tension surroundi.ng death and shows an acceptance of death. Death is
neither a sacred nor a taboo topic. The pranks associated with wakes have no
place in a modem funftal home with its sttriJe .I.mosphe~ u\d soft music.
The freedom 10 joke gave people some power to deal with death on their own
terms. However, as Peter Narvfez pointed. oul in regard to wakes in
Newfoundland. pranks were played only at wakes of elderly people (1994:280).
Untimely deaths were much more solemn occasions and the narratives about
them are generally serious (see also, Small, 1997:23).
Eight stories include illegal activity, seven involve reckless behaviour
(fighting.. drinking heavily, being unnecessarily in dangerous settings), and
two contain violence. All these tales are about men. In most cases, their
behaviour was condoned and treated as a source of amusement by the
storytellers and. listeners. RUDHunning is Simply part of the region's history.
Punk. that went beyond the bounds olleslllily .....memborod with
nostalgia. The Macl.eods take pride in their local brawlers who appear to
have been fighting for their village's honour. This view of a. society in whkh
violence was common and la.ws often broken may be surprising to those who
have an idyllic view of the country and who believe thai the pasl was more
peaceful than the present. However, such na.rntives are conunon in rural
communities.
My study of family stones from Prince Edward Island, entil1ed. '"Rural
Respectability and Male Recklessness," as the title implies, lndicales similar
behavioural palterns. Eleven of the fifty-seven P.E.I. stories are about reckless
or violent behaviour by males a did nol include illegal activity as an
analytical calegory). The popularity of these narralive themes indicates that
violence, vandalism, and a disregard (or rules--aU wilhin Umits-are nol
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deviant or subversive actions but behaviours which are expected of young
men, if not actively encouraged.17 In the past, country boys in both areas were
clearly expected to be tough. willing to tab risks. and to fight when necessary.
Even if some lads weft cautious and law·abiding, those who c::rosHd
boundaries of respectable behaviour and indulged. in recklessness were not
deviants but young citizens following well-established social pa«ems.
However, recklessness among women is not tolerated in most rural
communities. Stories of female misdeeds are generally whis~red rather
than used to evoke laughter at social gatherings.
Five narratives have supernatural themes. til Of these, four are ilbout
prophetic experiences. 1he otMr is about a drum of treasure (if the treasure
had been discovered, this story too would have been classed as prophetic).
Certain supernatural experiemes, while common throughout the world, are
talked about more openly in some culturtS than in otllers.19 In the Gabarus-
Framboise region, forerunners, prophetic dreams, and the Second Sight are
talked about opt!n1y. The stories told at the M«Leod gathering were typical of
such stones. Despite the popularity of these topics, they are as debalable in
this community as supematunI beliefs are anywhere. jimmy's comments
indicated clearly that he doubled the truth of such stories.
One story, about Hedor disguising himself as his dead aunt, involved. a
play on the supernatural. Where there is belief in ghosts, there are often
traditions of stories which debunk such beliefs (..... so I went up above and it
was only a cat walking aaoss the grain bin-) and pranks involving fake
ghosts. However, although belief in forerunners is and has been much more
prevalent than belief in ghO$ts in the Gabarus-Framboise region, I did not
coUec:t a single story of anyone auting a practical joke involving a
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forerunner. (Supernatural siorin and beliefs wiD be explored in greater detail
in Chapter VIll).
Two slories are about history in a formal sense-nearly all the stories
are about the community's history. Lena's slory of her family immigrating
was a straightforward. telling of an important event in her family's pasl
Jimmy began his story of the wreck of the Afriam Prince as a tale .bout
another notable local happening. Not surprisingly, given Jimmy's
personality, it developed. into ;I humorous personal experience narrative
about his receiving a drink of well-aged rum.
Finally. one story is about a famous person. Anecdotes about famous
people are very popular. There is a certain delight in being able to connect
ourselves with celebrities, however distantly, and. in getting a glimpse of
these people when their public personas are set aside. As weD, the leUer gains
some status by knowing something about a celebrity which is not generally
known. The evening's storyteUinS also included examples of other themes
which will be discussed. in more detail in regard to the repertoires of other
storytel1ers in the following chapters.
s.s The Storytellen
All fow people had different roles in this storytelling session. Flora
and Jimmy were the dominant storytellers. Jimmy told twelve stories (eight
with everyone there and four after Roy and Flora left), Flora told eight, Lena
told six (four when all were there and two after), and. Roy told four. As well.
Roy and Flora lold one together.
Flora's anas of interest were quile bf'Old and included five humorous
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tales of local happenings, two supernatural stories, and one anecdote about
Prince Charles. As weD, she was a very active USlener, encouraging the others
by expressing her agreement or disagreement and her surprise or disapproval
during theit stories.
Jimmy was only slightly less vocal than Aora, continually making
comments throughout the evening. His stories were usuaDy longer than
hers. They were also more specialized. eleven out of twelve being humorous.
Although he told one tale about forerunners, he was dearly uncomfortable
with the subject and soon led the conversation back to funny slories.
Jimmy's humorous nanatiom not only indicate that he Ius a good
memory for comic tales but also reflect his a"itude to life. We all laughed
heartily as he described himself and others pushing an unmuffled. truck..
loaded with rum. oul of the boggy earth of the barrens on an otherwise silent
night. This story is an example of what Margaret Read MacDonald calls "[t)he
disaster·as-humorous-anec:dote· (99). Jimmy's adventure could not have
been very funny while it was happening, with men working frantically,
knowing that there were Christian Temperance Unionists living nearby and.
Mounties regularly patrolling the coast. But, as MacDonald explains, this type
of tale "functions as a means of defining reality'" (101). It enables OM to
perceive the world as a plac:e 6lled with irony and fun. where even trouble is
not with.oul its humorous side. In Mac:Oonald's words, "Perhaps the
raconteur whose narrative sense lets him see at a glance that 'It could have
been worse..: is already on the road 10 feeling a little MUer about his
disastrous experience· (100). Jimmy demonstrated his ability to see life's
comic side by turning this dramatic incident into. funny story.
The evening's other participants, Lena and Roy, wltile competent
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storytellers, told fewer namtives than Flora or JUnmy. Lena tokl four stories
with everyone there and two after. Three of the first four were humorous,
the other was a serious tale about family history. lhe stories told after Roy
and Florence left were about forenu\l\frs. bna became quite involved in
their telling and perhaps, in other circumstances, might have told more. But
the talk in her kitchen on this night was generally light·hearted and the
setting was inappropriate for more serious stories. Besides telling stories,
Lena made numerous comments during the evening. She asked questions,
expressed Viewpoints, and made several witty remarks. For instance, when
Jimmy finished his story of successfully removing the truckload of rum from
the bog, Lena provoked great laughter with her quip, "'The devil's good. to his
own." She also provided vivid descriptions of past situations (e.g., returning
home after listening to Lauchie MacDonald's ghost tales) which helped the
others recall related stories. ~na's final role in the evenins-besides the
important one of heinS hosless and serving te.-was to ad as a prompter to
Jimmy. She obviously enjoyed his nanations and reminded him of relevant.
humorous stories from his repertoire.
Roy told four amusing stories. His tale of the man discovering bodies
in the bam was particularly entertaining. Flora told me during another
interview that Roy often retale5 a humorous and exaggerated account of her
returning from California to marry him (RT92-34B, Aug. 13, 1992). Although
he is able to teU a story well, Roy was more inclined to listen quietly than
were any of the others. During both recording sessions, he was more
concerned with presenting facts and developing a picture of life in earlier
times than in providing entertainment with narratives. His role in these
recordings was primarily thai of an ml...hW2Dm rather than of an anecdotal
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storyteller. At times. he also dim:ted. the talk away from its celebration of the
community's rambunctious and disreputable side to show thai the rrgion's
citizens were hard..working, religious. and community minded.. His
reminiscences, like Lena's desaiptions, served as memory aids for the other
storyteUers, reminding them of stories from their own repertoires. Roy
obViously enjoyed the stories of the others. listening aUentively and laughing
heartily.
The storytelling snsion was a highly puticipatory event Dnpile Flora
and Jimmy's dominant roles. the participants could nol be divided. dearly
into performers and audience. All told SOrM stories and listened to others.
The line between performer and audience was thin. There was constant
verbal interaction within the group as people expressed agreement or
disagreement, made corrections, filled in gaps, or simply readed to what had.
been said (e.g., NOh, nol She was the Sunday school teacher too.") However,
when Lena told of her ancestors being capturM by pirales, litis was dearly her
own slory and the olbers were silent AI lhe olber extreme of storytelling,
Flora and Roy together developed a narrative aboul rum-running during a
conversation in which everyone partidpated.
Ranald: So, did anyone ever get anesled around here?
Jimmy: No, nobody got arrested.
Flora: In Framboise, they did.
Ranald: What happened. there?
Lena: Well, somebody informed on them.
Rora: Yeah. Somebody squealed on them and three guys were
arnsted.
Roy: Two.
Flora: Yeah, but there were tIuft. One felL1 got out of it. [don't
remember the third fella but Malcolm Dan and Dan Norman,
they went to Arichat [site of the Richmond County courthouse
and jail).
Roy: Roddie, wasn't it, Roddie Macleod too?
Flora: Which Roddie?
Roy: Rodllidh DhOmhrulill Rwzidll [Roddie Rfti Donald).
Flora: Oh, yes. That was the: third. guy. He was such a comical guy, that
Roddie.
Roy: See, a lot of those people at that time had adopted a boy to work,
to do some work for them. And this YOtmg feUa wanted to
borrow the horse.
Flora: He had a date.
Roy: He had a date and couldn't borrow the: horse from his stepfather
or whoever he was.
Flora: That was Dan Norman with the George Alison horse.
Roy: And Dan Norman wouldn't give tum the horse for the date, the
horse and sleigh.
Flora: Because he was going to go to the landing. And he couldn't tell
him either what he was doing.
Roy: He was going to go to the: landing and. use the horse, I guess. So,
anyway, the boy squWed on him and (Flo..: He [the boy] WIS
upset) -they had. to serve time, thirty days or so. 1be adopted
boy squealed on them.
Flora: And he left and never came back.
Jimmy: Where did he ever go to?
Roy: I think he went to Halifu. Halifax.
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Flora: Some people saw him diffeRnt pI.~ but he was .scared to go
back.
Roy: Oll. yes. He just ran away. (RT92-4A)
Throughout this part of the conversation, both Roy and Flon took active
roles in developing the nanalive and moving it along. However, most
stories were clearly told by one person although others might have
contributed comments to the nanation.20
This interactive storytelling style seems anan:histic to those raised in
other styles of oral communication. Mugam Read MacDonald commented,
"'My entice paternal family, whose adults were all raised in Southern lndiana,
carries on this kind of rapid conversational patter complete with inc:eosant
'jumps' {i.e., jumping ahead in the story, telling what will happen next] by
listeners. To my husband, raised in a family structure of taciturn men, who
are slow 10 come to speech and very respectful of each other's verbal space,
our entire family seems rude and incoNiderate'" (3S, footnote 6; bracketed
section is my addition). However, MacDonald says that this type of
interaction is expected by the people of ScipiO: "'By such continued verbal
support of the speaker, the audience affirms tNt they Be still 'with him': that
they are still 'playing the conversational same'· (32).
The CQQVCnatipp.1 pme has its own rules and becoming a competent
playu requires considerable skill. On this evening in Belfry, the group
worked together to create the storytelling evenl. When a person relaled a
story, the comments, rather than inlerrupting the story, almost always fit into
the narrative flow. 11le exceptions happened when someone wanted a poinl
of clarification. The narration halled while the det1ils weft established.
Otherwise, questions ud comments which. requiftd a response from the
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narrator were saved until the end of stories when listeners were allowed, if
not expected, to join in. The conversation moved easily &om one topic to the
nexl with stories usually arising in response to a previous tale or topic of
discussion (although I ocCisionaUy elicited topics with a question).21 The
narratives were not weighted down with superfluous description, yet the
tellers were aware of my presence and proVided enough details so that I too
could follow all the stories. Everyone's talents were respected. Lena's and
Roy's descriptions and Lena's witty remuks Sftmed as important to tM
evening's entertainment IS did the adual MrntiVts. Despite the dominanc:e
of two storytellers throughout the evening, this was .. shared event in which
all participants had active and important puts.
5.6 Summary
During the course of the evening's c:onversalion, the four storytellers
presented a vivid picture of life on the Gabarus-Framboise coast during the
19205 and 305. The talk revealed. important aspects, both positive and
negative, of the community's social history. The style of storytelling. with
everyone puticipating in the creation of stories and with humour emerging
regularly, paraUels the content of the stories. These narratives show. society
in which everyone knew each other, differences in social stalus were minor,22
and humour was a regular element of life. Still. the narratives of sudden
death, shipwreck, and the willingness of ordinary citizens to break the law
Oimrny did not even drink during his rum-running days) show that life was
not without serious problems.
The MacLeods' storytelling was, in many ways, typical of evening visits
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in numerous rural communities. The foc:us on local people and. settinss, the
interactive flow of conversation. and the combination of humour and drama,
are aspects of socializing at home in many locales. Not aU country people are
as talkative though. Either rural or urban dwellers may, like Marga~t Read
MacDonald's in-laws, be used to keeping silence and be uncomfortable with.
the seeming '"interruptions'" of group narration. Many city people, on the
other hand, communicate in a manner similar to the MacLeod.s. Urban
families or co-workers may create stories together in highly interactive
conversations. City friends may gather in doughnut shops or caf& and laugh
about shared experiences.
The uniqueness of lhis evening's narratives lies in the uniqueness of
the community itself. Aspects of life on the Gtbarus-Framboise coast-4uch
as particular inter-village rivalries, the use of Gaelic words, local turns of
phrase (sometimes influenced by the Gaelic mother longue), a history of work
on land and sea, and strict Presbyterian practiC6-<ombined with an
idiosyncratic collection of people to create a community unlike any other. All
the storyteUers know this community and. virtually all its residents. Unlike a
great many urbanites, with the exception of those from stable and
longstanding neighbourhoods, the MacLeods share numerous points of
referenct going back to their earliest yean.
The MacLeods would understand lhe slories and. storytelling styles of
Scipio, Indiana or Borden, Saskatchewan. They would be able to contribute to
an evening's storytelling and evoke some laughter in either setting.
However, their storytelling during this evening's visit was primarily. despite
my presence, a sharing of narratives from their own folk community. The
stories were set in an environment familiae to the foue friends. The people
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and events of years ago were brought to the sunlta, AS they had been many
times before. Despite the fad that Roy, Aon., Jimmy. and Lena had all lived.
away for lengthy periods, the history and values of their home community
were reinfotUd.
The recunence of this Iype of storyttUmg in a folk community keeps
the past close to the present. The environment in which one's concepts of
reality were formed and social identity was developed is recognized,
re·examined.. and reinforced dUring the course of visiting and socializing. As
mentioned in Chaptft n. a city pusan may have a variety of identities and
can create personas based. on a selective or imagined history. However, such
options are not available to members of a rural folk community. Jimmy,
Lena, Roy, and Florence were either partidJ'flnts in. or close to the events
described in the stories and can see whether their own memories and
understandings accord with those of the oUten. For these people, one's past is
not something private and personal which can be edited and re-fol'tl\ed by a
narrator and then presenled 10 others unchallenged. Instead, one's memories
are questioned and. examiMd., ~haps even russembled, in the cou.rse of an
evening's entertainment.
Flora, Roy, Jimmy, and Lena MacLeod aft typical of~ CabaJus.-
Framboise region's anecdotal storytellers. However, community memben
also speak highly of other more specialized siorytellers. In the next three
chapters, I will examine some of these narrators and their repertoires.
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Notes
1. A major portion of this interview was published in Cape Breton's
Mi;nin£ 74 (Spring. 1999):51-62 (R Thurgood, "A Visit... ").
2. Roger Abrahams (1978) explained the: basic elements of conversation:
Though convcrs.«tions or Iuroing II fQlk tend to be catch·all native
terms for a wide range of our speech activities, the common thread of
these diverse interactions are (sic) that; (1) theoretically there is equal
access to the state-oE-talk for everyone involved; (2) all witllisten to
what the speaker is saying; (3) all ue expected to impart significant
information. i.e., Mve a point and mQkt it during a turn; and (4) no
one should deliver preparM speeches in sudt engagements, but rather
interacl spontAneously and responsively. (author's italics; 35)
Martin Lab. (1983) swrunarized the relationship between conversation
and narrative:
...conversation is not merely a speech context out of which the casual
genres of folklore arise, but rather... narratives are situaled in, and
largely structured by c:onversation. Conversations of sociability then.
can be understood as speech activities that are fongrounded and
focused and shlring in the same aesthetic: function of the narrative
ilseU. (209)
3. This saying ....y be inspired by tho song "Out Behind til. Bam" (1954),
which includes the line, '1 got my education out behind the bun."
written by Boudleaux Bryant (Horstman. 1996:118·19) and recorded by
Jimmy Dickens, though country song titles are often taken from popular
sayings.
4. Lena's om recounting of a story from her family's writlen records is not
unique. I have heard other people teU dramatic stories which they had
shaped from accounts discovered by the family genealogists.
5. While visiting Scotland. I heard from others that Prince Charles was a
frequent visitor to &emeray.
6. Today, local storytellers trtat the wreck of the Afriam Pn°na as a
humorous subjKl At the ti.lne. however. at least two local bards regarded
the flow of &ee rum into the community as a serious social problem. A
song by Christene Mackiesan and. Dan N. Macintyre begins, in translation
from Gaelic: "Many evils plague our people. I Many troubles plague ow
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country,! Lately the Amcan Prince was wrecked here,1 And it brought the
drunkards to the village" (editors' use of bold type; Cumming et aI., 92).
7. Elements of this story are widespread <Thompson Motifs NS31, Treasure
discovered through dream. and N563, Treasure-seekers find hole from
which treasure has been recently removed). For both folklore about and
contemporary accounts of searches for treasure in the Gabarus-Framboise
area, see: Storm, 1967; and Caplan. "Alex Storm Plans for Buried
Treasure" CBM 17:17-19. See also, Caplan, "Stories about Buried
Treasure," .CBM. 17:9-16 and Coldwell 1977:111-55 and 218-38. For more
on treasure and associated beliefs, see: Christiansen, 1958, no. 8010;
Creighton, 1950:4-14; 1957:42-68; and 1968:7~1;Fauset, 1931:88--93; and
Hand,198O,112-17.
8. For an overview of nineteenth-century Presbyterianism in Cape Breton,
see M. D. Morrison (1940). Jimmy, Lena, Roy, and Flora were brought up
by those who were raised in the earlier, strider pradices. See also laW'll
Stanley's The Well-Watered Garden' The Presbyterian Church in Capt
Breton 1798-1860 (1983).
9. I use the term ·local charader" as it is understood by folklorists although,
in this context, the word "charader'" by itself might actually be a better
term. Maritimers often use "character'" to describe someone, such as
Hector, who shows, usually by using humour, that he or she has a strong
and unique personality. However, they often use the term "local
marader'" in a pejorative manner to refer to an eXlreme eccentric. Dorson
(1964), the first folklorist to discuss the relationship of local characters and
narratives, used both terms, saying that characters may display either
positive or negative attributes: "His eccentric behaviour may include, on
the positive side, low cunning, ef&ontery, chicanery, verbal clevemess at
making sharp retorts, or special offbeat talents Uke a genius for gadgetry.
On the negative side, local characters display shiftlessness, parsimony,
degeneracy, stubbornness, stupidity, and gullibility" (23).
David Stanley (1996) emphasized the '"trickster" aspect of local
charaders in an analysis that could easily be applied to the stories about
Hector:
Local~charaderanecdotes bear close resemblance to narratives of
trickster figuns who confront community standards; the local
character's freedom constitutes an implicit aitique that reveals
simultaneously the value-laden basis of those standards and the
potential consequences of departing from them. As trickster, the local
character dtallenges and disrupts by demonstrating the rigidity and
artificiality of social norms and by suggesting the possibility of violating
them; in this sense, the local character not only proves a mischievous
and entertaining sourer of disruption, but also demonstrates exac:t1y the
community's rules for behaviour and the interrelationships among
these rules. (444)
10. For a discussion of similar humour in Texas, see Bauman,. 1986:S~77.
11. This couple have similar attitudes to Steve and. Ida Boda, the Hungarian·
American couple whose storytelling was analyzed. by Linda nigh. In both
cases, the men rnjoy telling humorous stories and are quite skeptica.l
about the supernatural while the women have a great interest in uncanny
phenomena ~h, 1~:286-3OS).
12. Gershon Legman (I96U91" Junes Leary (1980-.360; 1984:7), and Marg....
Read MacDonald (1996:32-3) observed. that in informal storytelling. a story
may extend beyond its verbal climax or apparent ending.
13. See: Cothran. 1974:348; M. R. MacDonald, 132; and Tallman. 1974.
Gwyndaf (1976) said:
Anecdotes relating to untoward. incidents are chanderistic of smaD.
closely-knit communities in which the participant is generally known
to every one and. in which those who narrate the incident can do so in
an atmosphere of non-malice, fun-poking and leg-pulling. without,
except on rare occasions, fear of any ill (eeling. (286)
He includes pradica.l jokes in these "untoward incidents." However,
Brandes (1980:97-114) and Read MacDonald (134-36) see a more aggressive
aspect to practical joking (and, by impliation,. to lhe usociated. anec:dotes).
In MacDonald's words, "'some o( the prutking in ScipiO is jwl plain
met,"'" (author's italics; 134). See also Bauman's study of narratives about
practical jokes (1986:33-53).
14. Bauman observed:
As imaginative products ungrounded in a known community of real
individuals, jokes can only be metaphorical (and speculative in their
relationship to actual experience). They tell us in hypolhetica1lerms
about how structure might fall apart or be overturned, whereas the true
anecdotes are told to keep us aware of the vulnerability of life as it
really is and the capacity of spee<h both 10 make this vulnerability
apparent and to bring it under control. (author's italics; 1986:m
15. Stanley Brandes, in hi5 study of Andalusian male folklore, Silys that
pranks and riddles carry a message which is a primary theme in Spanish
We:
...appearances are deceiving; they do not represmt reality. In pranks, iI
person is victimized. essentially for being off his guillet, for being too
trusting of his physical and social milieu. In pretended. obscene riddles,
likewise, the riddlee is tricked into believiftS; somethins; to be coned
that is incornd; the iKCUfale response is not at all what one imagines it
to be. Pranks and riddles socialize people into a basically skeptical stilte
of mind that. it is said. will serve them in more critical everyday affairs.
particularly those dealing with the management of resoW'tes."
(1980:136)
16. Stahl's viewpoint is essentially functioNllist, based on the idea that social
activities conlribute to the maintenance of a social system. From her
viewpoint, deviant behaviour and talk about it reinforce, ralher than
threaten, the community. Such an interpretation is questionable. Local
character stories could pass on the message that. community's rules are
easily broken and their transgression is • joke rather than an outrage.
17. Michael Robidoux (1998) and Laura Robinson (1998) made similar
arguments about the Sftmingly deviant off-ice behaviour of professional
and junior hockey play... respectively. (Many of lhe pncti<:es of Ihes<
hockey players woukl be unacceptable by the stancluds of the Cabuu..
Framboise residenls.)
18. The word ·supernatural" was never used in discussions with community
residents. I use supernatural in its popular usase. Hufford (1987) has
provided a good. definition: "refmoi.ns to an. order of reality that is
different from the world of maUeI' and enerzy and also differenl &om
purely subjective imagination, that al least ocasionally interacts with this
world, and that is in some ways superior to this wodd" (31). However,
"superiority'" is not always a feature of the supernatural. Cape Breton
forerunner stories lack any sense of a better world or superior beings.
19. David Hufford (1982) and Leea Virlanen (1990) both provide considerable
evidence that such experiences are aoss-cultural and not produced. by
particular societies or ethnic groups, for example, "Celts."
20. Such conversational storytelling is not limited. to the English·speUing
world. Siikala observed. that in Finland, '(w)hen there are several people
in the audience familiar with the subject for diKussion, the telling
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becomes a dialogue, a social exchange, in which each will contribute to the
stream of conversation'" (l99lr.207).
21. Tail said of a similar storytelling session in Nlal Saskatchewan, "Despite
the seeming random nature of the talk. there were rules, themes, and
associations which linked one part of the conversation to the next'" (80).
Gwyndaf says that James Goddard tells stories informaUy "in the company
of a small group of friends and acquaintances who share a common code
of interaction" (1990:200).
22. However, Rusty Bitterman (1988) challenged the view that nineteenth-
century Scottish immigrant communities in Ctpe Breton were egalitarian
either economically or socially. The fad that some ruidents of the
Gabarus·Framboise art. did wage labour for others confirms his point
Despite lNs. Jimmy, LeM. Roy. and Flora were probably of a similar status
to many of the Gatlic country people in the Gabarus-Framboise area. For
reminiscences of a more privileged upbringing, $ft L Morrison, "'With
Lottie Morrison from G.bU'US" «:BM40:1-11).
Plate 5.1 Mosquito at Mike and Carolyn MacKinnons' store, Framboise.
Sculpture by Mike's brother (Aug. 1992).
Plate 5.2 Jimmy Philip Macleod at his home, Belfry Road. The Gaelic on the
sign translates as "Welcome, Lena and James" (Aug., 1992)
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Plate 5.3 Lena Macleod as a young woman (photo courtesy of Cape Breton's
~.
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Plate 5.4 Flora and Roy MacLeOO at their summer place in Malquish (August
1m; photo courtesy of Cape Breton's Magazjne>.
Plate 5.5 Hector MacConnick in the Navy during World War il, Middle
Stewiacke, N.s. (photo courtesy of Mary Maggie MacCormick).
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Plate 5.6 Hector MacCormick and Friend on naval ship, WW IT (photo courtesy
of Sarah "Belfry" MacCormick).
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., like stories with .. humorous twist'":
Arthw Severance and His Stories
When I last saw Arthur Sevennce (P1ale 6.1) in the summer of 1995,
he was ninety years old and quile feeble but was refusing to "go gentle into
that good night." Arthur had been a strong, active man. He was highly
intelligent and still mentally alert. He could converse easily about either the
day's news or his youthful experiences. However. his body had deteriorated
and he was forced to exchange a relatively independent life in Fourchu for
chronic care in Richmond Villa at St. Peters. He was " recent widower and
his sons did not live dose by. Friends and Mighboun from his home
community visited less oftm and he could no longer look out his front
window and watch the grandsons and great~srand50ns of his childhood
friends working with their fishing boats. He complai.ned. "Well. I don't
know, the kind of a life I'm having now, IT'S BORING" (RT95-7A).
Nonetheless, Arthur looked forward to his evening talks with a ninety·five--
year-old former seaman named Mombourquette &om L'Ardoise. The two
undoubtedly exchanged many good. stories.
When I talked to people in the Gabarus--Fnmboise region about
storytellers, I was asked repeatedly. "lfave you visiled Arthur Severan<:e?'"
He had a reputation as, perhaps. the pl'ftminent storyteUer in his
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community. However, no performer is able to please everyone. A couple of
working men, not appreciative of his extended tales, grumbled that "he'll talk
your ear off." Arthur's stories. unlike the short anecdotes of most of his
neighbours. were often long, involved. and highly detailed. Arthur was an
entertainer and a teacher of sorts. passing on information about life in his
community and the skills formerly needed by seafaring people.
Arthur Severance was a storytelling enthusiast to a degne shared. by
few of his neighbours. He was self·conscious about his telling. He
commented before beginning one tale, "'I'LL RISK nus ONE. Probably won't
resurface anyway," implying thai he might nol be able to remember 1M story
well enough to teU it proptrly (RT92.-468. Aug. 17, 1992). He also evaluated
his performance of the Cooptr MacLeods' taU tI.Ie session (in Chapter llI),
stating, ., had trouble with that one there beause I didn't teU tlull as
SMOOTHLY as it should have gone. I have to set a measure on that'" (RT95-
6A. Aug. 28. 1995). He appraised the abilities of other storytellers, rating
I.rY.1h.hJ.l Paul Maclellan &om near Meat Cove at the northern tip of Cape
Bt'1!:ton and his own neighbours, the Cooper MacLeods, above the resl. He
used them as a standard against which to measure olher storyteUers. Arthur
said of John Rafuse and his 1aI.., "H. couldn't dtess thom up lib tho Coop<rs
but he used to tell some awfully bloody tall tales just the same!" (RT95-7B,
Aug. 28, 1995).1
Arthur had a decided preference for humorous tales (see Table 6.1). I
recorded thirty-seven of his narratives (three repeated twice for a total of
forty). Of these, twenty-five were humorous and len of these funny stories
were tall tales. (Once again, these figures should be regarded as gmeral rather
than exad indicalors-the account of the tall tale session in Chapter m
T.ilble 6.1 Theautic Pa.tterN in Arthur severance'. Narratives
37 narratives related (3 told twice, for a total of 40; 8 over 15 minutes; 12 brid)
29 something is not what it.seems
25 ...........
21 local (G~U\l!rFramboise region)
21 sea
17 technical details
13 local charaders
11 work
10 taU tales
10 worklechniques
9 danger
9 solving problems
9 speculation about aspects of the story
8 personal experiences
6 witty remarks
5 unintentionally fIlMy mn.ub (made by a charKter in lhe story)
5 death
5 disasters (shipwrecks, storm at sea. Imng many lives)
3 reckless behaviour
3 illegal activity (rum-running. bootlegging)
3 strong or hardy old people
2 deviance from local values
2 defying authority
2 fMnily history
2 history (settlement, Iong-.o IYppeninp in the region)
1 play on supemalunl
, __
1 anonymous character
1 pranks
1 originofnidawne
1 entrepreneurship
Note: M01lt stories contain multiple the1nes. Numben teftect general pauems; they do not
provide exad datl.
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contains two complete tales within a framing story, so I have counted this as
three narratives though I could as easily have counted it as one.)
Arthur appreciated the best storytellers not only for their humour but
also for their ability to aute vivid pictures with their words.
Arthur: Now, (chuckles) I ~metnber at the time when old Uohn CooperL
when the old £ella told about (chuc:kles) how the twister struck
when they were threshing. But he'd teU those stories in such a
way that, weU. ird be almost like you were reading it. You
know, iI went right along smoothly, and HE'D TELL IT AS IF IT
ACTUALLY HAPPENED. ALTHOUGH HE KNEW DAMN
WELL IT NEVER HAPPENED. YOU SEE. Bu. (chuckles) 1don't
know whether after years, maybe, of telling those stories. they'd
come to believe in them themselves. (chuckles)
Ranald: There's an art in it though. isn't there? They make ninety per
cent of iI believable and you're following it along (Arthur. Oft.
yes.) and then all of a sudden, everything turns inside out. just
like the boiler (referring to John Cooper's taU tale of the twister
on the prairies in Chapter W).
Arthur: Now, when this Paul MacLeUan told. that story about whtn ht
was coming home in the spring and walking down in the hftvy
snow and. all of it. and. falling in with this bunch of young
people, mosUy, that were going to a milling frolic at a house, the
way he told that story, I don't know, it just REGISTERED WITH
ME. I knew it was, (laughing) right almost &om the start,
(laughs) tNt it was a [tall) OM. But. I don't know. rrs A GIFT,
!hafs all. The same way with a writer, particularly a writer of
fiction. Jesus. Probably the 6dion is based. on something that
actually happeMd but it also got a bit of window-dressing in the
writing. (RT95-6B. Augusl28. 1995)
Later in the same interview, Arthw praised the intelligence of the
outstanding storytellers, once again desaibing their abilities in terms of a
"gift."
.. .I think there aft some people that have, well, THEY'RE GIFI'ED in
different things and there are some people who have A GIFr OF 1HE
IMAGINATION. And th<y can make them up. I don'...a1ly know of
any of those people that had any more FORMAL education than to be
able to read. I wouldn't say they were great readers at all but they
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COULD READ. They could WRITE TIlElR NAME good, a lot of them.
But, oil, TIlElR THINKING PROCESS WAS AcruALLY TIlE KEY TO
IT. (RT95.7A, Aug. 28, 1995)
The first story that Arthur told me, probably his favourite and one that
exemplified the qualities he admired. in other storytellers, is the tale
mentioned above of what happened when Paul Maclellan was heading
home in the spring.
Ranald: You were saying to me that you lilc.e stories with "a humorous
twist to them.If And what kind of stories are you thinking of?
Arthur: (chuckles) 1don't know. Those are the stories I'd be most apt to
remember. I try to think of them. they don't come. It's (laughs)
something like the story that Ron ICaplan) got there. I think that
was the first one (of Arthur's narralives] he put in the~
BRlonl's) MaliZin" [See Severance, end 33.)
Ranald: Is that the "Story of Truthful Paul'"? (referring to the article's
tide, "A Tale from Trulhful Pau1")
Arthur: TRUTHFUL Paul ... WELL, when I hNrd. thai story, I was storm-
stayed at the time, down north. I was down at Bay St. Lawrenee
and intended to go around to Chetic:amp and there were no
roads across there then. They were doing a survey for the Cabot
Trail at the time and the only way of getting uound. to
Cheticamp directly &om there was by boat. a lobster smack was
going OVift'. And I had to go up 10 Meat Cove to get this stnKk.
And when I lot up there, they were inlending to leave the next
day and there was (chuc:kles) a northeut breeu came up, pretty
heavy one, and they had to pull the smacks up, haul 'or up.
There's no harbour there at aU or anything. So I was over there
for two or three days before I got away.
So, this old Paul Maclellan worked at the lobster cannery
there, not really in Meat Cove but quite dose to it. So, we wert
siUing in Ihe bunkhouse there at the cannery, the afternoon that
I gol down. Paul was quite a storyteUer. he had a wonderful
imagination. We had some [tooL we had a whole family of men
here in Framboise and now, Jimmy Dan E. [MacLeod) would be a
nephew of those men, MacI..eods, too. And they just
IMAGINED stuff. T1t<r< wasIMAGINA110N, nothing else, and
the stories they lold were purely for entertainment You'd never
get anything in the way of gossip &om them at aU. But pure
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entertainment. And some of them tranlled around a bit in the
world. There was one of the brothers that never left Fnmboise
and he could tell stories like the fellas that spenl some time-
well, not travelled the world but travelled the continent here in
North America. (softly> Yeah.
8llf ANYWAY, old Paul got on this story. He was a young
man then and a lot of the younler men at that time used to go 10
the lumberwoods for the winter. They'd go to Maine, logging.
northern New Brunswick and MAine. And he was coming
home-they fished, of COUlSt, in the summer and the spring-
he was coming home. late in the winter or early spring for to get
ready for the fIShing season. And - he gol down to
INGONISH, I think it was, he gal to Ingonish on a boat from
Sydney. He had to walk from there {about fifty kHometresl. And
there was still heavy snow through the area. Now, he was
hiking for - down further north.
So, he started walking anyway. "My God:' he said. "the
walking was bad, you know. HEAVY SNOW," He was going
over Broad Cove Mountain. it was getting dark. He wasn't 100
well acquainted in the area there for to know whether he was
gelting close to where somebody was living. And going along,
anyway, over Broad Cove Mountain, all of a sudden,. he said, he
heard these CAEUC SONGS. It Nld to be a party, at leut it
would be a number of people that were all singing. '"My Cod,'"
he said that he put on (chuclcJes) a little harder effort.. he said.
and then he aught up with them-a bunch of young people
that were going to a milling frolic. So he went along with them
and, well, it was getting quite Idark}-, it was twilight, deep
twilight, anyway. And they came 10 this house and let them in.
He said theft was Ul old. couple ..t the house. This was where
the millin, was to be. They were awful glad to see them. YO\l
know, invited. them to come in.. He barely got in, he said, when
the teapot was on. made the tn and had it. So, they sot the
milling underway. 'Course the music was supplied by the
~ple who were doing the milling,. it was all Gaelic songs. YO\l
see. Have an idea of what-?
Ranald: Yeah, I was at the &otic up at Gabarus Lake, just a couple of
weeks ago (Arthllr. Yuh?) so I've got some idea of what irs
like.
Arthur: They Iuod • miI1ing fMIic Ih<re? (1lanaId: Yuh.) Yeah. WeO
thars what it was now, anyway.
So, th<y Iuod til< doth to be mill<d and th<y got around and
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they were singing the Gaelic songs, swinging the cloth, you
know [bangs table to demonstrate]_ After a while, he said, they
heard somebody knocking at the door. The man of the house
went to the door. He said this old feU. came in with him. he
had a bottle wrapped in a shawl he carried under one arm.
Right behind him, he said, this old woman came in. she had a
spinning wheel-I don't know how she was carrying the
spinning wheel but she had a pair of wool cards and SHEARS
hung on a belt or something. They come in and the old fella
said, "Rory," he said, "'you're late," And Rory, "Oh, well, yeah,
the travelling wasn't so good, you know," So-and Morag, that
was the old woman-so, they had to make a cup of tea for Rory
and Morag.
And the milling was getting pretty well along. They had their
tea, anyway, and then Rory turned to Morag and he said,
"Morag, irs time to get to work." "Yeah.1f She and the spinning
wheel, of course, were set on the Ooor. Morag got up and went
out. And Rory called OM of the other feDas there at the party
and told him to go out and told him what he wanted [in the way
of] a switch and he described the length and thidr.ness of it.
There was a lot of shrubbery out near the house and he wanted a
switch from this. He'd cut that and bring it in. So, all right. the
young feUa went out, he brought the swilch in. Morag came in
and she had this handful of wool. She carded. the wool, made
roDs, you know, and then she got at the spinning wheel and he
said, "Now, now," he said, "you do the e-string first." (laughs)
She started spinning, spun the strings for the fiddle. He
unwrapped the parce~ took the .hawl off, and he had tN.
lNSfRUMENr in it. Paul said he'd never seen anything like it.
It had to be something of a fiddle but il was kind of bottle--
shaped, you know. But - Rory took that out and the old lady
hung the strings over the back of a chair. When she got the four
strings done, he said, "'Now you'll do the little ones." "'Fine."
So, this was like spider webs (lAughs) for size. Hung them over
the back of the chair, one after the other. And he put the strings
on the fiddle and tried them. tuned it. And when she got this
bunch of little ones dOM, he gathered. them up, strung them
oul, just took an overhand knot in one end, brushed. them out
again, got them all equal, an overhand knOI in the other end.
And then he got the switch. He cut a nolch in one end, then he
decided by the length of the bow hain (l.ughs), how long he
should cut it. And he cut the switch off, put a knot in the other
end. He parted the bunclt of-let's call them hairs, eh-he just
parted them and he strung the bow through the middle and. it
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come out. The knots, hooked them in the notch" cui at the
end. and. that was the bow.
So he tuned up the fiddle then and got finer tuning on it with
the bow, you know. And TIlE MILLING WAS DONE and
everything was moved back and-the young folks got on the
floor and Rol')' started to play. WeD. he said, he'd heard a lot of
violin music from the best fiddlers too, he said. it was
wonderful, he said. But thai music that the old feUa played, he'd
never heard ANYTHING in his life like it. He had never been
able to dance, himseU. either. He wouldn't-whether it was
shyness or what-but he wouldn't try to dance. And of course, t
guess, the dancing then, there was a lot of slepdanc:ing in it, you
see. But he said that he couldn't understmd it, he realized that
he was dancing on the Ooor with the rest of the young people.
And for weeks afterwMds, he said, he'd wake up at night, he'd be
out of bed on the floor, in his bare fett. DANCING, he said. That
music would. be ringing in his urs! (laughter.)
But anyway, thed~ went on till the wet houn of the
morning. I don't know whether the strings wenl first or the
hairs or whether they wenl simultaneously bul the fiddle strings
and the bow jusl simply disintegrated.
So, everybody was leaving. going, you know. Rory and Sarah
would-or Morag, well, Morag is the GaeUc for Sarah-Rory
and Morag were the last 10 go but he waited till they were gone.
They loft thon. Ho thanked his hoots. himself. for tho 'holter
and entertainment and all, for lhe night, you know and he
starled. So, when he left. he was going back 10 the road, it was
broad. daylight by thai time. He started down and there was a
Utlle-f guess it was the Ultie garden. He said it was a fence
anyway, lib iI garden fence. just below the house. And tied to a
comer of it. here was this ram tied to the comer of the fence.
And he was all SHEARED except he had one Utile patch of wool
on his hip. And when he was going by. Morag and Rory Weft
standing there. they were untying the ram from the fence. And
he heard Morag lellins Rory there was just enough wool on the
ram for one more dance. (laughter)
I never forgol that Slory. II was a really good one. (RT92.-7A,
July 24. 1992)
This is an unusual narnlive. With its magical elements, il bears a
greater resemblance to a supernaturaIlegend than 10 most WI tales. One
almost expeds Truthful PauJ 10 return 10 his home community and find that
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a hundred years have passed, .s is often the case when Scottish or Irish.
wayfarers dance aU night with the fairies. Perhaps Paul took a traditional
legend and converted it to a first-person account. Lauc:hie MKLeUan, it
storyteller from Dunvegan. Capt Breton. related a wonder tale as his own
dream,. so there might be a tradition of such aoss-generic reworkings of tales
(MacLellan, QlM 23). (I'he two MacLellans are from different regions and, as
far as I know, are not related.) However. perhaps Truthful Paul was simply a
creative person who made up this story. The only other narrative told by
Truthful Paul that I am aware of was one in which he chopped down a tree
and found a mermaid inside, not a traditional motif and indicative of an
unusual imagination.2
This story typifies important aspects of Arthur's storytelling. He
described the setting in which he first heard the narrative and both credited
and praised the original storyteller. The tale is typically lengthy, taking about
twenty minutes to tell. It is humorous. It contains considerable detail
(seventeen of Arthur's thirty-seven narratives mnWn ttdmica.l details), for
example when Arthur describes the making of the bow. Arthur, like many
storytellers. takes delight in the story. laughing as he relat6 humorous
incidents Of imag" in the story.3
Most importantly, the story ends with a humorous quip. However.
while the discovery of the ram which his been supplying the winter's dances
is certainly a "humorous lwist," the incident provides more of an anticlimax
than a punch line; it is a final circumstance to conclude the story rather than
a peak to which the tale is building up. Throughout the narrative. Arthur
dwelt on the immediate imagery rathef than preparing for a dramatic
conclusion. The story works by leading: the listener gradually hom a man's
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tale of personal hardship to a series of fantastic and magiCilI images. lbe final
scene is an indication of Truthful Paul's storytelling ability: he brought his
audien« back hom from fantasy to reality by making them laugh.
Despite Arthur's love of humorous tales, some of his best stories
concemed dramatic adventures at sea. Twenty-one of Arthur's thirty·seven
narratives took place on the waler and another one was about boal-building.
not surprising considering thai he dropped out of school al fourteen to
become a fisherman. After a year of fishing. he decided. that "'there must
have ~n an easier way to maIu! a living- and -6sIwd [his) way" through
high school. He received. his grade twelve, a good education for a man of his
time and place. However. as he explained. 1b]y then the salt water got under
my skin and I stayed at fishing" until the age of (orty. He spent the rest of his
working We managing co-ops, employed. for many yeus in mainland Nova
Scotia. Finally. he "wanted to hear the Cape Breton fiddles" and applied. for
an opening at a co·operative CftaDVry in Baddeck. He finished his career
there and retired to Fourchu (field noles, July 24. 1992).
Having spenl twenty-six years working on the inshore fishery, Arthur
was weC·acquainted with the flShennan's life. He also had. a srul interest in
ships and the sea. He distinguished fishermen lib himseU from -sailors" or
"seamen" who go oul on the OCUlI for months 1.1 a time. Nonetheless, his
understanding of the lives of the IaUtI' group was weD beyond that of most
members of his community. Although he was born after the age of square-
riggers, he was able to relale II detailed story of Captain Donald Ferguson's
experiences in that era. Arthur's complex story tells how Donald solved a
technical problem-how 10 replace broken bobch.ains while d.rifti.ng al
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sea-and involves considU'able knowledge of a sailing ship's struduce (sa
Appendix 5).
Captain Donald's tale, like: all Arthw"s sea stories. can be classified as
an ocs;ypational QJmtjvc.4 Not only does the story contaUt a greal deal of
technical detail of primary inteftSt to other seamen but it ends with
Donald-at the time. a sailor-reversing Ihe usual social order by takinS
charge of the repairs and giving orders to the mate.
"Well," old Donald says to the fint mate. "Mr. Baldwm." he says. "here
you are, first officer and a man before the mast is telling you how to do
your work" (laughs). "'Well, you go ahead. Donald!" Oil. my. '''Yes,
sir.' says I. 'Mr. Baldwin,' says t, 'can you reeve the tackle?'" (laughs)
(RT92-7B, July 24, 1992)
The two main elements in Captain Donald's narrative are his using his wit
and skill to solve II work·related problem (described in detail) and his putting
a boss in his place. According to Jack Santino, these elements are typical of
occupational narratives.
Occupational narratives provide insight into and an index of the
specific cha1J~nges and probl~ms that ari2 in a job. Two kinds of
problems are indicated: (1) the kinds of physical chall~nges requiring
the skills a worker in that job would be expected 10 have, and (2) the
sociological problems of responsibility, status, and authority. TM
volume of stories in which hostility is demonstnted toward one's
superiors, outsiders, and the general poput.ce indicates that these
problems are quit~ real and ext~nsive. (Santino, 1918:70)
The story of Donald Ferguson fits this pattern, although his abilities w~nt
beyond "the skills a worker in that job would be exped~d to have" in that he
was able to solve a problem which neither other experienced sailors nor the
ship's officers could unravel.
Donald's extraordinuy taJ~nls and willingness 10 make an insubordinate
remark to a superior place him in the category of a seaman's f2Ik...hIm. Given
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the brutal discipline aboard square-riggers. insolence could be danserous.
Perhaps Donald only got away with his remark because his skills were
desperately needed at the tiJM. Santino says of overtly rebellious acts by
contemporary workers, "given the facts of status differentiation and
authoritarianism in a job, such an ad is heroic, and such behaviour, framed
in narrative. is prized" (63). Arthur's story of Donald Ferguson celebrates
him as a working man's hero. It also eelehratrs a local. sailor whose personal
attributes-independence. intelligence, skill, self-confidence. and a refusal to
regard others as his superiors-aJ.lowed. him to work his way up to the
position of ship's captain. an occupation with Significant slalus loca1ly-
therefore this story should not be regarded siJnply as a tale of class hostility
and the triumph of the working man. Listeners in the Gabarus-Framboise
region are aware that Donald Ferguson was a person who rose above his
position as a sailor and became a boss. The tale, in part. extols the qualities
which led to his upward mobility.
Problem-5OlYing is an important theme in Arthur's stories: .about.a
quar1er of his slories, nine of thirty-seven, deal diftctly with overcoming .a
difficulty. The following personal experienc:t narrative of .an .adventure at se.a
explains clearly how Arthur's father, Ultle Henry Severance, WAS able to
guide his men out of a dangerous silu.ation. As in the case of many
occupational narratives, this fisherman's story involves considerable
tecltnical detail and illustrates the skiDs needed. 10 perform a job-in this case
to guide a small boat safely through.a storm. Like Truthful Paul's We, it is
lengthy (about twenty-two minules) and detailed, dwelling on an equ.ally
weighted sequence of moments rather than leading 10 a dramatic conclusion.
The slory begins with an understated. commenl which is typical of the people
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of the Gabarw·Framboise coast and which also indicates the dangu that is
ever-present in the lives of those who fish. This story of high drama ends
rather anticlimactically and then drifts into a discussion of boats and people
connected to the main story.
Ranald: Did you have any adventurt's when you were fishing or catch
anything unusual or-?
Arthur: Ohhhh, nothing more than what fishermen usually have-get
caught in a hard breeze or something of that sort. The worst I
remember of was down on Glace Bay, in Lingan. Late in
September. And we got caught offshore. Rum Row was then
about, well. theoretically. it was twelve miles off and that would
be on a boundary measured from headland to headland. You
could be probably twenty miles off in some areas for to be
outside the legal limit, to be in international waters.
Well. there was a fell. from Glace Bay went out with us that
day, a friend. of ours. Poor Jimmie! He lhought that was his last
day and I wouldn't wonder if he'd be PRE'lTY SCARED because
anyone who wasn't used to the waler, ird be quile an experience
for them.
II was beautiful, &1 c:alm. The waler was jusl lib smooth ice,
il was INI calm. Not a ripple. And we gol outside off lhere, we
were hunlin& swordfish. John Henry Bums was with us. There
was my falher and r and John Henry Bums and this Jimmie
BaMisler come oul with us. We were outside of Rum Row.
Anyway, thtre's 1.101 of boats ouL 11lere wasn'l a sign of fish.
ott. there was a rum-runner, one of the big ones, supply ships,
was anchored. We were about a couple of miles outside of her.
And Jimmie said, -oil, Henry, we ousht to go aboard of that one
and got • bottle." "Oby. We'll run in. Put the dory OU'." My
father and Jimmie went aboard the rum-runner.
So John and I were (chuckles) jusl sitting there, she was
drifting around and I said, "My God, John. I'm going to
(chuddes) bail up a line and see if there's any codfish here.... We
had a bucket of sail clams, shelled salt dams and I got the buckel
of clams and baited a couple of hooks and slung her oul
and-MY GOD, CODFISH! It was still vel)' shallow water,
somethins around, r suppose, about lhirty fathoms where we
were. I was hauling codfish no end. Jesus, well John baited up a
line, then 1Nited another line. One line was running to
boUom. he would be pulling the other one with a pair of fish on
it. Ah, we were having; a greal time, hauling these codfish in.
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Finally. my falMr and Jim left the ruOH'UlUler and they rowed
oul to come aboard.
So Father started fishing, and Jim. 01\.1 got in the dory. Tied
the dory on aft Just got in the dory and two lints in there AND
I WAS WALKING nIE FISH IN. After a little while, Father
said, "Loale, we're going to have some dirt,· he said, "You'd
better get aboard. Haul in." I was having 100 much fun, pulling
fish there, right then, and 1 didn't (chuckles) haul my lines in
right away bul by Cod, the next time, he lei out the hoUer and he
said, "VOU-. Come on" now," he said, "No fooling about it.
You get up here," WelL you could see the cloud away to the
northem in the skies. OH, IT LOOKED DIRTY. And anyway, 1
figured the old mm knew be«er than I did.
[End of side A.I tum tape over.)
Arthur: I figured Father knew better lhan 1 did so I hauled the lines in
and pulled the dory up alongside and fired the fish aboard the
big boat. I look the lines out of the dory and I tied her on the
stem for the time bting. Incidentally, when we struck from
there, after Father came aboard, we anchored.. He said, for [to
pul] Ihe grapnel out,. he said. ·With fish c:oming like Ibis, we
c:ould drift inlo them.· So, we were at an anchor.
Well, boy, I don't suppose I was aboard the boat more than five
minutes when you could see jusl a white face on it, coming
&om lhe northern. The water was boiling. The wind was
c:oming, just. GALE, aye, a squaD. And when that struck us,
there was bail and rain mixed. And that hail and rain was
c:oming 50 hard that the sea wasn't,. the lopS wasn't forming, il
was beating down 1M lop, it was coming that heavy. And. we
swung around.. We had been tailing towards it before it but
when it struck, we swung around and we went before the wind
till she fetdted up on the cable, and God, I don't think the
anchor held hall a minute after she straighlened. out She took
lite anchor up and 1M cable was out like that, she was going that
fasl to leeward. Cable right oul ahead of her like a- (chuckles).
Well, Father said, "'Well, we just hlng on for a little. It might
be just II bad squall But hang on for a ""Ie and. see what
happens." Well, boy, there was no let up to the hail or the rain
or the wind. Oh,. LORD, it was a blowing. Then all of a sudden,
nothing but WIND and plenty of it And then the lops started
heaving up. WeU. what would we try, oh? Do we try to go back
for Glace Bay. Wind was nor'west We head out on our
starboard quarter. Either that or try to hud. up inlo (Portl
Morien and gtt in Morien &y and. go into Morien. The only
trouble with Morim. with that wind, Morien'd be fine but if you
got a shift d wind, while you were in theft... At that time, you
didn't have much of a harbour. It was brukwatered.-with a
nor'west wind, you'd be quite comfortable in there but if you got
a wind ashift, come in from the east or the northeast,
PARTICULARLY-.
So anyway, we had to get the anchor in. Haul the anchor.
Start it in. We had a big tarpaulin which we put over the
engine, it was OUlside the forecastle. Just an engine house built
over it. We put this big larpaulin over the engine house. 1
suppose it was about four thick and it was doubled and
re-doubled. Water flying. Jesus, man. Most of that water that
was flyms. was going dear of her allogether, it was. It wasn't
coming aboud. 11 was going right by, right over the bcMt, past
her. So, John Henry'd get down on the hand-pump, pUDlp her,
because if the engine Oywhetl caught water and threw it up,
then you could SHORT YOUR ENGINE.
BUT FATHER WAS AN EXCELLENI' MAN TO HANDLE A
BOAT. THERE'S NO QUESTION ABOUT rr. So he 'old me-.
Weli, the wheel was on the fOrKaStie bulk-head, on the
slarboard sKle, and he was there and the engine house was-,
well like he'd be standing there (points across his living room]. 1
was at the end of the engine house, just about like where that
chair is there. He told. me, "'You watch the engine," he said,
"You tend to the throttle. So, when 1 give you a sign to slow
down,· he said, ·you slow her down." And then he s.aid,
(cltuckJes) .. When 1 give you the sign then for to come up,· he
said, "You can. speed her up again.· Thafs the way we went,
coming along,
Those seas, they usually run in thrfts, when they're coming.,
you know. You'd get Ihfte--lhey weren', actually ...., IIIey
weft heavy lops. But short and sharp. And he was watching
that and when the sea was coming-il was on ow starboard
quarter-when he'd see Ute sel coming up; he'd live me the
sign to slow her down and. he'd haul her ahead up towards the
sea, the direction it was coming from. And when the sea was
taking her, then he'd ease her off a liltle. And she'd take the sea
pretty easy. She wouldn'l pound into it, you see. And after the
third sea was by, then SPEED HER UP.
Well, we were about an how and • quarter in the morning, or
an hour and a half about, runnin, off to where we were when
the wind sInIck. And we Weft ova' tow hours coming in from
there:. 1"here was another nlDHunner, the Ina G., she wasn't as
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big as that OM. She was further to the northward thom where
we were fishing. But they slipped their cable and they were
heading for North Sydney. try to get in there. She was a big
schooner. NINETY TONS. WelL she wasn't nearly as big as
that. where my father and Jimmie went aboud. They [the c::rew
of the Ship Arthu(s father visited) just slipped. their cable and
run before it, let her go. Run before it. bfIre poles. But this other
one 6gw<d th<y'd make North Sydney and they started. And
they got in-FOUNDERE[)-,at Lingan Bay. ALL HANDS
LOST. Yeilh.-
But we made her into Clac:e Bay anyway. - That was the
Old Oem, that boat. She was about forty feel. not too wide, about
nine-foot beam. She was a good sea boat if handled. right So
anyway, we sold her that faU to people in Glace Bay. Oh, he
figured if she wu II good enough boat to come in. to do that, she
was a good enough boat for anything.
FeU. bought her and-{chuckles)-I don't know, it was one of
those, was it II UBERTY motor? An airplane motor, LIBERTY. I
think we called. it. (laughing) They took the marine engine out
of her and. they put one of them in her. And she went into
Oaughsl rum-running (laughs). Shooting oul 01 [i.... lroml
shore from the big ones to (laughs) the middle man. Yeah. My
God. they put that engine in "'r there. Lord man. s...•d Oyl
God. that thing could go! S'" had the power in her. She had a
grellt bottom. That was a fiftftn-horsepower, we had in, marine
engine, double--qlindu. Oh, she'd make about ten, around ten,
eleven knots with that. But when t.Iwy put that Liberty in hu,
boy, God 1&nd! She'd come: half out 0' water. Just SKIM over
the top with only her stem in the walft'. Boy. would she go it!
I think Willie R. Fraser had "'r afterwards. And'" used to go
to St. Pierre with her. He could make it so fast. Only a matter of
between foW' and five hours from Newfoundland. to North
Sydney. - Yeoh.
But thors something I couldn't get in.....led in. They were
trying to get me, trying to get me for to (laughs) handle that
when I had the old sloop, the old Minnie Whitt (laughs). The
old Min"u Whitt would never do for the job unless you had
proper (police] protection (laughing) for to make sure that you
weren't interfered with. BUT I COUlD NEVER SEE Anything in
it. Funny thing, you know, the people that were in their heyday
rum-runnins then, and the KING-PINS ashore-I knew one
man, he practically OWNED the town of Clace Bay and he died,
well not quile a pauper but almost. He was living in the cellar.
He had a little basement lpartment in I. beautiful big home that
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he built when he was in his heyday. And he had that house
rented. and. he was living in this basement apartment himseU
and thars what he was existing on when he died..
I remember when that man had a bar-room in Glace Bay. It
was unbelievable! This was in prohibition days, of course. And
you looktd at it from the outside, in the way of architecture. it
was pretty plain. just a big.. long sheel. Now, when you went in,
there were about four or five Ii"le booths, each with a door on
ii, table, two or three chairs. 1bey went along and you just went
in and you went down this corridor by these doors. And you
went into the bar room. He had a bar with a minor ~hind it.
just as long as this room here, the mirTOr behind it (Ranald:
About twenty fret.) A mahogany bar, brass rails, sawdust on the
Ooor, spittoons all over the place. I don't think there was any
kind of a liquor or a liqueur thai you couldn't get in there.
Bottles of all kinds of desaiptions lined up. God.
PROIDBmON (inaudible]. Yeah, he had the police department
in his pocket JACK MacRAE was the man [i.e., the bar--owner).
1 remember he got a little schoonfl' built-I don't know just
where it was up in Nova Scotia where he had. her built but she
was designed by W. J. Rou~, the man who designed the
Bluenosl. And he had this little schooner built. And whether
he had her for a pleasure yacht or what. I don't know. Possibly.
But he also had another big boat and he had a powerhouse in
her. There was a man (chuckles) that ran her, Jack Nu"er ran
that on<. Boy. <laughs) that ona pula lot of kegs (laughs) &om
Rum Row to the shoreline! (RT92~. August 17, 1992)
Arthur told the same story differently three years later (see Appendix
6), making evident that he was creating the story from his memory nther
than reprodUcing a nanative which he had. refined and related. frequently. A
storyteller who narrates the same tale regularly tends to give it a relatively
fixed. form. Arthur had Ii"le opportunity to tell his lengthy stories in recent
years. In this case, the wording changed considerably and specific parts of the
story were lenglhenfll or shortened. For instance, in the second version.
Arthur supplied much less detail in his description of how his father
managed to get the boat safely to port. However, the structure remained
largely consistent (see Table 6.2) and some specific: expressions wert repeated.
In both versions, Arthur descriMci. the rum·runner, Inn. G., IS having
"foundered" in Lingan Bay with "aU hands lost.-
Despite any differences, the two versions of the story have much in
common. The second telling is also lengthy (about nineteen minutes), has
many details (although they are not always the same ones), and dwells on the
events of the moment rather than building to a finale. Both tellings of this
dramatic tale end rather anticlimactic:ally, drifting to II conclusion rather than
leading to a dramatic peak..
The second tellin" like the first, begins with an understated comment:
Ranald: Did your father have any adventurfl; at sea?
Arthur: Yeah. - Yes, [suppose, in a way. (RT'9S-15A, August 31, 1995)
Arthur employed similar storytelling techniques both limes. In each case, for
instance, he used Jimmie Bannister's fear to illustrate how frightening the
situation really was.
Wel~ there was II fella from Glace Bay went out with us that day, a
friend of ours. Poor Jimmie! He thought that was his last day and I
wouldn't wonder if he'd be PRETIY SCARED because anyone who
wasn't used to the water, ird be quite an experience for them.
(RT92-46A)
Well. Jimmie Bannister-I don't think Jimmie had ever been out on
the ocean, only maybe a couple of times and. not very far off. My God,
iI's no wonder J]MMJE WAS REALLY SCARED. Well now, you
couldn't blame him, We all were A LnTLE BIT MORE THAN
CONCERNED, (RT95-158)
Undoubtedly, Jimmie was more scared than the rest. Not being a 6sherman..
he was unable to gauge the danger of the situation. As Arthur related the
story, Jimmie did not appear 10 have been assiped II useful role-probably
T.able6.2
Structur.aI. CompuiJon ofTwo Tem..f
Arthur §evuance'. Story of 1M se.n.. off
GllceB.ay
Elements an! listed in the order in wtudl tMy
were told.
VenionA: August 17, 1992
(Ch.apterV)
.a) begins with understatenwnt
b) h.appens in September oft GJ.oe 81y
c) Jimmie from Glace &y a10flK
d) Jimmie's fur
e) JohnHenryBumsw~onbolll
f) buutiful day
g) f.ather and JimnUe go for driNt
h) Arthur.and John Heary 6sh to pas lime
i) fish plentiful
j) continue fishing when othtr men return
k) father ttlls Arthur twice to mme aboud
I) desaiption of JlPProKhiJll stann and sea
m) anchor able sticking out
n) father decides whethoer 10 make Port
Morien or Glace Bay
0) activity of storm and how f.ther~
boat through it (sns in thrftt. walft'
flying. no mention. of rain and hail)
p) hour ancI a <p1lrtergoirlg out. owrfOW'
~in
q) 9O-ton Nm-runner foundeftd in l..inpn Bay
on w.ay to N. Sydney. all hands lost
r) make GIKe Bay
s) extendf'ddiscussi.onofboltsandnun-
~
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Venionl: August31.1995
(Appondb<5l
.a) begins with different undentatement
b) happens in September off Glace Bay
c) Jimmie from Glace Bay llIong
e) 10M Henry Bumsw~on boaC
s) fMher and Jimmie go for drink
f) buutiful day
h) AlthW' and John Henry fish 10 pMlI time
i) fish plentiful
t) drift away and han to ren.m
j) ctltltin~ fishine: when other men return
k) father te:lls Arthw' twice to come JIboard
I) ~ption of approachi"B storm and sea
(wordi"l quite different)
m) anchor eMIle stickinB out
d) Jimmie'. fear
u) nun-NI'IIW5~ before storm
n) f.ther decides whether to make Port
Marien or GIKe a.y
0) activity of storm and how father managed
boM tIvough it (INS in tIvfts.. water
Ryi.... rain and hail)
p) hour and a q.wter gotns out" four and a
haUcoming in
r) make Glace Bay
q) 9O-tm NnHW'If'IeI' fou.ndered in l.lnpn Bay
on w'f 10 N. Sydnry. all Mnds lost
v) endofswordfishins
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because of his unfamiliarity with this foreign mviro~nt-which would
have helped keep his mind focused on something other than his own
imminent demise. However, Arthur also usN. Jlmmie's fear as a dramatic
device. In a society in which people generally do not discu.ss emotions and
are expeeled to prove stoic in times of crisis, it is not easy for a narrator to
discuss the emotional impact of a dangerous situation. However, a ~ssenger
out for a day in the fresh air could hardly be expected to respond like the
fishermen who are required to continue working calmly for the good of all
throughout the crisis. (Thty must be cool in their demeanour eYen if they
are not in their hearts.) Jimmie was more like ill civilian who accidentally
wandered onto a battlefield. Nonetheless, his terror was problibly f~t by the
others too. As Arthur ~id in another ironic understatement. "'We all were a
little bit more than concerned."
One of the most consistent characteristics of Arthur's stories is the
careful attention to detail. This feature is nol his personal idiosynaasy but an
element of a certain style of traditional storyteUing. Hugh MiUer said of the
residents of his village of Cromarty. Scotland:
There is a habit of minule attention ahnc)$t peculiar to the common
people (in no class at least, is it more perfect than the commonest)
which leads them to • kind of miaoscopic survey of every objed
suited to inleresl them; and hence their nalTatives of events which.
have really occurred are is strikingly faithful in all the minor details as
Dutch paintings. Not II trait of charader, not a shade of circwnstanc:e is
allowed to escape. (1850:4)
Arthur's stories, too, possess that quality of Dutch painting, giving the
listener a vivid verbal pic:ture of the situation he is discussing. Such
attention to detail is common both in Scotland and among Scottish Cape
Bretoners, as is evident in numerous oral acxounts in the Scottish journal
I2dln and in CaPt 8,.,Ion', Malvine. Arthur was of Scots badtground, his
mother, Annie Ma~Hn Severance, being descended from North Uist
emigrants; as well. his gratest storytelling influences, Truthful Paul and the
Cooper MacLeods wert all Gaelic-speakers of Scottish descent. However, such
storytelling is not limited to either Scotland or to people of Scottish dtSC'fnt
Many of the speakers in CaPt Bnlon" MalHine come from other ethnic
backgrounds. As well, the literature on oral narrative includes numerous
examples of similar storytelling throughout North America.6
Arthur's approach to storyteUing also typifies a widesprtad rural
narrative style. The American folklorists Utley and Flamm (1969) observed
that dramatic pundt lines are not an important element of rural comic
stories: .....the city joke is verbal and the rural jest situational When the
rural jest uses verbal art it distributes it throughout the tale, and mirrors
words in action, whertas the city joke makes the word the center. the point
and climax of the tale....the contrast is nol Wholly polar'" (570). Arthur's tale
of the storm off CIa« Bay indicates IMI sudt "'situational" storylelling is nol
limited to jests. This narrative (like Truthful Paw's tall tale) is situational.
The drama is sp..ad Ihroughoul. In fad. lIIe 50. story toll1ly disrosuds wlult
would be the obvious conclusion in a literary re--working of the same
experience. i.e. the arrival of the Q'tW and passenger safe on shore. To
Arthur, the story is not about getting back to land-his presence. seven
decades laler, made that aspect of the story obvious-rather, it is abou.t a
dangerous situation at Sfa and how it was overcome. The lack of a dramatic
ending suggests that this story is primarily an occupational narrative which
communicates a grtat deal of information in an artful form to fishermen.
Their inte.rest is in the type of storm and how Little Henry dealt with it For
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men who are at home on the sea, the moment of arrival on land may be of
less importance than lhe skills involved in weathering lhe storm. The
landsman Jimmie Bannisbe(s version of the same story would likely be
considerably shorter on technical details &nd more focused on the terror of
the experience and on the goal of being safe on land once more.
The two main points of Arthur's story reflect his own and his
community's interests. These categories cannot be separated entirely.
Although an individual narralor may favour particular themes due to his or
her personality and taste, the storyteller needs an interested audience for
these themes to develop into narratives. The first point-how a "beautiful,
nat calm" can suddenly become a storm-brings us back to the communal
theme of "things are not what they seem," a thftnf that is contained in
twenty·nine of Arthur's thirty.seven narratives. Thi5 topic also OCOll'$ twice
in his addendum to this story: first, a rich and powerful man ends his life in
poverty and, second, during ~hibition," a weD-stocked urban barroom is
readily accessible 10 a visiting fisherman.
The second point-that a dangerous situation was overcome, a
problem encountered and solved-is an important theme of nine, about a
quarter, of Arthur's narratives (anolher two have a similar sub-theme).
Seven of these stories aboul problem-solving involve boats and lhe sea (as do
the stories which contain problem-solving as a sub-theme) indicating that
these narralives represent an occupational preoccupation. In lhis seafaring
community where many people have at least a passing interest in
fishermen's work. such work-speci.6.c narratives represent an importanl part
of the community's repertoire. (As well work itself is important to many
indi.viduals, as is reflected in their storytelling. Work is a Significant element
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in the narrative repertoire5 of Lloyd MacDonald and Dan Alex MacLeod. in
Chapters VII and vm.)
Perhaps Arthur's occupational storytelling represents a fishermen's
tradition which has either bee:ome less common or was not acassible to 1M.
was not the best audience for such tales. Though I was able to absorb the basic
message of the stories, that you should stay cool and use your brain in a bad
situation, the technical details of a fisherman's life meant little to me.
However, for a young fishennan sitting in a shanty, mending nets with his
elders on a "dirty" day. such stories must have provided a real education. U
working on the boats was the practical parI of their learning, storytelling
would have been the classroom ledures. Even humorous stories recounting
details about fishing conveyed a great deal of useful information.
Siories dealing with problem-solving contained vital lessons in
survival. From Arthur's stories. one learned how olher men survived after
going overboard or when a schooner was bearing down on their small boat.
how they rescued shipwrKked. sailors on a stormy sea, made diffic:uJt repairs
to a ship, and designed a better swordfishing harpoon. The younger men
would have learned much from both the practical details and the attitude
conveyed. by the storyteller. They would have .bsorWd a model which was
vital to a fisherman's survival and an understanding that while bad things
happen. often unpredictably, on the ocean, people survive by keeping calm
and using their intelligence.7
Besides being interested in nautical problems, Arthur was curious
about how things worked. This curiosity was reOected in his narratives.
Nine of his thirty.seven stories included speculation aboul aspects of the
story. Even while telling tall tales, he would reflect on realistic elements
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within the story. What kind. of fence was Rory and Moras's ram lied to?
When Norman Cooper, as "high sheriff of Virginia." stopped at an
abandoned mining camp while chasing an outlaw, where did he hobble his
horse? Did the mine grounds have "hay landr (RT95-7A, August 25, 1995)
It is difficult to gauge whether Arthur Severance's storytelling style is
becoming uncommon. Arthur was a specialist who was not representative of
the community's more common storytellers. TeDing lengthy, detai1~
narratives is a different kind of folk art than anecdotal storytelling and
requires considerably more dedication. Oral testimony suggests that although
there were more narrators of such tales when the region was more populated,
they were always a minority. Today, a few others leU lengthy slonts and
some of these people will be discussed. in the next two chapters.
Arthur's long tales would have ~n out of place in a fast-paced session
of anecdotal stories such as I attended at Jimmy and leN MacLeod's. He
spoke slowly and thoughtfully as he reca.Ued the details of his longer
narratives and re-created them orally. However, Arthur was also a
conversational storyteUer like a great many, perh.1ps the majority, of his
neighbours. He regularly expressed himseU in nanative, using stories not
only for entertainment but to impart his thoughts and illustrate his point of
view. He could at times, lalk for some length without using nanative. He
once provided me with • long description of the process of swordfishing. On
another occasion. he delivered an angry discoune on the slate of the 6shery
which was in crisis due to such factors as overfishing and government
mismanagement. Arthur, as an ex·fisherman and activist in the co-o~r.tive
movemenl, expressed his opinion forcefully: 1 can get MAD AS HELL just
thinking about those miserable BASTARDS boadt in the late '20s when we
petitioned them to put restrictions on these BLOODY BEAM-TRAWLERS.
lnstead of that. they increased them."
Despite his ability to express himseU dearly without using narratives.
his talk usually led to more stories. When Arthur told me about his
MacDougall bagpipes, he did not simply say that Smdy Boyd, a Scottish piper.
referred to them as "the Stradivarius of pipes." Instead. he told a story about
searching for information on his pipes and finaOy encountering Boyd. This
was followed by another anecdote about meeting the Cape Breton piper Barry
Shears who now owns these same bagpipes.S In another instance, after
explaining to me about religious divisions in Fourchu during his childhood.
Arthur summarized his viewpoint by relating a narrative.
...it just seems like (chuckles) the story of th~what was it?-this
PRIEST was taking an immigrant. IRISH, around the city. NEW YORK.
And. you know. there Wfle a number of churches that they came in, in
the tour around with the priest. Now. the priest was talking about
[how) some of the churches were built of brick. And he mentioMd. to
Paddy that those churdles. TIlE BRICKS WERE TIlE PEOPLE and the
CEMENT WAS REUGION THAT WAS HOLDING TIlEM
TOGETHER. Paddy shook his head. "Oh no. Father. rrs THE
CEMENT THATS KEEPING TIlEM APART." (laught...) (RT'J5.16A,
August 31. 1995)
This was the only story I conected from him which contained solely fictional
characters. It was part of his repertoire because of its important message-it is
less of a joke than a fable. Most of Arthur's narntives (twenty-two of thirty-
seven), like those of Jimmy. Lena, Roy. and Aora Macleod, took place in the
Gabarus-Framboise area. Many others took place elsewhere in Cape Breton or
involved local people (thirteen included local ch.araders).
Arthur's last yean accentuated some of the problems of elderly people
living in small rural communities. Although he had home-are and drove a
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car when I first met him. his mobility was limited beause of his physical
condition. His neighboun wert also concerned about his driving habits. His
children, who were not young themselves, visited him but tlwy had followed
their father's example and moved to distant jobs. Arthur spent his last years
in a nursing home and although former neighbours still visited. he was
more isolated. from his community. He could not engage in his other artistic::
passion, piping. due to a -frozen shoulder," Though the people of the
Gabarus-Framboise area praised his storytelling, he seldom had a venue for
performing.
However, as an outstanding narrator of lengthy tales, Arthur
entertained members of his community for many yean while passing on
stories about their shared. past. He kept alive stories of people who were
elderly dwing his youtIL Arthur represented a cem.in category of traditional
storyteller, less common lociI)'. who savoured long stories, recounting exact
details and explaining precisely how complex problems were solved. His
repertoire was not entirely unique. Uoyd MacDonald lells some of the same
stories of Captain Donald Ferguson, the Cooper Mad.eods, and Arthur's
Uncle John Severance. However, Arthur's choite of siories and his way of
telling were his own. He was recognized. by his feUows as an important
tradition bearer and will be remembered. in this 1'6pec1 for many years.
Arthur Severance pasHd away in 1996.
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Notes
1. Wm. Hugh Jamen (1976) also uses II variation on the term "dressing up"
lales to refen to II similU' creative process, that is, crafting them into better
stories. He says of In American storyteller. "Friends teU stories to him 50
that he can 'fix them up.' Wilson knows that he has added such dressed~
up tales to his repertoire..." (291).
2. This story ame from Ron Caplan. who believes he heard. it from John O.
MacDonald. Caplan says MacDonald also told of a tall claim. but not a
narrative, by Truthful Paul. "'He told one of Paul testing a fellow's rifle,
aiming away off to the side of the mountain. aiming and holding it a long
time. It was so far you could barely see individual trees. After a while the
owner of the gun asked him when he was going to shoot. He said he was
waiting for the deer to tum his head so he could shoot him between the
eyes" (e-mail, Nov. 11, 1998). A joke of this type, though traditional,
could have been made up by Paul in this instance. It is so simple that it
cannot be assumed to have only one origin.
3. That the narrators delighted. in their own slories was also evident in the
storytelling session at JiJruny and Lena. Macleod's (Chapter V). Leary
(1980) says of the Wisconsin storyteUer George Russea "George would
often repeat the final line several times,. savour it, and chuckle" (360).
Tall-tale tellers, of course, usually keep a "poker face."
4. For anaIytic:a.l works on occupational narrative and occupational folklore
generally, see Byington, 1978; Lloyd ond Mullen, 1990; McCarL 1984;
Munen, 1988; ond Wi11is, 1979.
5. Ron Caplan says of "1op.: "It is a very common Cape Breton usage and
refers usually to a kind of not fierce wave, rather small-they talk about 'a
litde bit 01. lop on' (o-maiI, Nov. 17, 1998). The~
Newfoundland EnC'j.b defines '"lop" as; 1) "the rough surface of the sea in
which the waves are short and lumpy: 2) "a choppy wave," 3) phrase,
"havt a lop on: of the sea, to be rough, choppy." The Canadian Oxfprd
~ defines "lop" as "a state of the sea in which the waves are short
and choppy, the sea or its surface when in this condition."
6. See, e.g.: in Nova Scotia, Bauman, 1972:342-3; in Prince Ed.ward Island., K.
CampbelL 1983; in Newfoundland, ThOD\lS, 1992; in Labrador, Ihtm...DIu
magazine; in Maine, Meader, 1988; in Ontario, Siaples, 1981; in LouisiaM,.
Lindahl, Owens, and Harvison. 1997~S9; in Texas, Mullen. 1978:98-99;
and across Canada, Fowb, 1986:127-44.
7. See Caplan. caM. 31:1·5, for Severance's telling of a narralive aboul a
dramatic shipwreclc: at Fourdtu.
8. For more aboul Arthur and piping, including a SIOry of how he gol his
MacDougaU pipes, 5H Severance CUd 57:IFC and 63-67.
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CNpterVlI
"'Lloyd has lots of storits":
The R.perto~of Uoyd MacDorWd
A good storyteller usually knows others and so iI was Arthur
Severance who directed me to Lloyd MacDonald (Plale 7.1), another resident
of Fourchu. 1 soon learned thai Cabarus-Framboise residents generally
regarded Lloyd as a notable storyteller. They told me again and again that.
"Lloyd has lots of stories." Indeed. he has the most varied and. extensive
repertoire in the community. In two tw~and·a-half·hour interviews with
Lloyd in 1992 and 1995, I recorded nine:ty-thrft narratives on a variety of
themes (seventeen of these slories were told twice, for a total of OM hundred
and. ten tellings-see Table 7.1). As well, I visited Lloyd and his wife DeaN
on a number of other oa:asions and found that he is never without stones.
As storytellers, Arthw Severance and Lloyd MacDonald have much in
common. Both tell lengthy stories of local happtnings. Thty are worldly
men who bring their own experiences into their tales. Their repertoires
overlap: the two told me nine narratives each about the same local incidents,
primarily adventures on the ocean. They both have a passion for storytelling
far beyond that of their neighbours. They easily recalled. long-departed teUers
and related their narratives. They often thought about stories and their
tellers. Unlike most of their neighbours whose narratives were prompted
Table 7.1 Theautie 'attemt iA UOJd MaeDonald". Narntivn
93 IWTltiVes rt'lated (17 to&d twice, for a total of 110; 9 also told by Arthur
Sevttaner, 11 to&d by others, indudial 1 of ttw 9101d by Severance)
fI7 loal (Cabanas.FramboiM region)
60 .somdhing is not what it SftmS
43 ............
43 danger
35 sea
34 local dwaders
31 hardship
29 death
22 persoMl experiences
17 iII~ activity (rum·running. bootlegging, murdet', illegal fishing, assault,
thrul with a rlAatD\ gambling)
15 disasters (earthquake and tsunami,shipwrecks, storm at It.., taking many lives)
15 work
13 people lost
12 unintentionally funny mnarks (nwte by a d\al'Kter in the story)
10 reckless behaviour
9 play on. supernatural
9 family history
8 supematunl
8 history (Sl'tu.mmt. kJn&-.o happeninp in ttw ftIion)
8 shows skills tJvough JOn'WtNng tv cltd
7 tall talK
7 Witty remarks
• P"'P""YS deviano! from local \'&Jues
5 workteehniques
5 """"" pn>bI<mo5 .............
.. vioIence/mwdft'
3 p...oo
3 _"""3 strong or hardy o&d people (2M. IF)
3 technical details
3 speculation about aspects of dw stOl)'
2 famay emersener
1 healing by tradition&! a&reS
1 defying authority
1 Iravel
1 ghootf......oI ...od
1 treasure
1 showing superior sAIl or knowWdge to otIwrs
1 """""ponon
Natt: Most stories mntain multiple themes.N~ rdJed grnenJ poattems; they do not
provide exact data.
mainly by my questions, these men prepared in advance for my visits,
choosing specific tales to tell. However, they too told stories which emerged
hom my questions or comments or were inspired by a previous story. Arthw
and Lloyd both relish the opportunity to teU stories.
In other respects, they are quite different storyteoen. The pacing of
their narrations represents two extremes. Arthur spoke very slowly. trying to
recall every detail and savouring each moment. He often refl«ted on the last
narrative for some time before moving to the next. Lloyd speaks rapidly,
telling a story in about a third to a half the lime it takes Arthw to teU a tale
that is just as wordy. Lloyd rushes to get to the point of the story and is
immediately on to the next tale. There seems to be too 1i"le time for all the
slories Lloyd has to teU.
Unlike Arthur, who spmt a &nat many yeus working: away from his
home community, Lloyd spent almost all his life in Fourmu. with the
exception of five yean in the umy and a brief stint IS a fisheries officer in
Newfoundland. It is from his home community and his own experiences in
and near that community that he gathers and construdS his stories. Lloyd is
an expert on the social history of the Gabarus-Framboise region. As a man
with a love of narratives and an ability to recall them, he is able to
communicate about a great many aspects of the area's past through
storytelling. In fad, it is often through the medium of stories that he
expresses his views on life. When I asked other area residents about their
families' pasts, most related specific details about the hardships which their
ancestors endured, often 1.5 a series of disjointed facts rather than as a
narrative. Lloyd, howenr. had a story to tell
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Ranald: Have you heard much about lhe early senters here?
Lloyd: Yeah. Well now, my great·grut·grandfather was one of lhe first
senlers hert!. Hardy. Not the MacDonalds, the Hardys. And as
far u I know, he came over here as a soldier with WoUe and he:
got a grant of land here. 'They gave him a grant of land. in tht
earty 1800s. Now, he raised a family. He livedhe~ had a
summer home here [Fourc:hu) and a winter home in Gabuus. at
Gull Cove. Thars where they lived then. He had a grant of land
down there and he had seven daughters and one $On.t
After he lind over here, my great-grandfather. Colle [Colin]
MacDonald, left (Tobermory) Scotland., him and two other
brothers. They were only young men then in their early
twenties or nineteen, yeah, around twenty anyhow. So they
came over and. they landed. in Pictou. And then they left Pidou
and they walked down to Oban,. that's up at Seaview above 51.
Peters, and they settled there that fall. There was Alex, and Colle
was my grandfather, and William. William, he has a family
here too. There's still relatives here.
So anyhow, two of the brothers, they didn't like it up there but
Alex. he stayed. in Oban and. his descendanls are still there. But
when the spring come al0ns. they heud down in lhere, and 1
don't know how Ihe word used to set around, but they heard.
[thai) down in G~bu'us that there was a gmtleman down there
that had seven daughters. And the neither OM was married and
women were scarce in those days, around. The: only thing they
had to eat was oatmeal or rough-ground oats. So they left 0Nn
anyhow, to walk 10 Gabu'us and they had an axe with them and
when they gollo the river'S, you know, al the oceans-there
were no roads in those days, they were following the beaches
down--they'd UIllb. ralt.they couldn'1 wad.th.... and they'd
come across. So, Iinally they Sol 10 Gabarus anyway and .ach
one of them got a Hardy girl and my great-grandfather, he
married Hannah. And this land here that I'm on now, her
father gave her fifty-thrft acres of land when she got married as
a wedding present and. 1still have the land. (R1'92-36A,
AuS' 13, 1992)
Within this short tale, Uoyd related the settlement history of two branches of
his family, hardships endured by seUlen, the gender imbalance aeated by
settlement patterns, kinship connections with other people inside and
outside his community. and how his family came 10 Uve in Foutchu. The
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difficulties of communication and the predominance of men in this
pioneering society are illustrated succinctly and memorably by the brief
account of the extremes to which the MacDonald brothers went in order to
find wives.
Lloyd's repertoire is typical of his community in that his stories are almost
entirely local (eighty-seven of ninety-three) and humour is usually an
importanl element. Forty-three stories were either humorous tales or
contained important comic elements and many of these were about local
characters, often remembered for some striking flaw or eccentricity. The
following story celebrates two such people.
Lloyd: Oh, I want to tell you about Hooper and the shipbuilding over
here when he used 10 build his ships. I wish I could think of
that fella's name. He was a MacKinnon and they used to call
him "Rory the Corker" [cauJkerL21 think that's what he is. He
used to cork [caulk) all the vessels at Hoopers. So, he had a long
beard down to the middle of his vest and he was over there one
day and he was alone corking. He had no helper but he was
alone corking and he was driving, you know how they work the
corking right in thai, and he wa5-.
Ranald: Can you explain to me what corking is?
Lloyd: Well, a corking iron is a metal bar, about eight inches long, and
ifs lapered and wide, aboul four-inch blade on it bUI tapered
down and ifs thin enough 10 go in the seams of the ship. You
could drive oakum inlo them. That's what they used to use for
that, oakum. and lltey had a wooden malleI, they used to \ISe 10
hil this with il. You know if you had an iron one and hit it-
they were usually made oul of brass, the corking iron. ifd be soft
If you hil il with an iron handle, well you'd groove it all up.
Used to use a wooden handle on it
But anyhow, he was tucking the corking in, Ihe oakum in, and
he hooked. the end of his beard. He had a poinled beard. and he
hooked it with the corking and he never noliced. it and he was
corking away and the first thing he knew, he was tied inlo the
vessel, he couldn'l gel clear. (Ranald laughs] So anyhow, he had
to get someone to help and he had to cut the beard. off him. So
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he told Hooper then he wished he could get someone to help
him beause he was getting in trouble, see. He didn't want that
to happen any moft.
So Hooper kn~ this young fella and his father had. just died
and their mother was pretty poor. TMre was two sons and •
daughter, very young, and Henry mnr. they called him.
Henry MacDonald. his namt was. So his mother came over to
Hooper's sloft and Hooper told her if she wanted 10 send young
Henry, he'd hire him on. I don" know, he wouldn't be getting
maybe a few cents a day, it wouldn't be very much but ifd be.
help to her. anyhow. So she got Henry up early in the morning
and he went over and he went to work. They were working on
sbges up along the ship. on the vessel they were building. So
the old (eU. explained. it to Henry what he wanted him to do,
you know. He would hold the corking iron and Henry'd tap the
corking iron on the head. So he told Henry, he said, "Now," he
said, "when I nod my head," he said, "you hit it." So when he
nodded his heod, Henry hit him IS bud IS he could with the
mallet, right on top of the head. And he knocked the old feUa
off of the 'loge ond he .,..tty near KILLED him ond he got scared
and he headed for home. He never went back no more. (laughs)
Db. gosh! (RT92-37A. Augus. 13. 1992)
This story. which is actually two COMected incidents. involves
humour and loc~ people; it also contains tr.clitional themes. Siories of men
getting trapped by their beards _ wid...,..od and. in many ...... probably
based on real incidents. Although Rory MacKinnon could well have sealed
his beard in Ihe ship. someone could as easily have .tttached Ihis traditional
motif 10 Rory. as a joke aboul his long beard.. The slory of the assisiant who
lakes his master's instructions 100 literally and hils him on the head with a
hammer is a widespread nymhskull :;tpt)/' told in many countries.3 The
humorous possibilities and the danger inherent in the ambiguous meaning
of the instructions apparently crosses language barriers, as Ihe story is told in a
variety of tongues. lloyd'S narTalive may be an example of the lendency,
discussed earlier, of rural humorists to localize stories and tell them as true
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accounts. Acts and comments. whether witty. foolish. or outrageous, are
often applied to known chancters who would ~m likely to do or say
something of the sort However. some recurring motifs in relatively simple
stories may be due to similar events happening in differt!nt locales.
Some of Lloyd's humorous stories are based on traditiOMI tilles.
However, whether his versions of these tales are products of his own
creativity or whether he is passing on stories as he recalls them is unclear.
Lloyd himself, although he enjoys relating the tall tales of others, is nol
entirely approving of their humour, saying that one deceased. local storyteller
went "overboard on some of them, he went too far'" (RT95-218, Sept 1, 1998).
When I was able to compare Lloyd's tales to his neighboun' versions of the
same stories, ,I found that they were consistent in most detaUs. Though Lloyd
usually told his versions particuLarly weD, there was no evidence of his
adding to theDL In fad. his narratives of adventures and. disasters at sea were
co~istent (aUowing for differences in the narrators' perspec:tives) with those
of Arthur Severa~.who had a reputation for being truthful in his
storytelling.
Ironically. while some people say that many oral storytellers make up
or embellish their stories. others daim that writers of fiction lack imagination
and generally produce thinly-disguised autobiography. The novelist W. P.
Kinsella (1984) has questioned. how his books about professional baseball
players and Canadian Indians. of which he is neither. could be
autobiograpttical. He commented. "Much fiction fails because it is
autobiographical. the lives of ninety percent of the population are so dull that
no one would care in the least about them, the lives of the remaining ten per
cent are so bizarT'e that no one would believe them" (x). If Kinsella is right.
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then Lloyd belongs to the hlUer group. Besides living in a community with
rich oral traditions, he draws on his own uperienc:es for material for
numerous personal experience narratives. He fisMd. out of Fourchu,
stormed the beames at Normandy. and as a fisheries officer was involved.
first· hand in unusual and drUNItic: happenings. Part of his work for the
Department of Fisheries involved. rescue work when someone was lost in his
region. This provided. substan« for the following group of narratives which
are based on happenings outside the realm of most people's experience.4
Lloyd: We had a fella got lost back here in North Framboise one lime
and I was up there for two or three days looking for him and
couldn't find him in the woods. Finally they sent a big
helicopter &om Summerside down. one of them double, you
know, with the two props (propellers] on it at each end, a big one
from Search and Rescue. So we were [working as?] a guide
anyhow. We were hunting around aU morning. RNALLY. by
golly, we spotted the &uy and there were trees in the woods and
we were trying to get him oul to a barren so we could pick him
up but we couldn't do nothing with him. Another guy and I
went down. They put a horsecoUar on us, you know, and
dropped it down. So, we Qught onlo him and hung onto him
because he wenl right haywire. And they landed on the barren
and we got him over to the helicopWr and we gol him aboud.
He was five days in the woods and. he told us he had. found a
cabin. there was lots of liquor in it. and he was drunk the whole
time. And he was still drunk.. I guess. So we look him in,.
anyhow, to St Rita's hospital and dropped him off then and ho
ended. up in the Nova Scotia Hospital. Cracked up there. Only a
young fella, sixteen or sevenleen.
Ranald: Had he really found a cabin or did he jusl dream that up?
Lloyd: I don't think so. I don't know. We don't know. We had coffee,
we tried. 10 give him a li«le bit. He didn't seem to want il.
Whether he went that far, you know, thal-
Ranald: They say that people go kind of crazy sometimes. I was reading
about kids being lost and they said sometimes the kids will hide
and lhey'U search and search-.
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Lloyd: Oh, yeah. You search for them. We've been looking for a kid
one time over in Mira, two of them, a Uttle boy and a girl. They
went out looking for the cows in the evening and they never
come home. They were in the pasture and we were over there
DAYS looking. I was there myself. And, you know, they had
died under a windfall and they were covered over with leaves
and they figured the birds covered them over. I think what
happened. they covered themselves over with the the leaves
and lay down there to sleep and they died there. The two of
them died there together. And they were right alongside the
pasture and we were hunting for miles and miles around them.
And it was a WEEK before th.ey found them.5
And then up here between Stirling and Loch Lomond, there
was a feUa from L'Ardoise. He had been cutting pulp and he
come back there deer-hunting, him and his buddy was in there.
Come dark and they got lost and he got scared and he threw his
gun away and he run away from the other feUa. Wen, they
called me, that was on Saturday night, and they called me and I
went up thai night. We gol one feUa the next morning, Sunday
moming. Couldn't find the other guy. Bul we could HEAR
him. You'd hear him over here on the hill and. we'd get over to
that hiU-it was aU heavy brush, you know, heavy timber in
there then before it was cut-and when we'd gel there, there'd be
no sign of him, then we'd hear him somewheres else. He was
going on the run. like he was on the rye. So we hunted and
hunted and hunted. BUIlhe lasl day, I took a bunch and I
walked through from Gra- [Grand Mira?L from that end of the
road right through and come out to 5t. Esprit. There was no
roads across lhere then. But they found him that day anyhow
and he was righl dose to the road and he died under a windfall.
He never had a stitch of clothes left on him. Run himself to
death, the doctor said. He had been dead there a couple of days
when they found him. Funny how he went, you know. He just
went HAYWIRE.
...The last thing I had, an old feUa, eighty-years-old, went in
there through [inaudible) and got lost And we hunted two or
three days for him too. He was down there IilL finaUy, we got a
helicopter and we went looking for him. A couple of times
before, he gollost and he come out in Framboise. There's a river
runs down along, II big river there. So I had an idea that he
might have gone to thai river. And it snowed while he was in
the woods. So anyhow, it was just getting dark that nighl and the
helicopter pilot said he'd have to quit It was just getting too
dark. He'd have to go back. So I asked. him if he'd be coming
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back the next day and he said no, that was all the time that he
had. I said, how about taking a run up over this hill here to go
to the river which ended at Goose Lake. Well, I kind of
convinced him anyhow. There were a couple of Mounties with
us or game warden and a Mountie and they wanted to come out
but we went anyhow.
And when we swung over the hill to the river, I seen his
tracks. I could see them and they were about that far apart, you
know, like he was wet, see. CRanaJd: Yeah.) No, but spread out
this way. (Ranald: 011. I see.) It looked like two fellas was
walking. (RanaId: Wide, yeah.) He was wet, see, and I guess he
was chafed or something. And I said. 1'here's his tracks there,"
"Oh no," they said, thai was probably the people that were
looking for him. I said, "No, there was never anybody ever in
here." I said, "'Follow them back." So we were following back. I
was looking. The first thing I seen was him with his arm and leg
up, laying on a little barren in the woods alongside of a tree. J
thought he was alive first. We called, told them we had found
him, gel an ambulance. And we dropped down and J went up
and he had died there the night before. He had froze 10 death
and that's the shape he was in, his hand was up and his leg was
up. BUI he had WALKED ALONG, you could see where he had,
for probably an hour or more. He was just trying 10 keep himself
wann and I guess he lay down there and fell asleep and. died. He
had broke his hand, he had broken hands and that was all. One
bool was roUed down and the other was rolled. up. That's the
way the old fella used to go all the lime anyhow, the poor old
fella.
But he died. happy. He was always in the woods so Jguess he
died happy in there. Never was married. No. That was my last
rescue.
Ranald: When was that?
Lloyd: Let me see, it'd be sixteen years ago, before I come out of the
Fisheries. I guess it'd be the year I quit. Fog: came in on the land
that nighl That's what happened, he gol astray, couldn't find his
way back. (RT92-38A, August 13, 1992)
Many of Lloyd's slories reflect on the unpredictably of life. The theme
of "things not being what Ihey seem" is an element of sixty of ninety-three
stories. This group of stories about lost people involves familiar landscapes
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becoming strange. In two of the four narratives. losing one's bearings led. to
losing one's mind. In the slory of the lost children, the searchers examilWd
the woods for miles around when the children were, in fact. close to home.
Within these stories. Uoyd ref1eds on the sometimes disturbing
circumstances: -Whether he went that fU', you know...• -Funny how he
went, you know. He just went haywire.... '"I guess he died happy." In other
stories, Lloyd teUs of serendipity rather than misfortune, for example, he told
me of searching for a wartime friend's grave while visiting France as a
member of the Canadiu delegation for the fiftieth anniversary of D-Day
Oune 6,1944). He was surprised to discover that his long-lost companion was
the man standing next to him.
Danger and hardship are other domi.nanl the~s in the stories about
lost people, as they art throughout Lloyd's repertoire. Forty·thrM of the
ninety-~ narratives that I ftCOrded involve dangft' and thirty-one involve
hardship. Although. other ngional storyteUen sometimes teU tales with
these themes, only in Lloyd's repertoire are they such consistent subjects.
This interesl reOKts 1M circumsiances of Lloyd's Ufe. His childhood and
teenage years were hard economic: times. He was born in 1919, ten years
before the Great Depression began. However, Atlantic: Cmada also suffered. a
depressed economy throughout Ihe 19205. While still a child, Lloyd worked
alongside grown women in a lobster fadory. As a leenager. he cared for sic:k
families dUring a measles epidemic:, helped prepare a dead body, dealt with
drownings of friends and relatives, and watched his mother suc:c:umb to
mental iUness. As a young man, he took part in Ihe Allied. invasion of
Normandy, an experience which left a lasting impression on him. He
explained to me, "War is awfuL.I couldn'l sleep for years afterward because
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of the nightmares'" (field notes, August 13. 1995). In 1970, Lloyd's snowmobile
haze while he was using it in an unpopulated arta. He had to walk and crawl
through deep snow for eight miles before finding shelter in Gabarus. This
gruelling experience damaged his heart and foreed him to retire &om his job
with the Department of Fisheries. Lloyd's experiences indicate why stories of
danger and hardship may be especially meaningful to him. NeverlheltsS, he
tells these narratives in a straightforward way without complaining or
communicating a sense of injustice. even when the stories are about his own
experiences.
Hardship and danger are elements in the following story of the 1929
earthquake which I judge to be Uoyd's narrative masterpiece, at least among
the stories tha. I rKOrdtd-although I suspect I have only scratched the
surface of his repertoire. Michael Owen JOMS (1989) discussed the concept of
a~ in his study of the life and art of Owster Cornett. a Kentucky
chair-maker. Desaibing the significance of • hiPJy unusual chair, Jones said:
It is a masterpiece in the: original meaning of this word. To be
conferred the status of master in the: guild system, a aaftsman had to
present to othen a piece that demonstrated. his skills and
capabilities-his d'Wtery. The ~in-one, bookcase rocker,
masterpiece of furniture testifies to what Otester could accomplish
through a lifetime of leaming. U the masterpiece has become "just
something to look at... it is not because it is useless, but because its form
transcends our experiences, transmuting the commonplace into
something uncommon indeed. (17)
lloyd'S story is not as peculiar as Chester's "two-in-one, bookcase rocker," a
truly unusual piece. Nonetheless, it does demonstrate Lloyd's mastery of the
storyteller's art.
The predominant thematic elements of Lloyd's repertoire are all
contained within this one leflIIhy story, revealing how a slWfuI narrator can
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express his own personality and interests while entertaining olhers through
his verbal art. or the ninety-three narratives which I collected from Lloyd,
the most common themes are as follows: eighty-seven are based l~aUy, sixty
contain the idea thai something is not what it seems, forty-three are
humorous, another forty-three involve danger, thirty-five involve the sea,
thirty-four have "local characters" as central figures, thirty-one mention
hardship, twenty-nine contain a death. twenty-two are about personal
experiences, and fifteen involve disasters (each narrative contains more than
one theme, see Table 7.1). Furthermore, stories of the supernatural comprise
a small but important part of Lloyd's repertoire. Of eight supernatural stories,
four are memorates, penonal experience narratives involving the
supernatural. All of the len most (ommon themes in Lloyd's repertoire plus
a memorate are contained, to varying degrees, within the fonowing lengthy
tale. Lloyd also includes an account of a close call with disaster which touches
on but does not enter the realm of the unbelievable, another feature common
to lloyd's repertoire. This tale is an outstanding example of how a person can
express himself while addressing communal interests and values through
traditional storytelling.
The story demonstrates, as weD, Lloyd's ability to create drama and
shows his special skill at melding a number of shorter narratives, which
could be told separately, into one long tale. Lloyd introduces a number of
characters and takes his listeners through time and space within the Gabarus-
Framboise region over a period of sixty years. Starting with a natural disaster,
Lloyd has developed a masterful tale which, like Chester's chair (in Jones's
words) "transcends our experiences, transmuting the commonplace into
something uncommon indeed."
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Lloyd: I was going to tell you that story about the earthquake in 1929.
Did you [ever hear of it]?
Ranald: Never heard of that, no.
Lloyd: You never heard of that?
Ranald: No, no.
Lloyd: This earthquake that happened down somewhere, it must have
been on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. But anyhow, I was
ten years old at the time. Then. the post office used to be on the
other side of the harbour over where the government wharf
was, that's where where the big store was at, and the post office
was there and I went over for the mail, it was on a Saturday.
And when I was coming over by where the haD is over here
now-well, in them times, the road was all puddles, you know,
and It was only a rough road, potholes-the ground starts
shaking and the the ground started cracking, the water run out
of the puddles. And I was roming over the hill, we call it
Severance Hill there, doing about sixty miles an hour and my
father and Uncle Dave MacGillivray, the old feUa I been talking
about before, they were working on the Mussel Bridge down
here, fixing it, and the ground started. to shake and they got on
the rocks over there and Dave lold my father, he said, 1"hafs an
earthquake." Anyhow, I gol home here and my mother said the
dishes had been shaking on the table. IT LASTED FOR ABOUT
FIVE MINUTES. And she said, my grandfather was alive then,
and he had heard it and he was in the room and his walking
stick was against the wall like that and he was trying to get it in
his hanct. The walking stick was gOing along the wall and he
couldn't catch it (laughing).
But anyhow, that night. a tidal wave come in here. It took aU
those buildings 100, Ihere was a whole lot of fish houses and
boards down all along there. The next morning, they were all up
in this bog down here, they come all over the Mussel Bridge. AU
that bridge was on there then, there was rails on and everything
went under thai night. I don't remember us even seeing it bUI
people, you know, heard the rumble and that. And down in
Gabarus, it come over the beach there. You've been in Gabarus,
you know where the breakwater is there along all this, (Ranald:
Yeah. yeah) where the boats and that ate. WeD, the sea came
righl over that and. went right out through Ihe Upper Baramois6
and across the beach there. AND DOWN IN NEWFOUND-
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LAND, it came into some of the harbours there and it washed
the houses right oul to sea. There was a lot of men and women,
and children drowned at that time in Newfoundland. Irs funny
you never heard of it, irs in history.1
My aunt (WinnieL at that time, had quite an experience. She
had been on this side. They lived over where the lighthouse is
there now in Gabarus, thaYs where. There were a lot of houses
over there. But she was going aaoss, they call it "the Level"
there. There was a factory and a lot of wharfs, fishermen,. and
buildings and stuff. That beach was fuU of buildings then. And
she could hear this rumble coming up the Barac.hois this way,
the Upper Barathais and she ran. She tried to make the fadory
wharf but the water caught her and she caught the roof of the
factory going out over the factory wharf and hung on and when
this tidal wave went by, she got ashore and before the next went
in, she got home. And they teU me there wasn't one fish house
or a thing left in Gabarus, everything washed with all the fields
over on this side of the Bara(hois, everything went (inaudible).
Ranald: I did. hear about the water going over the breakwater so I guess
maybe that's what they were talking about.
Lloyd: No. There was one here about six or seven years ago, washed
out and washed the fireball down there too, took part of it out
and so on. a lot of the boards and stuff here, on a northeaster.
But maybe, you might've heard about this. It was back in 1929, it
was bad a long time. A lot of people wouldn't remember it.
But anyhow, at that lime, that night, I was-I had a great-aunt
down there, my mother's aunt [Sarah], she was never married,
the one I was telling you with the harelip. She took a stroke.
And anyhow, she lived for three or four weeks after that .tnd she
finally passed on. My mother went down to help her sister
[Winnie) at the last days and she Hid she [Sarah] was trying to
teU them something bUI she was trying to lalk to them bUI she
didn't anyway, she never told them anything. She had told
them before that, you know, when she was all righi, that she had
money, some money to bury herself with. She wasn't broke.
But although she was never manted, she always had a few
dollars. And so, after she died, they went through everything,
they went through the house. They tore everything apart, I
guess. They (ouldn't find nothing. So Mother gathered up a few
clothes and she put them in a suitcase and was going to make
dresses or something for I had two sislers, they was only young
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and things were pretty rough in them days. We were aU pretty
poor, I guess.
So, my mother brought the suitCISe home. I was sleeping
alone in the front pvt of the house and she put the suitCIH
under my bN. So, anyhow, I don't know, some time, midnight
or some time. I thought I was awake. looking out through the
window. 1 remember it was a moonlight night and. I heard
something. I looked. around. Here was Aunt Sarah coming
through the door right over to my bed. Well, scared the devil
out of me. I think I lei an awful hoUer out of me. And my
father and mother jumped up oul of bed and they come in, they
qUieted me down and I said, lake me into the room with them. I
was so scared.
The next day when I come from school al dinnertime. my
mother was in pfttty good humour. She said, "I found what the
old woman was looking for last night" I said, "What was that?"
She said, "[ found her money!" And she said. "Winnie, the
devil. put it there and didn't know it" She said, "'Now, when I
opened the suitcase," she said, "there was an old pair of Sarah's
corsets in there and inside the corsets wu a HANKIE folded up
and pinned to the corsets and there was two hundred dollan and
two gold pie«s." WeD. anyhow, my mother wrote Winnie a
letter and told her about it and my srandIather come up-it was
close to Christmu time-and he took the money and he save
my mother twenty doIJars of it Th.at was our Christmas.
Wen. yeus afterward, about five yean ago last winter, myoid
aunt was still alive then. She was ninety-two and she was
staying with Mary MKLean at Marion Brid~. Deana and I were
in for her birthday, that was her ninety·second birthday, so she
said, "'How about tellins Mary about the lime that old Sarah
come back looking for her money?"" "Qh,." I said. "Oh, I don't
know." I said, "Okay," so I told. her the story anyhow, Sarah's
story. So after I was all over it Winnie said to me, "'You know,
me boy," she said. "some day, you'll get that gold piece, one of
them gold piKeS," she said. "One of them's for you," she said,
"thal dollar one." There was one was a dollar, one [was} tw~
and-a-half. I never heard tell of a tw~and-a-haH. But there was
one. "Oh," I said, "Okay'" I didn't pay no attention to it.
So a couple of days after that she, she was aocheting in the
chair and she just passed on. that was it. Her heart went, I guess,
on her. She had a heart condition, 50-. That was in April. So in
September, Truman and I went do~ her brother, cleaned the
house out. We were getting rudy for t~, they were going to Sfll
a lot of the stuff, see. She had no will and to settle the estate, we
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had to sell everything that was in the house and she had a lot of
trophies there and a lot of old stuff, people were looking for. So
Truman come across this letter and, "Oh," he said, ..there's a
letter," he said, "that your mother wrote to Winnie. You might
as well have it,'" So 1 look it, looked in it. Here was the dollar
gold piece inside the letter. (laughs) ThaYs where it come back
to me, anyhow. Oh, yes.
t don't know [inaudible] says ghosts, if you believe in them or
not. But if there's such a thing as ghosts, I often thought in
wartime, that many ghosts would be there, you wouldn't be able
to live (laughs) No.
Ranald: Have you heard many other stories about ghosts around?
Lloyd: Ott, yes, all kinds of them,. they used to tell it. But I think they
were only telling us that to scare the devil out of us. (RT92-36B,
Augusl 13, 1992)
This story is not atypical of local storytelling in that it contains a
number of popular local themes and it strings together related. anecdotes in a
manner pradised by other storyteDers. However, Lloyd's tidal wave story is a
particularly sophisticated. tale. It flows smoothly from beginning to end, yet it
contains ten characters (Lloyd, his father. Dave MacGillivray, Lloyd's mother,
Aunt Winnie, Aunt Sarah, Lloyd's grandfather, Uoyd's wife Deana, Mary.
and Uncle Truman) and changes settings six times (outdoors in Fourchu to
lloyd'S home in Fourchu to outdoors in Cabanas to Aunt Sarah's house in
Cabanas to Lloyd's home in Fourchu to Aunt Winnie's residence in Marion
Bridge to Aunt Winnie's home in Cabanas). As weD, during the outdoor
sequences, the characters are moving about within their viDages. U we were
to compare Lloyd's story to a literary work. it is more like a novel than a short
story. In lloyd'S narrative, which contains about seventeen hundred. words
and took less than ten minules to teD (rapidly, mind you), Lloyd takes us
through a natural disaster and a dose escape, through the hardship of the
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depression and a supernatural nperience, into modem times and another
uncanny experience, finllly setting our feet on the ground in the present
The contradidory attitudes displayed. by Lloyd in the telling of this tAle
illustrate the complexity of issues of belief generally. Despite the fad thai
Lloyd tells of a visit from his dead aunt. he ends his story with a couple of
comments on ghosts which indicate clearly that hf doubts whether people
return from the grave. Like other members of his community. even those
who believe in supernatural phenomena of particular types, Lloyd feels thai
many teUers of ghost stories were simply entertaining themselves by scaring
others. He also suggests that war would creale an overpopulation of ghosts.S
Although Lloyd told me eight stories about lhe supernatural. he also related.
nine which involved. plays Oft lhe supernatural (that is, stories in which a
naive person or dupe rails to see the actual cause of an event, instead
believing it to be: of unearthly origin).
In this community••s in most. issues of ~lief are disputed. and
individuals develop their own opinions aboul specific supernatural concepts
based on local traditions, personal experiences, accounts from trusted. friends
and relatives, and their own logic (that is, what seems reasonable to them).
Those who accept unearthly figures unquestioningly or who react in fright
without first Irying to find a logical explalUltion for U\ untoward. situ.ttion
become comic figures themselves, as the follOWing stories indicate.
Uoyd: I think I was leUing you the one about the old feUa from Gnnd
Mira lhat used. to work over at Hoopers, Neil Campbell.
Ranald: I don'l know.
Uoyd: WeU, they had him for a handy man when Hooper had the slore
over there and he used. to look after the horses. TRAYELLERS
and that used to Slay there, like the different agents for the
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different businesses. This fella came here one day with the
horse. Of course, it was aU horse and sleighs or horse and
wagons. So he told Neil to put his horse up (or the night. So
Neil took the horse up to the bam, took the harness off, put him
in the bam and he gave him some hay and he was going to tend
some more horses. And the horse turned around and he said,
"Neil," he said, "where's my oats?" So, by golly, Neil looks at
the horse and he went over and he said, "Were you talking to
me?" "Yes," he said. "Hurry up and get my oals, Neil." Boy,
Neil got scared and he look off for down to Hoopers and he said,
"Look, Mr. Hooper," he said, "fHE GOD DEVIL is up there in
that horse." (laughter) But the fella that owned the horse could
throw his voice, see. Poor old Neil.
Now another night, he was here and he always used to stop at
my greal-grandfather's, they were great friends. And at that
time, they used to haul out the wood. for the lobster factories, for
the boilers, you know. They burnt cordwood at that time,
hardwood or whatever. I guess it was mostly hardwood. And
they'd haul it out to Hoopt'fS in the wintertime, across the lakes
here and across the barrens from Grand Mira. Ifs only about
four and a half miles across there. That day, apparently, there
were about nine or ten horses out with loads of wood. And
when Neil come, he stopped at my great~grandfather's when the
rest was going in and. he had his supper and he talked [until]
about eight o'clock in the evening and Neil left for home. And
he had got a bag of oatmeaL
So when he was going in aaoss the lakes here, when he got
into GOOSE LAKE, it was kind of a pretty dark night and aU of a
sudden he could hear this HORSE coming behind him. He
looked and kind of slowed up the horse and he looked behind.
This old white horse come right up and put his head right in
over the box, over the sleigh. He got kind of scared and he was
kind of a timid feUa anyhow. He believed in all this stuff, you
know, so he whipped up his horse and the faster he went, the
other fella come up to him. So anyhow, he made it home. And
going down the lake, he cut the bag of oatmeal and he let the
oatmeal out of it and he pulled the bag on over his head and he
kept on for home. When he got home, he just jumped off the
sleigh and he run into lhe house and he told the boys, he said,
"The Cod devil is after me!" and he feU on the Ooor and he
fainted. So they went out and sure enough the white horse was
there and they tied it and put him in the bam.
But apparently, that afternoon when they were going back,. a
MacMullen horse took the colic going in and they thought he
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had DIED and they took the harness off him and they left him
on the lake and the horse gal better, see, and he followed Neil
home. And poor old Neil wasn't (laughter). Poor Neil,9
(RT95-2IA, Sept. I, 1995)
Earlier tellings of these same stones are included in Appendix 7 for
comparative purposes. As with Arthur Severance's stories, allhough the
words vary, the basic: structure and motifs are consistent from one telling to
another (See Table 7.2).
Neil Campbell seems to have been renowned for his fear of the devil.
Arthur Severance related an anecdote in which Neil fell to his knees and
prayed at the sight of a wide-mouthed monkfish, rarely caught in the area,
which was netted after Neil told another fisherman that he hoped the fellow
caught the devil. Both Arthur and Lloyd mentioned, when they told their
devil stories, that Neil was from Grand Mira, a nearby Roman Catholic
community.
Lloyd and Arthur's stories of Neil Campbell and the Devil may contain
elements of exoteric stereotyping, that is to say, Protestants from the region
might be ascribing literal belief to their Catholic neighbours. However, in
researching stories of supernatural experiences in Cap' Breton's Mapzjoe I
found that tales of the devil appearing in earthly incarnations are almost
entirely the properly of Catholics, as indicated by mention of priests and
religious paraphemalia.10 Martha MacDonald (1986), desaibed a ceilidh
attended by elderly Gaelic-speaking Roman Catholics on the lona Peninsula
in Cape Breton in the early 1980s. Referring to a storytelling session at the
ceilidh, she said:
One of these stories involved. an encounter with the Devil, and that
one precipitated a number of others about local tangles with Satan.
These legends were allloc.alized and strongly believed, as the people
T~ble7.2
StructurAl Comparison of Two Ttil.bIpof
lloyd MacDon.a.ld's Stories 1bav.1 Neil
Cul.pbdl
Elements are listed in the order in whidl they
werelold.
Version A; September I, 1995
(Chapter 6)
a) Neil worked at Hoopers
b) puts horse in bam for traveller
c) horse demands oats
d) Neil goes to Hooper, "The God Devil" in
horse
e) traveller could throw his voice
2nd N;ur~tive Oold jmmuli.tc!r aftu first)
f) Neil stops at great-grandfather's at night
g) hauling wood for factory
h) left with bag of oatmeal
i) at Goose Lake, heard horse behind
j) white horse put he~d in sleigh box
k) whipped horse
I) put bag over head
m) ran in house, feU on Roor, uid 0eviI
chiSing him. fainted
n) sons put horse in barn
0) MacMullens left horse to die on ice
p) horse got better and followed Nt'il home
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VenionB: Aupst3l,l992
IAppondix6)
hUImJIin
a) Neil worked at Hoopers
b) puts horse in bam for traveller
e) travtller could throw his voke
c) hone demands oats
d) Neil goes to Hooper, "The God [)evil" in
h....
2nd N,rrttjyr !teld jmmuli.t,ly ,fter first)
f) Neil stops ,t great-grandfathtT's at night
s> hauling wood for factory
h) left with bag of commeil1
i) at Goose Lake, heard horse behind
j) white horse nearly to sleigh box
k) whipped horse
I) put hg over heitd
m) ran in house, fell on Roar, uid Devil
d\asins him, no mention of fainting
n) sons went out to see grey horse outside
0) MacMullens left horse to die on ice
q) took harness oft. sleigh towed by others
p) hone got better M\d followed Neil home
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involnd were known at least al second hand. The stories showed a
strong religious conviction with a literal belief in the powers of Satan
and HeU; this was evident not only from the content and narrative
style; but also hom discussion of the Devil between the stories. (11)
Although Gabarus-Framboise residents tell the story of the devil and
the card players, as related in Chapter IL they do not appear to believe it
contains literal troth. Nonetheless, rnidents of this Protestant community
might apply a different supernatural interpretation to events similar to those
which many Roman Catholics would accredit to the devil. Lauri Honko
points out the importance of culture in categorizing unusual occasions: "(al
person who has experienced a supernatural event by no means always makes
the interpretation himself; the social group thai surrounds him may also
participate in the interpretation" (17·18). In fact, one man told me of a horse
which acted. in a bizarre manner due to witchcraft. once a common reading of
such events by the Scots in the Gabarus--Framboise region (see Chapter VDI).l1
However, beliefs are individual as well as cultural matten. Not all of Grand
Mira's citizens would apply NeiYs interpretation either. According to the
story, even his sons were willing to look 1.1 the empirical evidence and. take
Ihe situation in hand. Despite the differences in 1oca.l belief systems, puhlps I
am placing too much significance on Arthur and Neil's mention of Grand
Mira. Both storylellers oftm identify charaden by their home communities.
Lloyd, in his role IS a storyteller, is primarily an entertainer, telling
stories which amuse listenen or absorb Ihem with dramatic tension. Bul he
is also a narrative man. Any conversational subject-local history, belief, or
the weather-quicldy evokes a slory &om Lloyd. Generally, il is through
stories rather than direct comments thai he expresses his views and his
questions about life. People's resilience through hard t:i.Jnes, the &ailty of the
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human mind. questions of the afterlife, and Lloyd's observations of foibles
and foolishness are all expressed through narratives. He tells his stories with
passion, taking delight in their humour, feeling the pain of the protagonists,
and wondering about the fickle finger of fale. His stories are not theoretical
abstractions but are grounded in his own experiences and in the life and
history of his community. Life's important eon~rns are acted out on lhe
ground upon which Lloyd has walked and explored by the people he knows.
Lloyd's storytelling does not have the unqualified approval of all his
neighbours. Though many praised his abilities, a few said that "he'd talk your
ear off," the same words used 10 desaibe Arthur Severance. Still others
expressed concerns about the reliability of his stories. As mentioned In
Chapter lV, several people advised me not to take Lloyd too seriously. Lloyd
does like to entertain and perhaps, to a degree. shares his Uncle Truman
aark's attitude that "(lJhefe'S no use in telling something unless you can.
stretch it a bir (Chaptn' IV). Uoyd's attitude to the truth appears to vary
depending on the type of stories he is telling. He enjoys a comical tale and
will pass it on, even if it is a little fa.....fetched. Perhaps in some of his personal
experience nanalives, he exaggerates to make a better slory. However, when
telling stories of hislorical importance (e.g., shipwrtck stories), he appean to
stick to the facts as he knows lhem. Even in the slory of Rory the Corker and
his foolish helper, Lloyd might be entilJed. to use the storyteller's ll'aditional
disclaimer, "If irs a lie, irs a Ue that was lold to me."
However, in a community such as Cabarus-Framboise, in which
people share work patterns and traverse the same paths, whether on land. or
sea, they feel a need. to distinguish truth from falsehood for reuons that 1ft
often more practical than aesthetic: or mow. Bauman (1972), in his study of
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storytelling at the general slGre in La Have Island, anotMr Nova Scotia
fishing community. explained:
The islanders lived a life full of strong external forces and. risks, &om
the natwal and supernatural world. Many of these...wen confronted
alone but were constantly discussed with others at the general store.
The sessions at the store thus constituted a forum in which wisdom
could be shared, and safe, proper, and productive reactions to
situations and forces that any member of the group might potentially
encounter could be shared. It is here, perhaps, that the limits on
stretching stories miShl be accounted for. While a certain amount of
exaggeration might be tolerated as an outlet for wlf.aggrandizement in
recounting one's experiences, the community had much to gain by
sanctioning relative ICCW'ICY as well, in orcin' thai each man's
experience might contribute to the commun.tl wisdom. (337)
Despite the importance of some truthful storytelling in such situations, it
great many people-not only in the Gabanas-Framboise regio~xpress
discomfort, irritation or even outrage at perceived lies, even when those lies
seem harmless and prOVide immediate entertainment. This reaction suggests
either moral indignation on the part of the listeners or resentment at being
victimized by storytellers who can manipulate .. person into belieVing what is
not true. For those who lib their world orderly, storytellers who play with
the truth ace tricksten crutinB: chaos and unpredictability.
The concept of truth in storytelling and in oral history is always
complex. A narrator may be "trulhful" in that he or she attempts to pass on
stories unaltered. while the stories themselves may be false or unverifiable.
Belief also complicates matters of buth. A listener who is not open 10 the
idea that supernatural experienCft can happen will regard anyone who relates
such stories as either a fool or a liar. Another, who believes in such.
occurrences, might regard the same leller as entirely truthful. Fu.rthermore,
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individual stOlyteUers may. like Uoyd, express varying attitudes toward truth
when relating different narrative genres.
The issue of truth in an individual's repertoire raises the question of
the validity of oral accounts (and of history generAlly), Ultimately we must
ask, is there any past truth which can be discovered through research?
Despite the subjectivity of eyewitness testimonUlJs, there is an ultimate truth
to most events. Few people, exapl perhaps defence lawyers, would dispute
the mechanical recordings of • bank's camera when it captures an illUlge of a
thief with a gun in his hand. However, history is complicated by such issues
as the biases and viewpoints of participants and witnesses, personal or
cultural concerns and obsessions. the memories or imaginative powers of
witnesses or transmitters, and the lines of transmission themselves-what
do individuals preserve and what do they forget? Moreover, storytellers,
whether writers or oral narrators, often shape and re--order events so that they
become art. Fortunately for folklorists. our concern is rarely with finding the
absolute truth but rather with examining what is said aboul the past and how
il is communicated. Onlnlmtltives tell us whal people now believe rather
than providing a perfect accounl of earlier times. Nevertheless, an oral
account passed down from actual participants in an event D\J.y have more
validity than a newspaper article which, although it may have been written
by a hurried and confused. reporter. is preserved as an accurale hislorical
document
The Gabarus·Framboise region has its local historians who, like
academic historians. are interested in prnerving and ordering facts. either
orally or through writing. Storytelling. in contrast. is an art form. AlthouSh
stories have many purposes, whiclt may include passing on historical
information.. a prime purpose of storyteUing is to entertain (·education" and
·amusement" are two of "'Bascom's Four Functions of Folklore,· 1954:29Q..98).
Even if the narrator regards the story's content as vitally important rather
than as light entertainment, he or she aUempls to convey it in an interesting
manner A good storyteller edits or extends the basic facts to create drama or
humour. As a result. the story leaves a much stronger impression of the past
in most listeners' memories than would a non-dramatic: recitation of facts.
Oral narratives of past events are comparable to historical novels or movies
rather than to history books. The images of the past transmitted. by
storytellers, like those of other artistic: media, might not satisfy historians.
However, Lynwood Montell (19'70) argues that it is through oral accounts of
the past that we ·consider the people as a living force· (xxi):
Folk history...can be defined as iI body of oral narratives that are told by
a people about themselves, and, therefore, the narratives artic:ulate the
feelings of a group toward the events and persons described. Folk
attitudes are included as a part of this definition because they are an
integral part of almost every namtive recorded from the informants."
(xxi)
Though Lloyd crafts his stories himself, they generally conform to
broader paUems in his community's namtive repertoire. His personal
idiosynaasies are expressed in the emphasis which he places on hardship and
danger and in his emotional involvement with his stones. His tales also
reflect a questioning of fate to a greater degree than is evident in most of his
community's narratives. Otherwise, his stories exprtsS attitudes Widespread
among Gabarus-Framboise residents. He produces images of a community in
which people suffered many hardships and where danger was always close at
hand. Land and sea, the common.. well-known environments for work or
pleasure, could be transformed quickly into hazardous, unpredictable places.
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The people in lloyd's stories worbd hard but seldom receivt'd siptificant
financial rewards. Despit~ these difficulties, he preunts an image of a
community in which people were qUick to see the humour in life around
them and laughter was frequent, a community whose members made their
own entertainment and espeaaUy enjoyed. storytelling.
Lloyd. as a tradition beam, exemplifies McLuhan's idiom that ..the
medium is the message." Residents of the Gilbarus-Framboise community
value ~rsonal interaction and enjoy eft.ting. transmitting, and listening to
stories about their immediate world. Lloyd observes what is familiar to all,
adds his own unique experiences and penpectives on life, transforms life into
art, and, in his traditional role of storyteUer, shares it enthusiastic:ally with his
neighbours.
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Notes
1. A fifty-seven-yeu-old Thomas Hardy of CabAnls had been resident in
Cape Breton for thirty-four yurs according to an 1818 census. Also listed
are three native-born Hardy men, presWNllbly Thomas's sons, James (age
twenty-six), ~rge (twenty-two), and Charles (eighteen). Women were
not included in this census (Lavery Ie Lavny, 35-36).
2. "Caulking" is sealing the seams in ships. The~
Newfoundland EnrHsb implies that "corkft"" is also used for "caulker'" in
Newfoundland, SH definition for "caulker,"
3. Baughman, motif )2460 Literal obedience (under literal fools).
4. The stories focusN. on his work that I recorded from Lloyd are nol
occupatjonal n'TI,tin' In the sense that Arthur Severance's fishing
stories are, in that. 1) Lloyd's narratives are not detailed accounts which
pass on educational information pertinent primarily to olher Fisheries
workers or woodsmen, 2) they do not contain specialized. occupational
jargon. and 3) they do not include any information which is not rudily
comprehensible to an outsider. In SUDUniry. they do not appear to be
designed primarily for communicating among occupational peers. (No
doubt, Lloyd relates occupational narratives with considerably mort
woods-lore and esoteric information, when conversing with feUow
workers.)
S. Regarding a lost child in Newfoundland. Rieti. says in StranEc Terrain
(1991): "Around 1955 oev Seal Cove, a girl named Anne was lost and
given up for dead but found twenty-one days lata-: 'she claimed. that birds
and fairies had brought hu food in the morning and evening. Just after
sunset, she said, they would cover her with leaves and this kept her
warm'" (176). Rieti discusses tradition-based explanations of the unusual
behaviour of lost people throughout her book. (Newfoundland has a
dynamic and widespread tradition of fairy beUef.)
6. For definitions of~ see Chapter fi, note 19.
7. According to Donelda MacDonald of the Beaton Institute:
"The earthquake took place on Nov. 18, 1929. Thc Dalhousie
seismograph registered the quake at 4:34 p.m. and an aftershock at 7:04
(Cape URton PDit Nov. 17, 1975).- "In rural Cape Breton the damage
was minimal and consisted motinly of broken dishes and flooded roads
(if near a water source highways weft' most likely Oooded. with logs
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and other debris). In Sydney the~ were mort obvious signs of
deSlruction like the chimney falling down from a house on the comer
of Townsend and 8fntkk Streets. Some even believed there had Men
an explosion in the Glace Bay mines. People poured out of shops on
Charlotte Strftt and motorists stopped their GiUS in confusion."
(e-mails, Nov. 24'" 25, 1998)
Cabarus and. Fourchu being low·lying villages on the eilSt coast likely
sustained more daIMge from the tsunami (tidal wave) than many aiMr
c:onununities. Captain Raymond. P. -Robbie" Robertson was in Gabarus at
the time of the urthquake and witnessed the collapse of a church
chimney. Although he was in Louisbowog when the tsunami struck, he
returned to Cabarus shortly afterward. He did not mention water damage
in Gabarus. However, he did say thai John A. MacDonald of Cabuus had
Htwo thousand pounds of smelts to ship to Canso, same having been
picked up along the shoreline after havins been deposited there by the
tidal wave.... He also told of a frightened lighthouse keeper "who
implored me to transport his wife and family from Guyon Island 10 the
mainland," which Captain Robertson did (CaplAn,~ 50:29). For the
more devastating effects of the wave on Newfoundland, see Ruffman
1994,1994.. 1996, and Sl Andrews Anglican Church, 1996.
8. For Iwo accounts of • First World War soldier's enc:aunters with
battlefield ghosts, see the Nova Scotian writer WiD Bird's excellent
memoir of WWI, Ghosts Haye Warm Handl (1968).
9. The Devil appearing in animal form is a traditional motif (Baughman
Jl785, Animals thought to be the devil or ghosts; Jl785.4, Thinks coli is
Sa'an). Beryl Rowland (1973) says, ·Wi.ch.. llying to the Blad Sabb.lth '0
have intercourse with the Devil weft said to mount a broomstick, a token
form o( the horse, or the Devil himsell in the (orm of either a horse or a
g.... (106). Angus Hector MacLean (1976) tens of. drunl<en Cap" Breton
man mistaking a horse for the Devil (66).
10. However, Angus Hec:tor Maclean writes o( supposed visitations of the
Devil in Seal Cove, • Presbyterian community (8-9, 66-7). McLean,. who
grew up to become a Presbyterian minister, summarized his relationship
with God and the Devil as shaped by the conventions o( Cape Breton
Presbyterianism during his tum.-of-Ihe-e:entury childhood:
... In the Cape Breton. of my time, no maller what respect was ginn
Jesus, the Old Testament God was enthroned as the thing that mattered
most in all times and places.
I didn't lib him. Who could? He disapproved of the very hungers
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he planted in us. He watched and ftCOrded every little misstep. He
allowed no privacy. That he might forgive never occurred to me. The
Devil. on the other hand, was,an intriguing puzzle long before I ever
formulated a theological problem. At times he was God's enemy; at
others. God's tool to kftP poor wretches in order. At times he was
exciting, like a slory character, but he was never as fear· inspiring as
God. No one ever 5eflrleCl to see God. but the appearance of the Devil
was reported now and then by those who Mel imbibed too freely. (8)
For narratives about manifestations of the Devil in Roman Catholk Cape
Breton communities, set Fitzgerald, 31; Francis; and O~ MacNeil.
11. The bewitching of hones and other farm animals, either consciously or
through 'the evil eye: is a common theme in namtives. See, e.g., in
Nova Scotia, Creighton, 1968:18-n (includes Molif-lndex numbers, pp. 67-
72); and Fraser 63-68; in Prince Edward Island, Cousins, 182-234; in
Scotland, Thompson, 42-53; and in Tennessee, R. R. Turner, 343-400. See
also Chapler vm of this thesis.
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Plate 7.1 Uoyd MacDonald, 1997 (photo courlesy of Ron Caplan).
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CNpterVUI
Work and Visions:
Persoml Experience Narratives from Dan Alex Macleod
Dan Mig am MuilltrIT (Oan Alex .thLMi1lu-lhe nickname refers to
the fact that he operatrel .. sawmill, see Appendix 3), had. been telling me
about the difficulties of raising sheep in the GlJMrus..Framboise region (see
Plates 8.1 and S.2). He had been forced to sell his stock around 1980 because of
recurring thefts. One morning, Dan Alex (despite its spelling, "Alex" is
pronounced U Aleck" locally) discovered. forty.five sheep missing. As is often
the case when researchen spend time in In area not their QW!\ I chose to pass
on what little news 1 had that might interest him. My comment led to the
following conversation:
Ranald, [ saw sheep on the sid. of the road. just past Jimmy and Patsy
MacUod's place, down the road another mile.
Dan Alex: SHEEP?
Ranald: Yeah,. there's .. house up high on a hill and there's a house
down below with a couple of litUe buildings. Yesterday, I saw a
few sheep there. I'd never noticed them before.
Dan Alex: You don't have DREAMS, do you?
Ranald: Oaughing) No. Not usually, no.
Dan Alex: Near that Bailey bridge?
Ranald: Yeah. I think so. Near one of the bridges. I guess irs Bailey
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Bridge. fA "Bailey bridge" is • type of bridge. I think he is
naming. specific bridge.)
Dan Alex: No sheep supposed to be anywheres down there.
Ranald: I'll have to ask Jimmy about that 'CiUse I never noticed them
before. I wos going by los' !Ugh' and I noticod.
Dan Alex: Are you sun you weRn'l down in Dutcll Brook? There's sheep
there.
Ranald: (laughing) No, no. I've seen them in Dutch Brook. U I was in
Dutch Brook. I was weD off the track.
Dan Alex: There's no sheep there. There's g<Mots over Crooked Lake Road,
if you go over there.
Ranald: No, no.
Dan Alex: They're on the main road?
Ranald: Yeah. the road that goes right through Framboise.
Dan Alex: Near the church?
Ranald: Down the coast. past the church,. another mile or so.
Dan Alex: That must have ~R white dogs.
Ranald: (laughing) A hm:i of them.
Dan Alex: Huh?
Ranald: A herd of white dogs.
Dan Alex: If there are sheep there, they must have just came there.
Ranald: Yeah. Maybe they have. I'll ask around about that, see what 1
hear about it. (RT92.22B, August 6, 1992)
When Dan Alex said, "'You don' I have dreams, do you?," he was
asking me whether t envisioned things &om other times. To the besl of my
knowledge, I do not. Although I was laughing during this conversation. Dan
Alex was serious. 1 have spent enough time around animlls to tell sheep
from goats-let alone dogs-so 1had no doubt as to what I saw. In fad, I saw
the sheep many more times so either they were there or my vision kept
recurring. However, I never did inquire inlo whal other people knew aboul
the sheep.
Dan Alex Macleod of Stirling is a highly·regarded tradition bearer. He
was first recommended to me by the region'S two merchants, Annie Hardy of
Cabarus Hill and Michael MKKiMOn of Frunboise. Other local residents
also referred. to him as a penon -with stories.- Dan Alex was a vigorous man
in his late eighties when I met him in 1992. He on a sawmill near his home
and was engaged in both the milling and the office work. He was also an
active Mason, an elder in the Prubyterian church,. and the district deputy (or
the Sons o( Temperance. Dan Alex stiD maintains a house with his wife
Margaret and his son Dan Norman. II was only in 1998, at the age o( 94, that
Dan Alex finally closed his sawmill. He explained. thai the closure was due
more 10 his son's health problems than his own. He continues to be active in
the community. Besides maintaining those 0rsanizational duties that he had
in 1992,. Dan Alex has a leading role on a committee to restore local
cemeteries. He also created and maintains a community museum (T'ligh lilt
[ongantais-House of Wonders) in a building beside his house and is
continually pursuing woodworking projects in his cellar. He is well read,
especially considering his grade--seven education, and has a substantial
collection of books, many dealing with Scottish and Nova Scotian culture.1
Dan Alex is curious about what goes on around him and enjoys a challenge.
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On my last visit in 1998, he had made a few facsimiles of an unusual spinning
wheel owned by an acquaintAnce and was attempting to trace its origins.
A native Gaelic speaker whose first exposure to English ame when he
began school, Dan Alex speaks fluent but heavily-accented English. He is a
passionate proponent of Gaelic, a language he and Margaret use habitually at
home. Community residents consider Dan Alex knowledgeable about the
region's Gaelic traditions; he was consulted by the compilers of community
histories of both Framboise and Fourchu (Cumming el aI., MacGillivray et
aI.). Moreover, his reputation extends beyond. the GabMus-Framboise area.
He was visited by the welJ..known Dartmouth-bued. folklorist Helm
Creighton and has been interviewed on .. variety of topics for such media as
Cape Br.ton's MaC'zjnc A.m...Brli&bI. (the Cape Bmon-based Celtic paper),
and. even further afield, the SBC.
As well as being .. storyteUer and an expert on Gaelic culture, Dan Alex
possesses a reputation as .. person with a special knowledge of what is referred.
to locally as "forerunners and such,." that is,~ lore.2 He readily
admits 10 being able 10see~. Dan Alex uses the word
"forerunner'" and. understands such expressions as the~ and. the
~ (the usual translation of 11ft rlroch siia ; Dwelly also translates rlroch.
shiiil as "blasting eye"). However, for the sake of aC'CUlacy, he sometimes
uses a literal translation of Caelic when discussing such matten. While
relating a story of a sick cow, he said, "I don't know what you call it in English
where somebody's eye laid on her," (RT92-22A, Augusl6, 1992). In another
interview with Jamie Morein, Dan Alex said, "'When I was growing up, I
used to see things, you know, double-sighled or something" (96.051, side A).
Many Caelic expressions change their meanings when translated. so that, in
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some cases, English replacements aft not adopted.. Mary Fraser explained one
such linguistic difference: "That some people are endowed. with the gift of
Second Sight is a well-authenticated Celtic: belief. The Gaelic name for it. dtl-
shelladh, does not mean literally 'The Second SighY but 'The Two Sights: the
vision of the world of sense and that of the world of spirits" (1932:32). In
addition, local anglophones may not have English equivalents for particular
Gaelic words. For native Gaelic-speaken, their own vocabulary for the
supernatural is more familiar and precise than the English.
These linguistic distinctions suggest diliering patterns of belief betwren
the English and Scottish residents of the Gabarus-Framboise region. Both
groups generally regard the Scots as being more inclined to believe in
supernatural phenomena. Some people of English background use the term
"superstitious" in a disparaging way when discussing the local Scots,
especially those of earlier generations. John Cousins (1990) made a similar
observation about western Prince Edward Island. saying that both Scottish-
and English-descended residenlS referred to the ScoIS as superstitious and the
English as not (233). However. Cousins observed that although the two
groups were indined to believe in differenl supernatural phenomena.
neither was more inclined. to believe in the supernatural.
Understanding other people's attitudes loward. belief is always complex;
after all. people's inner thoughts are not accessible so we may never know
what another person really believes. The best we can do is examine what
people have to say. ask them questions, and then look for patterns in their
testimonies. The study of belief is further complicated. by ethnic stereotypes
when we are dealing with fli&hIand Scots. the Irish. or other so-called. "Celts."
Some oulSiders regard the Cell as being akin to the "noble savage" celebrated.
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by the nineteenth-century Scottish romanticists and the early twentieth-
century Irish "Celtic*Twwghr movement (espoused by Yuts, Lady Gregory.
and their peers); othtTS hold an image of the Celt as a superstitious, backward
rustic or peasant Outsidm oflen regard rural ·Scots'" as either superstitious.
mysterious, backward, dOSft to nature, childlike, wise, or gifted. unong other
things (the Mi'kmaq are similarly stereotyped). Cape Breton's rural 5mts
themselves may share, or occasionally exploit, some of these same images.
Therefore, attempts to Unk local belief pauems according to ethnidty are
complicated by a vast web of esoteric and exoteric beliefs, some extending far
beyond the region.
Be that as it may. the oral evidence suggests that there are two distinct
patterns in this community. As was mentioned earlier, although some
residents can trace their &ncuUy on all sides to $colland, virtually aU people
with English names are descended from Scots and many with Scottish names
are descended hom English. As weD, II few people from other ethnic
backgrounds settled in the region and married local ~ple. Thnefore,
dividing residents into Scots and English is somewhat artilidal. However,
the Scottish proplt-lhost bearing Scottish names and being tither Catlie·
speaking or brought up by GHIie-speabrs-ue: more inclined. than the
English to express supematuraJ beliefs comfortably in their storytelling.
My interviewing style, although Oexible, involved asking similar
questions of most individuals, whatever their background. Only two
"English people"-that is, monolingual English-speaking residents of
Gabarus and Fourchu, bearing English names-implied that they do or did
believe in ghosts or witches. Both laughed awkwardly as they spoke of such
matters. Most others rejected 1M idea of the supernatural. However, many
of the "Scots- comfortably vohmtH:red information about and related
testimonials to a variety of phenomena. While some rejected specific types of
uncanny phenomena (for example, ghosts or witches), few, if any, dismissed
the whole concept of supernatural belief. The Scots speak more openly and
easily about the supernatural.3 Nonetheless, any cultural paUerns reflecting
Scottish and English beliefs in this region do not always indicate an
individual's beUefs accurately. For instanc::e. we have seen that Jimmy Philip
Macleod, a native Gaelic·speaker, was skeptical of supernatural beliefs
generaUy.
Dan Alex is I believer in various supernatural phenomena and tells
numerous stories of his own visions and other unanny experiences, as well
as those of his friends and neighbolll$. His willingness to relate such
narratives to me is not merely evidence of my own interests (folklorists are
often concerned about whether we are recording what~ want to hear rather
than what our sources wish to discuss). Dan Alex talked about supernatural
experiences in two interviews with Ronald Caplan of CaP" BRIon's Macazjoc
and one with the folklorist Jamie Moreira, all of which focused. on o.n Alex's
working We. In each instance, Dan Alex introduced the topic of supernatural
experiences and related some of the same stories that he told me." However,
Caplan's and Moreira's interviews indicate that personal experience
narratives about work are at least as prominent I part of Dan Alex's repertoire
as are supernatural narratives. The differences in narrative themes in their
interviews and mine indicate a major weakness of repertoire analysis; that is,
except in rue cases in which a person has a learned a finite number of stories
(party pieces, perhaps), a person's complete narrative repertoire cannot be
collected (see Chapter m. Such faclors as interpersonal dynamics, the
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interviewer's interests, the questions asbd, events happening outside the
window, and serendipity will influence the storyteller to ruall and relate
parncular 510ri6. I was unaware of Dan. Alex's repertoire of work stories
mainly because I discovered his interest in the suptmatural during my first
intervi.ew. As this is an important topic for Dan Alex, who could see that I
too was curious, we did not stray far from that subject. Whereas Moreira,
who was focusing specifically on farming, bypassed com.ments which could
have led to more supernatural narntives, I nent asked those work-related
questions which may have led 10 the type of stories rKOrded by Moreira and
Caplan. Nonetheless. Dan ~x's introduction of supematural themes inlo
his interviews about work demonstrates his conarn with the subject.
Tales of work have an important place within the local repertoire (He
chapters VI and VII). Dan Alex is OM of the community's outstanding
storytellers and, Like Arthur Severance and Lloyd MacDonald, he shares his
knowledge and experience through narrativt$. Many of Dan Alex's stories
give practical advice as well as conveying an attitude about how one should
deal with difficult tasks and troublesome authorities. However, work and.
visions an not distinct Cltegories within Dan Alex's worldview. The two
topics, both of prime importanct to him. overlap considerably in IUs
narrations. By relating su~matural memorlltes, Dan Alex plays m
important local role as a tradition bearer who provides tl!5timonials of
unusual events and thereby gives legitimacy to beliefs wtuch are widely held
in his community. He both contributes to the community's narrative
repertoire and perpetuates a &amework used by others in interpreting
extraordinary happenings.
In many ways, Dan Alex is as practical as Arthur Severance. Dan Alex
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spent his life as a working man. focusing ill grut deal of his energy on getting
jobs done and dealing with the partic:ulu difficulties they entailed. The two
Cape BUlon's Maraline articles about Dan Alex's ~minisc:elKti are entitled
""1 Moved Houses'" cs:md 35) and "A Working Life" <C.BM. 41). In one of
these interviews, Dan Alex commented "'I like work" and "If you gel enough
rest and good food to eat, I don't think hard work will ever kill you. I think
irs good for you" <5:BM 41:15). Besides being. farmer, a trapper, a miner, a
highway-repair worker, a truckdriver, an iceman. and a coal shoveller. Dan
Alex was an entrepreneur who blasted on contract for the British Metals mine
in Slirling, moved houses, operated sawmills, and experimented with shHp
production. He explained thai he started lumbering and mavins houses in
1939 as a result of an unprofitable employment experience. "I hid been
working down in Cuysborough for a contractor on the highway, driving a
trador, and I figured. I ended up by getting 91/2 cents an hour for my work,
working 16 hours a day. So I swore, ThaYs it! I'D never work for another
boss as long as I live'" <.CB.M3S:13).
Many of Dan Alex's personal experience narratives aboul work (the
theme of thirty-nine of his eighty.six stories, see Table 8.1) are similar to
occupational nanativesi for instance, some contain detailed accounts of
speds of his various jobs. In Iwelve of his slories, he illustrates his skills by
lelling aboul a difficult task that he accomplished. In len. he describes work
techniques. Nine of his narratives are specifically about farming. Twelve
contain that favourile working person's theme, defying authority, though in
Dan Alex's case, the authorities are not always employers.
Despite the similarities of his work slories to OS'£UlMtiQDal Mmtjm
generally. Dan Alex has worked. al so many different jobs that it is hard to use
Table8.t 1'hematic rlttanl in Du Alex MacLeocf. Narrativel
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86 narratives related 08 told twice, 5 told 3 times. for a lObi oi 114)
72 IoaI(Gabarus-FramboiMregion)
59 perscNl~
39 work
33 ~i5notwhatitseems
~b~p~lelN
~ ~ showiiIj 11J.E:::r 5kilJ or know~ge to otI'lln~~ ~F 'p
15 fomunnen
13 technicAidmils
~~ ~~~gh~hedjd
1~ ~lI!duIiqun
7 ~t::tion""t~dthe~~ ~E~;'1sunami. 'p~stormlt_.takirlglNlnyIiVft)
5 hi5tory(letlIemerlt.lons-.hippeNngsinthl!region)
~ ~hcutes
: =:d~ft;':Surdef.threatofvidfta.gamblinll
~ ~1::UJeciCod'.namelnqsfftU1ts
~ ~~dNd
3 evillJ!ljl!
3 wi!clWsand witchcraft
~ ~Y'Lacten
2 ~vl!l
~~=~ ;==t.funncJ-~(In_byacharadet'inthestofy)
~ ~P.-X'percei~ICml!lh.ingNppenitI&tIttwtwre)l~",,,,~~"'"
1 ~':,;'tl';"'''y
1 hatd$llip
Nott: Most stories contain multiple themes. Numbers reflect general paUems; they do not
provide exact data. These narratives were compiled from two interviews by Ron Caplan
{orCiN' Bmoo', MGaPor3S 6:41 and by Jamit' Morftra crape 96-051)., well as from
my own laped interviews (see Dan Alex MacLeod. in Bibliography).
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the word "occupational" to dnaibe his reminiscences. His stones are
occupational narratives in that they lell about his work experiences but they
are not stories primarily mtiUtt to be sham:l by members of a partic:ular
occupation. Moreover. he is not a narrative hero in Jack Santino's terms; thai
is, Dan Alex is not a labourer who masters skills and defies authorities but
sticks with the job. Santino summarizes the relationship of nanative to the
stresses in the lives of working people:
The network of relationships a worker has is complex: he must relate
to and work with subordinates, peen, bossa, management, outside
agencies, and the general public:. Narratives arise along each of these
relationships, and allow aggressive feelings fictive release. People
working with each other will conflict. Nevertheless, in order for an
overall operation to be productive, the individual workers must
function well together. They are each moving parts of a larger
machine, and they must avoid friction with each other or the machine
will break down. Occupational nanative. by allowing the fictive
expression of negative emotions, is I kind of lubricant that reduces the
friction between the parts and allows the operation to function more
smoothly. (70)
Santino, like many scholars studying occ:upational folklife, focuses on urban.
labourers working for luge corporations. Dan Alex's employment
experiences include working with corporations in both town and country. He
had 10 get along with people in his varying roles as etnployee, co-worker and
employer and probably released SOIM aggressive feelings while telling or
listening to occupational narratives. However. he does not fit conveniently
into Santino's functionalist model of the workplace. Dan Alex was not
content to "avoid friction" and did not depend on narratives to allow "the
fictive expression of negative emotions" when working for others.
According 10 his stories, when he was not trealed properly, he did not become
an employee hero who expressed his defiance or. more likely, allowed it
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"fictive release." and went on with the job.~g sure that the "machine'"
did not break down. Instead, he quit. The machine be damned! His work
ltistory verifies the spirit if not the details of his stories.
Dan Alex's stories of conflicts with employers fil the pattern shown by
Martin Lovelace (1979) in his study of EngUsh farm-workers "having words"
with farmers. The following two stories by Dan Alex share with the farm
labourers' stories the theme of "personal vindication and the assertion of
competence" (37). The second story also "stress(es] the exchange of words"
between Dan Alex and his employer (31). In addition, it contains tM "four
main elements of meaning in such storits: firstly, a statement of location,
which also serves as an opening formula; secondly. an account of the
problem; thirdly, the description of the verbal c:onflid; and fourthly, its
consequences" (31). The fint slory also EaUaws this pattern but, nlher than
focusing on the verbal conflict. Dan Alex describes it briefly but dramatically.
His two narratives fit the theme of class conflict emphasized by Santino.
However, narratives of this type are not simply about class conflict. Dan Alex
tells similar slories in which he has verbal conflicts wilh people who are not
of a higher social strata-il policeman. a goYftTUJ\ent expert on sheep,S a clerk
selling schoolbooks, and II cuslomer who has gone to a competitor for a better
deal. Furthermore, slories with the themes of -personal vindication and the
assertion of competence- are common among social equals such as
co-workers and family members. The nexl two narratives say as much about
Dan Alex's character and seU-image as they do aboul his relationships with
superiors. In fad, they suggesl thai he Sft5 himseU as an equal to those who
contract his labour.
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In the first, a narrative about his last day of work at a "coal planr in
Sydney, Dan Alex illustrates his sense of self-worth and spirit of defiance:
So anyway, we were dumping coal in the coal bank. I worked there aU
winter. Then out of 175 people, I was one of the 5 that were picked out
to work aU summer. And then that faU, we started dumping coal
again. I and another fellow-oh, a great worker-we got a car of
screened coat 16 screen coal-thars long lumps like tltis-they were
jamming in the car. And it had snowed in the morning. soft snow,
and we were trying to get this car oul. Anyway, the boss used to walk
on lOp of the car. I thought I and the boss were great friends. There
was steam coming out of our oilskins, we were working that hard. He
got snarly, you know. I just fired. the shovel as far as it could go and I
went in. My time is still there-I never went looking for my time.
That was al 3 o'clock, and at 9 o'clock I was over in the old place (at
Stirling) with the fumiture.6 (SJ!M 41:5)
In flUs story, Dan Alex is saying that he never coUected his pay cheque but
instead packed up his household and left town on the same day his boss arted
abusively-making a definitive statement to his employer about how Dan
Alex could be treated. (Note the use of workplace language in this narrative:
"screened. coal, 16 screen coal.")
In this second story of defiance against an employer, Dan Alex portrays
a conflict between local, rural values, which stress neighbourliness and
mutuaJ dependence, and the impersonal and seemingly efficient corporate
rules of a large corporation. Dan Alex was a truck driver working for British
Metals' Stirling mine when the foUowing incident took place.
...a new manager had come in for the mining part. So he warned me,
"No passengers-you're not allowed 10 take any passengers." I used 10
go to Sydney-there were no snowplows then-and I used. to gel in
every night. Oh, 1 had all the right equipmenl you could talk of. Long
ropes-there were drums on those wheels. Tie them to a tree or
something.. and pull yourseU through. Chain blocks and shovels and
bars-we had everything. Kept her going all winter. See, sometimes
there'd be a bunch of miners going home on weekend, and they'd want
to get a drive back. And I always had lots of shovels. I'd take them
back.
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But anyway. I was coming through Loch Lomond one day, and I had.
two in the cab. And the manager met me. Next morning I was hauled
into the office and put on the mat. U anything happened, (the riders)
could sue the company. I never said a word. I just let him go. But the
next day, he met me with two in the seat, one on each running board!
So when I went in-I went in to see Winger, who was the boss of the
construction company. He was after me U1 the time to go to work with
him. I said, "How about a jobr "'Sun." he said. ·Well,". said, "I'll be
with you tomorrow morning."
I was called over to the office. I said, "'Before you open yOW' mouth."
I said, "1 quit last night when I landed yOW' truck in here," I said, "And
I'll tell you why. I come in here every night with my load." "Oh, yes,
good driver," I said, "You know those fellows you saw with me, they
even took their team of horses down to pull me through snow. They
shovelled the snowbanks." 1 said, "When I've got to pass them, the job
is yours." "Ott, wait, wait," he said. "There's no waiting 10 il," 1said.
'1'm nol going to be coming in and put on the mal here every day-
thars it." So 1 turned around. "Wait a minute," he said, "we'D give
you passes. Get them to sign it, and you can take anybody you want."
And he gave me a yearly pass for my girlfriend! He never bothered me
.fter thal (QlM 41,6)
(The passes mighl have bHn insurance wainrs.) Although Dan Alex does
not make clear whether the passengers who owned the leam of horses were
mine workers, neighbours, or both, he shows that the rural principles of
helping someone in need and fulfilling personal oblig.1ltions override
corporate principles demanding adherence to company rules.
Today the exlent of mutual dependence has lessened. considerably in
rural areas. Dan Alex resards the decline in shared work and the parallel
decline in socializing as aspects of the same alIturaJ trend.
I think, myself, I and Johnny Macinnes down in Breton Cove-I go
down there often, h.e comes up here-we always get into the bwiness
{i.e., talking about social changes}. I said, "When I was growing up," I
said, "you had lots of lime to go ceilidh or go playing ards. If any
farmer losl his bam or something, the whole congregation was there
and the barn was up in no time. No charge. They had lots of time 10
visit and talk." I said, "'But once rebigeration and television and that,
you gotta work all the time to keep those things going. You hann'l gol
time to go vislting or go to ceilidhs. Nobody today hears of, if you're
cutting wood, of their neighboun all coming to cut it or anything.
There's none of that lbey were a lot happier then without
improvements. (RT92.22B. Aug. 6, 1992)
Though oral testimony throughout this rural community makes dear
that the degree of sharing has declined considerably since Dan Alex's younger
days. I saw many instances of neighboun helping each other when there was
need. Furthermore. few, if any, local people would drive past a penon with
car trouble on the roads of the Gabarus--Framboise region. Such an attitude is
not limited to Cape Breton. When my car slid off an icy road some years ago
in a hancophone region of rural Quebec where I did not know a soul, my
urban companion was perplexed by my calm reaction. I knew that by simply
walking down the road. to the nearest farmhouse. help would be at hand
without any thought of money being exchanged, which proved to be the case.
Dan Alex's work storin. while incorporating community values and
motifs common to occuPAtional narratives. are primarily stories about
himself. These stories must be seen not as self·endosed but as components of
Dan Alex's "family novel" and "ptTsotuU novel.... as William Wilson puts it
(author's italics; 1991:146), and of his sommunjty novel. His personal
experience narratives about his working life, while they may contain what
Bauman calls "seU·aggrandizement'" (1972:337), .lso show those elements of
Dan Alex's charader which.lecl him to be a successful businessman.
Residents of the Gabarus-Framboise area know Dan Alex MacLeod as a
strong-wiUed entrepreneur who regularly interacts with them. They
understand that his work slorin are about him as a character and thus are
parts not only of a greater autobiography but of the community's story.
Dan Alex's stories illustrate that he became: an entrepreneur as a result
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of skill, pride, willingness to take risks, and .bsolute intolerance for authority
figures-employers, civil servants, police officers, merchants, or experts of
various types-who are incompetent, pompous, dishonest, or who Sft
themselves as superior to Dan Alex. In many nanatives, he portrays ~If
as a practical man whose life is complicated by the fact that, to use Jonathan
Swift's words. "the dunces are all in confederacy against him." This attitude
is typical of the narratives of other entrepreneurs I have known. Their stories
could be classed as entrepreneurial ",mtives a genre closely rtllted to or a
sub-genre of occupational fWTatives. Some widespread entrepreneurial
narTative themes contained in Dan Alex's repertoire include: why I decided
nol to work for others, how I began (and improved) my busin6S, how J
accomplished a task when othm could not, how I directly dmed an
authority. how 1showed superior knowledge to experts, and how a cuslOmer
went elsewhere for a bargain but returned repentant. Another theme, not
included in Dan Alex's inlerviews but common 10 many employers'
repertoires, tS how I dealt with troublesome employees,
Dan Alex's entrepreneurial narratives show members of his
community that survival in southeastem Cape Brelon is possible without
having to swallow one's pride by working (or disrespectful employers.
However, as in most pLaC'eS, being an employn does not draw unqualifit'd
approval. When I commented on Dan Alex's robust condition to one retired
working man, he replied, "'Dan Alex never hurt himself." I asked what he
meant, and the man said, "WeD, he always had other people 10 work (or
him,"
The following slory from CaPt Bretoo'$ Mac.ujne (41) has elements
not generally found within entrepreneurial narntives. Nonetheless, il is a
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personal experience story dealing primarily with II major business Yentuft',
relocating a sawmill (see PLale 8.3). &fore he related this story, Dan Alex had
been talking about running II sawmill in Loch Lomond dwing World War D.
(fhe words in parentMses are the remarks of Ron C.plan, the interviewer.)
Then in 1949 I bought this pll«. (Your home here at Stirling.) And
my wife was telling me, -Qh. you're crazy. The mine isn't gOing." I
said, "'The mine is going, I know irs going." So I got this place (or.
song. 1knew the guy that bought it from the old people that wert here.
He had bought it through this money from the war.7 So I figured. he
was going to sell it That's how we got this place. 1 had the mill all set
up here, and the first time they wanted lumber for the mine. I had it for
them. (At this time thne was no mine or talk of a mine, 1949.) No.
But they started in ·SO. (You felt sure they were going to start?) Oh
yeah, I was sure. I moved the mill and everything down here to be
ready for them. John G. came down when I was building the house
and the mill. "Did you buy any shares?" She (the mine) was after
starting. "Did you buy any shares?" "'No," I said, "1 didn't buy any
shares. I've got shares enough right here." I had. the mill down here
just in time to supply them with the lumber they needed.
(Why do you think you're able to fomeD that sort of thing?) Oh" I
don't know. (Was that in your family before you?) The Mac:Dermotsi
ill\d Morrisons. they were full of it. (9-10)
The story may seem somewhat cryptic and .ppeilrs to imply that Om
Alex relocated his miD ilS il response to an intuitive hunch. However, an
excerpt from earlier in the sa.me conversation helps put the nanative in
perspective.
(Before there was ever a mine at Stirling was it you or yow grandfather
heard of it?) Both of us. The first time we heard U. one stormy night, I
happened to go out-5H, we had no inside toilets then-I could hear
this roaring going over here. So I told my grandfather and he came out
to listen to it. "Oh,." he said, "That's the forerunner of somebody
getting killed or something." So I don't know how many years after
that the mines started and you could hear the same noise.
The last time she started, [ heard it three different times. I WilS saying
there were three people going to be killed there and there were.9 (Do
you have any visions of it returning again?) Oh" irs going to return.
We've heard it since the mine stopped. But when, we don't know.
Even over there, we heard a diamond drill. II must be electric or
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something. Bul you could hear, you know, the way they grind. And
irs in April you hear those things. (Have you heard it recently?) Oh,
about seven years ago. (You feel it's foretelling thai Stirling MiMs will
be producing again?) Oh. yeah. (I)
When the two stories are put together, it is appannt that Dan Alex is
saying that he made the decision to move his mi" as a mult of his
experiences with forerunners. That Dan Alex is speaking of forerunners in
the nanative about moving the sawmill is further confirmed. by a direct
comment about the abilities of the Morrisons made in another interview.
Dan Alex had been telling me about himself. his cousin Roy MacLeod (not
the Roy from Chapter V), and another man seeing funerals and wakes before
they happened. I asked, "Is there a name for that?" Dan Alex replied,
"Forerunners, they say. And it seems to be in. family, you know, the
Morrisons in here. And my grandmother was. Morrison and Roy's
grandmother too. That's how we got ill guess"" (RT92.-21B). Oemy, what he
is saying in the first J'WTative above is that he based II major busin~ decision
on psychic experiences.
A few other of Dan Alex's work stories inrorporate both the mysterious
and the mundane. These include a tale, unusual in a Proteslant community.
of a priest using his powen to intervene in the moving of a schoolhouse10
K:DM 35:10), and two others testifying to Ihe power of prayer to get Dan Alex's
truck over an icy hill (RT92-21A; RT9S-24B; CBM. 41:8) and. through "terrible
snow'" «JlM 41:8). Within another work·related story about his fint
childhood. trip to Sydney. accompanying an uncle who was peddling farm
goods, he includes a brief narrative of his first visionary experience (see
Ap~ndix 8). Although Dan Alex does not take these stories of uncanny
experiences for granted--they are important enough to be the subject of
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thirty·one of eighty·5lx stories-neither does he appear to separate them from
other experience. He weaves supernatural themes comfortably into his work
stories. In fact. he tells supernatural stories in a str~ghtforward manner, no
different from his leUinS of other stories, and makes no aUempt either
through vocal changes or gesturn to be mysterious or dramatic. He accepts
the second sight as a fact of life and does not appear to care whether or not
others believe him.11
Many of his Dan Alex's neighbours do believe his stories. He is
reputed locaUy to have predided the three deaths in the Stirling mine,
mentioned. above. However, not all share this opinion. After I told ont man
that I had been interviewing Dan Alex, he strongly advised that Arthur
Severance would be I better person to talk to as "his stories are true." Once
again. this conflict of opinions points out the widespread discrepancy in
issues of belief. In the Gabuu.s-Fnunboise resion, individuals range from
atheists with no belief in the supernatural to Ouistians who profess to have
had experience with the supernatural. There are numerous grades in
between, for example, churdtgoers with belief in the powers of God. but a high
degree of skepticism about forerunners, people returning from the dead, and
direct divine intervention of the kind that Dan Alex testifies to in his stories
of answered prayers. Even individuals within families or married couples
may hold divergent opinions, as in the ease of Jimmy Philip and Lena
Macleod (Chapter V).
Such conflict in belief is not new. Evidence of skepticism toward and
contempt for others' supernatural beliefs goes back hundreds of years
throughout Europe and the British Isles.12 Angw Hector Maclean. in his
account of life in t\u'IH)f-the-<entury Cape Breton (1976), teUs of one youth
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who refuses to go along with his elders in their interpretation of a strange
Ught as being a forel'UJU'Wf of a death.
Once we saw a light wandering al the upper end of Uncle Dan's
pasture. and. the family and some guests watched it with an air of
mystery and awe that gave it a sense of not being of this world.
Someone noticed that the light was moving elTatically toward. Neillie
John's home. Neillie was Ian Ban's son who was dying of tuberculosis.
My brother Dunan suggested. that '"Irs probably Unde Dan out looking
for a damn COW,'" (59)
Dan Alex himself, though he does not claim to understand why one
would see forerunners. rationalizes such phenomena in terms of Presbyterian
ideas of predestination. After telling me of a death in the mine thai was
preceded by forerunners, he concluded, "'So, THE DAY YOU WERE BORN,
YOUR LIFE WAS SLATED, ME BOY. I'm sUte irs, you know, he had to die
and why see all those things ahead. of it? Is that spirits or·?'" (R1'9>24B,
Sept. 2, 1995). In anothu instance, he expreswct his disbelief in Rews~per
accounts of ..those people u..rs supposed to have ditd and gone to heaven
and told that they're to come back here" (i.e., "near-death experiences")....
can't swallow that I believe the day you wert born or perhaps even long
before you were bom, yoW' life was slated.. You're supposed to be sitting right
there now. And the day you die or how you die and all thai is slated. already.
I'm a great believer in that" (RT92·21B, August 6,1992).13 II would be a
mistake however, to assume that Dan Alex's visions are somehow created. by
his Presbyterian beliefsJ4 Forerunner narratives are common among Cape
Breton's Roman Calholic population which does not share the dogma of
predestination.
Folklorists in the past usually held lhal supernatural memorates were
based on some form of faulty teHOning. Lauri Honko, for example, in his
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important essay "Memorates and the Study of Folk Belief'" (19M), used a
psychological interpretation to explain "a simple and often·repeattd
supernatural experience,· a visitation of a bam spirit to a man dozing rather
than tending a fire to dry grain. Rather than citing an actual memor.te or
questioning individuals who claimed. to have had such an experience, Honko
created a stock situation and then rationalized the imaginary characters
vision by saying that it was the result of "stress and fteUngs of guilt... "'ear,'"
"poor perceptual cin:tunstances'" under which "the tired man's 'creative eye'
began to act,It and familiarity with "explanatory models offered. by tradition-
(15-16). He offered no evidence that his interpretation. was based on anything
other than his own beliefs or disbeliefs about the supernatural. Honko's
approach is typical of what David Hufford (1982) calls the "tlm,.,1 sgurq
~ the supposition that supernatural experiences are in some way
created by and unique to the c:ultures of those who perceive them (65-66, U5-
16, 143,245,248-53). Both Hufford and Lee. VirlInen, who nsearched psychic
experiences in Fmland (1917), provide ample evidence 10 show that many
accounts of supematunl experiences not only exist even where there is no
tradition to support them but are similar to those experienced within
traditional frameworks. In the condusion 10 her book, Virtanen uks, "Why
are the different experiences so similar right down to the minutest details
even though the percepients (sic) know nothing about such similaritiesr
(151). Hufford (19820) ugu.. thel scholars themselv.. are the upholdm of
tradition, of dislzrUcf about the supematunl and tNt their biases interfere
with their scholarship:
...there is one kind of logical error that is the peculiar property of
disbelievers; i.e., the 4' priori exclusion of one whole class of
hypotheses-the supernatural ones-as unnecessary 10 consider. 'It
can't be so; therefore it isn'L' Very few believers ever categorially
exclude material explanations from consideration. because their world
view includes both kind of possibility. (53)
Nonetheless, cultu.re does have an important role to play in regard to
particular supernatural experiences. A person who perceives something
beyond understanding turns to the community for clues and. guidance.
When Oan Alex heard a strange roaring in the night. he turned to an older
authority figure, his grandfather, who told him that the noise was "the
forerunner of somebody getting killed or something." However, his own
experience also influenced his assessment since, according to his account, he
did hear lite same sounds again later in life. Hufford explains, "Cultural
factors heavily determine the ways in which the experience is described (or
withheld) and interpreted" (1982:245). Forerumers are spobn of openly in
the Gabarus-Framboise region where many residents are inheritors of
Scottish Highland and Island belief systems. However, IS I have shown in
the discussion of the Devil in Chapter VD, Protestant and Catholic Scots may
interpret similar phenomena differently.
In the following narrative, Dan Alex shows both his reliance on
tradition 10 interpret his first visionary experience and his resistance 10 the
opinions of others when they conOid with his own impressiOns. The
narrative also demonstrates his faith in forerunners (for alternate versions,
see Appendix 9 and C8M. 41:10).
Ranald: So, do you see things anymore?
Dan Alex: No.
Ranald: You said you didn'L When was the lasl time? You mentioned
it but how long ago was that?
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Dan Alex: Dh God, I don't know. I used to know when the mine was
going to start and how many people was killed. I told them the
last time, THREE was going to be killtd in it The fint time, I
imagine I must have betn eleven years old when I started
seeing them things. I was skating on the ice there, aU alOM,
one night in the wintertime and all this place here, aU lhis hill,
was lit up with stfftt lights and. litde lights, houselights, down
below. I HAD NEVER BEEN OlIT OF STIRLING. And I went
back home. I stopped skating and went home, told my
grandfather. "Oh,," he said, ".hars the forerunner of a TOWN."
He didn't say CITY. So a reu or so afterwards, my uncle was
peddling. I went to Sydney with tum. When we got to Dutch
Brook,. you know, you could. see Sydney. I told him. "Thars
what I saw," Then when the mine started-the two times she
started-there was shacks alons here, you know, a place for
people to live in. "THAT'S WHAT YOU SAW!" But thars not
whatf saw. SOME DAY, this'll be a city. There'll be a mine start
here some time and this'U be all sel up. Might be a hundred
years from now, two hundred yeus.
Ranald: So it isn't the town that was here when the mine was here?
Dan Alex: No, no, no.
Ranald: II hasn" come yet.
Dan Alex: No, no. A hundred lights to everyone that was here then.
Yeah. (RT92-22A, August 6. 1992)
In the next personal experience narrative, Dan Alex interprets moving
objects and unexplainable sounds IS being forerunnen. This deduction is
highly influenced. by his cu.lture in whkh., despite ill few ghost stories,
inexplicable events are more often associated with the future than the past
C. I. N. Macleod, in his study of HiCN'nd Srottish follslQR and Belief (1975)
in bolh Scolland and Nova Scotia, cites a C8H of a stool moving before
funerals (39).15 However, throughout North America. strange phenomena
within households are generally assodated with the past and the dead..
Repetitive occurrences of objects moving within houses are dlSSed by many
writers as ~phenomena and art usually associated with the dead or
with evil spirits (though they are sometimes linked with Ihe presence of
angry or emotionally dislurbed adolescents).16
As the following conversation begins, we had been talking aboul death
and funerals.
Ranald: So when someone died, the same day they would build Ihe
collin and d.... the body, would they?
Dan Alex: Oh. they'd start. They'd start il right away and make it. Yeah.,
yeah.
Ranald: And how long would it be till they buried Ihe person?
Dan Alex: Three days. Third day. AI thai time, if you kept a body more
than thai, over [inaudible]. See, t worked in the mine, we were
sinking the shaft and our house wasn't lillo be living in! Doors
opening and people talking down in the front room and, ob,
dishes rattling and (chuckles) my mother was telling me, "Quit
working in the mine, YOU'RE GOING TO GET KILLED.' And I
told her, "You know very weD if aU this were here, if I'm going
to get killed, I'm going to get killed or DIE or something. This
thing is going to come to pass." And Dan MacNab
Ipseudonyml, he used to come 10 the door and hoUer at the
horse, the~, you know, you could tell his voice. Open the
door, there was nobody there (chuclUes).
John MacLeod, he was working up in some place in Nova
Scotia and he came home. He was Soing to get a job in the
mine and t had a bad, bad. cold-and Ilhink he stayed. at our
place till he'd get his own place, there was a place out further
that ... was going to fix-onc:l ... said, "I'U go and work your
shift." So t said, "'Okay." So I stayed. home and he went to work
and he was down in the 00"00\ and lrv, the powder-man,. was
supposed to check after the blasi, you know. He was supposed
to check all the timbers-they were only wedged in there-see
that they were solid. Whatever hlppened, he couldn't have
checked the limbers that night. And an eight-by..ight came
down and Johnnie was lowering the bucket, singing a Gaelic
song, and it hit him. right on the back there and KILLED HIM.
Dud. They just .ook the body up to w ..... the compressors and
all that was, and his mother was up in Cleveland ICapt! Breton]
or Seaview, up the other side of SL Peters. And she was coming
down and my mother said, "rrs AWFUL.'" You know, the
mother coming down and the body in there among those
compressors and everything. So Dan MKNab-Dan MacNab
would be this fella's mother's first cousin-and. aU the MacNabs
[pseudonymL they never made any attempt. so my mother said,
"'We better bring it over here'" the body. So they had an
(entrance?) and he was on the top of the ground floor for five
days. Thars why we were hearing so many things. And the day
Dan MacNab came with the body on the sleigh. he hollered at
the INlN right at the door, the same thing we had heard.
DIFFERENT times before.
So, THE DAY YOU WERE BORN, YOUR LIFE WAS SLATED,
ME BOY. I'm sure irs, you know, he had to die and why see aU
those things ahead of it? Is that spirits or-? I AM A GREAT
BELIEVER, I don't know but I think perhaps your mother or
father or somebody is right around. you aU lhe lime, thars pari
of the reason. (RT 95-248, August 18, 1992)
In an earlier interview, Dan Alex had. commented on objects moving
but had not provided .. related narrative. He seemed to be talking about the
same series of phenomena. however:
Dan Alex: You'd Sft a thing come off that shelf-you know, in this
house-go aaoss and go on .. shelf there. Nobody Mar iL
Ranald: You've seen that, have you?
Dan Alex: Yeah. And lots of people saw that What do you caU it, Helm
Creighton? Chnald: Yeah.) She was there. ~ she was here a
long time too. And. I was asking her, if you had a camera and.
you took a picture of that. would it show what was carrying (it)?
She said, '1 don't know." I was often thinking that! should go
there with a camera and watch till that would come.
(RT92-21B, August 6, 1992)
(AI this point, we began talking about Helen Creighton, who was very
interested in supernatural phenomena, and never returned to the Original
subject.)
It is not coincidental that Dan Alex told his slory of the disturbances in
his home immediately after telling me how long .. body was kept tin burial.
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In this case, the norm was not followed nor was the corpse treated with due
respect until Dan Alex's mother took charge. Both my research in the
Gabarus-Framboise region and on supernatural narratives in Capt BRion's
~ indicate that fOrt1'\l.l\MfS are often associated with disturbance or
irregularities sWTounding deaths (e.g.: untimely deaths including deaths of
young people, murders. and drownings; distu.rbanc:es in the funeral
procession such a5 having to transfer the coffin from one vehicle to another;
difficulties in moving the corpse from the house; and death far away from
loved ones). However, some forerunners seem uncoMected with unusual
circumstances. Dan Alex told of a forerunner for his gnndfather who died as
an old man:
Dan Alex: I think the last coffin that was made here was made right here,
where Neil and I made it for that Ckristie MacLean (chuckles)
we were talking about a little while ago. Yeah. And the women
would put a copper or something, the women that dressed.
them, and they had doth, you know, different colours for
women and men. 1bere used to be, I'll show you IRONS out in
th~ [his museumL 1Mt they used. to go Along with the doth.
But they were uways made. My grandfAther. he uways warned
us not to buy Acoffin for him but they'd just lUI Aput, anywAy.
He had it SAwed right over there. OOUCLAS FIR. You heard of
the white rum that came uhore? A lot of those logs came
ashore. squue timber. 1'hIfs what we sawed. He had. it all at
the house.
Ranald: From the ~fria," Princt.l1
Dan Alex: Yeah. We heard them different times making the coffin. lbe
coffin WIS made over at the woodhouse we had. The feUa that
lived in this house went up one nighl, he went and opened. the
door. He could hear the halJUl\ers and the saws working there.
The minule he opened. the door-it was in the nighttime-
everything stopped. Yeah.IS
Ranald: And this must be before someone died?
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Dan Alex: Yeah, before my pandfather died. You don't Sft or hear
nothing now. Set. POWER. Where there's power. you don't
hear nothing. (RT95-24B)
Dan Alex's style differs from tNl of many narrators of supernatural
memorales in that in his accounts, the details leading up to lhe unusual
happenings are sparse. Instead he jumps immediately to the heart of the
story:
I was skating on the ice there. aU alone, one night an the wintertime
and aU this place here, aU this hill, was lit up with streetlights and
liule lights. houselights, down below.
See, I worked in the mine, we were sinking the shaft and. our house
wasn't fit to be living in! Doors o~ning a.nd people talking down in
lhe front room and, oh, dishes rattling-..
We heard them different limes making the coffin. The eoffin was
made over at the woodhouse we had. TM leUa that lived in this
house went up one night. he went and opened. the door. He could
hear the hammers and the saws working there.
By contrast, other narrators pack their memar.les with what Honko calls
"unnecessary details" (11). Diane GoldstM (1991) argues that such "lengthy
descriptions" are, in fact, important parts of the narratives. Referring to one
Newfoundland storyteller, she concluded, "'By contrasting the simple &lid. the
supernatural, Francis demonstrates his ability to distinguish one class hom
another. He is able to describe the familiar and thus define the charad:eristics
of the unfamiliar. The (Ontrast is dialedic:a1; the supernatural is setn in
contrast to the natural" (35). Narrators, by providing a thorough description
of the mundane, are both testifying to their soundness ofmind-~
I wa:m't QVE't.tin:sl 'wu ,hi, to t,ke in wh,t Was Cpine pn around me in a
~-and usinS a rhetoriw device in their sloryteUins-~
what everyday [nUtv is DQW hers's what' npcrimgd. Theft is • degree of
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defensiveness in this approach in which an attack anticipated by the
storyteller is, it is hoped, thwarted by a carefully buill defence. When Lloyd
MacDonald told of his visitation by his deceased Aunt Sarah (Chapter VlI), he
provided a testimonial to his stale of mind al the time-"I thought I was
awake, looking oul through lhe window"'-and showed awareness of what
was going on around him-'" remember it was a moonlight night," Though
his account is considerably less detailed than tNt of Francis, nonetheless he is
creating an opposition between the natural world and the supernatural.
Dan Alex's confidence in his visionary abilities is such that within his
narrations, he neither atlempts to ground his perceptions in the mundane
nor tries to ward on anticipated criticism. In one instance, he does say thai he
investigated before deciding that a partic:uLu incident was II forerunner.
RanaJd: Now, when you see something, is it the very same as if you-?
When it actually happens. you look oul there and see the cu
and everylhing. Now, when you see il ahead of lime, is il the
same or is Ilwre somelhing differenl aboul it?
Dan Alex: No, no. lhars the only lhing I ever seen any different.
(Referring 10 an incidenl in a previous narrative.)
Ranald: Yeah. BUI is il as dear as day? 15 it foggy or misly or-?
Dan Alex: Oil. perfect.
Ranald: And how do you know when you see il thai it isn't something
thars actually happening.
Dan Alex: I DON'T KNOW unless it disappears. If you lake your eye off ii,
you don't see it any more. I know then, it's a forerunner. Bul
AUan MacDonald, (Big) Ranald's brother, in North Framboise-
he'd be related, a first cousin of RIIghnall Mhurclulidh's [RanaJd
Murdoch MacDonald's], I guess. He died. ofTB and Norman
Alex-that would be a neighbour-I sun him coming up
when we lived. at the old place. The bam was between the
house and the road and I seen him coming up the road with his
leg lib lhis in the wagon, horse coming. When he went
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behind. the bam. I waited and waited. He didn't come so I
figured irs. forerunner. But anyway, I w~nt over-he used to
play tricks, you know, that he was there. He wasn't there. But
then when Allan died, I SHn him coming again. He kept
coming that time. He was just coming to teU us that Allan had
died. Yeah. (RT9S-24B)
In another narration of the same story. Dan Alex again recounts how he
investigated this incident (see Appendix 9).
In the following narrative, he tells about investigating strange and
disturbing noises in his brother-in-Iaws house. It is only after both his
natural and supernatural understandings fail to solve the mystery that he
becomes truly disturbed. Dan Alex, in his search for an explanation, discoven
that some people try to coMect the strange happenings with disturbing
events surrounding the residents of the house in times past However. he is
not comfortable with this conjKture.
Dan Alex: My brother-in-law, fint wife, he bought. place up in Loch
Lomond and tnry April. they'd h.ue to leave there, the noise!
Then! was a crooked. steps cominS hom the attic. down
alongside the flue, and il was just !.ike a horse coming down.
He'd come on the upstairs and he'd come down the front, the
sleps, and. So into the &ont room and. il was quiet,. not a thinS-
And I was thinking it was somebody that was trying to scare
them., you know, or it was a (orerunner or whatever and in that
case, l'U set it. So I was there one niSht and I sal-tM table was
here [sestwes] and the lamp was on the table and. the door
going down the hall al the foot o( the stairs was right alongside
o( me. So sure enough, ten o'clock. this racket started. upstairs.
LOUD, you know. So it WIS coming downstairs. When I
figwed he was where I could see it, I pushed the door open.
Nothing th.... I told Roddie. I said. "1'0 GET THE HELL OUT
OF HERE. I'D GET TEN MILES FROM HERE. I WOULDNT
STAY HERE AT ALL I DONT KNOW WHAT THAT WAS
BUT I'M SURE IT WASN'T A FORERUNNER.·
They were telling us afterwards that the old woman was I
MORPHADITE [Le., hermaphrodite) they claimed and she was
never 1IW'Iied. And her £ather was blind. And Angus 0.-
thars the (ella, we worked on his land-he said when he went
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to school that she adopted a girl, then all of a sudden the girl
disappeared. And at that time there was no communications,
you know, like telephone or things like that. And he was
thinking that she killed her and buried her in the cellar and
that might be whars causing it. But I don'. know what, what
would that have to do with the attic. Unless thars where she
killed her and had her left there. And her father was blind and
they had a string going oul to the toilet, outside toilet. They
used to say that she used to cui the string so he wouldn't find
the toilet. And then the day he was buried., there was waler in
the grave, you know, when they were putting him down.
What in the world? Ifs in Gaelic, you know, like, something
like UYou son of a bitch. You'll have lots of water there," or
something. THAT WAS HER FATHER (RT92-21A)
(Dan Alex teUs another version of this story, focusing on different details and
omitting the second half in CBM 41:9.)
With the exceptions of the two examples above, Dan Alex generally
makes no claims to either his soundness of mind nor of his searching for
earthly reasons for strange happenings. Acceptance of forerunnen, ghosts19
(to a lesser degree), and other psychic phenomena was commonplace in the
society in which he was raised. Various stories in his repertoire contain
references to neighboun having uncanny experiences or to Dan Alex
discussing such matters with his friends and relatives. In fad, his family was
highly supportive of belief in such matters. Not only did the young Dan Alex
approach them for confirmation or explanations of what he saw but they also
shared their own psychic experiences with him. Many people in his
community have had occasional experiences, which they relate as narratives,
or can tell a few second·person memorates recounted to them by trusted
friends or relatives.20 In the Gabarus-Framboise area, among the Scots
especially, supernatural matten are discussed openly. Despite the presence of
skeptics, many people hold lhe conviction that il is possible for such things to
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happen. The social climate then validates Dan Alex's narratives so thai he
can relate them in a straightforward manner without resorting to rhetorical
techniques, such as long. detailed descriptions.21 Because he has had many
psychic experiences, his belief is continually affirmed. His own character is
also important to his developing a repertoire of memorates. As a strong-
willed individual, he has not been intimidated into either defensiveness or
silence by doubters. Instead, his tales of his unusual experiences are
confirmed by many of his peers. Not only are Dan Alex's memorates
acceptable but they are important to his social status. As someone who is
regarded. as haVing the second sight and has a reputation for having predicted
deaths, he has an important social role in the community. In his storytelling,
he indicates that he has had a number of visions, weU beyond that of most
community members.
The language he uses to speak of his psychic talents is understated.
Like his tales, which are told in a simple, direct manner, the simplicity of his
words suggests a common acceptance of prophetic experiences. Describing his
own declining visionary abilities, he told me, "I could see pretty near
everything," words echoed by his North Framboise relative and neighbow,
Maggie (MacDiarmaid) MacQueen, who said. "I can see anytrung."22
Maggie (Plate 8.4) is one of two local storytellers-the other being
Soutor Strachan-whose beliefs about the supernatural will help iUustrate
the relationship of Dan Alex's supernatural repertoire to local traditions. Like
Dan Alex, Maggie is a vigorous old person and a highly-regarded tradition
bearer. Only recently, as she approached. her ninetieth year, did she move
from the large farmhouse where she lived alone into Richmond Villa. the
seniors' home at 51. Peters in which Arthur Severance spent his final years.
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When 1 met her in 1992. Maggie was present at Marty every local gathering,
whether a Presbyterian church service, a community dinner, or a senior
citizens' meeting.
Maggie is also. like Dan Alex. a native Caelic speaker who learned
English in school and regularly usn her original tongue. She too is regardrd
as a storyteller and an expert on Gaelic culture and supernatural traditions.
Maggie also has II repertoire of personal experience namtives about her work
and travels. She is perhaps the only other member of the contemporary
community who claims to have the second. sight. Dan Alex. pointed out that
his visionary abilities were a family inheritance. He mentioned (above) that
the MacDiarmaids and Morrisons "were full of it." Not only was Maggie born
a MacOiarmaid but, as Dan Alex explained, "Her mother was Christine
Morrison. It seems to be in .. family. you know. Well, I don't know if I'd say a
family. I should say a dan. If one person SHS it, most of the whole kibosh
sees ,r (RT92-21B). This is given C'ftdence by Maggie who tells of aiMr
members of her family ~xperi~nc:ing foreruntlen.
Maggi~makes f~w concessions to a list~n~r with Iimiled. knowled.S~ of
local r~f~rences. Her narrations meander inlo sidetracks as she gives further
information about individuals and sometimes brinp in new characters (al
times referred 10 only as "he" or "'she") without introductions. Although the
details of her narratives may occasionally be hard for an outsider to follow,
the overall plots are generally undentandable to a person with some
knowledge of the area's traditions. One important similarity of her stories to
Dan Alex's is that, despite any tendency to wander with regard to characten in
the story, she does not 5epaute the nonna1 from the paranormal by providing
details as proof of her sound. judgment bul inslead jumps quickly to the point.
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Like Dan Alex, she is totally undefensive about her supernatural memorates
(see Appendix 10).
Despite the confidence that Maggie and Dan Alex have in their psychic
abilities and their aa:eptance of forerunner btbfs that were passed on to
them, their belief systems are complex lnd involve thought and questioning.
The stereotype of many '"rationalists" is that many people are "superstitious"
and naive in accepting supernatural beliefs. However. this is rarely if ever
the case. As mentioned earlier, manifestations of the Devil are given little
credence in the Gabuus-Framboise area in which. most people are of
Presbyterian or United Church background. Furthermore, changing views of
fairies and witches demonstrate that beliefs are not handed down
unquestioningly. A few elderly people can recall some people of their
grandparents' generation believing in fairies. Such convictions appear to
have vanished.23 Belief in witches was a more vital tradition and until the
middle of the twentieth century. a few women in the community were
regarded as witches by some residents of both the villages and the country.24
Many of the rural Scots were espKiaUy worried about witches "taking the
good out" of their farm ilJ\im.11s or milk.25 A few country people mentioned
their elders claiming that particular witches either walked through pastures
or attempted to borrow things on May Day. However. none explained the
significance of these adions.26
Like most maUers of belief. the existence of witches was disputed.
Unlike many of the people of her generation, Maggie MacQueen's mother did
not believe that her neighbour Christie BorlJrach (whose ancestors emigrated
from Boreray or BcmzrlJigh, an island off North Uisl) was a witch. Maggie
herself found the idea laughable. Dan Alex, while not a firm believer in
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witches, readily admits to not understanding matters of supernatural belief
outside his experience. He said of Christie:
You know on the first day of May. she was bound to visit all the fanns.
They claimed that she could could take the benefit of the milk from the
cows, or whatever it was, that she could have it for herself. I don't
know illhat was true or noL (RT92-48A, Aug. 18, 1992)
Dan Alex's neutrality notwithstanding, contemporary residents. with few
exceptions, have rejected the old belief in the existence of witches. Evm those
who believe strongly in forerunners and allow for the posSibility of visits
from beyond the grave generally rq;ard belief in witches as a superstition of
previous generations.
Soutor Strachan (Plate 8.5) of Framboise Intervale, another Gaelic
speaker who was in his eighties when t visited him in 1995, did not accept the
popular labelling of local women IS witches. Nevertheless, based on his own
experience, he did believe in the existence of wilches. I was discussing the
topic with Soutor and his wife Edilh when Soulor explained that he did not
think that his parents believed in witches. Then, as often happens when
people discuss issues of the supernatural, Soutor related a personal experience
narrative rather lhan stating his opinion directly.
Edith: Tell him--excuse me, Soutor-teU aboul the ".me the horse
feU down Lauchie's (stairs?).
Soutor: I was going to. Yeah.
I was to a certain place in Frambo~. I was with the boy of the
house cutting firewood. for a couple of days, and the mail was
carried &om Grand River to Fourchu by MacLeods in here at
the comer. In them days, you made the trip on one morning
and back at nighl to Grand River with the mail. But this was in
wintertime and it was lale coming in. The man came in the
house and. he said to the lady of the house, he said, "'Tell the boy
10 take the horse out of lhe sleigh and put him in.. he said,
'TIlE HORSE IS SICK.·
That was all right We look the horse oul of the sleigh and
4IJ7
put him in the bam and there was two other horses in. they had
three horses. We went to bed. And. after everybody was asleep.
we heard the CRASHINC outside. And up they got and down
we came, myseU ~nd the other boy, and this hone had come out
or the bam and had )lIMPED UP ON THE VERANDA. WENT
THROUGH lllE VERANDA. and FELL ACROSS THE RAIL
and WAS ON TIiE CROUNDwhen we got up. Went oul
Well. WE GOT A POLE, a piece of wood. from the woodpile and
we rubbed it back and we twisted him around and Nor A
MOAN. And his eyes was rolling, his neck was stretched out
and his head-eoULDN'T GET A SOUND our OF IllM.
COULDN'T GET A SOUND our OF 1llM. And anyway, ALL
OF A SUDDEN, he gol up [claps) and he went I.i.b a streak of
lightening, went down Crooked. Lake Road, didn't So across the
Lake. The snow was so heavy and banked up on the road 50
there was no traffic. (instead) it (traffic) went aaoss the lake. He
didn't go that way. He went through this bank of snow-
RIGHT lliROUCH the whole distance for about a quarter of a
mile-an.d landed in front of the door of a house down at
Crooked Lake, reU on the ground, SlRITCHED OUT!
Well. irs a long story. But anyway, we followed him down
there. Went through the bank and I'm sure it was just lib that
[gestures over his head).
He must have been like swimming through it. Well. all right,
we started the same thing again. There was a pile of wood
there. Did the same thing there. Rubbed his back, put it under
his neck and lifted. his head. Couldn't move. All of a sudden.
UP HE WEml WE HEARD A WINDOW GO UP. NO VOICE
SPOKE OR ANYTHING 110m the ho.... UP HE GOES and goes
back the ..... way. AND JUST PRIOR TO REACIllNG THE
MAIN ROAD BACK FROM THE CROOKED LAKE (RoadL WE
FOUND IllM IN A DITCH IN THE ROAD. Blood out or his
mouth and (Edith: No wonderl) his feet in the air and. he went
on his side and I don't know in the name of God, how he got
out of there. But eventually he got out and walked. right to Ote
door again of the house. Tried 10 [get him up?L NOTHING,
COULDN'T 00 NOTHING. FROTH! He was just, he was just
OUT. EYEs--there was blood out of his eyes, out of his mouth,
everything. So we went in. The feUa that was driving the mail
came down-I guess he was tired-he had come downstairs
and he went out and when he seen the horse, he said, IN
GAEUC-we went out with him---be said in GaeUc,. '1HE
SON OF A BITCH thaI I met today." In GAELIC. now, it didn't
sound 50 Nd.. -M« Qn ditIbItai1. 'me. Q th4daiJ rilfm-AS lin
diugh!"'-"'that met me today· (literally: "'Son of the devil, lad,
that visited me today!·).27
IN HE WENT and he asked Mary, the wife of the house, he
said, "Cive me a little water," he said, "and put silver in it, will
you, Miiin"? He wenl out and he benl down alongside the
horse's head and whatever he said or whatever he did, I don't
know, but he put that bit of water on his head or·. The horse
made ONE LEAP, GOT UP AND HE SHOOK ALL THE SNOW
OFF HIMSELF, went to the bam. That was it Walked. nghllo
the bam.2I
When I came home the nexl day [or) whenever it was, I told
my mother aboul il and SHE LAUGHED. She didn'l say
anything about it but she laughed. I suppose she had hurd aU
.bout these things. (RT95-1ZB, Aug. 30, 1995)
(In the discussion following the slory, Soutor quoted the mailman as saying,
"Mac an diabhail /I th4ctrir rillm·s' lUI diug",· literally, "Son of the devil that
met me today," which is closer to his own translation. The man. likely
purposefully, did not say to whom he was referring, so it is unclear whether
there is any significance to the horse's running to the house at Crooked Lake.)
During the same convenation. Soutor said of witches and. witchcraft, ·1
never believed In it, only I had to believe in it when I seen the horse, that
there was something...• (RT95-12B). Such disclaimers are typical of
memorates. Robert R. Turner (1970) entitled a chapter of his thesis on
Tennessee legends, "Witch Legends: '1 don't believe in no witches but that
shore (sic) happened'" (343-400).29 The use of such statements, which often
dismiss the phenomena generally but accept a particular manifestation as
real, indicates Ihe complexity of human thinking. Lloyd and Mullen say of
Lake Erie fishermen, their "narratives project not a single identity but
multiple personal and social identities.. (161). Individuals not only display
different identities in varying social c:ircwnslances but are thelllKlves
composed of often conflicting identities or sub-personalities.JO As a result,.
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individuals are capable of rejecting the popular supernatural beliefs of their
own societies but still applying traditional supernatural interpretations to
extraordinary e~periences in their own lives. Others reject "superstition"
categorically but believe the memorate of a parent or friend who is regarded
as honest and having sound judgment
Elmira (Beaver) Macleod. a Mohawk woman with whom I conducted
a series of interviews in 1981, explicitly recognized her own contradidory
attitudes to supernatural belief. On a swelterins S\lIJUIlet day, we were sitting
in her high·rise apartment in Mississauga, a large city bordering Toronto. She
had been relating personal experience narratives about wilchaaft in her
home community on Rice Lake and. on other reserves throughout southem
Ontario. When she finished her stories, she looked at me with amusement
and said, "'You know, when I'm here, I don't believe aU that. But as soon as I
gel to the country, I believe it all apin-" Her CODUnenl iUustratts the
difficulties of dealing with issues of btUef. In the GabaNs-Framboise region.
as in most places, questions of the nature of reality are often examined and
phenomena named through narratives rather than direct statements.
Traditional views and the tales of respected tradition bearers are important in
helping a person name and define his or her own unusual encounters. To an
outsider, and perhaps to Soutor himself, there is no overt evidence of
supernatural influence in the horse's bizarre behaviour. That the horse is
believed to have been the victim of witchcraft becomes evident only when
the mail carrier denoun«s the unnamed man-the victim's refusal to name
the perpetrator of the deed. is likely significant-and uses uisge...irpUl (silver
water), a traditional remedy known to counteract the effects of buUlstQClrd
(witchcraft) and an drodr. sw (the evil eye).
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Dan Alex and Maggie seem able to incorporate "rWn supernatural
beliefs comfortably into their worldviews. Both relate their narrativr5
without reticence and do not aUempt to detach themselves from their
experience through rhetorical techniques (e.g., "I don't believe in~
ilKh. but..."). They are practical people who cope well with the
commonplace, yet seemingly do not find the txistence of a world of spirits
and omens threatening 10 their basic understanding of Ufe.31 Because of their
attitudes and their wide repertoires of both first· and second~pe:rson
memorates, their expertise is drawn on by neighbours who are less assured
when confronted with out of the ordinary experiences.
Both tradition bearers show that they are selective in their puanormal
beliefs. Maggie rejects witches and Dan Alex near-death experiences.
However, they have no doubts of the veracity of other beliefs. ~ Alex
related a friend's less dramatic personal experience narrative of a horse that
got sick after passing. reputed witch and was also healed with silver and
water. He told me emphatically, "And thars the truth. you know. I mean. irs
not STORIES people were making up. It was tM truth.. (RT92-48A,
August 18, 1992).
Having placed. Dan Alex's narratives in the context of his community,
we can now see that his repertoire, consisting mainly of narratives about
work and supernatural experiences, encompasses two important themes in
the Gabarus-Framboise community's storytelling traditions. O.n Alex, like
many residents of the area. is a working person who enjoys sharing
narratives focused. on work. His invenlory of memorales is thoroughly
grounded. in the community's belief traditions which encompass forerunners,
the two sights, witches, and ghosts, some of which were louched. on in
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Chapters V and VtI. He also expresses his Presbyterian beliefs both through
his narratives on answered prayers and his comments on forerunners.
Dan Alex's stories [My comprise it superlative repertoire in both my
own view and that of many of his neighbours, yet they do not contain the
whole~ of the community's storytelling. Dan Alex spt'cializes in
particular types of stories,. espedally supernatural mel work·related penonal
experience narratives. However, he does not tell stories from other 8enftS
favouxed by his peers, for example:
• His daims of having numerous supernatural exptrienas and his belief in
the importance of an alternate reality in his life represent an exUt'me
position. In contrast, Arthur Severance not only did not believe in such
events but was not even interested in talking about them. As has been
noted earlier, CabaNS-Framboise residents range in their religious attitudes
from at least one atheist who describes himself as it -freethinku,· through
occasional and regular churchgoers who auend either of the re-gion's two
Protestant churches, to devout people like Dan Alex. Although Dan Alex is
a Presbyterian elder, his testimonials telling of truck·driving problems
being eased by divine intervention do not necessarily reflect the religious
beliefs of his neighboun. Such narratives are not typical of his community.
• Although there are a few other small·scale entrepreneurs in the
region-fishing·bo.1t owners, for in.stanee--Dan Alex's entrepreneurial
narratives, in which he defies authorities, quits jobs, displays his business
sense, and uses visionary guidance, are not typical of loc.al work stories,
which are usually about adventures and. problem--solving on the job. Sea
stories are virtually absent &om his repertoire since fishing and sailing
have not been important puts of his inland, farming life.
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• Most importantly, the lack of humorous narratives in Dan Alex's
repertoire-only two of eighty·six narratives are humorous-is not
characteristic of local storytelling. Comic stories are a mainslay in the
repertoires of Jimmy Philip, Lena. Roy and Flora MacLeod, Arthur
Severance. Lloyd MacDonald, Soutor Strachan, and many others. Dan Alex
usually expresses his sense of humour through witty remarks and teasing
rather than through storytelling.
Oearly. no one person typifies !.his community, any more than it
particular village provides an exemplary model of Cape Breton or a specific
city ads as a microcosm of Canada. When one compares the repertoires of
Dan Alex. the other four MacLtods, Maggie, Soutar, Arthur. and Lloyd, it
becomes apparent that each storytelJer has a sepante social role and. a unique
collection of stories. The community's rtptrtoire is not contained in or
represented by any individual but is spread among many who rt!lain and
share portions, all telling slories in their own way. Even a man such as Dan
Alex, who might be caUed a "traditiorH)rimted pHSOn.J.lity," to use
Pentikainen's term (1976:266), is not tndjtion bound. Rather, he fonns his
opinions and formulates his beliefs from a broad variety of influences
including tradition" local folk beliefs, fonnal and folk religion. education.
literature, television shows, and persona.l experience. Many neighboun
regard him as an important tradition beam because of his storytelling
abilities, his knowledge of work practices and the Gaelic language, and his
expertise on the "two sights." He has become one of the community's
foremost tradition bearers partly because of his self-confidence and
willingness to say what is on his mind. However, communal knowledge and
ora.l traditions are carried by a.IL Local lore is shu'ed not only by the
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community's extroverts but quietly over a cup of tea by unusuming people
such as Philip and Margaret MacDonald of Gabarus Lake or Jimmy Dan E. and
Patsy MacLeod of Framboise; the latter couple did not wish to be recorded on
tape. A folk community is made up of individuals, each influenced in some
way by tradition but approaching and mterpreting life in a unique manner.
To conclude this chapter, I will review my thesis to remind the reader
of how we have arrived al this point In Chapter L I introduced my thesis
topic, arguing that stories provide roots for the people of the Gabarus-
Framboise community, COMerong teUen and listeners even as they
entertain. I also discussed my methodology which is based. on extensive
fieldwork and repertoire analysis of the community's oral narratives. In
Chapler n, I examined a number of theoretical concerns, establishing the
concept of a rural folk community as a delimited physical region whose
residents know each other personally, communicate diredly and informally,
and share a great many aspects of both history and tradition. Furthermore, I
showed lhat oral narratives in such a community cannot be understood by
themselves but form parts of a "community novel" whose elements any
deeper messages regarding identity, relationships, and values to insiders. In
Chapters IIL I examined the social history of the Gabarus-Frunboise region.,
demonstrating how the ana's history has shaped contemporary culture. We
saw also that the residents place gnat value on their past, a fad emphasized
by their storytelling practices and content. In Chapter IV, I looked at the
region's storytelling traditions, shOWing that elderly storytellers continue
traditions teamed. in the strong oral culture in which they were raised. Not
only do they ad in established roles but they also communiate communal
values to their neighbours. TIle successful storyteller, of course, tells stories
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that evoke strong internt and, in most cases, a positive response from
listeners.
In the next four chapters. I examined aspects of the community's oral
narrative repertoire while focusing on seven elderly tradition be~rs. In
Chapter V, I provided a contextual account of an evening house visit,
showing what type of stori~ were told and explaining how they were used as
part of conversation. as entertainment, and as stimuli for reflection upon the
past and present. The storytelling session involved complex and skilful
verbal interaction among the participants. We saw thai this type of
conversational storytelling fils into a Widespread narrating style although its
particular content-the people, places, and events-was based on the
experiences of community members, past and present. Once agam. the
concept of the community novel, in which stories are interconnected and
have deeper signifi~ to insiders. was evidenl In Chaptus VI. VIL and.
VIll, t explored the repenoirn of three men-Arthur Severancel Uoyd
MacDonald, and Dan Alex MacLeod--each of whom is regarded by other
members of his community as an outstanding storyteller. (No women. have
similar reputations for reasons discussed in Chapter I-for example, male
Hrefenal chains:' the more privale nature of female storytelling, certain
women's reluctance 10 be recorded, and a lack of self-identification as
storytellers among the community's women.) These men have differenl
stylistic approaches to their narrations and favour different types of
narratives. We saw that loal stories do not exist in fixed forms; even in the
nanations of an individual. wording varies greatly although elements of a
story are relatively stable. The repertoire and approach of each storyteller
revealed a combination of traditional and. individually favoured themes. In
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their roles as storytellers. thew men filled differing traditional roles while
expressing individual values, tastes, and concerns.
Throughout the thesis, we have been acaunulating a broad sampling
of the community's narrative repertoire while noting both communal
themes and similarities and diifnences in the I"fpertoires of individual
storytellers. Despite their shartod history and folk traditions, the residents of
the Cabarus--Framboise community have their differences, as do people
anywhere. and narratives may serve as tool for debating such matters. We
have seen that through storytelLing and the sunounding discussion" ideas
such as belief in the supernatural art contested as well as affirmed. In the
following chapter. I will swn.muize what we have learned about the oral
narrative repertoire and explUn what it reveals about this folk community
and its residents.
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Not"
1. Richard Blaustein in II paper entitled 1"M Poor Man's Medicine Bag"
referred to such II person. who collects his own society's folklore, u a
native folklorist (delivered at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
April 6, 1998).
2. For II definition of "supernatural," see Chapter V, note 15.
3. Leea Varlanen's study of supernatural experience in Finland (1977)
suggests that there may be some significance to the fact that Gaelic·
speaking Scots in the Gabarus-Framboise region have, since settlement,
lived mainly on farms while the "English'" lived in the villasn.
Virtanen says of the narratives she examined, ..(t]he Finnish material is
largely of rural origin" (40). Regarding dilffling types of supernatural
experience narratives collKted in Finland in the nineteenth century and
in the 19705. she explains:
Some differences are artifacts of changed collection procedures, but
others reneet the thanse in culture from the traditional agricultural
milieu to the modem urban setting. It appears thai experiences were
more frequent in the past than now; that the usual forms of exPftience
were formerly the hallucination. the vision" and. the symbolic: auditory
sensation; that death was a I!'lOfI! usual subject of experiences than it
currently is; that men were more often percipients (sic) IhIn they an
today; and that neighbours were more often the agents of experiences.
(154)
4. See Macleod, D. A. "'Dan MacLeod:'1 Moved Houses,"· CUd 35:15; "'Dm
Al.x MacLeod, A Working We: lJlM41,7-12; and D. Po- MacLeod, 96-051,
side A.
5. Paul Willis says that among working class people, "practice is more
important than theory" and 1t]he shop Door abounds with. apocryphal
stories about the idiocy of purely theoretical knowledge" (194). However,
similar stories are also popular among entrepreneurs and professionals
(e.g., teachers, social workers) who an required. 10 apply theory to practical
situations.
6. Narratives quoted from Cap' Breton's Macazjnt are presented in the style
used by the magazine's editors.
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7. Probably a Veteran's Ad farm grant for World War 11 vets.
8. Spelled "MacDiarmaid" locally (although it is the sa.me name).
9. He reiterated. the sune idea to me, ., used. to know when the mine was
going to start and how many people was killed" (RT92-22B, Aug. 6. 1992).
10. M2lif...lndn 01654.5. Wagon refuses to move.
11. For more on the second sight and. forerunners in Cape Breton. Nova
Scotia generally, and Scodand, see: Dan Angus Beaton, "A G.elic Tale.....
(forerunner within wonder tale), 41-46; Bradbury, 35; Caplan. "A
C~ilidh...• and 'Ghosl Stori.....·; Creighlon.I949021-9. 1957:1-26. 1968:.5-11;
Dunn. 47; Fitzgerald; F....r. 32-51; A. H. Maclean. 65-66; j. P. MacLean. D-
41; C. I. N. MacLeod. 31-8; Annie MacLeod. 56; Noil MacN.u. 83; 1<>< N.u
MacNeil, 208-14; MacPhail, 26, 28; Rambleau; M. F. Shaw, 8-10; Francis
Thompson. 1976:54-79; and TowllSfnd.
12. Hobbes, in Leviathan (1651), expressed an opinion thai was not new in his
time when he wrote. "From [ani ignorance of how to distingui.,h dreams
from other strong Fancies, from Visions and sense, {that there arose] the
greatest part of the Religion of the Gentiles in time past, thai wonhipped
Satyrs. Fauns. Nymphs lUld t'" like' (12).
13. This is not to suggest that supernatural narratives must always be
accepted at f.J.4..'e value. There are, of course, fools, liars, and gullible people
in the world, as well as alternate explanations for many weird
experiences. Diane Goldstein (1991), in a study of how narrators present
evidence in memorates, explained, '"By directing my inquiry in terms of
evidence I do not wish to suggest that this is in any way proof of the
ontological reality of supernatural experience or that all supernatural
experiences are true, but nther that the narratives are often. well-reasoned
and concerned with truth." (38). For further Wlderstandin&" of the ideas
governing open-minded enquiry into superNIlural experience narratives
and beliefs, see Hufford's "'TnditiOl\S of Disbelief" (1982a), his afterword
in Talkin, FgJk1ort! 1,3 (1987) and the responses by G. Benne" in I.E 1,3.
Simpson inIf1.4 (1988), Golds"in in IE 6 (1989). Hufford IE 9 (1990)
and Rowbottom If. 9. See also: G. Bennett 1987; D. Goldstein, 1983, 1989;
and Hufford. 1983. 1985.
14. Some Scottish Protestant ministers also rqarded second sight and other
supernatural OCCUfftftCes as evidence of their belief system (Davis, 1992:
213-14) although others were conlemptuow of such "supentitions"
(211-12).
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15. MacLeod's book is an anac:hronistic monograph based on Victorian Celtic:
Romanticist notions, with non·aitical ~ferenas to~ and tKiiJ
ll2d in its analysis of Highland lore. This approach is not surprising
when we consider that most of Macleod's reference literature is from 1911
or earlier and the only book in his bibliography wri«en after 1926 is Mary
Fraser's Folklore of Noy. Srotja (1932). The prime value of MacLeod's
work is that he incorporates ideas gathered from a good bibliography and
includes memorales told to him at fint hand. The book is also of interest
in that it illustrates how ideas rejected. long ago within the academy-in
this case, early anthropologicaJ. and folklore theories-remain in print
and continue to influence those not involved in the continual proc:ess of
criticism with characterizes aademia. (For a Cape Breton example of
furniture moving, associated with a death. Sft Clplan. -A Cl!ilidh...... 24.)
16. See, e.g.: Colombo, 1995; Creighlon, 1968:12-17; Lambert, 1955; and
Virtanen, 69-71. For other culturally specific interpretations of such
phenomena based. on fairy belief in Newfoundland, see Rieli, 1991.
17. An infamous shipwrKk (see Chapter V).
18. Lloyd MacDonald also lells of huring sounds before a coffin was buill
For more Cape Breton examples. see CAp1&n. "A Qilidh...... 24 and ·Ghost
Stories...; story 9. Wayland. Hand. citn a North Carolinian explanation
for a related phenommon: ·5047. A sudden and. unaccountable sound in
a carpenter's shop means that the carpenter will soon have to make a
coffin. The movements and creaking of boards are caused. by the spirit of
the fated one. coming 10 select boards for his coffin."
19, For more on ghosts in Ctlpe Breton, Nova Scotia generally. and Scotland,
see: Bradbury, 3>36; Ctlpl~ 1988:180-93 and. ·Ghost Siories...·; Creighlon,
1949-.30-45; 1951; 1968:8-11; Fraser. S7~;MKGregor. 282-311; MacLeUan.
117·39; Joe Neil MKNea 215-17; Neil MocNeil.~; MacPNiI. 25-28;
Nic Leodhas. 1965; and Francis Thompson. 80-89.
20. Hanko desaibes memontn as involving ·supernatural experiences...
which (the narrators) saw themselves or which some acquaintance
experienced" (10). This usage is commonly accepted in belief scholarship.
(See also Pentikiinen. 1973, for further refinement of belief Ranative
genres.)
21, It must again be emphasized that the experiences, despite their cu.1twaUy
approved interpretations, are nol created by some mysterious cuJtural
moulding. In Ottawa in the 19705. I knew a French-eanadian woman
from Quebec who had. no background of fomunner traditions but
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claimed to see visions associated with deaths. She related one instance of
ill car passing at ill high speed while she was ill passenger in another. She
clearly visualized the car in ill ditch and shouted, "'They're going 10 aash!"
Her fellow traveUers tried to reassure her that the driver was not driving
that dangerously. not realizing that she had experienced a vision. Furth",
down the road, they saw the car crashed in ill ditch. Her experiences would
be classed as forerunners in Scottish Cape Breton and she would be said to
have the second sight. However, her own family and immediate social
background provided no frame of reference for her prophetic experiences.
Not surprisingly. she found her visions profoundly disturbing and
without positive value.
22. This Widespread use of the word "see" is related to the old word. HtI. I
recently heard ill Newfoundlander refer 10 Emile Benoit, the late fiddltr
and storyteller, as ill seer (using the two-syUable pronunciation, Sft'-eI')
because he had visions similar to those of Dan Alex.
23. Annie MacLean (1991) mentions fairy belief in this region (76). Joe Neil
MacNeil of Big Pond told me that when he was a boy an older INIn
showed. him a horse with a bnided mane that had, according to the o!d
man, been ridden by fairies. For more on fairies in Cape Breton, see Marie
Maclellan, 36-38; Dunn. 47-48; and M. C. Blue.
We cannot assume that all of these supernatural figures-the Devil.
fairies, witches, forerunners, ghosts, etc.-held equal sway in the
community in former times. Perhaps fairy belief was always a marginal
viewpoint. Certainly, the domirwll religiOUS culture has a strong
influence on which supernatural beliefs are lalked. about the most.
Martin Lovelace suggests that -each area may have a certain 'eronomy'
with regard 10 supernatural figures. The rise of one is at the expense of
another'" (personal communication). RieU's (1991) examination of fairy
lore in Newfoundland conlains numerous descriptions of -fairy-
phenomena which would likely be inlerpreted. in other regions as
evidence of either ghosts, forel'WU'ltn, polterpists, or extralerrestriAls.
24. The two -wilches- aboul whom I heard mosl were a Stirling woman who
never married and an e«entric widow in Gabarus. Both were regarded. as
haVing healing powers as well as the power to do harm. I also heard of
men who had the~ the power to do harm by looking with envy at
something. and of male witch doctors who could heal animals. Men
generally do nol seem 10 have been associated with conscious witchcnft
though the difference between wilc:Ms and those with the evil eye is not
always dear (see Soulor Strachan's story in this chapter).~
02071 Bewitching by means of a glance. Creighton (1986) says this is -a
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universal belief, particularty if a person or animal is admired ....
admiration from a witch is always fear«l" (67). She cites a dite from
Lunenburg Co.• N.s., ·If a witch looked at an animal it would gel sick"
(1949:47, see also 53, 55. 57). For more on wilches and the evil eye in Cape
Breton, Nova Scotia generally, and Scotland., see: E. C. P Bealon, 1981 and
Caplan. 'fA Cl!ilidh...," 21·22; "Old Tales..... (Acadian traditions); Bennett.
127-29 (Scots in Newfoundlandl; Creighton 1949:46-57; 1968:18-72; Dunn.
47; Fauset, 77-88; Fraser, 63-8: Mac:Gregor, 262-81; A. H. MacLean.~2;
C. I. N. Macleod, 14-15; J, P. MacLean, 13--16: Neil MacNeil, 82~3; McNeill
144-56; MacPhail, 22-4, 32-34; and Francis Thompson, 1976:17-53.
25. See.M2.li1..lnd.n 02083.1 Witches stealing or taking "It\«! good'" from milk.
Also, 02083.1. Cows magically made dry. 02083.3. Milk transferred from
another's cow by magic. Sft: CapJan."A Cfilidh...," 21-22; Creighton 1968:
28,39.44-5; Fraser, 66; MacGregor, 268, 279; C. L N. MacLeod, 17;
MacLeUan, 101-13; MoN.iD, 14546, 153; MacPhail, 32-4; and Francis
Thompson, 36.
26. Dwelly (1901·11) provides An ancient basis for the belief in lhe
vulnerability of cows on lkalltuinn or May Oay when festivals were held
to honour the sun god. However, it is doubtful whether twentieth-
century residents of the Gabarus-Framboise region are aware of these old
beliefs and practices.
On the first of May was held a great Druid Festival in favour of the god
Belus. On this day, fires were kindled on the mountain lOps for the
purpose of saaifke; and betwHn these fires the cattle were driven to
protect them from contlgion till next May-day. On this day. it was
usual to extinguish all the hearth fires, in order thai they should be re-
kindled from this purifying fWne.... (set: "Bttz1ltllilt/l" in Dwelly)
Regarding not borrowing or loaning on May Day, see Creighton, 1949-.23,
47 (in her notes, she also mentions Irish and Guman traditions .bout not
loaning things to witches).
27. M2li.f.lnd.n C26S.6.3 Witch causes horse to behave unnaturally.
28. The use of silver and water is a well-known remedy for an animal that
has been bewitched. or faUen victim to the evil eye. Various people of
Scottish descent. including Dan Alex and Maggie, mentioned silver and
water as a cure, sometimes using testimonial narratives, d., A. H.
Maclean, 61-62. and Neil MacNeiL 82·3 (heAling horses with silver and
water); McNeilL 153,146 ("silvered water'" to proted children, gold or
silver and milk 10 proted milk supply); and Francis Thompson (gold,
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silver, and water as cure). See also: Frasn, 67 (silver coins as a chann to
protect children); Creighton, 1949:51 and 1968~9-42 (silver bullets); MiWL
I.n!:I.n 01385.5 Metal as • defence against spirits. In North Carolina, Hand
numbers 5565-68. 5650. 5613, 5685-81, 5691, 5fHl all involve lhe use of
silver as protection from witches.
29. Much of this chaplft' deals with the bewitching of farm animals.
30. Different psychological schools stftss the idea of the existence of a variety
of identities within an individual. The concept of multiple identities has
been developed in a psychological approach called Voice Dialogue which
is influenced by Gestalt and Jungian psychology. According to this
approach, throughout one's Ufe, a person develops numerous suo-.
personalities which complement and contrast with each other. In a
mentally healthy person. an aware ego keeps the sub-personalities in
check so that they Kt with awowMSS of OM another (unlike those with
multiple personality disorder). This is described as our normal stille of
being. the degru of comfort or discomfort we experience depending on
how aware we are of our opposing su~personalitiesand whether or not
we allow them a voice in our lives. See: Slone, 1985, and Stone and
Winkleman, 1989, 19891.
31. Various writers have COD'llMftted. that people who have supernatural
experiences an neither physically nor mentally ill nor aft tMy especia1ly
naive (e.g., D. Goldstein, 1991; Creely, 1975:7; and Hufford, 1982). C. L N.
Macleod (1975) said of two foreruMfr memorates:
The particular instances given aft carefully selected at fint hand, and
not even remotely concerned. with people who are neurotic,
temperamental, excessively emotional. or in a low grade of mental or
physical health; but on the contnry, with people who seem normal in
every way, and, 50 far as they are aware, without any form of control
over the circwnstancts. (37)
Plate 8.1 Dan Alex MacLeod \..,;,th lawn ornament in his museum,. Taigh an
Iongantais (House of Wonders), Stirling (Sept. 1995).
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Plate 8.2 Dan Alex Macleod as a young man (photo courtesy of Cape Breton's
~.
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Plate 8.3 Dan Alex Macleod's sawmill, Stirling. Gaelic translates as "Sawmill"
(Aug. 1992).
Plate 8.4 Maggie MaLQueen,. North Framboise (Aug. 1992).
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Plate 8.5 Soutor Strachan in his home, Framboise Intervale (Aug. 1995).
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Chapter IX
Conclusion:
Storytelling in II Rural Folk Community
At the beginning of this study, 1asked the EoUowing questions about
oral narrativ~ and storytelling in the Gabarus-Framboise community: What
narratives are told and how can they be categorized? How do 'hue stories
speak to community members? Who are lhe storytellers and whlit are their
social roles? Are narratives connected more with the community and its
traditions or with the individuality of the tellers? What does the narrative
repertoire teU us about tradition in this folk community? I have addressed.
these questions throughout this thesis and will present my conclusions in
this final chapter. First. I will dlscuss the shortcomings of my theoretical
approach.
9.1 LimitatioN of Repertoire Analysis
Analysis of the stories collected in the Gabarus-Framboise region shows
that a community's oral narrative repertoire is II fluid entity. Each storyteller
narrates only a portion of the gtQttr repertoire and even the individual's
narrative inventory is in a constant state of Oux. The community's repertoire
continually changes as individual stories appeAr and disappear. Although I
was able to interview many storyteUers and record a large coUection of stories
on a variety of themes, it is difficult,. perhaps impossible, to know whether I
gathered. a typical ~mpling of the slories told loally. 1 have a good. collection
of sea stories, memorales, and humorous anecdotes but why only a few
hunting stories in a community in which many men hunt? Why no
narratives related to mining? And why no stories which. in the words of the
folklorist Jennifer Liv~, "ridicule male egos" (1990:18)?
Many reasons exist to explain the absence in my coUection of particular
narrative genres that undoubtedly exist within the Cabarus-Framboise
community. For instance, my own interests and experiences influenced the
type of stories thai were told to me. I asked about supernatural stories and so I
heard them. However, 1 was unaware of the importance of mining in the
area until my interviewing was nearly complete, so I did not request mining
stories. No one offered-or perhaps even thoughl of offering-their
occupational narratives about mining which, unlike su stories, may be
normally reserved for esoteric groups, that is, the miners themselves
(perhaps mining stories Ire lib war stories munt to be shared with comtlldes
who have lived. through the danger and earned the right to hear them).
Furthermore, members of the community probably had their own
interpretations of my role and what it was that t was seeking. Not only are
folklorists usually stereotyped as being interested. in "old stuff' but [ probably
encouraged such a view by asking about "old times," a subject that often
evokes stories, when beginning many interviews. Community members
directed me primarily toward elderly people. Moreover, they may not have
thought of relating such contemporary genres such. as hunting tales to
someone who was perceived as being interested in stories of the past. Since
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the community -grapevine" works rapidly and efficiently, people who I
already interviewed. may have prepared their friends to relate the types of
narratives that I supposedly wanted.
Furthermore, my gender excluded me from situations in which
women gather to tell slories not normally shaftd with men. An attitude of
irreverence toward men's self-impor1anc'e certainly exists in the region.
When I asked Annie (Munroe) Maclean of Cabanas t...ab if she remembered
hearing about strong men. she wryly npl~, "Some thought they were strong
men," much to the amusement of her sister-in-law Christene (Macbod)
Maclean (RT95-148, August 31,1995). Nonetheless, I rarely heard narratives
that reflected such a sentiment.
Other ethnographers working in the same community would likely
hear some of the same stories thai I m:orded. as did. Jamie Moreira and Ron
Caplan when they interviewed Dan Alex MKLeod (5ft Chapter VD).
However, residents would also tell them different stories, the choices being
influenced by the interviewer's personality, gender. interests, approach, and
relationship with both the community and its individual storyteUers. As
stated in Chapter IL it is impossible to collect a storyteller's complete narrative
repertoire. ex«pt in those raft instances what an individual who is not a
racontew has consciously learned a few -party pieces.- One can neither
coiled a person's inactive repertoire nor even spKUlate about its size and
content. Perhaps a community's repertoire is so vast that a folklorist can
never be assured of gathering even an acturate generic sampling of a region's
narrative repertoire without many yean of fieldwork among its residents.
Even then, some stories might be considered. unsuitable for a scholar, evm as
some (e.g., family stories and gender-specific humour) are not shared with all
groups within the c:ommunity.
9.2 Thematic Patterns in the CoJlUftunity's Oral Nanative Repertoire
Despite the limitations inherent in applying repertoire analysis to a
community, 1 was able to collect mOrt than five hundred stories which
represent a broad sampling of many of the region's popular oral narrative
genres. As was explained in Chapter I, local storytelling without concise
beginnings and endings and with one narrative overlapping another, defies
attempts at precise classification and categorization. While recognizing that
some important genres may not be represented in my collection. 1 have
categorized the c:ommunity's oral narratives according to the following
thematic patterns:
• The vast majority of the narratives (over four-fifths) are local, that is, they
take place in the Cabvus-Framboise region or its immediate environs; of
those that do not most still involve either the narrator or another ilrea
resident.
• Most stories are set in the old days, or ..them days," before the mc:l of the
Second World War (1945); a much smaller number (about one-fifth) are
about community and family history ("history" meaning settlement and
happenings of long ago).
• Over half contain the theme of something: is not what it seems (discussed in
Chapter V).
• Humour is an element in between. one-third and one-half of the narratives.
Although some of the humorous stories are lengthy, the short humorous
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anecdote is a mainstay of local storytelling. lhe most popular subjects of
humorous nalTatives are local chuaders and funny remarks. Othu
themes include tall taln, pranks, and. less commonly. origins of nidcrwnn.
• About a third of the stories are about penoN) experiences. Many other
stories are second· or third·hand tellings of personal experience narratives.
• The next most popular theme is worki sub-themes mcluded. making a
living. work tedmiqun, solving problelRS, showing skills or knowledge,
and entrepreneurship.
• A great many stories <one--quarter or more) have to do with lhe so: uilin...
fishing. shipwrecks, rum-running, deaths, taCUes, and dAnserous
situations. Most sea stories told by those who are not sailors or fishermen
are about local shipwrecks or drowning, of community residents, situations
in which life at sea directly .Uects land-dwellers. Seamen tell both personal
experience narratives and stories about others.
• Death is another common element in the stories of the Gabarus-Framboise
region. Nearly a quarter involve deaths. l'hese nanatives often focus on
disa5ters. untimely deaths, or the supernatural.
• About a fifth of the slories deal with the supematunl. By far the most
popular subject in this allegory ts forerunnen-other stories of prophetic
dreams are closely mated.. Less common topics include gh05ts (or the
return of the dead), the evil eye. haunted hoUMS, witches and witchcraft,
healing charms. the power of prayer, simultaneous experiences (perceiving
something happening in a distant place), and tnasure (though not all
treasure stories contain supernatural elements). Interestingly, almost all
the superna.tunJ stories-with the exception of one involving strange
lights over a slte where boys were later drowned-took place on land. As
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might be expected in a community which has many supernatural
nanalives, there is a much smaller (Jess than one twentieth of the total
number of narratives) but nonetheltss substantial tradition of stories
involving plays on the supematunl-for example, tales of debunking or
pranks involving supposed ghosts.
• About an eighth of the stories involve disasten in which a number of
people were killed or great damage was done. Most of these involved.
shipwrecks during storms •• sea.
• Another eighth are about situations of danger in which a person has a close
call with the elements, the law, or a suptmltunl force.
• The same proportion an ,bout illep1 activities. usually rum-running or
other practices related to drinki"l during Prohibition. A few stories are
about gambling or pranks involving minor assaults or vandalism. Most of
the former activities are tolerated by a large segment of the community.
However, a small number of narrativ6 concern robbery and murder, both
of which go far beyond the bounds of acceptable behaviour.
• Related to the last category are narratives (about one-twelfth) about rKklns
behaviour, virtually uways involving men. Stories of reck1t'ssness,
relatively benign law-breaking, and the less common stories of strong men
and young men fiptina suggest that risk-takinI and displays of physical
strength, and toughness among males, especially young men, are not only
expected but, to some degree, encouraged in this society (see Chapter V).
• About one-fifteenth of the stories deu wilh deviance from local values.
These stories include humorous anecdoles about local. characten, and tales
about serious crimes, chronic ucohol abuse, familial dysfunc:tion, and
diSrespect to the elderly.
• Farming and fum life is iI fairly common theme, included in slightly under
one-twentieth of the namtives.
• Personal themes, primarily evident in the repertoires of a few particular
storytellers, include day-t<Hiay hardships, defying authority,
entreprtneurship, lost people, and the second sight
• Other minor themes are strong or hardy old people (often these stories are
about Captain Donald mguson), family ema'lencies, travel experiences,
encounters with famous people, and hunting.
• A man and woman related lengthy life stories involving many of the above
themes but dominated by the concepts of work and making a living.
• Residents told few stories with either anon)'Jllous or unknown chanden;
the exceptions were usually brief jokes.
9.3 Storytelling and Community
My analysis of oral nuntives, storytelling traditions, and. the roles of
storytellers in the Gabaru..Framboise community led to the follOWing
conclusions regarding the rtlationship betwHn storytellins and this folk
community, which will be disc:ussed in the t't'Sl of this chapter.
1. Storytelling provides mtertainment for community midents.
2. Storytelling is conversational
3. Storytelling not only renects and promotes interconnectedness among
the community's residents but also connects them with their physical
environment.
4. Particular stories and s:enres ilrt associated with individu1 storyteUen.
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1. St0Q'telljng proyjdn cntertajoJDfDt (or commynjlX mjdfDts.
Perhaps we folklorists sometimes miss the obvious in our attempts to
understand what stories ~y about the culture that produces them. One truly
important thing about storytelling is that it is entertammenL William R.
Bascom. in his classic essay "'Four Functions of Folklore" (1954), recognized.
"amusement" as a prime function of folklore but was quick to suggest that
folklorists look for deeper meanings. Although Bascom said that amusement
was "important," his discussion of this function consisted of three sentences
which were followed by four paragraphs dealing with psychological
interpretations of folklore (2~92). However, since folklorists are trained to
attempt to understand what people are "really" telling us, we must Uslen to
what is being said again and again. People from the c.barus·Frambcrise
region regularly used. variations of the word lIlllI:Wn when talking about
storytelling in their younser days.
Lloyd MacDonald: .....tNt was the only entertainment we had. because theft
was no Illdio, no television. nothing then. telling stories or-."
(RT92-36B. August 13, 1992)
Arthur Severance: "Among the Scottish people, there was usually SCIMOne
who was a gifted storyteller. He was an entertainer in the area back in
the days before the "idiot box", television'" (RT92-1A, July 24, 1992)i
-Well, in the days when I grew up, you made your own
entertainment" (RT92-46A, August 11, 1992); and '"the stories were told
Simply for entertainment, that's all'" (RT9S-6A, August 26, 1995).
Charlie Thurgood: '"It was an evening's entertainment really, it was the TV
and radio of the time" and "It was certainJy .ntertaining to a little feU.
around there to hear those fellas talking about their stories'" (RT92~51B,
Seplember 2, 1992).
Dan Alex Macleod: <Ranald: What kinds of stories did people teU at
ceilidhs?) '"Oh, about something that happened-it might have been a
year agC)--()r some family that had moved into the place and. some of
their history or something like that Or maybe somebody went and
shot a caribou---thert were no deer hert then. there was aribou here.
lots of them. TeU. once they wert on a hunt or something lib that
It's simply entertainmenr (RT9S-24A. September 2. 1995).
When the word "entertainment"" was not used. it was often implied by
speakers. as when Flora MacLeod lold Jimmy Philip MacLeod. "Oh. J
remember going over to visit just to hear your Uncle Dan tell stories"
(RT92-4B, July 22, 1992),
The older people in the Gabarus-Framboi.se region grew up in settings
where people regularly II'UIde their own entertainment Ceilidhs and house
parties were nightly 0C'CllfTtn«5 during the winler. Young people held
spontaneous dances on wooden bridges during the summer. Fund.raising
dances, pimics, and pie socials took place at regular intervals. Most people
danced, sang. or told stories, and many played musical instruments. Families
and friends played cards and board games. Parents entertained children with
shadow puppets made by manipulating hands in the Iighl of kerosene lamps.
Youths skated and played basebaU or hockey. Young people walked in groups
to attend church services miles from home. A person from Gabuus visiting
a friend in Fourchu hiked between the villages, slopping for a meal and an
exchange of news and. stories at any house along the way. Much work-beny
picking, haying, potalo digging, mendinS nels, drying fish-was a group
activity (see Plates 9.1 and 9.2). The hard or tedious labour involved in
milling cloth, cutling wood. quilling, and building barns was nol only lumed
into a social activity but rewarded with a party when the job was completed.
Making one's own entertainment demands that participanls be
involved to an extent that is seldom possible with purchased entertainment
Though the idea of listening to a storyteUer may seem at first to be as passive
an activity as watching television,. it is not Even the more interactive
experiences of attending concerts mel stage shows demand far less audience:
participation than does storytelling in an intimale setting. Listening to a story
involves taking the tellet's words and creating a flow of menial images.
When telling to a small group, the teller looks his or her listeners in the eye
and adjusts the performance according to their reactions. wieners respond
by sending positive or negative messages 10 the storyteller through their
words and expressions. Furthermore, the listener may eventually take a tum
as storyteller.
Self·made entertainment usually brings participants totally anlo the
present. When one is absorbed in listening to a story, dancing a reel. playing
hockey, or singing a Gaelic song, the present becomes aU-encompassing. (This
assumes lhat these activities, while they may be sub;ect to loc.al aesthetics and
standards, are being done primarily for entertainment so that participants are
not overly concemed with the judgment and aiticism of coaches, instructors,
or olher authority figures.) These work and play activities focus people on
the immediate situation. Worries about debts, a poor fishing season,. a child
who is doing badly in school, or rumours of a mine dosing are lemporarily
forgotten by a person who is dancing to the lively rhythm of a Cape Brdon
fiddle. Nonetheless, such entertainment is not an escape from reality but an
aspect of reality. In fact, it is something very close to reality at its best.
2. SI0[yteI!jDC is conyenationai.
Mike Mackinnon (Plate 9.3), the Framboise storekeeper, summarized
two important points about local storytelling in his reply to my question,.
"Have you heard many stories from local people?-
~7
...1 think you would have been talking to Dan Alu and I think that the
ones (i.e., stories) that I would've heard that I enjoyed. the most would
be from Dan Alex. FANTASTIC MAN, just a fantastic II'Wl! And Dan
Alex has lived. a lot of years in this area and no matter what you're
talking about, it reminds him of something. And you'll say, "'God.,
look, there's tracks over there. Someone', off the road." "I remember
the time that we had..... and then he gets so interesting that you'll
forget what you're doing and everything elst. And he goes on in great
detail and quite often the slories intertwine with something else in a
story he's told you before. And you get to know the people and where
they live and so forth.. 50 although you've never been there and the
homes and the farms are probably long since gone, you know what he's
talking about in this slory because it was in another story. And. he
doesn't teU it as a story. He's just talking to you. (RT95.32A,
Augusll2, 1992)
As Mike observed. in regard to Dan Alex. in II rural folk community.
storytelling is generally convers.1ltional and everything-people and
places-is interconnected..
In most cases, storytelling and other entertainment is held in informal
and egalitarian settings. Despite variation in income and education among
the area's residents, differences in social or economic status are difficult to
discern in lhe Gabal'\ls-Framboise community. Dialects no longer ad as
important markers of social stalus, despite differencn between lhe speech of
English-speaking villagers and country people whose native tongue is Gaelic
(perhaps because of the loss of youths, the main protagonisb in village-
country rivalries, in the area). The region's inhabitants dress casually except
when attending church. or other formal activities such as weddings and
funerals. Informality is such that even teenagers and young adults address
their elders by their firsl names. A performer then is a friend and neighbour
even if the person's superior Artistic: abilities are recognized and respected.
SloryteUers, musicians, and. other folk artists lack mystique since they are
known to all in a variety of social roles. Storytelling ilHlf involves friendly
communication among familiars nlher than unequal relationships betwHn
"stars" and ·fans:' as was dearly demonstrated in the account of the house
visit with Jimmy and Lena Macleod (Chapter V). Perhaps star staluS only
exists in such a community when a performer through his or her own efforts
or those of interested outsiders gains a broader audience, thereby creating a
new role that must be acknowledged locally.
Conversational storytelling requires considerable skill and, as
mentioned in the earlier discussion of storytelling as entertainment, involves
the active participation of the audience, many of whose members will later
take their turns as narrators. Listening, as we have seen in Chapter V, is an
intense activity which often includes well-timed verbal communication with
the teller. Listeners make editorial comments, ask for points of darification,
and encourage storytellers by voicing remarks at appropriate timfl without
breaking the flow of the story. Only when the namltor has lost them. do
audience members intemapt to get the story back on track. Roy and Flora
Macleod, you will remembu, were able to relate a story together, each telling
separate parts. These interactive skills have been noted In other rural North
American folk communities (see Read MacDonald, 1996; Taft. 1983:45-82) but
are also aspects of informal and conversation.al storytelling everywhere.
According to Linda Dqh. even when Hungarian peasants are relating lengthy
Marchen in comparatively formal settings, audiences participate verbaUy.
The esteemed storyteller ZsUzsanrnII Pa!k6 often interacted with her listeners,
making asides to the audience in the course of telling her stories (Ofgh, 1995:
xxiii).
The Gabarus-Framboise community has some cultural restrictions
regarding performance. The young must give way to the old in storytelling
sessions and men often dominate mixed·gender groups. patterns which
Bauman (1972) observed in another Nova Scotia folk community. three
decades earlier (333). The archetypal image of a society in which youths sit in
a semi-circle eagerly listening to sages and wise women is appealing,
especially to aging adults who see their own growing youngsters spending
more lime with peers and less with their elders.t However, such a society, if
it ever existed, is not to ~ found in the Gabarus-Framboise community.
Despite the fad that the young generally display a respectful attitude to their
elders, this community is not one in which young people consistently seek
out the old in order to listen to their stories. Children have numerous
opportunities to listen to older people teU, yet, as they grow older and become
more mobile and independent, most prefer the company of their peers-as
do young people everywhere. Ruth Reid explained that, in her youth.
Gabarus's young people often withdrew to another room when storytelling
took place (~ Chapter IV). There the young could talk with each other
without censure. As welt rutting and joking happened away from the:
watchful eyes of elders. Youths like Joe Neil MacNeil of Big Pond, who
preferred lhe company of elderly storytellers to his peers, wet't exceptional
even in earlier times (Chapter IV). In my experience recording stories in this
region,. I observed that husbands or wives often joined their spouses while I
taped but children and youths did not, even when they were nearby and
could have done so unobtrusively. However, the young do listen to and
enjoy the stories of the old even if they do not normally seek them out.
Soutar and Edith Strac:ha.n's gnndchildren listened attentively to Soutor's
stories when I joined the family for dinner. Young people can see by example
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that they will eventually gel their turn to be the commu.nity's storytellers if
they are so inclined.
Many women are fine storytellers and those who feel passionately
enough about storytelling and are willing to contend with a malNominated.
arena hold their own in mixed. groups. Flora MacLeod, for instance, who has
many stories and obviously enjoys tellins them, seems comfortable with the
give and take of an animated. kitcherHable session when even some of the
community's men would be content to lake a more passive role. Sheila
MacCormick, who mond to Framboise Intervale from Sydney, is another
energetic storyteller who easily shares the forum with her husband j. c."
who is one of the youngest men with a reputation as an entertaining
narrator. (He was in his late forties when I mel him during my fint fieldtrip.)
Furthermore, both women and young people also have their own storyteUing
forums in which they can exercise their skiDs away from the older men if
they so choose. Among women, these forums include quilting bees,
preparations for church and community dinners, and gatherings of friends 01'
relatives for beny-picking or canning. AlthouSh men and women spend a
great deal of time together, they sometimes separate into male and female
groups to hold separate conversations at both public and private events.
Another venue for women's storytelling is their homes when. often in the
absence of men, they entertain their own children or visitors who drop in.
Many local storytellers are, as Mike MacKinnon said of Dan Alex
Macleod, "just talking to you" when they relate their narratives. However,
some storyteUers are certainly aware of their roles as performers. Arthur
Severance and Lloyd MAcDonald exhibited some seH-eonsdoUSne5S about
their storytelling. Furthermore, tall-tale teUen of earlier generations wen
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undoubtedly attentive to the fact that they were entertaining audiences when
they swapped stories at general stores. Nonetheless, their stories generally
emerged from conversation, although the tales might have bHn skilfully
situated in thai conversation by the narrators.
3, Storyle!!j0i not only reflects and promole5 interconnected""$ .mODe the
communitY's residents bu' also connects them with their pby$jra)
environment.
In the Gabarus-Framboi.se community. tM prime venues for
storytelling are gathftings of peers, friends, and relatives. This fact is as
important to understanding storytelling in rural folk communities IS is
knowledge of the stories and the storytellers themselves. The expressiOns
"my people" or "our people" are used commonly by rural Marilimers to
describe one's relatives and neighbours. To those who live along the
Gabarus-Framboise coast, the stories told 10000lly are not only about our people
but also (Pc our people. For the uta's residents, narratives help shape who
they are, as well as nurturing thrir sense of connectedness. As Mike
MacKinnon implied in regard to Dan Alex's storytelling everything-people
and places--ls inlertwined.
Mike said of Dan Alex's stories, ·you know what he's talking about in
this story because it was in anolher story." His observation extends weD
beyond Dan Alex's stories. The degree of inlerconnectedness in a rural folk
community is barely imaginable to urbanitK. Country people often share
relatives, friends, and hislory so that Ihe same characters, places, and.
important events emerge repealedly in their narratives. The main characters
in a community's ·novel" are known to all and appear repeatedly in
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anecdotes. The name of Hector MacComtidc. evokes a smile even from those
who barely remember him. As I listened to my tapes repeatedly. I got some
sense of what It must be like to grow up in the Gabarus·Framboise area,
seeing the same people regularly, and hearing stories about neighbours,
ancestors, and people who are connected with one's friends and relatives.
Though I only sampltd the community's narrative repertoire, I was
struck by the numerous links between residents that were evident in their
stories. When someone mentioned how people used to see lights where the
MacLeod boys drowned. I realized that OM of these boys must be Jimmy
Philip and. Buddy's brother. When someone else told of Willie Severance
dying mysteriously oU Guyon Island, I recognized Willie to be Arthur's older
brother. Although I have never seen Guyon Island itseU, I know it as an
important setting in the region's history. The location of a lighthouse a few
kilometres from Winging Point, Cabarus, the island is associated with the
lighthouse keepers Willie Severance and Billy MacDonald and with Mary
Tammer Winton. wife of one lighthouse keeptr and a weD-known eccentric
who lived in Cull Cove for yeus after othen had abandoned the community.
Not only is Guyon Island associaled. with drownings and. mysterious deaths
but. because of ils important lighthouse, it also figures in many shipwreck
slories. The island is as importanl an element in the community's narratives
as are some weD-known characters. For those bom and raised in the Cabarus-
Framboise area, the links belween people and. places are much more complex
and extensive than [have been able to discern. Indeed, elements in the
community's stories often coRMd the narratives directly to the lisleners.2
People who live in the region know stories about everyone around
them. Even those who leave the Bea daily to go to work or attend. high
school, or who work away for periods, return to familiar surroundings and
people. In a short story called "Civilized. Friends" (1995), the American writer
Bailey White used the concept of narrative to show the contrast between the
familiar world of her small town in Georgia and the unknown world
everywhere else. While travelling. she met a man who had lost three fingers.
In my own town I know the slory of every missing body part: an ear in
an auto accident, a middle 6nger in a miscalculation at a table saw, a
thumb in a freak accident involving a white horse and a Chrysler
coupe. It is one of the joys of distance to know that I will never know
what happened to the three fingers of that man in Chinle, Arizona.
(:>6)
As White implies, the sense of knowing everyone's stories and having them
know yours, can sometiIMs be oppressive rather tNn comforting. Many
rural malcontents and nonconformists feel liberated. by the anonymity-for
newcomers, at least~f the city.
For the people living along this stretch of Cape Breton coast, the past is
always dose to the presmt. Physie.tl reminders are everywhere and prompt
stories of former times. Residents.are thoroughly grounded. in their
community, feeling a sense of affinity with their "people" .and their
sunoundings. Narratives extend the familiarity which comes &om seeing
the same people and the s.ame physie.tl environment continually.
4. PartiruJar storie:; and CCOW IU assoc;;j.ttd with indiyjdual stol)'tcllm.
Although the Gabarus·Framboise community promotes and nurtures
storytelling, individuallalents and interests playa vital role in determining
which people become storytellers. Most narrators pass on some stories that
they learned by listening to and observing other storytellers during their
younger years, yet there are great differences in individual relationships to
storytelling. Some people enjoy listening but not telling. Othen are unable
to retain and recall many narratives. A few remember stories but never learn
to tell them errectively. Of thaw who do learn the art, most prefer a limited
number of narrative gellftS. Arthur Severance, though he heard many
supernatural stories, did not like them and so did not pass them on. Dan
Alex MacLeod does teU memorates, yet has few sea stories. The community
itseU seems to have generic preferences. Wonder tales disappeam:llong ago
for reasons about which we can only speculate (see Chapter [V). Tall tales are
no longer told as first-person accounts. Fishing stories are common in the
public forum but mining stories less so, despite the fact that many men
worked in mines, both in Stirling and far away, However, humorous stories
about local characters still qualify as popular entertairurlent.
The role of storyteller falls primarily upon the elderly, Patrick Mullen
(1992) explained thai folklorists find that "active tradition-bearers...are often
the oldest people in the community (2)," Considering the skiU involved in
conversational storytelling, it is not surprising that elderly tradition bearers
are highly regarded. Storytelling is an art. learned and developed over a
lifetime, so it is often aged people who an outstanding storytellers.
Furthermore, being a storyteUer is a social role generally associated with old
folks. Many peaple in rural folk communities regard connections with the
past as vital aspects of their region's storytelling tradition, so valued
storytellers are often those who are doser to ..the past'" and have experienced.
at first or second hand what is "long ago" to others. Some younger people
may be excellent narrators but still do not regard. themselves as tradition
bearers except in unusual circumstances (for example, when an individual is
trying consciously to preserve or revive a diYppearing folk art form), MOR
often, young rural residents either devalue their own storytelling or feel that
it would be presumptuous to try to adopt a role reserved for elders. Henry
Glassie (1982) observed that in Ballymenone, Ireland, young men quielly
listen to the old. Only when an older generation dies off does a new
generation of old men become Ballymenone's storytellers (63). In the
Gabarus-Framboise community, some elderly people-for example, Clifton
Bagnell and Dan Alex Macleod-are reluctant to claim the role of ddu1)L
tradition bearer. Dan Alex, at the age of eighty-eight, advised me, "most of
the old people is gone from here. Dead, you know" (RT92-21A). Due to the
absence of "old people," I had to make do with people in their eighties and
nineties.
Because of the association of storytelling with the elderly, skilled and
knowledgeable narraton are continually becoming incapacitated or dying.
Still, others take their places, transmitting some stories of the former
generation and adding others of their own. Even storytellers such as Lloyd
MacDonald, who have broad repertoires, do not inherit an elder's repertOire
intact but rather develop their own. according to what particular stories
intrigue or amuse them. An oral collKtion of family stories might disappear
completely if a potential storyteller-for example, a Single person or a partner
in a childless couple-has little contact with dislant nephews and nieces who
would comprise the only logical audience. Therefore, a community's
repertoire is modified according to who lives and who dies, who moves and
who stays, who talks and who listens, and. what experience is shared. by a
Significant portion of tellers and listeners.
9.4 In Condwion
The oral narrative repertoire of the Gabarus·Framboise region is
unique, not because the narrative genres within it cannot be found elsewhere
but because its repertoire as a whole reflects this particular community's past
and present. Stories of family and regional history, adventures on land or
sea, supernatural experiences, loa) characters, entrepreneurs, work
experiences, and the humour in everyday life can be found everywhere.
Furthermore, thinKs bejne othf( than what they seem a popular topic locally,
is common to other areas too. Migrating tales heard in eastern Cape Breton
can be found in distant lands. However, Gabarus-Framboise residents
hearing the stories told by their local storyteUers realize these stgries 'R 'boyt
lli. They take place in familiar seUings and involve people who are
connected with the listeners in myriad ways. RUDHunning happened at
Belfry Beach and Capelin Cove, places where where local people have all
walked. Shipwrecks, rescue anempts, and salvaging (both legal and illegal)
involved local people and ships whose names are heard again and again-
the Iceland II, the Marslulll Frank, the John Haroty, the Mikado, the Willard,
the African or Afghan Prince, and the ChlJTles Valentine. Stories of
forerunners and ghosts concern familiar people and not some casual friend's
distant aunl Local stories reinforce connections with the p.ast and with the
immediate environment. They playa major role in developing and.
maintaining a sense that a resident of the Gabarus-Framboise coast belongs to
a~ and a 1l1=.
Rural Cape Breton is not the opposite of Toronto, Montreal, New York.
or Boston. In fact, the culture of small communities like Gabarus-Framboise
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has a great deal in common with these large cities, many of whose residents
are themselves not many generations remov~ from the country. Aspects of
storytelling in rural Cape Bmon can be found in urban centres.
Conversational storytelling is heard in bus, cafeterias. and doughnut shops.
Families relate narratives of their history and their notable c:haraders at
holiday dinners. People with lengthy roots in a city may have numerous
stories associated with sites around. them. Urban friends share memorales
about inexplicable experien~. In some urban locations such as the "Scotch
chwch" (Needham Presbyterian) an suburban Boston, Cape 8retofters and
Highland Scots even gather to talk and sing in Gaelic.
What distinguishes storytelling in a rural folk community from urban
storytelling is the exlent of shared history and experience in a rural
community's stories. A greal many urban stories-jobs and legends, for
instance-are either anonymous or abou.t people not known to the lislmer.
Other genres (such as occupational narratives) may be limited to an exclusive
group whose members shart points of reference (ro--workers, families,
classmates, political cohorts, church conpgations, etc.). Although runt
stories often exclude outsiders, a great many namltives can still be shared by
all who "belons to" a particular place with its inherent social network. For
instance, in a fishing community, many occupltioNlI narratives related to
fishing are understandable even to those residents who do not fish. In a
small community, one knows stories not only about about virtually everyone
around but about their ancestors, friends, and relatives as weD. This is
impossible in urban areas, simply because there are too many people.
Despite the interconnectedness of residents of the Gabuus-Framboise
community and the importance of traditional storytelling to them,
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communal enlertainment in southeastern Cape Breton has become a lesser
part of daily life than it was in the days before the Second World War. Still,
residents continue to create their own entertainment. Fund-raising dinners,
strawberry socials, milling frolics, and seniors' gatherings are parts of the
yearly cycle. Patsy MacLeod teaches quilting to younger women, quietly
sharing local history and personal experience narratives as they work. Her
son Rodger and his friend. Jimmie MacQueen labour at preparing Rodger's
fishing boat for the aMual races on the Mira River. John Neil and Chrislene
MacLean welcome friends and relatives to Saturday night fiddling and piano
sessions in their livingroom.3 Most importantly, visiting is still a leading
pastime throughout the region. Televisions are quic.k1y tumed off, fiddles are
brought out with little persuasion, and the arts of conversation and
storytelling flourish. Residents of this and many other rural folk
communities have considerable opportunity for hearty laughter despite any
grim portrayals by contemporuy novelists (see Chapter ll). U there is a lesson
to be learned from the people of the Gabarus·Framboise region, it concerns
the value of hospitality, laughter, and homemade entertainment in our lives.
Whatever problems these people have-and the difficulties of living in a
community in which people are aging while the economy is declining are
many-their lives are made rich by their willingness to tum off the
television, put on the kettle, and share a few stories whenever someone
arrives at the door.
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Notes
1. This viewpoint is espoused by the poet Robert 81y in his popular book Imn
l2hn (1990), a Jungian-based study of the lives of contemporary western
males. Diy argues for the transformation of our society into one in which
older men directly initiale young IMn into manhood. However, 81y says
of himself as a young man, '1 attac:ked. every old", man in the litmary
community who was within arrow range, and enjoyed seeing the arrows
pass through his body, arrows impeDed by the tense energy boUled in my
psyche" (23). The image of young men honouring their elders seems to
have taken root in his ilNgination as he himself grew old.
2. Many folklorists have explored the connedions betw~n storytelling and
regional idenlity. See, for example, Allen and Schelerelh (eels.), 1990;
BumsaR, 1989; Dorson, 1952; Montell, 1970, 1983; and Randolph. 1951.
3. For a brier biography of John Neil MacLean. focusing on his role as a
fiddler, see Allister MacGillivray, 1981:138-39. lohn Neil's fiddling is
included on the record The Mu:ij£ pf Cape Bretpn yolume 2- Cape BRloD
Scottish fiddle prod~ by John Shaw et at.
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Plate 9.1 Women berry picking (photo from Thurgood family collection).
(I to r) Mary "Belfry' MacCormick,. Dolena Thurgood, Mrs. Alex (Aora?) Ferguson,
Mary McCormack. All these women are all related by kinship or marriage.
Plate 9.2 Haying crew at Kenny Strachan's farm, Framboise Intervale, 19305
(photo courtesy of Patsy MacLeod).
Person on load: unknown
Standing: Marry Maggie (Strachan) MacCormick,. Phemia Strachan, Eunice
(Ferguson) Strachan, Hughie Ferguson,. Kenny John Ferguson
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Plate 9.3 Dan Alex MacLeod and Michael MacKinnon working in the office of
Dan Alex's sawmill (Aug. 1995).
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Appendixt
Past Storytellers of the Gabuus-FramboiM Region
The following list contaiM the names of people who died before 1990, and
who were referred to as "storytellers," "'having storin: or as people "who told
stories," by contemporary residents of the Gabarus-Framboise region. Also
included, when known. are the names of their communities, the dates when they
lived, and the nanative genres which were their specialties. Many thanks to
Rhodena Clark, Lloyd MacDonald, Dan Alex MacLeod, Mary Ann MacLeod. and
Bruce Smith for proofreading this list, correcting mislAkes, and adding
information. And special thanks to Alex and Annie Macleod. who visited both
neighbours and cemeteries to gather information. Errors are, of course, my
responsibility.
tamJIuIIliIJ
!'loin< LJ2Jla N,mtjnscnm
Albert Bagnell GabuusHill treasure, ghost stories
1861·1941
l2cril Bill Bognell Gabarus. North Shaft
t8OOH:pprox. 1930s
Maud <Thurgood) Bagnell Malquish, Gabarus chiklren's stories,
1890-1971 dUJdhood in England
Henry Campbell Lower L'Ardoise hunting. fishing.
(mature man in 19301) .....ure
Archie Ferguson Malquish ghost stories
_pprox. 1940
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Captain Donald Ferguson Gabarus Lab, Fourchu sailing
Oived to 107 or 108,
died approx. 193(5)
Captain John Grant Gabarus sea stories.
1851·1928 personal experiences
John Alex MatAskill Stirling (Gaelic singer)
1901-1963
Malcolm Dan MacAskill Cabarus Lake
1892·1955
Hector MacCormick Bol&y, humorollS stories about
Framboise Intervak people
1906-1986
Charles William Fourch. sailing,
MacDonald 1814-1966 humorous stories
Dan Alex lbLI.ud. Framboise humorous stories
MacDonald 1885-1912 (composer of Gaelic
songs)
Henry Seaward Fourch. sailing
MacDonald 1883-1961
James F. (Jiad MacDoruld Fourch. old times
1876-1941
John E. MacDotWd Gabarus Lake stories of life in u.s.A.
(composer of Gaelic
songs)
John R. MacDonald North Framboise sailing
Lauchie MacDonald Gabarus Lake ghost sturin, treasure
Myrtle (Cluk) MacDonald Gabarus, Fourch. c:hildren's stories
190(1-1981
492
R.nald MacDonald North Framboise humorous stories
(known as :ID& Ranald 18OOHpprox. 1950s
to family)
Ronald MJwlll<h Malquish, Gabuus, personal experiences,
MacDonald Morrison Road (Sydney) humorous stories.
(known as Ronald. in
1__
children's stories
G.barus, IlIiKIs RonaJd)
Suah (Matheson) GabuusLake treasUl"e, childrm's
MacDonald 1887·1'l81 stories. old times
Willy Joseph MacDonald Fourchu? personal experiences,
living in New York,
ghosts
Dave MacGillivary Gabarus, Fourchu sailing. war
(WW I veteran)
Sam MacCillivary Fourchu
Alex Allan Macintyre Ilol&y stories about people,
humorous
Dan MacIntyre CanooLab
18000 <known by
reputation only)
Dan N. Madntyro GabuusLab personal experiencr,
1864-1950 humorous, old times,
(composer of Gaelic
songs)
Neil Archie Macintyre Gabuus Lake, U.s.A. Ltllla...
1894-1959
Danny Wilty MacKay Malquish forerunners
1892·1950
Norman MacKay M.lquish, Fourchu humorous slories
approx. 1900-1910
William Henry MacKinnon Fourchu sailing
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Charli.~M.d....d Framboise tanta1<s
(mature man in 19205)
John l:lloiw: M.cLeod Fourcl\u tanta1<s
(mature man i.n 1920s)
Kenny Dan MilCLeod Framboise, Fourchu ghost stories, ~asure
1904-1986
Malcolm~Macleod Framboise. Fourchu taU tales
(mature man in 19205)
Normiln~ Macleod Framboise, Fourchu tanta1<s
(mature man in 19201)
~Dan Macleod Gabarus Lake tallta1<s
(mature man in 1920s)
Angus MacQueen North Framboise
(husband of M'ggie)
Ethel lHanis) Morrison C.barus ghost stories
(widow of Billie Dowling)
Kenny Morrison North Framboise local history
18'12-1964
JohnRafuH FoW'cltu. Chester sailing. lall tales
1851·1934
Priscill. IS.gnelll Reid Gabarus ghost stories
d.1MOs
Fred Reid Gabarus old times
1888-1988
Eddie Severance Fowchu lumberwoods1
approx. 1900-died young
1 Many Muitimen went to "Uw Iwnberwoods'" to wort in winter. Storytellins wu C'Oft'lInOI'l
not only in tM Canadian and Alnfrican GImpS where thee rrwn went to work (_. ~S.. Iws,
1971:18) but in the lumberampsofEurope, fore!WTlf'k'. Finland (pft\tiklirwn. 1978:267; Vento.
1989) -t HungMY' (Digh.19l69;7~ FU'aI'\570-75;Ortutay. 2").
J.ittlr. Henry Severance
(Arthur's father)
Ikey Sherwood
Issac Townsend
Albert (Bert) Thurgood
Fred Thurgood
MV)'Ann
CMacOonaId)Thurgood
MaryTammer
(Townsend) Winton
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Cabarus ghost stories (some
19«&1984 about Guyon Island)
Gabarus ghost stories, war
1887-1947 stories, taU tales
Gabarus, Aric:hat humorous stories
188(H950
Gabarus. Sydney children's ghost
1886-1963 ("jump")stOr1es
Malquish, Gabarus, personolexperimces.
Aricha~CalgV)' old limes
1886-1984
Cabarus Cape, C.barus ghost stories
approx. 1860· 1940
Total: 51storytell.n named;
7 women," men
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Appendix 2
Population Chan.ses in The CabUU5*Frunboise Region
18'71-1991
These population statistics are gathered from Canadian census reports.
However, they should not be considered completely accurate since census
district boundaries change from one enumeration to the next. This region
crosses county lines and electoral districts and does not fit neatly into
govermental statistical reviews. The purpose of these figures is to show
trends in population growth and decline. They mdicate clearly that there has
been steady outmigration since the tum of the century,
The population of each village named also includes the surrounding
area. "Cabarus" statistics normally include Gabuus Lake though in post·1951
censuses, Gabarus Lake is listed. stparatfly. Fourcl\u is included under
"Framboise- but in 1881 botll. communities are listed under the heading
"'Fourcltu" (I have included the 1881 figure under "Framboise," as did the
government in a 1941 census review of popuLations.) The 1991 census Usted a
number of small communities in the Framboise arn apart from "'Framboise."
Nonnally. the statistics below focus on Gabarus and Framboise but other
communities are included. when named. on census reports.
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XnI ~
CabaN!! GWOISL Frambojse fwn Intnvalt N F@mboj§f N fgytsby
1871 1,017 538
1m u:i!\ ~
1891 1,139 656
illl .lJ.l2 ~
1921 979 612
ml ill ill
1941 738 460
ml 0Z2 m
1956 270 109 75
~ ill 1l!!! >a
1966 225 97 42
l2Zl 122 §ll ~
1991 110 72 44 14 11 60
Fergusson (1967) says that the population of Stirling was two hundred
in 1956, the year the mine closed (650). Today it is likely under twenty. A
listing of residents of the village of Fourthu (including North Fourchu but
not the surrounding area) in 1985 names seventy·two people (MacGillivary
el aI., 82).
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Appendix 3
Nicluwnn in the Gaba.n.&5-Fmnboise Region
Nicknames are common to both rural and Gaelic society, partly because
a limited number of shared surnames in a smaU community can easily lead
to confusion of identity. However, nicknaming practices follow very old
traditions and do not simply refled name shortages. All the nicknames in
the Gabarus-Framboise region follow the same patterns that led to the
formation of surnames In the British Isles. Almost all local nicluwnes, like
British surnames generally. fit into four groups (Cottle, 1961:9-25; Dorward,
ili·l(vii): 1) those based on the first name of a parent or ancestor. 2) those
based on localities or places, 3) those recording a person's oa:upation or status,
and 4) those descriptive of "face, figure. temper, morals. clothes, and the rest"
(Cottle, 9). A fifth group, not mentioned in the surname dictionaries, is
names based on a husband's first name. Below are examples of each type with
commentaries.
1) Parent or incesto($ Dim, People ilft often alled after their fathers. Two
James or Jimmy MacLeocls from Framboise and Belfry are called. Jimmy
= E. Macleod (Dan E.', son) and Jimmy~ MKLeod (philip" son).
A person is sometimes called. afler a mother when the father dies young or
is not well known in. the community; thus the widow Maggie
MacCormick's daughter is Mary Mi&Iil. Men too may be caUed. after their
mothers. Although I was nol aware of instances of this practice in. the
Gabarus-Framboise region. Cape Breton does have its Johnny Smhs and
Angus Allnks. Among Cadic speakers, names can sometimes accumulale
so that one is called after both parent and trandpare:nt. Furthermore,
when a person's dirKt ancestry is not well known. the name of a parent
may be replaced with that of a local relative or other significant person.
Many people in the Fnmboise area knew my great·unde Ranald~
MacDonald (Murdoch's son) but not my father and grandparents, so I
became Ranald Ranald Myrdoch or, going back another generation,
Ranald Hanald Murdoch Ranald.
2) Locality or place. Sarah MlcCormick of Belfry is Sarah~. A family in
North Framboise were known as BortUaclt bKause their anc:eslon were
from Boraraigh (Boreray), 1 small island off North Uist.
3) Ocs;upation or Slatys. John~ Macleod of Framboise was, in fact, a
cooper. His nickname was passed on to his sons, Charlie~ John
~ Malcolm C22prr. and Norman~. Dan Alex Macleod, who
operated II sawmill, is Ocrn Ailig Am Muillttn', Dan Alex lbL.Milln.. while
the late farmer and song maker Dan Alex MacDonald was Dan Ailig Am
Bard, Dan Alex .th.c....DiDl (I direct translation of the C.Uc bard without the
romantic connotations of the English word).
4)~. These names often. have to do with physical characteristics.
LittI.t John Archie MacDonald was a very small man while WKk Ranald
MacDonald, was black-haired and dark.eyeet. Other names may have to do
with character~ Bill Bagnell, not a model citizen), habits (the .E2&c.
QmL a fisherman who takes his boat out on foggy days when others do
not), or specific memorable incidents <Ei&bilt was bitlen by a pig. and
Maggie Go To Boston went to Boston on 1 whim in the 19205 when such
trips were usually planned far in advan~.)
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5) Women are also caUed by their husband's rwnes. Mary MacDonald of
Cabarus Lake is Muy I22DAld. and Sarah k1fI¥. MacCormic:k is also known
asSarah~.
A number of factors compliate the situation surrounding the use of
nicknames. First, a nickname may. as in the case of the~ MacLeods
above, be passed on to futun! generations. Devil Bill's grandchildren are
referred to as John I&ril..Bill or Mary Un1lJilll. Second, residents often
speak of others as though the nickname were their last name, e.g., Malcolm
~. This practice shows how many surnames originated, yet is confusing
to outsiders. Third, among Gaelic-speakers, double names are popular.
When I speak of John Neil Maclean, I am using his legal name. He is not the
son of Neil. Fourth, some nicknames may not be used. In a person's presence
or may, In fact, be insulting. Ileamed to use caution in my use of loat
nicknames after asking an elderly woman about the origins of a nickname for
her used by a generation long gone. She was greatly amused by the name and
knew at once why it had come aboul However, she had never before heard
the name and I realized that I could easily have hurt or insulted her.
According to those who remember them, Christie and Annie BortlTlICh took
offence at their nickname. because they were born in Canada like everyoM
else. None of their neighbours considered BorarllCh to be derogatory.
However, some used the name in a teasing way, simply because of the
reaction it provoked.
The fifth and major complicating factor is thai this is a bilingual
community in which people have nicknames in both English and. Gaelic.
The Gaels seem 10 have a particular fondness for nicknames. When my
grandmother would translate names into Gaelic, she would call me RAgluwll
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Btag (Little Ranald) and her brother Raghnall M6r (Big Ranald), although she
never called us by these nicknames when speaking English. In the past,
brothers or sisters sometimes had a common first name but with an added
nickname, like the brothers Big Angus and Young Angus MacDonald. In fact,
Gaelic-speaking people may give a person a number of nicknames, used in
different circumstances. I have heard people refer to my uncle Ranald
MacDonald as Ranald, &maId. (both are translations of Rilghnall), me. Ranald,
lUJd Ranald, Rannie (a diminutive), Ranald~ or Raghnnl1
Mhurchaidh (after his father), Ranald Myrdoch Ranald or Raght1D.ll
Mhurchaidh Raghnaill (after his father and grandfather), and Ranald 1hr.
~ (because he liked to trade horses). The untranslated names also
have Gaelic eqUivalents. Further complicating matters, in Gaelic nulC (son)
and nic (daughter) may be used as part of surnames or to show a relationship
with a parent or ancestor so that Angus, the son of Hector (Eachan)
MacDonald, may be referred to as Angus mac Eachan and Angus MacDonald
(Aonghas MacDomhnQill or Aonghas Domhnall). His sister Jean would be
called Jean nic Eachan (Sint nic fAchtln) or Jean nic Donald (Sint nic
Domhrtllill or Sint Domhtudl), and, using the English pradice, Jean
MacDonald. (Bill Lawson's column ·SinnSt1Jrachd/ Genealogy" in Am
~ is a good source of information on Scottish surnames in Cape
Breton.)
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Appendixf,
Explanation of Boating A«ident
This is a transcript of Katherine Grier's explanation of the boatinS
accident which claimed the life of Mwdoch MacDonald and his brother-in-
law (see Chapter n, fint section). Katherine sailed as a tunager and was
therefore able to put Arthur Severance's description into terms which make
sense to a landlubber. katherine's detailed description and her speculations
on the cause of the accident confirm a point made by 'ames Moreira in his
study of sailors' ballads. thai is, that a brief comment~ven the mere
mention of a place name or a location on board ship---can convey
considerable information to those whose experience can ·Oesh in the details
of the story'" (Moreira, 1989".34; also 1990). Severance's story creates more
vivid pictures for Katherine than for a person like myself who has little
sailing experience.
RanaJd: So, I just wanted you to ask you to explain about this boating
accident as you understand it
Katherine: Well. from what he says, it conjuns up a picture. He says they're
ill couple of miles offshore, maybe three miles offshore, which
isn't far really. And they wertn't anchored. They had lhe
mainsail up and the sheel tied. And thai would have been to
hold the boat wilh the bow facing into the wind a little bit and
letting it drift in a steady, predictable line, as they were fishing,
and it would have freed them up. The sheet is the rope that you
pull the sail in with. So when they say "the sheet is lied;" they
mean that the sail is in a fixed. position. And they would have
been coW\ting on a lighl brftze, no change in Ihe wind, if they
were going to tie that sheet down and keep the sail fixed..
Ordinarily, when you'rt sailing. you don't lie the sheet down,
you don't "delt the sheet" unless you're in a position 10 get il
uncleated. really fast And nowadays, they have thes~they're
caUed jam cleats and they've got Uttle teeth and you jusl sort of
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whup it with your foot and you can get the rope out of the deat.
But in those days they probably would have had a piect thars got
two arms sticking out and you wnp the rope in a figure eight
around iL So, once it's cleated. once you've got the sheet fast, it
takes • little doing to get it undeated. So. wilh that sheet, what
the SMtt allows you to do is pull !he sail in or let the sail oul
And the more you pull the sail in, the tighter, the flatter. you
make the sail and the more force there is when the wind hits it.
Irs like a Oat, hard. surface. So, if a sudden gust of wind hilS that
sail and it's pulled. in fairly hard, it's just going to take the boit
over. The wind will push on the sail and the whole boat will
tip. Now, if you let the sail out. if the sheet is uncIeated. what
you're doing is creating a belly in the sail and irs called "spilling
the wind." You actually get to the point where the sail is just
flapping there because you've let the wind out of the sail. And
that's what they probably wanted. to do.
Anyway, the situation thai they were in was they had the
mainsail up and they had the sail clealed, fastened. And all of a
sudden, they were hit by an offshore squall. Now, if it had been
coming from out in the open sea, they would have seen it
coming.
Ranald: What is a squall?
Katherine: A squall is II sudden gust of wind. You usually see it-We call
them "cars paws," you can see lhese little ripples on the surface
of the water. And. you usually have a fair bit of warning.
Actually tw~and-a-halfmiles offshore, I would have thought
you'd have some warning but I guess if they were fishing maybe
they we.. busy-. II was apparently a lovely day. Maybe they
were so caught up in what they were doing, they didn't notice.
Anyway, if it wtaS coming from out in the open water, they
would have had plenty of time, they probably would have seen
clouds or something to give them some warning of a sudden
squall coming. But at any rate, they didn't manage apparently to
notice that lhis was coming. It might have been fluky 100, you
know, unpredidable-an unpredictable direction or something
like thai, coming at Ihem off the land. Often thaI's one of the
things that happens. If irs coming in off open water, there's
nothing 10 diSrupt the wind. This way, if it's coming offshore,
it's had. to go over hills and through trees and all that so it could
have hem a fluky wind.
Whatever, the wind hits the boat. the sail is cleated so that they
can't lei it out. And from whal he says, it sounds like it would
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have just pusMd the boat right over. And he says the boat was
open,. which .means there's no dKk mc:l it would have filled.
with water. And on top of that, it was ". ballasted. boat." Now
baUast means weight. Irs weighted. down in SODW way.... And
the point of having ballast is that it lets the boat be very steady in
the water (and helps keep it on course].
So, if you have a wooden boat and irs not ballasted. and it goes
over, the wood is buoyant and it floats. II flips over and there's
an air pocket underneath and it floats and you hang onlo the
boat...
But with this boat, it was wood. But it WAS ballasted and the
ballast was prob.lbly lead or some other heavy something.... And
aU I can assume is that the weight of the ballast was more than
the buoyancy of the wood so it went down. You know, filled
with wain'. There was nothing to give it any extra-no air tanks
of any kind to give it any mra buoyancy and it just sank.•..
So, as far as I can set, they were caught out. They were doing
something IMI they normally did under a situation that was
pretty safe and they got caught by an unexpeded. squall for one
reason or another. It must have been pretty unexpected because
they were all experienced fishermen. And once it went over,
there they were with nothing but the few lhings that did Ooat.
Not a very hippy situltion. (R'1'93-4, June 17, 1993)
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Appendix 5
Arthur Severance's Nanative about
Donald Ferguson Re~rin8 the Bobchains
Arthur: Among the Scottish people, there was usually someone who was
a gifted storyteller. He was an entertainer in the area back in the
days long before radio or the "idiot box," (laughs) the television.
Those feUas provided entertainment at ceilidhs, you know,
family gatherings in the evening. But I often wished that I'd had
a (chuckles)-tape recorders weren't even thought of then,
when I was growing up, but I used to hear stories then and they
didn't stay with me, you know-except maybe an odd one that
old Donald Ferguson would teU. There were a lot of those, I
don't remember the details eXCfpt for one. There was one of old
Donald's stories that I (laughs) remember after a fashion.
He was before the mast, you know. He wasn't an officer. This
was in the old square-rigger days, you see, of sailing. And I don't
know, some port, it'd be a Sou.th American port that they were
bound for. And I'm noltoo sure what their cargo was, it was
probably coal. Bul after they discharged. their load, some places
down there they used to load guano, it was bird, (Ranald: Bird
manure.) bard manure. And they'd load that. They might go
across't and discharge that over in Europe. Pick up a different
cargo Ihere.
Ranald: What did they use il for?
Arthur: Fertilizer. And there were some European ports where there
was still quite a bit of it discharged, you know. (don't think the
chemical fertilizen were used very much then.
Anyway, they were heading down to this South American
port, they got into a terrific storm and snapped the bobchains on
the bowsprit. Now, you know what those are, eh?
Ranald: Not reaDy, no.
Arthur: Now, the bobc:hain was a chain that came from the end of the
bowsprit and another one intermediate and. it came down to the
stem, head to the stem. NEAR THE WATERLINE.
Ranald: Were they to strengthen the-? (Arthur: The scoops[?»
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Arthur: Well, you'd have your head-Slays, now, like your jib-stays and so
on from the bowsprit. They'd be out to the end of your bowsprit
and then intermediate and then in al the stem head, eh? And
those stays would be going aloft, up to the topmast, up some of
them. for the jibs, you see. There'd be three jibs now. 1 don',
really know the, as I said, the details of some of it, but your jibs,
there were at least three. Now, one was called. a flying-jib and
then the jumbo with a big jib. Now, I think the jumbo would be
on the stay coming to the stem head. But you see those stays
coming from four of those were-where your jibs were-
followed. up when they hoisted, your rings or eclipse rolled up
on those stays and they would have to have from the bowsprit,
would have to have something to give it added strength, you
see, for to stand. the strain. And this is where the bobchains
come in.
So whatever happened, he said, well, one link parted in the
hobchain and they couldn't use their jibs and they were just, ah,
well, what would you call it? They were head to the wind, just
drifting there, faang the wind, riding oul the stonn. until the
storm subsided. WeD then, they were miles offshore-how
were they going 10 get these bobstays back?
Old Donald was lelling it, you know. Now, the captain called
the first male, had to gel bobc:hains or something to take their
place because they'd have to use the jibs for to sail. He was trying
differenl ways. They'd hook the bobchain, they gol it up and
were trying to get the bobchain fastened. They had some spare
chain, of course, they disconnected. put this, got this spare chain
bul they couldn't get the tension that was requited.
So, he was trying different schemes and ways 10 get it and he
wasn'l making any satisfactory progress. Old Donald's sitting
there. (Changes voice to imitale charaders.) "I went 10 the
captain and I said 'Begging your pardon, sir, but 1believe I could
do thai job: 'Can you?"
'Yeah, I think so, sir: 'How would you do it?' 'WeD, you'D
have to lake a cable from the end of your bowsprif (changes to
normal voice) or from the-not the end of it-'from the stem,.
from the stem-head, and take a puDey al the end of your
bowsprit and you bring that In.' he said 'to the windlass. Take a
tum on the windlass,' he said, 'and you heave on that and you'll
spring your bowsprit down,' he said. 'And you'll have to do the
same thing,' he said. 'with an undercable: Said, 'Get your
bobchain faslened on down at the water line,' he said, 'at your
stem head. And then take lhis other cable,' he said, 'and you'll
have to use a tackle,' he said, 'from the masl.' And they were
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bringing that up. he said to the ouler end. of the bowsprit., [Knock
at door.} to it pulley tMre.
Come in! [Brief interruption as it tetnage girl (DIMS in looking
for a friend who isn'tlhere.]
(End of Side A. I tum the tape over and Arthur continues his
story exactly where he left off.]
Arthur: So, anyway, they'd take the measuftU\enl of what the bobchain
should be and this cable would have to be fastened back a little
bit short so thai the cable would go through the pulley coming
from the tackle, coming through the spar and the puney at the
end of the bowsprit. and they'd take that to the windlass. The
other one would have to be checked, that it was springing the
bowsprit down. Thai would have to be checked and
disconnected. from the windlass, but it'd have to be checked at
the end of the bowsprit, you see, to hold it. And, old Donald
says, then you lake thai to the windlass and that'll bring your
bobchain up, he said, as tight as you can bring it, and then you'll
have a few links from the end, for to fasten. Now, he said, that's
going to make a little slack, when the strain is taken off the end
of the bowsprit that slack will be pretty well taken up.
(Goes into character voias) "Well." old Donald says to the first
male, "'Mr. Baldwin.'" he says, "'Here you ~, first officer, and a
man before the mast is telling you how to do your work.'"
(laughter) "Well. you go ahead, Donald'''' Oh my, '" 'Yes, sir,'
says I. ' Mr. Baldwin,.' says 1, 'can you reeve the ladder'" Oaughs)
So, it went on from there and. thars how the job was done.
(laughs) All. there was more to the story bull [don't f'ftMmber).
A rig lib that in those days, boy, it was something [indicating
tape recorder). FOI' to record the story from old Donald himself,
you know, ird be pmless. Bul thai was really the end of the
story when Donald asbd the first mate if he could reeve the
tackle. (laughs) He would take orders from Donald to gel the
job done. (laughs)
Anyway, I guess they completed the voyage and they gol the
bobchain on. (Rl'J2-7, July 24, 1992)
Appendix 6
A Second Telling of Arthur Severance's
Narrative about a Storm off elACe Ib.y
Ranald: Did yOW' father have any adventUftS at sea?
Arthur: Yeah. - Yes, I suppose, in a way. Of course, he wasn't
SAILING.
Ranald: He was a fisherman. right?
Arthur: He was a fisherman. Oh, he FISHED FOR YEARS before he had
an engine. Yeah. I was just a youngster when he got the first
engine. Boy, those little (chuckles) one-Iung·ers. (chuckles) Five
and six horsepower. Irs amazing what they do though. There
was no SPEED to them. that was for sure. Yeah. Oh, I was with
him a couple of times when we, when we got caught in-. We
didn't have any sails on her. It was a Cape boat. CAPE
ISLANDER. The engine was the only means of locomotion.
Ranald: Jwt hold one second. [while J tum the tape over).
[end of RT92-15, side AI
Arthur: Well,. this was September, probably around 1925 or '26 or around
lhtn. And we were down off of G1ac:e Bay. So, there was a feUa
from Glace &y, that we knew. He asked. us, well,. he wanted to
go oul with us. -Yeah-, anyway, "Okay.- We sort of took him
and·. There were three or four big rum-runners about 6fteen
mile off. You had to be outside of a line that run from headland
to headland. And they wert laying off 10 an anchor. Smaller
boals with high power would visit them. take a load, scoot In at
some point on the shore, discharge it. But anyway, we run off
there and was a Bums feUa from Fourchu was fishing with us,
just my father and John Bums and myself. And this feUa from
Glace Bay was out with us that day.
So anyway, we got out handy one of these rum·runners and
the feUa said, -Henry: he said, -we oughYa go aboard and get a
bou'•." So, HENRY AGREED, IT WAS A GOOD IDEA. That
was my father. So, [we] were handy, put the dory overboard. and
he got the dory and rode up to the rum runner. Fine
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BEAUTIFUL day, BEAlTIlFUL morning. DULL. Oh, hardly an
air of wind.
So John Bums and I were in the boat. Well, we were just
drifting around and we had some SALT CLAMS. Oh, I went and
got one of the rod·lines and bailed up with the clams
and-something to pass the time-and, Jesus, we started
catching codfish. JOHN gal rigged up. And we were just drifting
(and) boy, we got away. Jesus, we drifted quite a piece from the
rum-runner when I noticed that we better get back~. So we
run back to about where she was and Father and this fella came
handy, came aboard the boat. And Father said, "You fellas are
catching a lot of fish.'" "Yes," I said, "We were just into a nice
spot of fish, what I left out there," And I said, "We should run
out, run back in that direction." And he too would try it.
"SURE:' he said, ..thars a smart thing to do.... He'd had
(chuckles) a rivet or two and so did Jimmie Bannister. So we
went out there, anyway. We struck this nice pod of fish and
Father said, " Let's throw out the grapnel," he said, "and anchor,
'cause we're onto a body of lish." "Okay."
So we did that anyway and fine. After a little, I had just tied.
the dory on the stem and I went aboard the dory with two lines,
one over each side. And when one line was going back to
bo"om,. I was pulling the other one. CODFISH! OH, MAN. nice
fishing. My father hollered, "Look," he said," you be"er heave
your line in," he said, "and pull alongside. Come aboard," he
said. Well, I didn't pay any a"ention to that, just threw her out.
(laughs) Next thing,. boy, when he said-. When the holler come
the next time, I knew there was something up. (laughs)
So, my God, I only just about gol back aboard. boy, and you
could see it coming. Yeah. YOU COULD SEE IT FOR ABOUT A
MILE AND A HALF. And it looked to have a face on it about
thaI high and all,url, foam. JEES, MAN, WHEN THAT
stRUCK! She wheeled around as she went to leeward and she
was moving about just as fast as the engine'd (laughs) drive her
except for they had the grapnel left to the bohom. And. the cable
was out like that, right ahead of her, on the waler. We were in
about thirty fathom of waler where we were fishing. Now-.
Boy!
Well, Jimmie Bannister-l don'l Utink Jimmie had ever been
out on, on the ocean. only maybe a couple of times and not very
far off. My God, irs no wonder JIMMIE WAS REALLY SCARED.
Well now, you couldn't blame him. We all were A LfITl.E BIT
MORE THAN CONCERNED. Now, the next thing we saw, all of
these rum-runners were running before it. I guess they put a
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barrel on the cable and a big keg and run the cable out, likely,
with the keg on it. Got her turned around and they were
running before it, bare poles.
Ranald: Are you saying they dumped the rum with the-?
Arthur: NO, NO. They just dumped the cable. (Ranald: Yeah, okay.)
Left the cable there where they were swinging on. I guess they
paid out more cable then put the, it would be a BIG KEG, oh, as a
buoy. 1asked father,lsaid, "Wharll we do?" I said, "Will we try
to make Glace Bay or (Portl Morien?" Morien. ird be a shorter
run from where we were. "Ah.." he said, "I don't know but the
only thing," he said, "that I do know, it hit like a squall, you
know." And RAIN AND HAlL it had and it was flat and then
the lop. It was HEAVY, you know. "The only thing, I do know,"
he said, "it might possibly have hit like a squaD and it might ease
up. Now," he said, "we'D just stay, leave the anchor out for a
little," he said. And we were drifting going to leeward. But then
the hail and the rain stopped. BOY, YOU TALK ABOUf A LOP
COMING TIlEN.
Anyway, we hauled the cable, the anchor, in and we started. I
remember, the boat had the wheel on the slarboard side, had the
active part of the forecastle. We had. living room in her, you
know, for'ard. And my father said, "Look," he said, "you just get
down lhere. Hunker down there in front of the engine," he said,
"and keep your hand on the throttle," he said, "When I give you
a sign," he said, "SLOW HER DOWN." He said, "Don't slow her
down too quick." He said, "U you go slowing her down too
quick," he said, "You know lhere, you might slow her too much
and just srop HER, see." WeD, we had a great big tarpaulin in
the boat and he got John Henry for to double that larpaulin over
it and put it over-the engine was in, well, you ailed it an
engine house, it was just a big box up there where the engine
was in, and put Ihe tarpaulin over that
MY GOD, MAN, TIlE WATER WAS FLYING OVER US ALL
THE TIME, hardly any staying aboard, it was blowing right past
And anyway when he'd slow her down, then she'd just barely
bob. Just enough to keep her head 10 it And then he'd give me
the go-sign and-. (laughs) Funny, I don't know just why but
those seas would come in threes. Ifs the way they had a pattern
that they usually seemed to foDow. When the third one was by,
you'd have a little spell when you wouldn't have as heavy a sea
and you could rev her up and-.
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Ranald: When you say a "sea," you mean a great big wave, do you?
Arthur: Yeah. breaking waves too, yeah.
WeU. we went oul there in the morning, WE WERE AN
HOUR AND A QUARTER. I remember when we went out. WE
WERE FOUR HOURS AND A HALF COMING BACK. W.
come into Glace Bay. There was a couple of boats were lost
There was one rum-runner didn't run before it. His cargo was
pretty nearly all out and he decided he was going to go into
North Sydney. Didn't make it. FOUNDERED. Well, she wasn't
the BIGGEST ONE. She was about 90 tons, 90-100 schooner. She
foundered and she was pretty nearly-well, probably she was in
Lingan Bay when she sunk. Yeah. AND ALL HANDS LOST.
Well that was the (chuckles) worst wind that I ever
experienced while upon the water in a fishing boal, you know.
Ranald: Where did you start from that morning?
Arthur: Glace Bay.
Ranald: Glace Bay.
Arthur: Yeah. Yeah, we was just about the end OF SWORDFISHING,
just about Ihe end of it. And. I guess it WAS Ihe end of it. thai
year. Mler that gale, there wan't a swordfish lwu:IierGlace Bay,
I suppose, than a couple of Ihousand miles (laughs). (RT9s.tS,
AugusI31, 1995)
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Appendix 7
A Second Telling of Uoyd Mac:Don.aId"s
Nanativn about NeiJ Campbell and the Devil
Uoyd: There was an old fella lived. here, Neil Campbell from Grand.
Mira. He used: to work over here for Hooper II lot And he was
an awful nervous-type man. So this fella came, II salesman came
to the stores and Hoopers always used to put them up, you
know, lhey'd keep the salesmen there. He had II big, black horse.
He put it up in the bam and, and anyhow, Hooper told Neil to
Look after the horse. This feUa could lhrow his voice, you know.
Neil'd never heard tell of anything like thaI. So he was in,
working around the barn and the horse. All of a sudden, the
horse said, "Neil, Neil. hurry up and give me my oats." Neil
looked around. He didn't know. He didn't believe what he
heard. So by and by. the horse told him again, asked. him when
he was going to give him his oats. By God, Neil took out of the
bam and he went down and. he told Hooper. He said, '1'he God
devil," he said, "is in that horse up there. asking for his oats. I'm
not going near that" He wouldn't go in the bam at aU.
So anyhow, • couple of wttks after that, Saturday night he was
going home to Crand. Mira and he was a greal &lend of my great·
grandfather's and he stopped there to have a cup of tea before he
went in. He tied. tM horse and·. Then. they all used to haul
wood. out there for the boilers. 1l\ey were using cordwood, you
know, for the boilers then for heating the water in the lobster
fadories. So all the other feUas had bftn out, nine or len of
them, horses out from Crand Mira wilh a load of cordwood for
Hoopers. And Neil was working there: and he was going home
Saturday night and he had a bag of cornmeal on and some sluff
he was taking home and. of course, he stopped 10 my
grandfather's when he went there-my great-grandfather's it
was, old Colie's-tnd he had a good. chal with him and the
horse was tied outside. So he started for home about nine
o'clock in the night, nice fine night. So when he gol into Goose
Lake here, he was going down at Goose Lake and, by golly, he
could hear a horse coming behind tum. And he looked. behind
and here was this big white horse, pretty near up to his box of his
sleigh, coming by and he gave his the whip and the faster his
went, the fasler the other one come. So he got scared so he slit
the bag of cornme.tl open and he pulled the bag over his head
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and he drove her till he got home. And he just jumped out of
the sleigh and he run into the house and he feU on the floor and
he told his sons, he said the devil was chasing him.
So they went outside to see what-. Swe enough, here (was)
this old grey horse in the yard, by the bam, by his home. And
what had happened but MacMullens were going in from here
and lhey had an old gny horse and. he took the colic when they
got in on the Goose Lake and they lhought he was going to die.
They took the harnesses off him and left, you know, went with
another, somebody else was going in. look their sleigh in low
with the other, left thell horse there dead on the ice, thought he
was dead and the horse got better. Followed Neil along and
scared the devil out of him. Oh, my gosh! (RT95-15,
August 31, 1992)
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Appendix 8
A Second Telling of Dan Alex Macleod's
Namtive of his Vision on the Like
[Dan Alex had been talking to Jamie Moreira about his uncle peddling
produce in Sydney.)
Jamie: Did you ever go with him on one of his trips?
Dan Alex: Yes. When I was ten years old. I went on the first trip with him.
Jamie: Could you describe the trip for me?
Dan Alex: When 1 was growing up. I used to see things, you know, double-
sighted or something. And I was skating on the lake here one
night alone-I was around ten years old or so-and allihis hill
was lit up with lights, long lights thrown up and low lights
down. I took off for home and I told my grandfather. "'Oh," he
said, "thars only the forerunner of-, there'll be a town here
sometime." So when we gol up to Dutch Brook, I could see
Sydney lights, you know. It was still dark. I was telling my uncle
thars what I saw when I was skating. And then the mines
started here and there was aU kinds of lights here but it wasn't
what I saw. They were saying, 1bafs what you saw." No, thafs
not what I saw. Didn't happen yet but it will. (From Jamie
Moreira's Tape 96-051, August 8, 1996)
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Appendix 9
A Second Telling of Dan Alex Macleod's
Narrative of Allan MacDonald's Foreronner
Dan Alex: Well, when I was growing up, I could see pretty near everything,
so could my first cousin. Roy Macleod. U somebody was coming
here, looking for spoons or something to go to a wake-you
know, all the wakes were in the houses then-you could see them
on the road. THEY WOULDN'T BE THERE. That Ronald
MacDonald's brother, AUan. oil. I imagine three weeks (before he
died]-I was born over across the lake here-I was sitting on the
steps on an evening like this and the road was coming up where
the old house was at the second farm here and the bam was over
between the road and the house, the big bam. So I seen Norman
Alex Macleod coming up with his leg over the-, in the little
wagon and lhe horse. I had seen them. 1thought he was coming
visiting. So he wasn't coming, he wasn't coming. When he went
behind~. When you see a thing like that, when you take your eye
off it, you don't see it anymore. SO I WENT OVER TO THE
BARN, THERE WAS NO SIGN OF HIM. So lligurod it was a
fDrerunner. I don't know how long after, maybe a month or three
weeks or something. I saw him coming again. That time he came.
Allen had died. And my mother used to go with Allen. He was
coming out to tell her. Yeah. (RT92-218, August 6,1992)
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Appondixl0
Some Forenanner Narratives from Maggie MacQueen
Ranald:
Maggie:
Ranald:
Maggie:
Ranald:
Maggie:
Have you heard anything about strange noises or lights?
Oooh, I can s« anything. (laughs) And. I can come to the door
[to answer a knock when no one is therel and the next thing.
you'll hear somebody [is) dead or something, you know.
INot realizing that she is talking about herself.) Do you know of
that happening?
OH, YES. Over home, there wefe two fellas (mashing?) here.
My mother was in bed for over forty years. She couldn't stand
and walk. Well, she never did stand and walk after that. She
had rheumatic: fever in the States and got over the rheumatic:
fever and her heart was bad. And she \lSed to take epileptic: fits
and. that. And my hwband. used to go walking over to see me.
He couldn't be bothered.lhitchingl the II\iIrt mel the wagon to
come to set! me.
This is before you were married?
Yes, before we were marritd. And he QIIle [and) we had the
dairy. We wmt and. we bpi the dairy locked and somebody
pulled. the stable,t they couldn't wait or lost lite key or
something. And. he heud Ibis noise! And my brother built the
porch with two doors, II door at NCh end of it And anyway, he
(her husband] says, "'I'm going to go in and. see if I see anybody."
You know, they were breaking in and taking things.2 And so,
when he came in, I'm lying under the porch door,] my brother
says (to my husband). "Where were your "Out looking, I heard
a noise," he said. And you know what we heard? We heard
when my mother died, they took everything out of the window.
I Meaning unclear. Perhaps the person pu1kd the stable door OPft' or forced an entry from
the stable.
2 This statenwnt does not support the idolized view that older people sometimes give 01
euliertimes.
J Presumably, by the door on. oJ (OUm orday bed.
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And I guess they brought the casket in the window. And they
put her in the casket. When I got home from Glace Bay, her
remains was in the c:askel.
Ranald: Why did they take the things out the window?
Maggie: Well, thafs what they did. There was a window there and they
opened the window." And she said to us [when they lold her
about the noise soon after it was heard), "Oh, there might have
been some noise," she said. She didn't see anything or hear
anything at aU. [She would have been bed-ridden in the house
at the time.J
Oh, yes, you'll hear those things!
Ranald: Have you heard things like thaI other times?
Maggie: Well now, thP. dishes was here in the pantry and my cousin was
over there, Charlie Macleod, visiting. That's where my aunt
was [pointing out the places where they sat]. The oldest of the
fourteen in the family. And his wife wasn't very well. And
anyway, his wife died. She had cancer. And then he wasn't very
well. My sister bought that farm from my cousin and his brother
and my husband was over doing carpentry work there and he
said they went this day to look at the potatoes that they had over
the fence. There was a big flood. came in the river over there
and, GOOD LAND, they [gave 1011 the postmistress over here.
Their grandmother was the postmistress here but she gave it to
them-.
(End of RT92-15B, August 4, 1992. Pause while I insert new tape.]
Maggie: And anyway, I came home and I told Grandma here about it. He
[cousin Olarlie) was here a week or two before it then and he
went with the boys down to see the pig and he went out where I
was milking. I was after milking and that but he was dizzy, you
know. So, anyway, he had his dinner, Grandma had a dinner
ready and they were looking for him. They came up from down
the shore, they came down looking for him. "Well," I said, "l'U
go over where I dreamt that he was, only I don't wanl to find
him drowned... I said, "He's over in the river over there." They
were going to put barbed·wire across, down here, across there.
4 It was sometimes easiest to mnove a window when tUirlg a coffin or corpse oul of an old
house with niUTOW doors and stairways.
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Ranald: Why were they going to do thai?
Maggie: WeU, so it would catch his remains. 1M river Dowing down. My
cousin was up from Sydney. Uncle DonAld's son and. his wife.
and rome in and. he was bringing in water and things and he
told her thai his [the drowned man's] wife's RUM was Helm.
She was Helen 100, Helen Samson, she was. She noticed that he
was kind of MrvOUS when we were tJwre. Well. anyway. I
dreamt that Morrison's truck came and that it was at the hill
there and that I was talking to his cousin from the Pier (i.e.,
Whitney Pier] and she said. "He's down there... she said, "in the
river." Well anyway. they got looking and [ forget now who
found him in the river. You know he could have fell over the
fence and the tide was so high. he got drowned.
My brother was telling me-they had II garage there-and he
said that he went home with one of his sisters one night and
they saw this while thing coming up KrOSS the field there. OH
YES, YOU'LL SEE ALL THOSE THINGS ALL RlGfITl But you
don'l get II bit scared. You don't say a word and you just seen it
then. You don" gel a bit scared or anything.
We were coming home from Stirling after the mine dosed,
John Norman and. I, and. they used to blow the whistle when
they went off shift and. blow the whistle when they were going
on shift. And when we were comins down 10 the bridge nea.r
Morrisons' there, near O\arlie's there, Mldeods', '"'Listen,· I
said. '"'Hear the mine whistle's bk)wing. That mine is going to
start pretty soon.· Well, they're going a.round prospecting all
over the p1a.cr, you know. Wrre you ever working in that
mine? (Rana1d: No, no.) There was a fella. he was blasted. and
he was a violin player and he went down and. he must have
stood. on the heap or something and he got choked. Well, they
didn't know if he would be Protestant or Catholic so they buried
him in Grand Mira (R.c. village). And his sister came aJong and
he was a Pro.......t So they left him buried Ihe~. WELL,
WHArS THE DIFFERENCE ANYWAY, AFTER ALL. ISN'T
THAT RIGHT?
Ranald: Yeah. So you were saying they heard the whistle?
Maggie: Yes, yes.
Ranald: That was before the mine was built. was it?
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Maggie: OH, NO, NO. AFTER TIlE MINE CLOSED. And at the time
when we were coming hame-.
Ranald: Did it~h, I'm sorry-did it open up again?
Maggie: OH, YES. IT OPENED.
Ranald: Okay. And you were starting to say?
Maggie: Yeah. Dan Alex Macleod's mother died. She had heart trouble.
And Donald and I was walking in dark night. We didn't have
the flashlight or anything. We were coming here. At Willie
Morrison's there. EVERYrHING'S BRIGHTENED RIGHT UP. I
SAID, "THE MOON MUST BE our.N Well, anyway, we came
home-U you were out walking with me and you jogged my
hand or anything, you wouldn't see anything but if you wert
walking close to me, you'd seeS-And anyway, Catherine
[inaudible, Gaelic nickname?) died, so we left to go to the wake.
So Donald and I started walking over to Stirling to the wake and
Murdoch Morrison CaDle along with the truck just where we
saw the light and, well, TIlAT'S WHAT WE SAW.6 You know,
it doesn't scare you a bit.
Ranald: Do you have names for that?
Maggie: Oh, the Second Sight or something, yeah. (RT92-1SB &: 16A.
August 4, 1992)
5 Dan Alex MacLeod: ....Jf (I) touch your dothes and I'm seeing something, you'U see it"
(RT95-248, August 18, 1992). Rieti in her study oi faity lore in NewfoundWul (1991), says,
"Sometimes strange sights an. be made 'contIgious' by touch: 'U you!ll!e somethinB and someone
else doesn't, you. just touch the other person and he'U SH it too.' explained a Colliet!l woman
who communicated her vision of a fairy woman to her husband this way..... (155).
6 They saw the truck lights lighting up the night at the spot where they had seen light in
the night previously.




